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ABSTRACT 

 

Soil moisture is an essential climate variable and provides critical state information for 

hydrological applications. The state of soil moisture influences the exchange of water and 

energy between the earth surface and the atmosphere, partitions infiltration and runoff, 

can limit the net primary productivity of a region and govern the dynamics of 

geochemical processes. Satellite observations can be used to provide information about 

this important variable but are often available at a scale that is far greater than most 

hydrological processes. The scope of the research presented in this dissertation was to 

identify practical methods to facilitate the use of coarse scale satellite soil moisture 

information in higher resolution hydrological and land-surface modelling applications. 

Research was primarily conducted in the Hamilton-Halton watershed of Southern 

Ontario, Canada, although other watersheds and datasets were periodically used in some 

chapters.  

 A comprehensive review was conducted on the use of high resolution soil 

moisture information for hydrological applications, and data assimilation was identified 

as the most common method for integrating soil moisture information into a hydrological 

model. It was also identified that most watersheds displayed the property of temporal 

persistence and that root-zone soil moisture was of greater importance than surface soil 

moisture (Appendix B). In light of this information, the focus of this research was the 

downscaling of soil moisture and brightness temperature (TB) observations from the Soil 

Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) passive microwave satellite.  

Satellite observations are sensitive to surface soil moisture, while rootzone soil 

moisture provides the greatest benefit to hydrological and land surface applications. To 

overcome this discrepancy, artificial neural networks (ANN) were evaluated as a method 

to estimate rootzone soil moisture from surface observations that accounted for the 

known non-linearities of soil moisture processes. The ANN model was trained with a 

numerical soil moisture physics model and validated using in situ observations from the 

McMaster Mesonet and USDA SCAN sites. The ANN was capable of accurately 
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depicting the rootzone soil moisture based on its training data at multiple sites, but was 

limited when the temporal distribution of soil moisture at a particular site was 

considerably different than the training data. Therefore, with the appropriate training 

data, ANNs are a viable method for predicting rootzone soil moisture from surface 

observations such as those available from satellites. 

To provide high resolution soil moisture information from coarse resolution 

satellite data, bias correction was proposed and evaluated as a downscaling method for 

both soil moisture and TB. Using in situ data from two well instrumented USDA 

watersheds and a hydrological land-surface scheme (HLSS), it was found that temporal 

evolution of both soil moisture and TB at fine scale (~1 km) could be well characterized 

by the temporal evolution of the coarse scale (~20 km) soil moisture and TB. The fine 

scale spatial distribution of soil moisture could be predicted with a high degree of skill by 

correcting the bias between the coarse and fine scale soil moisture/TB.  

In studying the correction of biases, it was found that naïve application of bias 

correction methods could result in the introduction of multiplicative biases in the bias 

corrected dataset. The theoretical implications of this for a data assimilation system were 

discussed although not yet evaluated. A bootstrap resampling approach was evaluated as 

a solution to this problem and it was found that resampled data could result in a robust 

bias correction that eliminated additive bias in most instances while limiting the induction 

of multiplicative bias. This new method was found to significantly outperform the 

standard bias correction techniques. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Soil Moisture and Satellite Observations 

and their use in Hydrological Applications 
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1.1 Soil Moisture 

 

Soil moisture is defined as the amount of water stored in the unsaturated soil zone. Numerous 

studies have shown that the state, spatial and temporal distribution of soil moisture are key to 

understanding Earth’s hydrological and energy cycle’s (Seneviratne et al. 2010). Due to the 

fundamental importance of soil moisture in geophysical applications it has been identified as an 

essential climate variable for the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS; GCOS-107, 2006).  

 In the hydrological cycle, the soil moisture state controls the partition between infiltration 

and runoff and influences the potential rate of soil water uptake by vegetation. Through its 

control of plant water availability, soil moisture also controls the vegetation distribution and is a 

critical factor controlling net primary productivity over much of the planet (Seneviratne et al. 

2010). Also by partitioning infiltration and runoff, the state of soil moisture has a strong 

influence on the flood potential of a particular precipitation event or snow-melt (Seneviratne et 

al. 2010).  

 

1.1.1 High Resolution Soil Moisture 

High resolution soil moisture is a potentially powerful source of information that can benefit 

hydrological and meteorological applications. These benefits will be realized by implicitly 

accounting for watershed heterogeneity as modeling advances naturally tend towards high 

resolution distributed modeling (Wood et al. 2011). Many studies have demonstrated the benefits 

that can be derived from the integration of soil moisture, particularly at high resolution, into 

hydrological applications. For example, realistic initialization of the model state can have a 

significant impact on precipitation and temperature forecasting at lead times extending to 30 

days (Koster et al. 2010), and can explain 10 to 60% of total runoff prediction skill (Mahanama 

et al. 2008). Loew et al. (2009) demonstrated that the assimilation of soil moisture can 

compensate for noisy precipitation data, while others show how soil moisture data can 

compensate for weak model state interactions/variability such as latent energy flux patterns 

(Merlin et al. 2006) and can provide time dependent adjustments of model parameters (Mohanty 

et al. 2000). Also, the uncertainty introduced by global climate change brings into question the 

temporal stability of model parameters (Peel and Blöschl, 2011) which can be better calibrated 

by the incorporation of soil moisture data (Koren et al. 2008).    
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The benefits of soil moisture data have already been proven for many of the above 

applications using in situ measurements with poor spatial representativeness (Loew et al. 2009; 

Koren et al. 2008) or at coarse spatial resolution (Bolten et al. 2010; Walker and Houser, 2001), 

although some examples do exist as to the benefits of high resolution soil moisture derived from 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) (Pauwels et al. 2002). In many cases the volumetric accuracy of 

soil moisture is less important than the spatial heterogeneity (Bronstert and Bardossy, 1999) as 

the spatial patterns allow for the better identification of important patterns such as runoff source 

areas. In this way the benefit of high resolution soil moisture lies less in the retrieval of soil 

moisture itself, but in the identification of spatial patterns across a catchment with respect to soil 

moisture state (Parada and Liang, 2008). 

 

1.1.2 Temporal Persistence 

The concept of temporal stability was introduced by Vachaud et al. (1985) and states that soil 

moisture at different locations, while variable in time, exhibits stability of rank when compared 

to the mean of other surrounding locations. That is, when several sites are ranked based on soil 

moisture, while the mean soil moisture state may change, the ranking of any individual site with 

respect to the others remains relatively constant in time. This concept has implications in terms 

of soil moisture downscaling and many authors have noted soil moisture measurements 

displayed temporal stability at both the field and catchment scale (Chapter 2 herein; Vivoni et al. 

2008). Despite the propensity for temporal persistence shown in various studies, the strength of 

the temporal stability remains difficult to predict by external indicators. Topography influences 

temporal stability, where flat areas have been found to have poor stability of temporal variations 

and on mountainous terrain time stable locations were located at mid elevations whereas high 

and low elevations were relatively less stable (Vivoni et al. 2008). Additional factors influencing 

temporal stability include soil characteristics (Jacobs et al. 2004), which change only slowly, and 

vegetation (Vivoni et al. 2008) which plays only a minor role in temporal persistence. 

Unfortunately, temporal persistence may be interrupted at different spatial and temporal scales 

due to disturbances such as rainfall or vegetation growth at large scales and overland flow or 

land management at small scales (Mohanty et al. 2000) although these impacts only last for a 

limited period of time (Chapter 2 herein).  
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Parada and Liang (2008) were able to assimilate coarse soil moisture data disaggregated 

with temporal ratios and found recovery of information lost by coarse soil moisture data alone. 

However, this advantage was lost following precipitation which disturbed the rank stability 

relationship (Parada and Liang, 2008). Notwithstanding that limitation, the use of temporal 

stability has hydrological merit but requires parameterization without in situ measurement to be 

useful at the watershed scale or larger. 

 

1.2 Satellite Soil Moisture Observations 

 

The microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is well suited for the remote sensing of 

Earth surface conditions because the longer wavelengths are known to penetrate clouds and rain 

(Fung, 1994; Ulaby et al. 1981). The most common frequencies for the remote sensing of soil 

moisture are 3.9-5.75 GHz (C band) and the longer wavelength 0.39-1.55 GHz (L band). 

Microwave energy at L band is particularly well suited for the remote sensing of soil moisture 

because its long wavelength (~21 cm) has been found to easily penetrate short and moderate 

vegetation cover and is internationally protected and therefore, theoretically, supposed to be free 

of interference (Kerr et al. 2010).  

The land surface interacts with microwave energy, both active and passive in a number of 

ways. Primarily of interest for soil moisture remote sensing, the dielectric conductivity of the soil 

is a major contributor to the amount of active microwave energy that is backscattered and 

passive microwave energy emitted (Ulaby et al. 1981).  Microwave energy also directly interacts 

with both solid vegetation structures, such as stalks and branches, and leaves (Ulaby et al. 1981). 

Some of the emission, backscatter or attenuation of the microwave signal is determined by the 

physical structure of the vegetation and some by the vegetation water content (Wigneron et al. 

2007). Similarly the roughness of the surface, with respect to wavelength, can have a strong 

influence on the microwave signal observed by the satellite (Verhoest et al. 2008). In the latter 

two cases, the influence of vegetation and roughness on the signal for a given frequency is 

influenced by the incidence angle of the satellite with the surface. At high incidence angles the 

microwave signal must pass through greater amounts of vegetation causing greater attenuation of 

the soil moisture signal and larger influence of the vegetation signal (Kerr et al. 2012; Wigneron 

et al. 2007). The fact that the microwave signal is strongly influenced by various, potentially 
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unrelated, phenomena makes the retrieval of soil moisture for single satellite observations an ill-

posed problem (Appendix B herein).  

Active microwave remote sensing consists of the use of synthetic aperture radars (SAR), 

such as the Canadian Radarsat program, which illuminate the surface with a radar pulse, which is 

then backscattered to the satellite for observation. This remote sensing approach provides high 

resolution information about the Earth’s surface, but signal interference and multiple radar 

reflections result in a noisy signal.  SAR systems are also limited by long revisit periods and high 

energy requirements that limit the operational cycle for each orbit. Active scatterometers such as 

the Advanced Scatteromoter (ASCAT; Bartalis et al. 2008) use a low energy microwave pulse, 

have a wider swath and shorter revisit time than SAR, but can only collect information at relative 

coarse resolution (~ 25 km). Rather than emitting a signal and waiting for the response, passive 

radiometers observe the microwave energy that is naturally emitted or reflected by the Earth’s 

surface. This allows for higher radiometric accuracy and less interference with the microwave 

signal, but requires a considerably larger antenna, which poses a physical limitation for satellites 

(Kerr et al. 2010). The result is also a coarse (~ 40 km) spatial resolution, although the satellite 

revisit time can be a little as three days at the equator (Kerr et al. 2010). Despite the low 

resolution, the short revisit times of radiometers and scatterometers makes them better suited for 

operational hydrological applications than the SAR alternative. Therefore, the work in this 

dissertation focused on satellite observations from the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Soil 

Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission which was launched in November of 2009 (Kerr 

et al. 2010) and is directly relevant to the NASA Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission 

(Entekhabi et al. 2010) which is yet to be launched at the time of writing. 

 

1.2.1 Introduction to the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) Mission 

SMOS is the second Earth Explorer Mission funded by the ESA, designed to provide 

information for climate and hydrological applications in the realm of land surface soil moisture, 

vegetation density and ocean salinity. For a complete overview of the SMOS mission and the 

SMOS soil moisture retrieval algorithms the interested reader is referred to Kerr et al. (2010), 

Kerr et al. (2012) and the references therein. A brief overview is provided here for context within 

this dissertation.   
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The SMOS satellite carries a single payload, the Microwave Interferometric Radiometer 

with Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS). MIRAS uses 69 small receivers positioned on the three 

SMOS arms to synthesize a large aperture radiometer that operates at a frequency of 1.4 GHz (L 

band) with an average ground resolution of 43 km (Kerr et al. 2010). Brightness temperature 

(TB) observations are made in both horizontal (TBH) and vertical (TBV) polarizations as well as 

the third and fourth stokes parameters. SMOS has a fixed tilt angle of 32.5° and an angular range 

of -10° to 60°. A two-dimensional ‘image’ of the Earth’s surface is taken every 1.2 seconds 

resulting in multiple measurements at different incidence angles of the same area on the Earth. 

SMOS ascends across the equator at 0600h local solar time and descends across the equator at 

1800h. Global coverage can be achieved every three days with shorter revisit times near the 

poles (Kerr et al. 2010).  

SMOS Level 1 (L1C) multi-angular TB and Level 2 (L2) soil moisture retrievals are 

oversampled from the SMOS average 43 km resolution onto 15 km Icosahedral Snyder Equal 

Area (ISEA 4H9) projected grid. Soil moisture for the SMOS L2 data product is retrieved by 

minimizing a cost function that fits multi-angular SMOS L1C TB observations to match 

simulations from the L-band Microwave Emission of the Biosphere (L-MEB) model (Wigneron 

et al. 2007). The use of multi-angular snapshots results in solving a problem with more data than 

variables and thus eliminates the problem of ill-posed soil moisture retrievals. Figure 1-1 shows 

an example of concurrent SMOS snapshots forming a multi-angular observation. Generally, a 

change in soil moisture content would tend to shift both TBH and TBV curves vertically on the 

Figure 1-1: Series of overlapping SMOS observations (left) creating an angular profile of an individual SMOS DGG 
(right). The relative position and angle between the H and V polarization observations provides information for the 
soil moisture retrieval. 
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figure and the vegetation effect is responsible for the divergence between TBH and TBV 

observations as incidence angle increases. Despite the relatively long wavelength of the L band 

frequency, penetration into the surface is shallow and the retrieved soil moisture is considered to 

be representative of the average conditions from the top 5 cm of the surface (Kerr et al. 2012).  

Due to the difficulty of collecting distributed TB observations at the surface of the Earth, 

most SMOS calibration and validation (cal/val) efforts have focused on validation of L2 soil 

moisture products. SMOS retrievals have been validated in the United States (Al Bitar et al. 

2012; Jackson et al. 2012; Collow et al. 2012), Canada (Gherboudj et al. 2012; Kornelsen and 

Coulibaly, 2014; Chapter 5 herein), Europe (Sanchez et al. 2012; Dall’ Amico et al. 2012) and 

Australia (Su et al. 2013). SMOS soil moisture retrievals have been found to have good temporal 

correlation, but often contain persistent biases with respect to ground based measurements. Also, 

SMOS data have been found to have differing levels of performance between retrievals from 

ascending and descending half-orbits (Rowlandson et al. 2012; Collow et al. 2012; Chapter 5; 

Chapter 6). Possible reasons for the differences in retrievals between overpasses are discussed in 

Chapters 5 and 6.  

 

1.2.2 Modelling Brightness Temperature 

The problem of retrieving soil moisture from TB is complex as there are multiple models 

available for each component of the retrieval process and the proper selection of a model 

depends on frequency, surface conditions and information available. (See Appendix B for a 

similar and thorough discussion using synthetic aperture radar.) For this reason, the Community 

Microwave Emissions Model (CMEM; Drusch et al. 2009), which was used in Chapters 4 and 5 

herein, was developed in a modular format. In order to constrain the discussion on the retrieval 

of soil moisture, the models presented herein are limited in scope to represent the state of the art 

retrieval model used by the SMOS L2 processor and the CMEM applications discussed in this 

thesis. It is based primarily on the application of L-MEB (Wigneron et al. 2007). 

 The general zeroth order radiative transfer equation for TBp at the top of the atmosphere 

(TOA) for polarization p can be expressed as 

( ) pTOVpatmpautpTOA TBTBTB ,,,, exp t−+=            (1-1) 

where TBau is the upwelling atmospheric TB, -τatm is the atmospheric optical depth calculated 

following Pellarin et al. (2003) and TBTOV is the TB at the top of the vegetation layer (Drusch et 
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al. 2009). The TB observed by SMOS at the top of the atmosphere must also be corrected for 

Faraday rotation which results from the electron current in the ionosphere (Kerr et al. 2012). The 

microwave emissions at the top of the vegetation layer are the combined result of TB emissions 

from the soil TBsoil, which are attenuated by the vegetation layer, the vegetation emissions TBveg 

which is attenuated by the canopy and reflected by the soil and the downwelling atmospheric 

contributions TBad which are reflected by the surface and attenuated by the vegetation canopy as 

( ) ( )[ ] ( )pvegprpadpvegprpvegpvegpsoilTOV rTBrTBTBTB ,,,,,,,, 2expexp1exp ttt −+−++−=     (1-2). 

The soil reflectivity term rr,p is determined as pspr er ,, 1−= where es,p is the surface emissivity 

and τveg is the vegetation optical depth which will be discussed later. 

 The microwave emissions from the soil TBsoil are governed by the effective temperature 

of the soil Ts and the soil emissivity and is generally expressed following Ulaby et al. (1981) 

psssoil eTTB ,⋅=              (1-3).  

Following the recommendation of de Rosnay and Wigneron (2006) the effective temperature is a 

function of the physical temperature of the soil at the surface and at depth (usully 0.5-1 m) as: 

( )depthsoilsurfsoiltdepthsoils TTCTT ___ −+=           (1-4). 

The parameter Ct depends on the frequency of observation and soil moisture content where  

( )[ ]1,/min 0
0

ωω b
t SMC =              (1-5) 

where SM is volumetric soil moisture and ω0 and bω0 are parameters that depend on soil texture 

and structure (Kerr et al. 2012). The result is that effective temperature under dry conditions is 

represented by the maximum penetration depth and becomes more represented by surface soil 

temperature as moisture increases. 

 Soil reflectivity is modelled using the Fresnel Law for reflectivity of a specular surface 

( )( )θε ,ppp rr =                (1-6) 

where εp is the dielectic constant of the soil based on the soil moisture content calculated using 

the formulation of Mironov et al. (2004) (See Appendix B for a discussion) and the incidence 

angle θ. Since most soil surfaces do not behave as specular surfaces the rough surface reflectivity 

is given based on a modification to Wang and Choudry’s (1981) equation by Wigneron et al. 

(2007): 

( )[ ] ( )( )θN
qspspr SMhrQQrr cosexp1 ,,, −−+=           (1-7) 
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where the rough surface reflectivity is determined by the specular reflectivity, the polarization p 

and the alternate polarization q, a polarization coupling factor Q, the roughness parameter h 

which is dependent on soil moisture and root mean square surface height (see Appendix B), and 

the incidence angle. At L-band the mixing factor Q is presumed to be equal to zero (Kerr et al. 

2012). The result is that the reflectivity of the surface is determined by the theoretical reflection 

of a smooth surface with given dielectric properties, which is then attenuated by the satellite 

perceived roughness which includes the dielectric roughness caused by soil moisture. 

 The vegetation layer contribution is determined by the τ-ω approach where the vegetation 

has a direct contribution to TB and the vegetation canopy attenuates the signal from the soil 

based on its optical depth τveg. The vegetation contribution is modelled by 

( ) ( )[ ]pvegpcpveg TTB ,, exp11 tω −−−=             (1-8) 

where Tc is the canopy temperature and ωp is the single scattering albedo at polarization p  which 

is assumed constant for L-band at ω = 0.05 (Wigneron et al. 2007). For the purposes herein the 

canopy temperature is assumed to be approximately equal to the surface temperature. For 

ascending overpasses of SMOS in the early morning this assumption is not considered limiting 

because solar heating is not contributing to strong thermal gradients (Wigneron et al. 2007). In 

L-MEB the vegetation optical depth depends on the vegetation type and polarization 

( )
θ

θθtt
cos

1sincos 22
, pnadirpveg tt+=            (1-9) 

where ttp is a parameter that represents the angular impact of optical depth. This parameter is set 

to one for horizontal polarization and is greater than one for vertical polarization to account for 

the vertical structures in vegetation which are important at L-band (Wigneron et al. 2007). The 

optical thickness at nadir is parameterized by 

"' bLAIbnadir +=t             (1-10) 

where LAI is the leaf area index and the parameters 'b and "b were calibrated based on vegetation 

structure and stored in look up tables (Wigneron et al. 2007). 

 

1.3 Satellite Observations and Retrievals in Hydrological Applications 

 

Soil moisture retrievals and satellite TB observations have been demonstrated to improve 

hydrological modelling applications by correcting errors in model forcing (Walker et al. 2001; 
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Crow and Wood, 2002), providing realistic initialization of weather and flood forecasts (Koster 

et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2012), and through updating the model state. Typically this information is 

used for model calibration (Pauwels et al. 2009), data assimilation (Reichle et al. 2008; Draper et 

al. 2012), or calibration and assimilation through dual-state-parameter assimilation techniques. 

 The assimilation of soil moisture information from both in situ sensors and satellite 

retrievals has been demonstrated to improve the accuracy of land surface models (Koster et al., 

2010; Draper et al. 2012), numerical weather prediction (de Rosnay et al., 2013), hydrological 

models (Brocca et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2012) and flood forecasting (Liu et al. 2012). 

Unfortunately, most satellite observations of soil moisture have a spatial resolution of 25 - 40 km 

which is much larger than the resolution of many hydrological processes which occur at less than 

1 km (Merlin et al., 2012). To overcome this impediment there has been a lot of attention placed 

on the downscaling of satellite observations. 

 

1.3.1 Downscaling Satellite Observations and Soil Moisture Retrievals 

Downscaling is a procedure where either a physical or statistical relationship is established 

between coarse scale soil moisture and fine scale predictor variables. At the fine scale, the spatial 

distribution of soil moisture can be considered as a function of an organized structure based on 

topography, vegetation and soil texture that is perturbed by stochastic influences such as 

precipitation, temperature, solar radiation, etc. (Wilson et al. 2005; Bronstert and Bardossy, 

1999). Most practical downscaling methods presented seek to produce high resolution soil 

moisture fields by accounting for either the organized or stochastic component influencing soil 

moisture distribution.   

Merlin et al. (2012) provide one of few examples in the literature of actual SMOS soil 

moisture data being disaggregated. Their method relies on MODIS derived surface skin 

temperature collected in the thermal infrared portion of the visible spectrum. The skin 

temperature data is related to NDVI values to derive the surface evaporative efficiency which is 

used as a fine scale proxy of surface soil moisture. A similar method is proposed by Kim and 

Hogue (2012) who use MODIS vegetation indices and surface temperature to disaggregate the 

AMSR-E soil moisture product. The method of Merlin et al. (2006; 2012) places more weight on 

the land surface temperature, whereas the UCLA method of Kim and Hogue (2012) weights both 
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vegetation and skin temperature evenly resulting in a model which represents a broader range of 

conditions, but is slightly less accurate (Kim and Hogue, 2012).  

 In order to account for the structured component of soil moisture, many proposed 

downscaling methodologies seek to relate topographic indices to coarse resolution soil moisture. 

Relying on the concept of temporal stability (Vachaud et al. 1985), Loew and Mauser (2008) 

developed a simple downscaling framework where fine scale soil moisture was related to 

spatially averaged soil moisture through simple linear regression using a physically based model 

to develop regression parameters. Using this technique each model grid cell was represented by a 

unique regression equation which maintained the grid cell’s relative rank. This method, although 

simple, had an error of less than 4 % for almost every 1 km grid cell but was strongly influenced 

by bias and errors in the coarse resolution soil moisture (Loew and Mauser, 2008). Coleman and 

Niemann (2012) suggested that the soil moisture non-linearity could be overcome through the 

use of non-linear mixture models and a spatial artificial neural network. Both mixture models 

and spatial ANN are unsupervised machine learning methods that were used to relate 

topographic indices to spatially averaged soil moisture. They found these methods were able to 

predict spatial variability when soil moisture was highly organized and could capture some 

organization when soil moisture was less organized. In comparing these methods with multi-

linear regression it was concluded that the spatial ANN was best suited to soil moisture 

downscaling as it was able to best account for the non-linearity of soil moisture scaling 

(Coleman and Niemann, 2012). In order to better represent the strength of the relationship 

between the soil moisture state and the topographic influences that affect soil moisture 

organization, Wilson et al. (2005) used a weighted combination of indices. Linking the weight 

factor of various topographic indices to the mean soil moisture state allowed the downscaling 

model to adapt as the relative dominance of various spatially different processes changed 

(Wilson et al. 2005). This method was enhanced by adding a map of average residuals to 

represent the soil moisture contribution which is persistent in time, but not related to terrain, 

where the residuals are interpreted to represent a map of soil properties (Wilson et al. 2005).  

 Mascaro et al. (2011) downscaled soil moisture using a multi-fractal statistical 

relationship with scale. They reduced soil type, topographic index, and land cover using principal 

components analysis (PCA) which was used to calculate the multi-fractal exponent of the scaling 

model for each statistical moment. The derived downscaling relationships were tested for four 
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different sites and were found to be site specific, reproducing the statistical properties of the 

observed soil moisture, but not the spatial properties (Mascaro et al. 2011).  

In most of the downscaling examples above, the soil moisture or TB from the satellite 

source would maintain satellite biases with respect to a land surface model, and therefore bias 

correction would still be a necessary step (Merlin et al. 2012). 

 

1.3.2 Data Assimilation 

A land data assimilation system (LDAS) is designed to merge satellite observations or retrievals 

into a numerical model. Since both the model and observations are considered to contain errors, 

it is expected that the output from an LDAS is superior to either product alone (Reichle et al. 

2014). In land surface applications this is most often accomplished with sequential assimilation 

techniques derived from the Kalman Filter such as the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF; de Rosnay 

et al. 2013) and the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF; Evenson, 2003).  

 In the Kalman Filter the model is used to create an a priori estimate of the state known as 

the forecast using a Monte Carlo simulation. The observations are used to conduct an update of 

the model state based on Bayesian update of the posterior model states known as the analysis 

(Evenson, 2003). The update follows: 

( )HXDKXX −+=ˆ             (1-11) 

where X is the forecast matrix, D contains the observation data plus a random vector of errors 

and H is the observation operator, which is used to transform the observed data in D to the model 

state space. The update is determined by the Kalman Gain K which is estimated by the sample 

error covariance matrices of model and observations. Because Kalman filter methods use model 

state covariance, the update from the assimilation of surface information can be propagated to 

deeper soil layers (Sabater et al. 2007). If soil moisture is being directly assimilated in the 

LDAS, then the observation operator often takes the form of a bias correction, which matches the 

statistical moments of the satellite retrieval to the model state. Currently, this is the most 

common form of LDAS (Lahoz and De Lannoy, 2014). Alternatively, a radiative transfer model, 

such as the Community Microwave Emissions Model (CMEM; Drusch et al. 2009) can be 

coupled to the land surface model and satellite observations indirectly assimilated to update the 

soil moisture state. Given simplifying assumptions necessary for the radiative transfer model, the 

correction of bias’ between the satellite observations and model is still often necessary (Drusch 
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et al. 2009). The latter option has theoretical and practical advantages for LDAS because it 

avoids the use of potentially inconsistent ancillary data in soil moisture retrievals and TB 

observations are available in near real time (Lahoz and De Lannoy, 2014).   

 

1.4 Rationale, Objectives and Outline 

 

As previously discussed, soil moisture is a key component of the hydrological cycle. An 

improved soil moisture state is expected to improve many applications with particular emphasis 

on numerical weather prediction and streamflow forecasting. The goal of this work is to identify 

a practical method for the downscaling of satellite soil moisture retrievals and observations, with 

a particular focus on SMOS, for use with high resolution distributed modelling applications. This 

goal was accomplished through directed research on the role of spatial biases of soil moisture 

and brightness temperature using field data, a distributed hydrological land surface scheme and a 

radiative transfer model. The major assumptions used throughout much of the bias correction 

research were: 

 

1) Watersheds can be considered temporally stable and therefore the spatial distribution of 

soil moisture at intermediate scales (~1 km) can be well described by bias and differences 

in variance from the mean watershed state; 

2) At scales below that of a satellite grid cell, the temporal evolution of the land surface soil 

moisture is primarily driven by precipitation and evapotranspiration, which can be 

assumed to be spatially homogenous; 

3) Most applications of satellite observations in hydrology involve sequential data 

assimilation and therefore bias correction is already a necessary step to integrate the 

satellite data. 

 

The validity of assumptions (1) and (2) were verified in Chapters 4 and 5 and assumption (3) was 

established through precedent in the literature (Lahoz and De Lannoy, 2014; Reichle et al. 2014; 

Liu et al. 2012).  
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1.4.1 Thesis Outline 

This thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to soil moisture in hydrology, 

satellite remote sensing of soil moisture, the correction of biases between satellite observations 

and retrievals, the modelling of surface soil moisture, and the role of bias correction in data 

assimilation. The introduction in Chapter 1 provides context and touches on research projects in 

Chapters 2-6. 

Chapter 2 focuses on soil moisture hydrology and describing the data used in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 3 provides background to determine if a reliable system can be developed to predict root 

zone soil moisture based on information such as that used in Chapters 4-6. Chapters 4-6 are 

about the downscaling of soil moisture and TB with bias correction. Chapters 4 and 5 investigate 

bias correction using different types of data and Chapter 5 focuses on the bias correction method 

itself. 

   

 Chapter 2 presents the McMaster Mesonet distributed soil moisture dataset and a spatio-

temporal analysis of the soil moisture data provided. A comparison was made between two 

different types of soil moisture probes and initial results from the meteorological stations of the 

McMaster Mesonet described. Temporal persistence in the Hamilton-Halton watershed was 

explored using the approach proposed by Vachaud et al. (1985) including a unique analysis of 

temporal persistence following a disturbance. An analysis was conducted of the spatial 

variability as it relates to the basin state, which is also related to results in Chapters 4-6. This 

work was published in the journal Hydrology and Earth Systems Science. 

 Chapter 3 explores the ability to predict rootzone soil moisture using artificial neural 

networks (ANN) and surface observations of soil moisture as may be available from satellite 

observations. The physically based model HYDRUS 1-D was forced with meteorological inputs 

from the McMaster Mesonet and database soil texture to generate surface and rootzone soil 

moisture. The HYDRUS 1-D results were used to train several ANN configurations and a 

sensitivity analysis conducted. These ANN output were validated using three stations from the 

McMaster Mesonet and three stations from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Soil 

Climate Analysis Network (SCAN; Schaefer et al. 2007). This work was published in the journal 

Water Resources Research. 
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 Chapter 4 investigates the feasibility of downscaling TB observations and soil moisture 

retrievals using a simple bias correction technique in two well instrumented USDA watersheds. 

CMEM was used to simulate TB; and the temporal persistence of TB and soil moisture was 

investigated. A simple bias correction technique was used to downscale watershed average TB 

and soil moisture to match point scale in situ measurements. This work has been submitted to 

Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres. 

 Chapter 5 expands upon the work in Chapter 4. The physically based distributed 

Hydrological Land Surface Scheme (HLSS) Modélisation Environmentale Communautaire 

(MEC) – Surface Hydrology (MESH) was coupled to CMEM to provide distributed soil 

moisture and TB at high resolution. MESH was calibrated and validated in the Hamilton-Halton 

watershed using data from the McMaster Mesonet and Environment Canada. MESH-CMEM was 

independently validated using TB observations and soil moisture retrievals from SMOS. Bias 

correction was then assessed as a means to downscale SMOS observations to match a high 

resolution model as would be practiced in a LDAS. This work has been submitted to the IEEE 

Journal of Selected Topics on Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing. 

 Chapter 6 examines a shortcoming of the bias correction techniques described in 

Chapters 4 and 5 and suggested an improved method of bias correction. SMOS soil moisture 

retrievals were compared to several USDA SCAN sites distributed across the United States for 

two different years. Two bias correction techniques were examined and a Monte Carlo 

resampling technique proposed to provide robust bias correction. The benefits and shortcomings 

of this technique were analyzed. This work was submitted to the journal Remote Sensing of 

Environment. 

 Chapter 7 provides a summary of the conclusions of the previous chapters and provides 

recommendations for directions of future research.  

Appendix A is a methodological paper that describes the infilling of soil moisture data. 

The methods described in the Appendix are applied in Chapters 2-4. This work was published in 

the Journal of Hydrologic Engineering. 

Appendix B is a comprehensive review which can be broken into two main sections. The 

first section reviews the state of the art of soil moisture retrieval from SAR satellites. Based on 

the analysis of the first part of the chapter, the second part focuses on the hydrological 

applications of high resolution soil moisture, which provides the motivation for the remainder of 
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the thesis. The end of this chapter contains a thorough discussion of the merits and limitations of 

high resolution soil moisture retrievals, particularly from SAR satellites. This work was 

published in the Journal of Hydrology. 
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Summary of Paper 1: Kornelsen, K.C. and Coulibaly, P. (2013) McMaster Mesonet Soil 
Moisture Dataset: Description and Spatio-temporal Variability Analysis, Hydrology and Earth 
Systems Science, 17(1), 1-18, doi: 10.5194/hess-17-1-2013. 

Summary: 

This research sets the context for the study area used in much of the rest of this thesis. The 

McMaster Mesonet consists of four soil moisture monitoring sites with continunous hourly soil 

moisture information at multiple depths since 2006. A description is given of the watershed and 

the data and a spatial variability and temporal stability analysis was conducted. These are 

standard analysis techniques for soil moisture datasets and allow for direct comparison of the 

characteristics of the McMaster Mesonet to other datasets. This is the first such analysis to occur 

in Canada and considers the longest time period published to the author’s knowledge. This work 

is also novel in that temporal stability is considered both over long periods of time and 

seasonally. Similarly, the hourly nature of the McMaster Mesonet data set allows for the first 

analysis of the persistence of the temporal pattern following rain events. 

 

The results of this research demonstrate: 

• The McMaster Mesonet sites were found to be temporally stable, particularly at the 

seasonal time step. This has implications for the bias correction work later in the thesis. 

• The spatial variability of soil moisture, particularly at the Governor Road site, was 

sometimes greater than the target uncertainty of soil moisture retrievals from SMOS or 

SMAP. 

• The temporal persistence of the spatial distribution of soil moisture was seldom 

interrupted and required either very wet conditions prior to a moderate size rain event or 

a large amount of water to be added to the soil through precipitation. 

• Following large rain events, the spatial distribution of soil moisture returned to the 

temporally persistent pattern within 18-24 hours, even for the Kelso site which is flat and 

has poorly drained soils.  
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2.1 Abstract 

 

This paper introduces and describes the hourly high resolution soil moisture dataset continuously 

recorded by the McMaster Mesonet located in the Hamilton-Halton Watershed in Southern 

Ontario, Canada. The McMaster Mesonet consists of a network of time domain reflectometer 

(TDR) probes collecting hourly soil moisture data at six depths between 10 cm and 100 cm at 

nine locations per site spread across four sites in the 1250 km2 watershed. The sites for the soil 

moisture arrays are designed to further improve understanding of soil moisture dynamics in a 

seasonal climate and to capture soil moisture transitions in areas that have different topography, 

soil and land-cover. The McMaster Mesonet soil moisture constitutes a unique database in 

Canada because of its high spatio-temporal resolution. In order to provide some insight into the 

dominant processes at the McMaster Mesonet sites, a spatio-temporal and temporal stability 

analysis were conducted to identify spatio-temporal patterns in the data and to suggest some 

physical interpretation of soil moisture variability. It was found that the seasonal climate of the 

Great Lakes Basin causes a transition in soil moisture patterns at seasonal time scales. During 

winter and early spring months, and at the meadow sites, soil moisture distribution is governed 

by topographic redistribution, whereas following efflorescence in the spring and summer, soil 

moisture spatial distribution at the forested site was also controlled by vegetation canopy. 

Analysis of short-term temporal stability revealed that the relative difference between sites was 

maintained unless there was significant rainfall (>20 mm) or wet conditions a priori. Following a 

disturbance in the spatial soil moisture distribution due to wetting, the relative soil moisture 

pattern re-emerged in 18 to 24 hours. Access to the McMaster Mesonet data can be provided by 

visiting www.hydrology.mcmaster.ca/mesonet.  

 

2.2 Introduction 

 

The spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture both at the surface and in the root-zone is an 

important control in many hydrological and atmospheric fluxes. These fluxes play a critical role 

in water and energy balances, and have both a direct and indirect impact on water resources and 

local climate.  Soil moisture is of great significance for scientific and operational applications 

such as flood prediction and forecasting (Komma et al. 2008; Mahanama et al. 2008; Brocca et 
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al. 2009), numerical weather prediction (Mohr et al. 2003; Loew et al. 2009; Alavi et al. 2010), 

climate modeling (Merlin et al. 2006; Seneviratne et al. 2010) and other disciplines, because it 

controls the partition of both mass and energy in hydro-meteorological processes. The potential 

of soil moisture data is being realized through recent technological advances, which have 

allowed for detailed in situ and remote soil moisture monitoring. As monitoring programs 

become more widespread and temporally consistent, they are providing a better understanding of 

the processes which determine the spatial and temporal distribution of soil moisture. The spatial 

distribution of soil moisture is determined by an organized structure that is perturbed by 

stochastic forcing (Bronstert and Bardossy, 1999), and analyses of soil moisture monitoring 

programs have revealed that the relative dominance of any organized or stochastic factor varies 

with basin, soil, topography, vegetation, meteorological and scale characteristics (Vanderlinden 

et al. 2012). However, no high resolution, in terms of spacing and periodicity, soil moisture data 

was available in Canada to carry out such analyses. The McMaster Mesonet was establised to fill 

that gap, and to allow for insight into the factors controlling soil moisture distribution. An area 

that requires further research (Vanderlinden et al. 2012).  

Blöschl and Sivapalan (1995) discussed the scale of hydrological observations as being 

characterized by a scaling triplet consisting of extent, spacing and support. Extent refers to the 

areal size represented by the observations, spacing to the distance between observation points 

and support the area that is represented by each observation. They similarly disected the spatial 

(temporal) scale of hydrological processes into spatial extent (duration), space (time) period and 

integral scale (correlation length) (Blöschl and Sivapalan, 1995). Over the past decade(s) many 

soil moisture monitoring efforts have been undertaken to characterize the spatial-temporal 

distribution of soil moisture and its processes at a particular scale of interest. Intensive short term 

monitoring efforts for large areas such as the Southern Great Plains (SGP) (Familglietti et al. 

1997; Mohanty et al. 2000b; Martinez-Fernandez and Ceballos, 2003; Ryu and Famiglietti, 2005; 

2006) and Soil Moisture Experiments (SMEX) series (Cosh et al. 2004; Bosch et al. 2006; Choi 

and Jacobs, 2007; Das et al. 2008) were designed to monitor soil moisture at both a large spatial 

extent with moderate spacing for process description, but were limited by a moderate period and 

short duration. Large scale monitoring whether of short (SMEX, SGP) or long duration (Ceballos 

et al. 2005; Albergel et al. 2008; Lebel et al. 2009) for calibration/validation of radiometer scale 

(~40 km) soil moisture products, use multiple observations of wide spacing to increase the extent 
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of soil moisture observations. While coarse resolution (large spacing/extent) soil moisture is 

relatively abundant and has been shown to enhance hydrological and atmospheric modelling, the 

advantage of high resolution datasets is increasingly recognized (Wood et al. 2011) and the 

importance of small scale heterogeneity has been demonstrated (Merlin et al. 2006; Alavi et al. 

2010; Minet et al. 2010). Efforts to characterize soil moisture data at high spatial resolution 

(hillslope scale) can be described as having a moderate period (daily) and duration (days-

months) (Famiglietti et al. 1998; Mohanty et al. 2000a; Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002) or are 

sampled at low to moderate periodicity (Grayson and Western, 1998; Wilson et al. 2003; 

Western et al. 2004; Brocca et al. 2010). To monitor hydrological processes, soil moisture has 

also been monitored at very short periods (minutes) for short durations (hours) (Torres et al. 

1998). The McMaster Mesonet was designed to provide appropriate soil moisture information 

needed for process undertanding and modeling, and developing soil moisture retrieval and 

extension algorithms by monitoring soil moisture with both a short (hourly) period and long 

duration (years) at a small extent and spacing.  

With respect to spatial soil moisture distribution, some studies have found that soil 

moisture variability increases in wet conditions (Famiglietti et al. 1998; Vivoni et al. 2008), 

while others have found variability increases in dry conditions (Jacobs et al. 2004; Bosch et al. 

2006; Choi and Jacobs, 2007; Brocca et al. 2010). Analyzing the results from many studies 

Brocca et al. (2007) found that in humid climates, spatial variability is greater when conditions 

are dry, whereas semi-arid environments have the highest variability in wet conditions. These 

relationships are also subject to considerations of scale and topography. For example, scale is 

important as homogenous rainfall tends to decrease soil moisture variability and heterogeneous 

rainfall increases it (Cosh et al. 2004), whereas Famiglietti et al. (1998) found that following a 

rainstorm upper portions of a hillslope were more variable than lower portions of the hillslope 

causing an overall increase in variability when the entire landscape was considered. At smaller 

extents, precipitation is generally homogenous and the redistribution of soil moisture by 

topography, soil texture and vegetation become important post precipitation (Wilson et al. 2003; 

Famiglietti et al. 2008). During wetting, soil moisture variability is dominated by the soils 

infiltration capacity and topographic redistribution (Famiglietti et al. 1998; Western and Blöschl, 

1999; Western et al. 2004; Vivoni et al. 2008; Heathman et al. 2009) while, under dry conditions 

variability is maintained by the soil water holding capacity and concavity of the surface 
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(Famiglietti et al. 1998; Peters-Lidard et al. 2001; Vivoni et al. 2008). Vegetation is also a 

potentially important predictor of soil moisture distribution which can redistribute soil moisture 

affording a homogenizing effect (Ivanov et al. 2010) or partially explain soil moisture spatial 

variability in some landscapes (Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002; Bosch et al. 2006), whereas others 

have found that the role of vegetation in soil moisture distribution is only minor (Cosh et al. 

2004).  Vachaud et al. (1985) noticed that the relative rank of soil moisture at a particular 

location with respect to similar nearby locations was persistent in time, leading to the assertion of 

temporal stability, or more appropriately rank stability (Chen, 2006). The presence of temporally 

stable soil moisture patterns has been noted during several soil moisture campaigns (Martinez-

Fernandez and Ceballos 2003; Cosh et al. 2004; Bosch et al. 2006; Vivoni et al. 2008) and has 

also been found to result from soil, topographic and vegetation influences (Vivoni et al. 2008). 

However, flat topography and soil moisture redistribution have also been observed to result in 

poor temporal stability (Mohanty et al. 2000b; Mohanty and Skaggs, 2001).  None of those soil 

moisture dynamics analysis studies were conducted in Canada because of the lack of appropriate 

soil moisture data. The role of seasonal effects on soil moisture variability and stability in cool 

and snowy climates remains an open research area. The McMaster Mesonet database will help to 

fill that gap as well. 

This paper introduces and describes the long-term high resolution McMaster Mesonet 

dataset located in the 1250 km2 Hamilton-Halton Watershed in Southern Ontario, Canada. It also 

provides a spatio-temporal analysis of the hourly soil moisture data collected at four sites since 

autumn 2006. The experiment was designed specifically for application to high resolution remote 

sensing soil moisture validation, hydrological data assimilation, and process understanding. The 

unique aspect of this dataset is the multiple soil moisture profiles that are collected at each site 

for both an hourly period and long duration. This will allow for the characterization of hillslope 

scale soil moisture variability at event, seasonal and inter-annual temporal scales, and will 

provide insight into the influence of topography, vegetation and atmospheric conditions on small 

scale soil moisture dynamics. Also, most soil moisture experiments described in the literature are 

from the U.S.A., Europe and Australia and so, to the best knowledge of the authors, this paper 

represents the first attempt to describe long term soil moisture dynamics in Canada and 

specifically the Great Lakes Region. It is expected that the McMaster Mesonet will monitor 

hillslope scale processes that are representative of those occuring in the southern Great Lakes 
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Region of Canada in general and the Hamilton-Halton watershed in particular. Due to the limited 

spatial extent of the monitoring sites, it is surmised that the dataset is better representative of 

regional temporal trends than regional spatial soil moisture. The main dataset consists of a series 

of four high resolution soil moisture arrays collecting hourly distributed soil moisture profile 

information since 2006 with an expected lifespan of fifteen years. The soil moisture data is 

supplemented by six weather stations and nine rain gauges distributed throughout the watershed. 

This dataset can be made available to the broader research community by visiting the website 

www.hydrology.mcmaster.ca/mesonet and plans are underway to include the dataset in the 

International Soil Moisture Network (Dorigo et al. 2011). This paper would serve as an essential 

reference for the McMaster Mesonet data users.  

 

2.3  McMaster Mesonet 

 

2.3.1 Hamilton-Halton Watershed 

The Hamilton-Halton Watershed (Fig. 2-1) is 

part of the Lake Ontario drainage basin in 

Ontario, Canada and has approximately 980 

km2 rural agricultural/forested land and 270 

km2 of urbanized/industrial land. The 

urbanized land in the watershed is 

concentrated within a band that extends 

approximately 7.5 km from the Lake Ontario 

shoreline, with the notable exception of the 

Town of Milton which covers an area of 25 

km2, in the northern-central part of the 

watershed. The major geographic features 

include the Lake Iroquois Plains, which are an ancient glacial extension of the current Lake 

Ontario shoreline and the Niagara Escarpment. The area surrounding the Niagara Escarpment is 

primarily mixed deciduous/coniferous woodland, and agriculture dominates the remainder of the 

rural area. The primary crops are maize, soy and grains with some tender fruit crops. The 

watershed is sub-divided into six primary sub-watersheds, Sixteen Mile Creek, Bronte Creek, 

Figure 2-1: Location map of the Hamilton-Halton Watershed 
including sub-watersheds and the locations of the soil 
moisture arrays and hydro-meteorological stations. 
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North Shore, Grindstone Creek, Spencer Creek and Red Hill Creek, each with their own network 

of tributaries. Sixteen Mile Creek is the northernmost sub-watershed and covers an area of 357 

km2 and is predominantly agricultural. The Bronte Creek Watershed encompasses an area of 304 

km2 and has the largest proportion of forested area around the Niagara Escarpment. Grindstone 

Creek has a catchment area of 99 km2 and is largely rural agricultural with forest and some urban 

area in the south east. Both North Shore Creek (44 km2) and Red Hill Creek (93 km2) are 

predominantly urban areas and have been modified to accommodate urban storm water 

management. Spencer Creek encompasses an area of 260 km2 and is predominantly 

rural/agricultural and includes part of the City of Hamilton and forested area around the Niagara 

Escarpment in the south eastern portion of the sub-watershed. It is important to note that areas 

reported herein are consistent with what is portrayed in Fig. 2-1, however, in reality the sub-

watersheds as reported also contain small waterways which drain directly into Lake Ontario but 

are not distinguished herein.  

The climate of the watershed can be classified as humid continental with average annual 

precipitation of 910 mm distributed evenly throughout the year. The watershed experiences four 

distinct seasons, with average summer temperatures of 21°C and average winter temperatures of 

-6°C (1971 to 2000 Canadian Climate Normals). A time series plot of climate variables and 

Figure 2-2: Daily time series plot of 10 cm site averaged soil moisture from K1 and daily time series of meteorological 
data collected at Kelso. 
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Table 2-1: Climatic conditions based on Brittania weather station (located at the centre of the watershed) and the Hamilton Airport weather station (Approx. 5km south 
of the watershed). 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Ann 
Hamilton Airport (1971-2000)  

Daily Max Temp (°C) -2.2 -1.2 4.0 11.2 18.5 23.7 26.3 25.1 20.7 13.8 7.0 0.9 12.3 
Daily Min Temp (°C) -9.7 -9.1 -4.5 1.2 7.3 12.4 15.1 14.5 10.2 4.4 -0.4 -6.2 2.9 
Daily Mean Temp (°C) -6 -5.2 -0.3 6.3 12.9 18.0 20.8 19.8 15.5 9.1 3.3 -2.7 7.6 
Rainfall (mm) 29.5 25.7 48.6 69.6 75.0 83.9 86.5 80.6 82.1 71.6 68.1 43.7 764.8 
Precipitation (mm) 65.8 55.3 74.8 78.0 75.6 83.9 86.5 80.6 82.1 72.5 78.6 76.6 910.1 

Mesonet – Brittania (2007) 
Daily Max Temp (°C) -0.3 -4.9 4.2 9.2 20.3 26.0 26.1 26.5 23.4 17.8 5.5 -0.4 12.8 
Daily Min Temp (°C) -7.4 -13.1 -4.6 1.4 7.6 13.4 13.7 15.1 10.9 8.2 -1.9 -6.3 3.1 
Daily Mean Temp (°C) -3.8 -9.0 -0.2 5.3 14.0 19.7 19.9 20.8 17.2 13.0 1.8 -3.3 7.9 
Precipitation (mm) 51.8 10.6 57.8 70.8 46.0 43.4 16.8 28.0 25.6 50.4 66.6 62.0 529.8 

Mesonet – Brittania (2008) 
Daily Max Temp (°C) 0.5 -1.3 2.0 14.0 16.3 23.7 26.1 22.3 21.1 13.4 5.7 0.0 12.0 
Daily Min Temp (°C) -6.4 -9.9 -6.4 2.7 5.3 13.6 15.2 7.3 10.7 3.2 -1.4 -8.2 2.2 
Daily Mean Temp (°C) -2.9 -5.6 -2.2 8.3 10.8 18.7 20.7 14.8 15.9 8.3 2.2 -4.1 7.1 
Precipitation (mm) 58.0 64.6 49.0 50.0 53.8 108.6 143.2 120.0 102.2 36.6 77.2 100.6 963.8 

Mesonet – Brittania (2009) 
Daily Max Temp (°C) -5.2 0.8 5.0 11.8 18.1 21.9 23.1 25.1 21.1 11.6 9.1 -0.2 11.9 
Daily Min Temp (°C) -13.5 -8.8 -4.5 1.8 6.5 11.4 13.2 14.7 10.5 3.7 1.0 -6.3 2.5 
Daily Mean Temp (°C) -9.4 -4.0 0.3 6.8 12.3 16.7 18.2 19.9 15.8 7.7 5.0 -3.3 7.2 
Precipitation (mm) 17.8 71.2 63.0 137.6 50.0 52.8 97.4 120.8 31.4 82.9 32.5 91.6 849.0 

Mesonet – Brittania (2010) 
Daily Max Temp (°C) -2.6 -0.9 8.2 15.9 20.4 23.1 28.0 26.5 20.3 14.1 7.7 -1.8 13.3 
Daily Min Temp (°C) -8.8 -7.4 -1.1 3.8 8.9 13.6 16.4 15.7 10.2 4.6 -1.1 -7.2 4.0 
Daily Mean Temp (°C) -5.7 -4.1 3.6 9.8 14.7 18.4 22.2 21.1 15.2 9.4 3.3 -4.5 8.6 
Precipitation (mm) 20.1 19.0 91.2 48.6 55.2 138.6 127.0 39.4 106.8 73.0 129.0 31.3 897.2 

Mesonet – Brittania (2011) 
Daily Max Temp (°C) -3.8 -1.2 3.0 10.6 17.7 23.3 29.6 26.5 21.7 14.5 10.3 3.5 13.0 
Daily Min Temp (°C) -11.9 -10.2 -5.8 1.2 8.4 12.5 16.7 15.0 11.3 5.5 2.0 -3.6 3.4 
Daily Mean Temp (°C) -7.8 -5.7 -1.4 5.9 13.0 17.9 23.1 20.8 16.5 10.0 6.2 0.0 8.2 
Precipitation (mm) 24.4 34.2 87.0 100.6 142.2 54.0 12.0 86.4 74.2 125.2 82.6 68.0 890.8 

Mesonet – Brittania (2007 - 2011) 
Daily Max Temp (°C) -2.3 -1.5 4.5 12.3 18.6 23.6 26.6 25.4 21.5 14.3 7.7 0.2 12.6 
Daily Min Temp (°C) -9.6 -9.9 -4.5 2.2 7.3 12.9 15.0 13.6 10.7 5.0 -0.3 -6.3 3.0 
Daily Mean Temp (°C) -5.9 -5.7 0.0 7.2 13.0 18.3 20.8 19.5 16.1 9.7 3.7 -3.0 7.8 
Precipitation (mm) 34.4 39.9 69.6 81.5 69.4 79.5 79.3 78.9 68.0 73.6 77.6 70.7 826.1 
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average soil moisture data from the McMaster Mesonet for 2006 to 2012 can be seen in Fig. 2-2 

and a climate summary can be found in Table 2-1. The monthly and annual climate patterns at 

the Brittania weather station, located in the centre of the watershed, and the long term climate 

normals for the Hamilton Airport (5 km south of watershed) are presented for comparison. It 

should be noted that the Mesonet precipitation presented in Table 2-2 represents primarily 

rainfall as there is no active collection of data for snow water equivalent. The climate in the 

watershed is similar to the climate normals, with the exception of 2007, which had considerably 

lower than normal summer precipitation. Consequently, a prolonged period of low soil moisture 

can be seen throughout the summer of 2007 in Fig. 2-2 which is nearly two standard deviations 

below the mean soil moisture for the study period. A similar dry spell occured during the 

summer of 2011, but was compensated for annually by a wetter than normal spring and autumn 

in that same year. The climatic variability in the watershed during the course of study is ideal for 

studying soil moisture variability as a large variety of conditions have been observed within a 

relatively short period of study, by climatological standards.  

 

2.3.2 Data Description 

A soil moisture ‘site’ refers to the location of an entire soil moisture array, i.e. Kelso 1 (K1), 

Kelso 2 (K2), Governor Road (GR) or Orchard (OR). Each site contains nine stations which are 

numbered from 1 to 9, where a ‘station’ refers to a vertical soil moisture profile at a particular 

geographic location (Figs. 2-3 and 2-4). A station has six associated measurements for each 

sampling period for the six depths indicated in Table 2-2. Soil moisture characterized as ‘daily’ 

refers to the mean value, and its variance, of a discrete 24 hour period measured using Eastern 

Standard Time.     

The McMaster Mesonet provides long term hourly soil moisture data at four sites, Kelso 

1, Kelso 2, Governor Road and Orchard which have been collecting data continuously since 

2006. Each site contains 54 Campbell Scientific CS616 multiplexed time domain reflectometery 

(TDR) probes attached to a CR10X datalogger through nine soil moisture profile stations with 

six TDR probes each. Each profile station collects measurements at six depths between 10 to 100 

cm, with specific depths given in Table 3-2. At each of the four sites, the nine profile stations are 

distributed in a grid pattern, where a 100 cm pit was dug at each station and six TDR probes 

were inserted horizontally into the soil. The majority of probes were inserted at 10, 20, 30, 50, 70 
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Table 2-2: McMaster Mesonet site and station description. 

Site Name & Description Station Probe Depths (cm) Station Description 

Orchard – Dundas Valley 
Soil Texture: silt loam 
Vegetation: short grass 
Terrain: gentle slopes, hill-
slope 
Drainage: soil drains well 
Hydrology: moderate 
infiltration when wet 

1 10,20,30,40,50,60 clear sky, side-slope 
2 10,20,30,50,70,100 partial canopy cover, downslope 
3 10,20,30,40,50,60 clear sky, downslope 
4 10,20,30,50,70,100 clear sky, downslope 
5 10,20,30,50,70,100 clear sky, side-slope 
6 10,20,30,40,50,60 Partial canopy cover, upslope 
7 10,20,30,40,50,60 clear sky, upslope 
8 10,20,30,50,70,100 under tree canopy, upslope 
9 10,20,30,40,50,60 clear sky, side slope 

Governor Road – Dundas 
Valley 
Soil Texture: silt loam 
Vegetation: mixed forest; 
generally pine 
Terrain: gentle and steep 
slopes 
Drainage: soil drains well 
Hydrology: moderate 
infiltration when wet 

1 10,20,30,50,70,100 clear sky, close to tree, mid-elevation 
2 10,20,30,40,50,60 canopy cover, mixed forest, side sloping 
3 10,20,30,40,50,60 partial canopy cover, in valley 
4 10,20,30,40,50,60 clear sky, close to tree, uphill 
5 10,20,30,40,50,60  dense canopy cover, mid-elevation 
6 10,20,30,40,50,60 partial canopy cover, down-hill 
7 10,20,30,40,50,60 clear sky, uphill, upslope 

8 10,20,30,50,70,100 canopy cover, mixed forest, upslope 
valley 

9 10,20,30,40,50,60 canopy cover, mixed forest, side valley 
Kelso 1 
Soil Texture: clay loam 
Vegetation: short grass (light 
vegetation) 
Terrain: generally flat 
Drainage: is imperfect and 
poor 
Hydrology: slow to very slow 
infiltration when wet 

1 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, tall grass, mid elevation 
2 10,20,30,50,70,100   Clear sky, tall grass, low elevation 
3 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, tall grass, high elevation 
4 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, tall grass, high elevation 
5 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, short grass, mid elevation 
6 10,20,30,40,50,60  Clear sky, short grass, mid elevation 
7 10,20,30,40,50,60  Clear sky, short grass, low elevation 
8 10,20,30,40,50,60  Clear sky, short grass, mid elevation 
9 10,20,30,40,50,60  Clear sky, tall grass, high elevation 

Kelso 2 
Soil Texture: clay loam 
Vegetation: short grass (light-
to-dense vegetation) 
Terrain: generally flat 
Drainage: is imperfect and 
poor 
Hydrology: slow to very slow 
infiltration when wet 

1 10,20,30,40,50,60  Clear sky, short grass, low elevation 
2 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, tall grass, high elevation 
3 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, tall grass, high elevation 
4 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, tall grass, mid elevation 
5 10,20,30,40,50,60  Clear sky, short grass, mid elevation 
6 10,20,30,40,50,60  Clear sky, dense grass, low elevation 
7 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, dense grass, low elevation 
8 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, dense grass, mid elevation 
9 10,20,30,50,70,100  Clear sky, dense grass, high elevation 
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and 100 cm depths in order to capture the change in soil moisture in the hydrologically dynamic 

layer. In some instances, high clay content and topographic conditions did not allow for the full 

100 cm depth to be reached and the TDR probes were inserted at 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 cm 

depths instead (see Table 2-2). All of the TDR profiles are connected to a data logger at the 

centre of the array at station 1. Each TDR array has an associated tipping bucket rain gauge and 

automated weather stations are associated with the TDR arrays located between K1 and K2 and 

at GR. The soil moisture data has been pre-processed to remove most erroneous measurements 

and when less than 72 temporally consecutive missing values were present, the data was infilled 

using linear interpolation (Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013) and/or the soil layer relative 

difference method if some values were missing between stations (Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 

2013; Dumedah and Coulibaly, 2010). In addition to the Campbell Scientific datasets, a Stevens 

Water Hydra Probe array is operated in conjunction with the CS616 array at Kelso 1 providing 

Figure 2-3: Three dimensional schematic representation of the McMaster Mesonet. Note: The vertical 
dimensions are to scale, whereas the spatial dimensions are not (See Fig. 2-4). The symbols in the centre of the  
map are consistent with Fig. 2-1. 
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an independent soil moisture 

dataset for comparison/validation, 

where Hydra Probes are co-located 

at each station and collect soil 

moisture information at depths of 5, 

10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 cm at half-

hourly intervals.  

The sites were selected to 

represent three distinct landscapes 

common to the watershed and are 

located on protected conservation 

land to ensure the safety and 

longevity of the monitoring 

network. The spatial extent to 

which the soil moisture arrarys are 

representative is considered limited 

as hillslope scale soil moisture 

processes, rather than watershed 

scale dynamics, are emphasized by 

the distrubtion of TDR probes. 

However, because the sites are 

located in landscapes representative 

of those in the watershed, it is 

hoped that future studies can 

ascertain the support of the dataset 

and potentially extend the 

representativeness to the two sub-watersheds in which the arrays are located. The distribution of 

the additional hydro-meteorological stations of the McMaster Mesonet provides a relatively 

dense monitoring network for watershed scale applications which can be supported by the 

hillslope scale soil moisture arrays.  

Figure 2-4: Topography and layout of the soil moisture arrarys at GR 
(top), OR (middle) and K1/K2 (bottom) as contour plots (left) and surface 
renderings (right). Contours were derived using Natural Neighbour 
Interpolatoin using topographic data collected with an Ashtech MM100 
GPS and have an approximate horizontal RMSE of 20 cm and vertical 
RMSE of 50 cm. The surface plot vertical exaggeration is 3X. Note: 
Surface and contour plots have different orientations to enhance the 
visual interpretation of the surface plot. 
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The Kelso sites (K1 & K2) are located in the northern portion of the watershed in an area 

which is predominantly agricultural land. The soil is a Gray-Brown Podzol (clay loam) that is a 

poorly drained with a higher clay content at depth (80-100 cm). The A horizon is light grey and 

mottled near the Bt horizon. These soils seat atop calcareous till at a depth of approximately 75 

cm (Gillespie et al. 1971). The terrain is generally flat with some hummocks and a few small 

gentle sloping hills at the edge of the site. The land-cover is predominantly meadow with some 

recently planted coniferous and aspen trees scattered throughout the site. The K1 and K2 sites are 

located adjacent to each other to allow sampling of a larger area. However, both datasets are 

collected and stored independently and will herein often be considered as distinct data, inspite of 

their co-location, for the purposes of describing the dataset.  

The GR and OR sites are located in the Dundas Valley Conservation Area. The Dundas 

Valley is part of the Niagara Escarpment and is predominantly covered by mixed Carolinian 

forests, and fields. Both sites have Ancaster Series Gray-Brown Podzolic soils with good 

drainage and moderate infiltration. Typical Ancaster soils have a thin Ap horizon of greyish-

brown silt loam over a thicker Ae brown silt loam. The B horizons are well developed and 

contain clay and iron accumulations. The C horizon typically begins at 75 cm depth and has a 

higher clay content (Presant et al. 1965). OR is located in a reclaimed apple orchard which is 

covered by meadow vegetation and has sparse apple trees. The site covers the transition between 

a gentle north facing slope and a flat plateau. The GR site is located on mixed terrain and has 

steep and gentle slopes having mixed/pine forest covering most of the site with small open areas 

around the weather station and on the steep slopes. Figure 2-4 shows the terrain of each site and 

the locations of the soil moisture stations within each site.  

The soil moisture arrays are supplemented with six weather stations and nine rain gauges 

distributed throughout the watershed. The weather stations are a mix of Campbell Scientific and 

HOBO stations, recording half-hourly observations of air temperature, relative humidity, vapour 

pressure, saturation vapour pressure, precipitation (rain only), incoming solar radiation, wind 

speed and wind direction. Additionally, grass reference evapotranspiration is calculated online 

from the collected data within the weather station using the Penman-Monteith equation 

(Campbell Scientific, 1999). The weather/hydrometric stations were distributed to provide good 

characterization of the watershed with considerations given to accessibility and security. There 

are also 8 weather stations within or near the watershed which are operated by the Ontario 
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Ministry of Natural Resources or Environment Canada, which are also shown on Fig. 2-1. While 

not continously recorded by the McMaster Mesonet, limited snowfall and snow depth 

measurements in and near the watershed are available from Environment Canada weather 

stations. In addition to meteorological data, water level, discharge and ground water data are 

available independently from Environment Canada‘s HYDAT database and the Ontario Ministry 

of the Environment.  

 

2.3.3 Campbell Scientific TDR and Stevens Hydra Probe Comparison 

At the K1 site, Stevens Hydra 

Probes were installed alongside 

the CS616 TDR probes at depths 

of 10-50 cm in 10 cm increments 

in order to provide a comparison 

between the two data products and 

Hydra Probes were additionally 

installed at each station at a depth 

of 5 cm. Gravimetric sampling 

was not conducted regularly at this 

site in conjunction with automated 

measurements, therefore, only a 

comparison between 

measurements can be made, which 

is summarized in Fig. 2-5. In 

general, the soil moisture data 

from the CS TDR and Hydra 

Probes follow similar temporal 

trends at all sites in terms of the 

rate of wetting and drying. The 

positive differences in Fig. 2-5 

indicate that the CS TDR records 
Figure 2-5: Mean difference between Campbell Scientific CS616 TDR and 
Stevens Water Hydra Probe hourly soil moisture values at K1 from 2007 
to 2011. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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higher soil moisture values than the Hydra Probe, which is common amongst all depths. Overall, 

small differences (less than 5% on average) are observed between the two records. The smallest 

differences between the two data sets occur at the 30 and 50 cm depths, whereas larger 

differences are observed between 10 and 20 cm depths. This is mostly due to the large variability 

of soil moisture in the top layers compared to deeper layers. Some larger differences between the 

two measurements occur at stations 3 and 4 at all depths (Fig. 2-5). This is in part due to the 

specific locations of the two stations (3 and 4).  At those two locations the CS TDR 

measurements show higher variability compared to other sites. However in general, the 

differences are mostly due to the noise in hourly data.  

 

2.4 Methodology 

 

2.4.1 Statistical Methods 

For both the analysis and manipulation of soil moisture data, and for ease of use/presentation the 

data is characterized using standard sample statistics. Herein, both spatial and temporal soil 

moisture statistics will be presented and so we will differentiate the statistics in terms of 

variability in both space and time. 

Let ijkθ  be the soil moisture θ at station i and time k for the sampling depth j. The spatial 

mean soil moisture for a site jkθ  can be calculated as: 

∑
=

=
Ni

i
ijkjk Ni 1

1 θθ                                                                                                                           (2-1) 

where Ni is the number of stations i (usually 9) at which soil moisture is sampled for a given 

depth j. Similarly the daily mean soil moisture for a station ijθ  is given as: 

∑
=

=
M

k
ijkij M 1

1 θθ                                                                                                   (2-2) 

where M is the number of hours (usually 24) over which the mean value is taken. The daily soil 

moisture for a site at a specific depth is given by: 

∑∑ ∑
= = =

==
Ni

i

M

k

Ni

i
ijijkj NiNiM 1 1 1

11 θθθ                                                                                  (2-3) 
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where the mean daily soil moisture for each station is first derived and the spatial mean is then 

calculated. For ease of consideration, the standard deviation and variance of soil moisture is only 

considered based on the second summation. Therefore the daily variance of a station is given by: 

( )
2

1

2

1
1 ∑

=

−
−

=
M

k
jkijkij M

θθσ                                                                                               (2-4) 

whereas the variance of the daily soil moisture at the entire site for depth j is given by: 

( )∑
=

−=
Ni

i
jijj Ni 1

22 1 θθσ                                                                                               (2-5) 

where the temporal variance determined in Eq. (2-4) is ignored when calculating the daily site 

variance in Eq. (2-5). Because hourly soil moisture is highly autocorrelated, the daily temporal 

variability of soil moisture at each station is minimal in comparison to the spatial variability. 

Therefore, the loss of information resulting from the considered averaging scheme is assumed 

negligible. The above equations can also be extended to apply to monthly soil moisture where 

daily soil moisture at a site/station is first calculated and Eq. (2-2/2-3) and (2-4/2-5) are reapplied 

using M as days instead of hours. 

 

2.4.2 Temporal Stability 

The concept of temporal stability was first proposed by Vachaud et al. (1985) and is used to 

determine the temporal persistence of the spatial soil moisture pattern. Analysis of the temporal 

persistence leads to some understanding of the processes that influence the organized portion of 

the spatial soil moisture pattern. Temporal stability analysis is conducted using the parametric 

test of the relative differences, where the relative difference ijkδ   at station i, depth j and time k is 

given by: 

jk

jkijk
ijk θ

θθ
δ

−
=                                                                                                         (2-6) 

In order to mitigate the effects of stochastic influences on the soil moisture pattern and the 

relative difference statistic, the mean and standard deviation can be calculated where the mean 

relative difference ijδ  and its standard deviation ( )ijδσ  are given by: 

∑
=

=
M

k
ijkij M 1

1 δδ                                                                                                        (2-7) 
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 ( ) ( )∑
=

−
−

=
M

k
ijijkij M 1

2

1
1 δδδσ                                                                             (2-8) 

where the variable M can be taken as a daily, monthly, annual or other value. It is common to 

express the mean relative difference based on the entire study period. A relative difference of 

zero refers to a station that is representative of the mean soil moisture value, where high and low 

values represent sites that are consistently wet or dry respectively compared to the mean. In order 

to better select sampling locations that were both representative of the mean and had low 

variability Jacobs et al. (2004) proposed the combination of ( )ijδσ  and ijδ  into the root mean 

square error measure: 

( )22

ijijiRMSE δσδ +=                                 (2-9)                                     

 

2.5 Results and Discussion 

 

The soil moisture in the Hamilton-Halton watershed follows a seasonal cycle, with temperature 

and precipitation patterns seen in Fig. 2-2 and seasonal mean soil moisture presented in Table 2-

3. While the precipitation is relatively evenly distributed throughout the year, during the winter 

months there is little evapotranspiration and precipitation tends to accumulate on the surface as 

snow. The spring thaw results in strong wetting of the soil, until the late-spring and summer 

temperature increase causes a net dry-down of the soil. Thus, there are seasonal periods of 

wetting from the late fall to early spring months followed by a drying period from late spring to 

early fall. The notable exception to this pattern in Table 2-3 is the soil moisture at depths greater 

than 50 and 70 cm at GR/OR and Kelso respectively, where the autumn experiences a slight net 

loss from the previous season. Close analysis (results not shown) reveal this secondary dry-down 

is the result of dry autumns in 2007 and 2009 (Table 2-1) skewing the temporal statistics. The 

variability in the surface soil moisture dampened the impact of these dry years in the statistics of 

the upper soil layers.   Since the soil moisture data of the McMaster Mesonet have been collected 

onward from 2006, the dataset covers several unseasonably wet and dry periods and numerous 

wetting and drying events, which makes the dataset especially useful for hydrological analysis. 

Despite the advantages of a continuous dataset, a potential limitation must be noted with respect 

to freezing soil conditions. The Hamilton-Halton Watershed experiences mild winters in  
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Table 2-3: Mean soil moisture for Winter (DJF), Spring (MAM), Summer (JJA), and Fall (SON) and the average change 
between seasons at each site and depth. 

Orchard 

    Winter   _ ___Spring___ ___Summer___ ___Autumn___ 
Depth (cm) Mean  Change Mean  Change Mean Change Mean  Change 

10 0.30 0.00 0.33 0.03 0.27 -0.06 0.30 0.02 
20 0.33 0.03 0.34 0.01 0.29 -0.06 0.30 0.01 
30 0.35 0.04 0.36 0.01 0.31 -0.05 0.31 0.00 
40 0.36 0.04 0.37 0.01 0.33 -0.04 0.33 0.00 
50 0.37 0.05 0.37 0.01 0.33 -0.04 0.32 -0.01 
60 0.39 0.04 0.39 0.01 0.36 -0.03 0.35 -0.02 
70 0.37 0.05 0.38 0.01 0.34 -0.04 0.32 -0.02 

100 0.38 0.05 0.39 0.01 0.36 -0.03 0.33 -0.03 
Governor Road 

 
___Winter___ ___Spring___ ___Summer___ ___Autumn___ 

Depth (cm) Mean  Change Mean  Change Mean Change Mean  Change 
10 0.28 0.02 0.30 0.02 0.24 -0.06 0.26 0.02 
20 0.31 0.04 0.32 0.01 0.26 -0.07 0.26 0.01 
30 0.32 0.05 0.33 0.01 0.27 -0.07 0.27 0.00 
40 0.33 0.06 0.34 0.01 0.27 -0.07 0.27 0.00 
50 0.34 0.06 0.35 0.01 0.29 -0.07 0.28 -0.01 
60 0.35 0.06 0.35 0.01 0.30 -0.05 0.29 -0.01 
70 0.39 0.05 0.40 0.01 0.35 -0.05 0.33 -0.02 

100 0.39 0.06 0.39 0.00 0.35 -0.04 0.33 -0.02 
Kelso 1 

 
___Winter___ ___Spring___ ___Summer___ ___Autumn___ 

Depth (cm) Mean  Change Mean  Change Mean Change Mean  Change 
10 0.32 0.03 0.35 0.03 0.24 -0.11 0.29 0.05 
20 0.37 0.06 0.38 0.01 0.28 -0.10 0.30 0.03 
30 0.38 0.05 0.39 0.01 0.31 -0.08 0.32 0.01 
40 0.38 0.05 0.39 0.01 0.32 -0.07 0.32 0.01 
50 0.38 0.05 0.39 0.01 0.32 -0.07 0.33 0.01 
60 0.38 0.05 0.39 0.01 0.34 -0.05 0.33 0.00 
70 0.37 0.04 0.38 0.01 0.34 -0.05 0.33 -0.01 

100 0.35 0.02 0.37 0.01 0.35 -0.02 0.34 -0.01 
Kelso 2 

 ___Winter___ ___Spring___ ___Summer___ ___Autumn___ 
Depth (cm) Mean Change Mean Change Mean Change Mean Change 

10 0.36 0.07 0.38 0.02 0.25 -0.14 0.29 0.05 
20 0.38 0.07 0.39 0.00 0.29 -0.10 0.31 0.02 
30 0.39 0.06 0.40 0.00 0.33 -0.07 0.34 0.01 
40 0.39 0.04 0.40 0.00 0.35 -0.05 0.35 0.01 
50 0.39 0.05 0.39 0.00 0.34 -0.05 0.34 0.00 
60 0.37 0.04 0.38 0.01 0.34 -0.04 0.34 0.00 
70 0.37 0.04 0.38 0.01 0.34 -0.04 0.33 0.00 

100 0.37 0.03 0.37 0.00 0.34 -0.03 0.33 -0.01 

comparison to much of Canada, and periodic freezing and thawing are experienced throughout 

the winter months, especially in the upper soil layers. Freezing conditions are known to impact 

TDR measurements (Flerchinger et al 2006; Kahimba et al. 2007), an effect which is not 

accounted for directly herein, or in the native McMaster Mesonet dataset. Due to the low 
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variability of soil moisture, near saturated 

conditions and comparatively mild conditions 

throughout the winter season, freezing is not 

expected to substantially impact the data or 

analysis. However, further research and data 

collection is required to confirm this 

assumption.   

The further soil moisture data analyses 

conducted herein are only for the 10, 20 and 

50 cm depths using the data from the CS616 

TDR probes, as soil moisture observations are 

available for every site and station at these 

depths. The following sections will present 

the results of the spatio-temporal and 

temporal stability analysis. First, the monthly 

mean and standard deviation will be discussed 

with links made to the local soil moisture state 

and variability as a result of local ground 

cover and topography. The temporal stability 

analysis will follow, focusing on seasonal 

trends, temporal consistency of the mean 

relative difference ranks and the time required 

for spatial organization to return following a 

disturbance.  

 

2.5.1 Spatio-temporal Analysis 

A time series of the mean daily soil moisture 

in the top 50 cm is shown in Fig. 2-6, along 

with the precipitation at each site. As 

previously noted, the soil moisture exhibits 

seasonality, with dry periods during summers 

Figure 2-6: Daily timeseries of mean soil moisture in the top 
50cm (black line) and precipitation (bars) for the McMaster 
Mesonet. The middle horizontal lines represent the mean of 
all observations at each site and one standard deviation, 
where the gray shaded area represents the spatial standard 
deviation of each sampling day. 
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and recharge of the soil moisture during the winter and spring. The distribution of the soil 

moisture about the temporal mean shows the temporal soil moisture to be negatively skewed (GR 

= -0.89; OR = -0.97; K1 = -0.90; K2 = -1.02), largely resulting from summer dry-down, 

particularly in 2007 and 2011, and the upper boundary imposed by saturation. The poor drainage 

and low infiltration of K1 and K2 results in longer periods near the saturation boundary, whereas 

GR and OR have higher infiltration and topographic runoff, resulting in a more rapid transition 

of the soil moisture state. The spatial variability tends to be relatively uniform through time at all 

sites, although this is somewhat visually masked by the vertical transitions in Fig. 2-6. The 

greatest spatial variability, as represented by the shaded area, tends to occur during periods with 

little transitions, or the plateaus in Fig. 2-6. The greater standard deviation during the non-

transitional periods is the result of the spatial heterogeneity induced by geographic factors, such 

as depressions between hummucks at K1 and K2 storing water, or the redistribution of water to 

valleys at GR.  

 
Figure 2-7: Relationship between mean soil moisture and variance for the McMaster Mesonet sites at depths of (a) 10cm, 
(b) 20cm, (c) 30cm and (d) 50cm. 
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Figure 2-7 shows the relationship between the spatial mean and variance of soil moisture 

for each site and depth. At the 10 and 20 cm depths variability is highest at intermediate 

quantities of soil moisture at GR and OR, resulting in a slight concave down parabolic 

relationship. At K1 and K2 variability generally decreases with increasing soil moisture. The 

concave down relationship was also found by Famiglietti et al. (2008) at extents greater than 800 

m, whereas the decreasing mean-variance relationship of Kelso has been more often found at the 

field scale (Brocca et al. 2010; Brocca et al. 2007; Western et al. 2004; Hupet and Vanclooster, 

2002), particularly in humid climates (Brocca et al. 2007). The concave down relationship at GR 

and OR likely results from topographic redistribution, an influence under-represented in hillslope 

scale studies, and suggests that topography is a primary control and climate a secondary control 

of the change in variability with mean soil moisture state. Soil moisture at the 30 and 50 cm 

depths became less variable as soil moisture increased, however, the relatively high soil moisture 

content at these depths resulted in few observations where the mean moisture content was less 

than 0.25 cm3cm-3, the range where variability decreased in the surface measurements at GR and 

OR.  

Since the soil moisture in the watershed exhibits seasonality, the data have been 

aggregated on a monthly basis for the years 2007 to 2011 and analyzed as spatial soil moisture 

patterns.  The seasonal (monthly) mean and seasonal (monthly) standard devation of soil 

moisture for each site can be seen in Fig. 2-8 and Supp. 1 respectively as contour plots, which 

were created by interpolating the soil moisture values between points. For the purposes of 

making physical interpretation of the soil moisture patterns, the results will be presented as first 

an inter-site comparison making broad generalizations, and then intra-site comparisons making 

note of specific anomalies and patterns. 

Both K1 and K2 have uniformly distributed soil moisture at all depths and are 

persistently wetter than the other sites. This results from the lower infiltration capacity and flat 

topography at this site. Also, the hummocky terrain provides many small depressions in which 

surface water is stored. OR also has a relatively uniform soil moisture pattern at all depths, 

although there is a marked spatial pattern at the 10 and 20 cm depths resulting from the sloping 

terrain. GR has the most variability in soil moisture pattern during all months resulting from the 

complex topography and vegetation. All sites experience the highest variability (standard 
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deviation) during the month of January, which is believed to be the result of freeze-thaw 

 
Figure 2-8: Seasonal (monthly) mean soil moisture of McMaster Mesonet sites. The contour plots are created by a Natural 
Neighbour Interpolation between observed soil moisture points. A complimentary contour plot of seasonal (monthly) 
standard deviation can be found in the supplementary material. 

processes with temperature fluctuations around 0°C causing sporadic redistribution of soil 

moisture, and inducing errors in the TDR measurements. The lowest variability is during the 

spring season, when the soil is consistently wet due to snowmelt and low evapotranspiration. 

During the summer months, there is moderate variability, brought on by wetting and drying 

cycles.  

In general, the results of the soil moisture analysis are consistent with previous studies 

(Famiglietti et al. 1998), which found that there tends to be low soil moisture values and high 

variability at the top of slopes and high soil moisture and low variability at the bottom of slopes, 
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with moderate values mid-slope. This pattern was also present at K1 and K2, where there are few 

prominent terrain features, with the notable exceptions of a small embankment at the south-east 

of K1 and a hill in the north-east of K2. These features result in lower mean soil moisture, which 

is particularly prominent during the summer and fall months and result in the greatest contrast in 

standard deviations during the winter months. The slope pattern in Kelso is also consistent, 

although somewhat muted, to a depth of 50 cm, however it declines at 70 to 100 cm (results not 

shown). This pattern is also generally present at OR, with the exceptions of OR-1 which has low 

soil moisture and high variability but is located mid-slope. This anomaly results from a 

combination of a slight depression in the surface at OR-1 temporarily storing water, and 

decreased vegetation density due to human disturbance and a protecting fence. Similarly, OR-5 

and 8 are located on the upper and midslope respectively and have lower mean and more highly 

variable soil moisture than expected. At OR-8 this results from the sensor being located near a 

tree, whereas OR-5 is on a side-slope facing a roadway, where drainage to the road side is 

expected. While still present, the impact of the minor surface features are not as prevalent at the 

20 and 50 cm depth suggesting that, at lower depths, soil moisture is more representative of 

general patterns in the landscape. At GR, stations 7 and 4 have low mean soil moisture and 

moderate to high variability due to their location near the crown of a hill. Similarly, the higher 

moisture content present in the valleys is consistent with previous findings (Famiglietti et al. 

1999) and demonstrates the importance of topographic redistribution at small scales and the long 

correlation length of variability induced by topography.   

 

2.5.2 Temporal Stability Analysis 

The temporal stability of a station refers to the rank of a station relative to the mean soil moisture 

state at a particular site. It has often been noted that while absolute soil moisture changes, the 

ranking of soil moisture at a particular location with respect to the mean value is relatively 

constant (Vachaud et al. 1985; Martinez-Fernandez and Ceballos, 2003; Cosh et al. 2004; Vivoni 

et al. 2008). Here, the temporal stability is analyzed for the entire length of record, amalgamating 

the Kelso stations as well as GR and OR due to proximity, and each site has been analyzed on a 

seasonal (monthly) basis for the 10, 20 and 50 cm depths.  
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2.5.3 Long-term Temporal Stability 

Figure 2-9 shows the results of the temporal stability analysis at each depth for the entire 

duration of the dataset. Stations that are consistently positive are wet with respect to the spatial 

mean soil moisture, whereas negative values correspond to dry stations. RMSE, represented as 

the dotted line, gives an indication of stations which are both stable and representative of the 

mean.  There is generally greater variability in the relative difference of the 10 and 20 cm depths 

than the 50 cm depth showing that variability is greatest near the surface (Choi and Jacobs, 2007) 

and that rank stability is less important with depth (Heathman et al. 2009). The relative 

difference is generally consistent across depths, where only minor changes in rank position 

occur. Exceptions to this are the result of small scale features, where vegetation roots, canopy or 

depression storage impacts the relative difference pattern more strongly at certain depths 

(Famiglietti et al. 1998). OR-1, GR-9 and K-19 are examples of this, where the position of the 

surface and sub-

surface soil 

moisture relative to 

the mean changes 

with depth. The 

distribution of both 

OR and GR stations 

throughout the 

relative difference 

plot suggests that 

topography is more 

important in 

determining the 

spatial distribution 

of soil moisture 

than vegetation 

which was also 

noted by Cosh et al. 

(2004) in the Walnut Creek Experimental Watershed. Generally, the stations with the highest 

Figure 2-9:Mean relative difference for the entire study period at the McMaster Mesonet sites 
at depths of (a) 10cm, (b) 20cm, (c) 50cm. GR and OR are grouped due to their close spatial 
proximity, as are K1 and K2. The bars represent one standard deviation of the relative 
difference and the dotted line shows the RMSE from Eqn (3-9). 
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rank are located at the bottom of the slopes, whereas stations with the lowest rank are located in 

upslope areas. This is also true of the Kelso sites, where the change in elevation is minor. 

However, the relatively flat topography at Kelso results in less stability in the spatial distribution 

of soil moisture than is observed at OR and GR, as indicated by the standard deviation of the 

relative difference. 

 

2.5.4 Seasonal Temporal Stability 

The seasonal spatial patterns of the mean relative difference are similar to the mean soil moisture 

patterns found in Fig. 2-8, and so will not be re-produced here. For the flat/gently sloping terrain 

at K1, K2 and OR the relative rank of each station remains generally consistent throughout time. 

Unlike the other sites, there is a marked change in temporal rankings at GR throughout the year 

as seen in Fig. 2-10. At the monthly scale, a similar ijδ  may result in some stations changing 

 
Figure 2-10:Seasonal temporal stability at GR at a depth of 10cm. The boxes show the mean relative difference and the 
bars one standard deviation of the relative difference. The white half boxes at the top of the figure show where a station is 
similar (α = 0.05) to its neighbor on the respective side. 
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ranked position. For example, in Fig. 2-10 stations 7 and 5 both represent dry stations but have 

changed rank order as the driest station. Often due to the overlap in variance of ijδ , especially 

for mean representative sites, the change in station rank order is not meaningful (α = 0.05). An 

example is Station 4 in Fig. 2-10, where the station is always representative of the mean or 

median value but changes rank order.The relative difference for the stations at GR have 

generally low variability, but shift at the 10 and 20 cm depths. The greatest change in rank 

occurs at GR-3 and 4. During the winter and spring the downslope station (GR-3) is consistently 

the highest ranked station (wet), however, during the summer and fall months GR-3 becomes 

mid-ranked and is more representative of the site mean soil moisture. A noticeable feature in Fig. 

2-10, is the presence of a definitive slope or stronger ranking during the spring and summer 

periods. In comparison, the October mean relative difference plot shows most stations, except for 

GR-5 and 7, have a relatively flat trend.  

It has been suggested that temporal stability analysis can be used to select monitoring 

sites representative of the field/catchment mean (Brocca et al. 2010; Jacobs et al. 2004). The 

results show the need for caution when using this approach as sites representative of the mean 

under a particular set of soil conditions (seasons) were not representative during all time periods, 

and the suggestion to use multiple mid-ranked sites is prudent. The change in rank of the wet 

stations (GR-3) is unlike other findings that wet and dry sites are stable (Cosh et al. 2008; Jacobs 

et al. 2004; Martinez-Fernandez and Ceballos, 2003) and indicates a transition in influences 

controlling spatial distribution, where topography dominates in wet conditions (Heathman et al. 

2009; Western and Bloschl, 1999; Famiglietti et al. 1998) and vegetation and soil texture 

dominate in dry conditions (Vivoni et al. 2008; Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002). The demonstrated 

'seasonality' should be taken into account when using temporal stability at the hillslope to 

catchment scale in complex terrain, especially where vegetation changes may influence soil 

moisture variability (Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002).  

Since the majority of soil moisture monitoring programs have been carried out in 

meadows and agricultural fields (Famiglietti et al. 1998; 1999; Brocca et al. 2007; Heathman et 

al. 2009; and others), GR offers unique insight into the importance of higher density vegetation 

in determining the soil moisture spatial pattern. It has been shown that at small scales 

precipitation increases homogeneity with wetting, which is subsequently redistributed by 
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topography, soil texture and evapotranspiration following wetting in areas with low tree density 

(Wilson et al. 2003; Famiglietti et al. 2008), and is consistent with results at K1, K2 and OR. 

However, GR is covered by a mix of forested areas and open meadows, resulting in vegetation 

causing a seasonal organization in soil moisture during wetting. The seasonality of the mean 

relative difference patterns shows the possibility of temporal instability in seasonal climates such 

as those present in mid-latitudes.  

 

2.5.5 Persistence of Ranks 

The fundamental concept of temporal stability is the persistence of the relative spatial pattern of 

soil moisture, which has already been demonstrated to be more distinct during the spring and 

summer months. However, it is known that precipitation has a homogenizing effect on the soil 

moisture pattern and can disrupt the temporal stability pattern at all scales (Wilson et al. 2003; 

Famiglietti et al. 2008), which may hamper the use of temporal stability in hydrological 

applications (Loew and Mauser, 2008). Due to the collection of hourly data at the McMaster 

Mesonet a preliminary assessment of the potential of precipitation to impact temporal stability 

can be performed. Four rain storms were selected to analyze the length of interruption of the 

temporal stability pattern and to provide insight as to the duration required for the dominant soil  
Table 2-4: Characteristics of analyzed rain events. If a rain event is broken into two distinct rainfalls, the amount of rain 
in each is separated, and the duration is separated as first rainfall duration, gap length, and second rainfall duration. 

Rain 
Event 

Date and Time Amount of Rain (mm) Duration (hours) 

Kelso (K1) 
1 11 Jul 2009 – 0900-1100 h 6.2 3 
2 28-29 Aug 2009 – 2200-1100h 22.1 / 0.1 8 / 5 / 1 
3 15-16 Mar 2011 – 2300-1000h 6.1 12 
4 3 Aug 2011 – 0300-2200h 8.6 / 1.6 4 / 10 / 6 

Dundas Valley (GR & OR) 
1 11 Jul 2009 – 0900-1400h 9.0 / 0.1 2 / 1 / 1 
2 28-29 Aug 2009 – 2200-2000h 32.2 / 3.2 11 / 11 / 1 
3 15-16 Mar 2011 – 2200-1000h 4.8 13 
4 03 Aug 2011 – 1400-2400h 1.6 / 1.0 2 / 3 / 6 

moisture pattern to re-emerge. The four rain events were selected based on two primary criteria: 

(i) significant rainfall being present at both Kelso (K1) and Dundas Valley (GR & OR) and (ii) a 

sufficient period without rain is present both prior to and following the rain event so as to allow  
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for the presence of a stable soil moisture pattern before and after the rain. The details of the four 

selected storms can be found in Table 2-4, and the relative difference for storm 2 is shown in Fig. 

2-11. Only storm 2 at 10 cm is presented herein for brevity and K2 is ignored because of the 

close proximity and similar topography to K1.  

Due to the dry conditions prior to rainfall and the sloping topography, rain event 1 did not 

have a distinguishable impact on the soil moisture pattern at any site, however it did cause 

noticeable wetting at K1. While some change occurred immediately following the precipitation, 

the peak of the impact at K1 occurred 24 to 40 hours following the rain event as ponded water 

slowly infiltrated the poorly drained soil. Rain storm 2 added significantly more water to the soil 

than the other storms and had a strong wetting effect at all sites, with the greatest impact at the 

20 cm depth. At K1, the storm caused wetting of the already moist soil, but did not disrupt the 

relative ranks of the spatial soil moisture pattern. Due to the relatively higher clay content and 

Figure 2-11: Analysis of the mean relative difference before and after rain event 2 at a depth 
of 10 cm at K1, OR and GR. The colour scale changes from red (dry) to blue (wet) where 
mean soil moisture values ( jkδ  = 0) is cyan. For visual interpretation the colourmap is 

stretched for each image and colour values are relative.
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flat topography the impact of the rain also persisted longer at K1 compared to the other sites, 

with the impact at some stations lingering for as many as 6 days after the rainfall. Similarly, at 

OR the rain caused a large increase in the amount of soil moisture but did not lead to the 

homogenization of soil moisture, and thus the persistent pattern was still present. At GR, stations 

5 and 7, which are under dense vegetation and on the hill-top respectively, experienced some 

wetting but were less impacted than other stations and were stable as relatively dry sites during 

that time period. The remaining GR sites, which were still wet from a previous rainfall, became 

homogenous disrupting the temporal stability pattern. The relative soil moisture pattern began to 

re-emerge within 18 to 24 hours following the peak rainfall. At all sites the spatial pattern had 

the greatest disruption which was sustained for the longest period of time at the 20 cm depth. The 

lack of surface evaporation and already greater homogeneity at this depth caused the effect of the 

precipitation to linger for approximately 2 days longer than at the 10 cm depth. While there was 

some wetting, the rainfall did not affect the spatial soil moisture pattern at 50 cm at any site. The 

rainfall from events 3 and 4 did result in an increase in soil moisture but was not strong enough 

to impact the relative spatial pattern at any site or depth with the exception of OR at 20 cm. This 

site was already wet from snow melt and spring rain and so additional water did disrupt the 

persistence of the spatial pattern.  

These results lead to several insights about the nature of temporal stability following rain. 

It should first be noted, that without the soil being wet prior to the addition of water, the temporal 

stability of the soil moisture was not impacted without the addition of a considerable amount of 

rain (>20 mm). The normal rainfall amounts for the watershed (2 to 10 mm) did not cause 

enough homogenization to affect the temporal (rank) stability pattern, even at the flat and poorly 

drained Kelso site. Also important is the impact of topography and vegetation as was best noted 

at the GR site. Dense vegetation resulted in high interception leaving GR-5 persistently dry, 

whereas GR-4 is located on a uphill area and so while its rank was impacted by rainfall, the 

higher potential for soil water redistribution caused that station to recover its relative rank with 

only a short delay. 
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2.6 Conclusions 

 

The McMaster Mesonet was introduced and spatio-temporal and temporal stability analysis 

carried out in order to characterize the soil moisture patterns representative of the Mesonet 

datasets. The McMaster Mesonet consists primarily of the infrastructure necessary to monitor 

hourly soil moisture profiles using a high spatial resolution TDR array at four sites, as well as 

associated hydro-meteorological stations. The sites represent different topographies and 

vegetation covers as well as providing some insight into the seasonal patterns of soil moisture 

experienced in the climatic context of the southern Great Lakes Basin.  

Analysis of the data reveals a moderately strong organized soil moisture pattern which is 

temporally persistent on a seasonal basis. Topography represents a dominant control of the soil 

moisture pattern in wet to intermediate soil moisture conditions, whereas vegetation, soil texture 

and micro-topography have greater influence in intermediate-dry conditions.  The spatial pattern 

at sub-seasonal scales was persistent in most conditions, unless a substantial rainfall/snowmelt 

resulted in homogenization of the soil moisture. Following disturbance by precipitation, the 

relative soil moisture pattern re-emerged after 18 to 24 hours of drying and the moisture added 

by the precipitation was removed within 4 to 7 days. At the sub-seasonal time scale, soil 

moisture variability was the greatest at a depth of 10 cm, and was lowest at a depth of 50 cm. 

The spatial pattern of soil moisture at a depth of 20 cm was more representative of mean 

topography, where the influence of hummocks and small depressions at the surface was not as 

prevalent.  

These types of analysis of soil moisture patterns at multiple temporal scales are only 

possible where monitoring is continuous and of a long duration and high temporal resolution 

such as the McMaster Mesonet. Unlike studies with shorter duration or random sampling 

periods, these results lead to the conclusion that hydrological applications of the temporal (rank) 

stability concept should account for temporal (seasonal) changes, especially in complex terrain. 

Where topography was simple, as at Kelso, spatial variability was greatest in dry conditions due 

to storage in hummocks and differences in vegetation cover. At GR and OR, variability was 

highest at intermediate soil moisture conditions as topography and vegetation both provided a 

strong control on the soil moisture spatial pattern.  
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The long term high-spatial resolution hourly soil moisture profiles recorded by the 

McMaster Mesonet can provide insights into the nature of this important hydrological state 

variable. Future work will use data from the McMaster Mesonet for data assimilation to improve 

hydrological forecasts, downscaling and validation of remote sensing soil moisture products and 

to study the complex interactions between climate, soil, topography and vegetation.   
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Chapter 3: Root-zone Soil Moisture Estimation using Data-Driven 

Methods 
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Summary of Paper 2: Kornelsen, K.C. and Coulibaly, P. (2014) Root-zone Soil Moisture 
Estimation using Data-Driven Methods, Water Resources Research, 50, WR014127, doi: 
10.1002/2013WR014127. 

Summary: 

The goal of this research was to determine if artificial neural networks (ANN) could be used to 

reliably estimate the soil moisture state in the root-zone from observations of surface soil 

moisture. In most ANN applications the trained network is site specific. It was sought to remove 

that limitation by training the ANN using simulations from the HYDRUS-1D model. A bootstrap 

aggregating technique was used to derive confidence limits of the ANN output and to conduct a 

sensitivity analysis. By conducting the sensitivity analysis on the ‘bagged’ ANNs, this paper 

uniquely explored the sensitivity of the ANN to model inputs and the consistency with which the 

ANN were sensitive to those inputs. 

 

The results of this research demonstrate: 

• ANNs were capable of representing the non-linear dynamics of shallow (≤ 30 cm) soil 

moisture using surface observations and meteorological information. 

• The sensitivity analysis showed that surface soil moisture, evapotranspiration and solar 

radiation were consistently the most important for simulating root-zone soil moisture. 

• The ANN could be applied at a regional scale, which in this case was validated using 

several independent sites in the Great Lakes Basin. 

• The use of HYDRUS-1D to train the ANN provided a limitation, where the ANN 

modelled root-zone soil moisture with high performance at sites where HYDRUS-1D 

modelled soil moisture with high performance, but suffered when HYDRUS-1D did not 

represent local soil moisture well. 

• An ensemble approach using multiple training runs and multiple ANN configurations 

resulted in better estimation of root-zone soil moisture and was robust when individual 

neural networks encountered conditions for which they were less accurate. 
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3.1 Abstract 

 

The soil moisture state partitions both mass and energy fluxes and is important for many 

hydrogeochemical cycles, but is often only measured within the surface layer. Estimating the 

amount of soil moisture in the root-zone from this information is difficult due to the non-linear 

and heterogeneous nature of the various processes which alter the soil moisture state. Data-

driven methods, such as artificial neural networks (ANN), mine data for non-linear 

interdependencies and have potential for estimating root-zone soil moisture from surface soil 

moisture observations. To create an ANN root-zone model that was non-site specific and 

physically constrained, a training set was generated by forcing HYDRUS-1D with 

meteorological observations for different soil profiles from the UNSODA database. Ensemble 

ANNs were trained to provide soil moisture at depths of 10, 20 and 50 cm below the surface 

using surface soil moisture observations and local meteorological information. Insights into the 

processes represented by the ANNs were derived from a clamping sensitivity analysis and by 

changing the ANNs input data. Further model testing  based on synthetic soil moisture profiles 

from three McMaster Mesonet and three USDA SCAN sites suggests that ANNs are a flexible 

tool capable of predicting root-zone soil moisture with good accuracy.  It was found that ANNs 

could well represent soil moisture as estimated by HYDRUS-1D, but performance was reduced 

in comparison to in situ soil moisture observations outside the training conditions. The 

transferability of the model appears limited to the same geographic region. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

 

Soil moisture is an important hydrological state variable which controls the partition between 

infiltration and runoff as well as latent and sensible heat flux. The last decade has seen an 

increased focus placed on both active and passive microwave remote sensing to provide spatially 

distributed soil moisture information [Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013a; Kerr et al. 2010; 

Entekhabi et al. 2010]. Particular focus has been placed on the dedicated Soil Moisture and 

Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) missions, which both have a 

goal of retrieving soil moisture with an accuracy of 0.04 cm3cm-3 [Kerr et al. 2010; Entekhabi et 

al. 2010]. Unfortunately, these and other remote sensing instruments are only able to collect soil 
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moisture information to an estimated depth of approximately 5 cm [Kerr et al. 2010]. Despite 

these advances, a gap still exists with respect to soil moisture in the root-zone, which is relevant 

for hydro-meteorological processes such as plant transpiration and hydraulic redistribution 

[Seneviratne et al. 2010]. Since surface soil moisture is coupled to root-zone soil moisture 

through diffusion processes, it is possible to implement retrieval algorithms to return profile soil 

moisture from measurements of the surface state [Albergel et al. 2008; Calvet and Noilhan 2000; 

Kumar et al. 2010; Singh 2010; Wagner et al. 1999]. The spatial and temporal patterns of surface 

soil moisture tend to have greater variability related to meteorological forcing, whereas the 

temporal dynamics of the subsoil are diminished due to soil water redistribution [Rosenbaum et 

al. 2012].  

 In recent years, the integration of surface soil moisture measurements into a hydrological 

model through data assimilation has proven a promising approach to predict root-zone soil 

moisture [Das and Mohanty, 2006; Walker et al. 2001a; b; Lu et al. 2010; Dumedah and 

Coulibaly, 2012; Reichle et al. 2012]. The data assimilation approach estimates profile soil 

moisture by updating the soil moisture state in a hydrological model through merging the 

observed and modeled surface soil moisture, accounting for the error in each, and propagating 

the state updates into the soil profile either solely through model physics [Walker et al. 2001a; 

Heathman et al. 2003] or a measure of the covariance between the profile and surface state 

[Walker et al. 2001b; Lu et al. 2010; Das and Mohanty, 2006]. The Ensemble Kalman Filter 

(EnKF) is a widely used land surface data assimilation algorithm and has also been coupled with 

HYDRUS-ET in the Soil Moisture Assessment Tool (SMAT) [Das and Mohanty, 2006]. The 

EnKF based approach is not only computationally demanding, but also has strong limitations for 

nonlinear systems [Clark et al. 2008]. Similarly, the evolutionary data assimilation technique 

proposed by Dumedah and Coulibaly [2012] also exhibits a high computational cost due to the 

multi-objective evolutionary search strategy. Thus, the appeal of effective and computationally 

efficient alternatives is obvious. A simple alternative is the regression approach, where a fitted 

curve is used to find the relationship between surface and subsurface soil moisture [Srivastava et 

al. 1997]. Singh [2010] proposed entropy theory for the prediction of root-zone soil moisture, 

where the maximization of Tsallis entropy characterizes the diffusion of water through the soil 

for a given time period and Wagner et al. [1999] proposed the use of an exponential filter to 

capture the dynamics of sub-surface soil moisture from a time series of surface measurements. 
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This study proposes using an ensemble of artificial neural networks (ANN) for the estimation of 

root-zone soil moisture from surface measurements. Neural networks are a strong candidate for 

this task as the relationship they model is determined from data, such that they can be presumed 

to account for soil water transmission characteristics as well as the impact of surface fluxes in a 

way which is representative of the known non-linear soil moisture interactions. In hydrology, 

ANNs have been found to be equally or more effective than various type of models for 

predicting streamflow [Khan and Coulibaly, 2006; Abrahart et al. 2012] and have been used in 

soil moisture hydrology as pedotransfer functions (PTF) [Schaap et al. 2001] and for calculating 

soil water retention curves [Jain and Srinivasulu 2004]. Kornelsen and Coulibaly [2014] found 

that feed-forward neural networks were effective at infilling missing soil moisture data and 

Elshorbagy and Parasuraman [2008] tested neural networks for estimating soil moisture at depths 

up to 1 m using soil temperature and meteorological forcing.  

The purpose of this study is to determine the feasibility of using ANNs as a 

computationally efficient and non-linear alternative to linear methods or physically based land 

data assimilation schemes for mapping root-zone soil moisture. The main objective is to obtain a 

flexible ANN model that captures the main spatio-temporal patterns at different sites to estimate 

root-zone soil moisture. Given that many regions of the world have limited soil moisture profile 

measurements, HYDRUS-1D has been used to generate artificial soil moisture profiles with 

which to train and validate the ANN models. Additional spatial testing is carried out by 

assimilating soil moisture measurements from the McMaster Mesonet and select USDA SCAN 

sites into HYDRUS-1D. The resulting ANN model is different from conventional site-specific 

ANN applications as it is expected to be capable of estimating point scale sub-surface soil 

moisture from surface observations and commonly available meteorological information within a 

geographic region. If trained with a representative data set, such a tool could be useful at large 

scale to retrieve root-zone soil moisture at any location.  

 

3.3 Study Area and Data  

 

The ANN soil moisture model is expected to be valid for conditions present in the Lower Great 

Lakes region of Canada and the U.S.A. Forcing data for HYDRUS and the ANN, as well as soil 
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moisture measurements to generate testing data, were collected by the McMaster Mesonet and 

three USDA SCAN sites located around Lake’s Ontario and Erie (Fig 3-1).  

The McMaster Mesonet time domain reflectometry (TDR) arrays and the associated 

hydro-meteorological stations are located in the 

Hamilton-Halton Watershed in southern Ontario, 

Canada [Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013b]. The 

1250 km2 watershed is predominantly rural 

agricultural land on mixed loam soils with urban 

areas concentrated around the shoreline of Lake 

Ontario. The Canadian Climate Normals (1971-

2000) at the Hamilton International Airport 

(43°10’N, 79°55’W) show the region to have a 

humid continental climate with mean annual 

precipitation of 910 mm evenly distributed throughout the year, a mean summer temperature of 

21°C and winter temperature of -6°C. A more comprehensive description of the watershed 

climate can be found in Kornelsen and Coulibaly [2013b].  

 The McMaster Mesonet consists of four TDR arrays referred to as ‘sites’. Two sites are 

located adjacent to each other at Kelso (K1 and K2) in the northern part of the watershed, of 

which data from K2 were used herein, and two sites are located in close proximity in the south of 

the watershed at Governor Rd (GR) and Orchard (OR). At each site soil moisture is 

automatically sampled every hour at nine stations arranged in a grid with a spacing of 25 m at 

depths from 10 to 100 cm [Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013b]. Collocated with each TDR array is 

a tipping bucket rain gauge and nine hydro-meteorological stations are distributed throughout the 

watershed to provide necessary ancillary data. This study area was considered, because the high 

spatial density of soil moisture samples results in high confidence in the observed soil moisture 

values. In this study, we focused on meteorological data between day of year (DOY) 91-304 of 

2009 to generate training/validation data and DOY 121-273 of 2011 for testing. This time frame 

equates to the frost free season in the watershed where the large date range in the training data 

provides a greater range of conditions than the testing data, which is necessary to ensure that 

ANN training captured all of the potential conditions.   

Figure 3-1: Study sites in the Lower Great Lakes Basin. 
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 Independent testing data from three USDA SCAN sites [Schaefer et al. 2007] in the north 

eastern United States covering a period of DOY 121-273 of 2011 were used to compliment the 

McMaster Mesonet data. The Geneva, NY (GN), Rock Springs, PA (RS), and Sunleaf Nursery, 

OH (SL) sites were selected based on their similar geography to that of the trained neural 

networks. This will test the use of neural networks as a point scale root-zone soil moisture 

estimation method valid within a specific region. Soil moisture data were collected at each 

SCAN site at 5, 10, 20 and 50 cm depths using Stevens Hydraprobes. Soil moisture data for the 

sites were downloaded from the International Soil Moisture Network [Dorigo et al. 2011]. The 

associated meteorological data and soil descriptive information were downloaded from the 

USDA SCAN website (http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/scan/). ANN testing was carried out for 

each SCAN site using meteorological data from the individual site assuming constant soil texture 

for the entire soil profile. A summary of both the McMaster Mesonet and SCAN sites can be 

found in Table 3-1.    
Table 3-1: Site Description 

Site USDA 
Stn # 

Sand 
(%) 

Silt 
(%) 

Clay 
(%) 

Soil Texture Drainage Land-cover LAI 

K2  30 35 35 Clay Loam Imperfect and 
Poor 

Meadow 
Grass 1.71 

GR  20 65 15 Silt Loam Good Mixed Forest 3.92 

OR  20 65 15 Silt Loam Good Meadow 
Grass 1.71 

GN 2011 48 37.8 14.2 Loam Good Grass/ 
Herbaceous 1.71 

RS 2036 17.9 63.6 18.5 Silt Loam Well Grass/ 
Herbaceous 1.71 

SL 2073 75.5 18.7 5.8 Sandy Loam Moderately 
Well 

Grass/ 
Herbaceous 1.71 

 

 

3.4 Methods 

 

3.4.1 Artificial Neural Networks 

The ANN discussed here are the conventional feed-forward neural networks or multilayer 

perceptron (MLP), which are the most commonly used neural network type and have proven 

effective in a variety of applications [Khan and Coulibaly, 2006; Jain and Srinivasulu 2004; 

Abrahart et al. 2012]. The differences in the MLP configurations will be outlined and the reader 
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is referred to Haykin [1999] and other appropriate references for relevant details on neural 

networks. In a conventional MLP, a vector of inputs xn is passed through a series of non-linear 

hidden neuron activation functions ( )⋅G   to an output layer yk via a series of optimized weight 

matrices wj. For a MLP the output of the network is given by: 

( )
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where f is the activation function of the output neuron k,  is the output neurons bias and si is the 

weighted sum of the input data to the hidden neuron activation functions for each layer j. A 

neural network is trained using a representative dataset { }N
n

nn tD 1, == x  by adjusting the network 

parameters w (weights and biases) to minimize an error function such as the mean squared error: 
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For each input/target pair {x, t}, the network output y(x; w) is calculated for the entire series to 

measure the error between the target tn and the network output yn. The error is minimized by 

repeated evaluation of the gradient of ED using variants of the back propagation algorithm. In 

order to obtain a parsimonious network structure, to ensure that output is driven by inputs and to 

avoid the tendency of the MLP to ‘overfit’ the data, it is sometimes beneficial to additionally 

minimize the values in the weight matrix. Regularization modifies the network error function to: 

WD EEE αβ +=)(w                       (3-3)  

where ∑
=

=
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n
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E
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21 w  and the parameters β and α are hyper-parameters where  βα −= 1 . The 

hyper-parameter β can either be selected manually or can be derived using the Bayesian 

Regularization (BR) training algorithm [MacKay, 1992]. The MLPs were trained using gradient 

descent known as backpropagation.  

The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno quasi-Newton (BFGS) training algorithm 

determines the gradient of the cost function using an approximation of Newton’s method by 

calculating an approximate Hessian matrix. The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm shifts 

from a gradient descent towards a quasi-Newton’s method near an error minimum and therefore 

runs faster than BFGS and can converge to a more stable minimum. Both of these training 

algorithms allow for a regularized cost function that balances the error and weight matrix values. 
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This can be accomplished manually or automatically using Bayesian regularization (BR) which 

is the LM algorithm with a Bayesian update of the regularization parameter. Specific 

characteristics of the ANN models used are described latter herein. When training the neural 

networks, 70% of the data were used for network training, 15% for cross-validation and early 

stopping and 15% were reserved for the model validation.    

 

3.4.2 Estimating Uncertainty in Neural Networks 

Since ANN’s are inherently deterministic models, the evaluation of confidence bounds is a 

difficult but important task [Abrahart et al. 2012]. One approach is to use the method of 

bootstrap aggregating (bagging) [Breiman, 1996]. Using a bagging approach, several neural 

networks (often 25) with the same architecture are trained with a subset { }kD  of the training set

{ }D . The training subset for each network was selected by a statistical bootstrap method, where 

individual input vectors are randomly selected from the entire dataset with replacement and Dk 

had the same number of elements as D. The result was an ensemble of MLPs each trained with a 

unique training subset that maintained the statistical properties of the original sample while 

decreasing the possibility of model over-fitting. The final output and uncertainty are derived 

from the mean and standard deviation of the MLP ensemble. The result of bagging is greater 

stability in the final MLP prediction and lower tendency to over-fit the training data [Breiman, 

1996].    

 

3.4.3 HYDRUS-1D Description 

HYDRUS-1D (referred to herein as HYDRUS) was used in this study to establish a training set 

for the MLP models. HYDRUS uses a Galerkin-type linear finite element scheme to numerically 

solve the governing modified Richards equation: 
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where h is the water pressure head {cm}, θ is the volumetric water content {cm3cm-3}, t is time 

{T}, z is the depth {cm} (positive upward), S is the sink term {cm3cm-3cm-1}, α is the angle 

between the flow directions and the vertical axis, and K is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 

function {cm T-1}. This form of the Richards equation assumes air plays an insignificant role in  

liquid flow and the thermal gradients are neglected in the water flow. In this application α = 0, 

and therefore only vertical soil water flow is assumed. After Das and Mohanty [2006], each soil 

profile was considered as an individual stream-tube where lateral flows both in the subsurface 

and across the surface were ignored for reasons of simplicity. The dependence between the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K and volumetric soil moisture θ is determined by the 

relationships of van Genuchten [1980]. 

 The sink term S is defined as the volume of water removed due to plant water uptake. It is 

represented by the formulation of Feddes et al. [1978] given by:  

pShhS )()( α=                          (3-5) 

where α(h) is the dimensionless root-water uptake stress response function of the soil pressure 

head and Sp is the water uptake rate during periods of no water stress. The roots are presumed to 

be non-uniformly distributed, increasing linearly to a distribution peak at 10 cm and decreasing 

linearly from 10 cm to 100 cm. The potential water uptake from this root-zone is given as: 

pp TzbS )(=                           (3-6) 

where b(z) is the described root distribution and Tp is the potential transpiration rate. When root-

water uptake does not proceed at its potential, the Sp is modified by the root-water uptake stress 

response function given by van Genuchten [1987]: 

{ } 1
50 )/(1)( −

+= phhhα                (3-7) 

in which h is the soil water pressure head and h50 is the soil water pressure head at which a(h) is 

reduced by 0.50. In this study we assumed h50 = -1200 cm and p = 2, which are the values used 

by Lu et al. [2010, 2011] and Homaee et al. [2002]. Because the purpose herein was to develop a 

generalized tool, this root distribution was considered independent of vegetation type and did not 

experience growth throughout the season.  

 HYDRUS was forced using hourly meteorological observations and the output used in 

this study is a profile of volumetric soil moisture generated at the end of each day (midnight 

local). The end of day soil moisture was selected because it could be practically implemented in 
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the model and because it allowed for the integration of daily forcing in the soil column. For ANN 

training, validation and testing, soil moisture is extracted from the 5, 10, 20 and 50 cm nodes of 

the HYDRUS profile.  

 

3.4.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions   

 Due to the presumed unknown root-zone soil moisture state, the initial condition was 

assumed to follow a uniform gradient, where the first 20 days of simulation are dropped from 

analysis as model spin-up. The bottom boundary assumes a free-drainage condition at a depth of 

100 cm, where the bottom flux depends on the hydraulic conductivity.  

 The upper boundary condition was determined by the soil moisture state of the surface 

node and the atmospheric conditions at the soil-air interface at time t. Following Ritchie [1972], 

potential evaporation and transpiration fluxes are calculated from potential evapotranspiration 

using Beer’s law as: 

[ ]{ }
{ }LAIkETE

LAIkETT

pp

pp

⋅−=

⋅−−=

exp

exp1
              (3-8) 

where Ep and ETp are potential evaporation and potential evapotranspiration respectively, LAI is 

the leaf area index and the constant k governs the radiation extinction by the canopy due to sun 

angle, the distribution of plants and the arrangement of leaves (assuming short grass k = 0.463 

[after Nouvellon et al. 2000]). Potential evapotranspiration was calculated from the Penman-

Monteith equation, and due to the unavailability of measurements, LAI is determined from 

literature values [Scurlock et al. 2001] and is presumed to be constant throughout the study 

period. Thus, the upper boundary condition was generally governed by the surface flux. In the 

event of rainfall, if the rainfall rate exceeds the soil infiltration rate, surface ponding was 

assumed to take place and excess water was removed at the end of each day. This condition 

allowed for small ponding on what were assumed relatively flat surfaces, where large amounts of 

precipitation were assumed to runoff at the end of each day. A similar approach was proposed by 

Das and Monhanty [2006], and the potential error of not allowing perpetual ponding for 

estimating soil moisture is assumed to be negligible. This is because infiltration excess events 

lasting for more than short periods of time are extremely rare and it is presumed soil conditions 

in which ponding would carry on for periods of greater than a few hours in the lower Great 

Lakes basin would be near saturation conditions.  
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3.3 Data Used  

 

MLPs are often employed in hydrology as a site specific empirical model, however, in this 

application it was sought to obtain a flexible model that can be used at different sites within a 

target geographic region to estimate root-zone soil moisture. As a data driven model, it was 

important that the MLPs have a large and representative training set, from which a statistical 

relationship can be derived. HYDRUS was used as a forward model to generate the training set, 

and to provide large and varied training samples. In order to provide consistent evaluation of 

MLP performance, HYDRUS-EnKF was also used to derive a synthetic ‘truth’ dataset for 

independent model testing. A flowchart of the methodology applied can be found in Fig 3-2.  

Figure 3-2: Flowchart of methods used. MLPs were trained using general UNSODA-
HYDRUS derived data and cross-validated with a subset of the UNSODA-HYDRUS training 
set until a suitable ensemble was found. The performance of the selected networks was then 
tested by simulation of independent data representative of specific site conditions. 
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3.4.5 ANN Training Data and Target Data  

The HYDRUS soil column was discretized into 101 nodes from 0 to 100 cm in depth distributed 

uniformly across the soil column. Each profile was assumed to contain one soil layer, where the 

soil hydraulic properties (van Genuchten parameters) were selected from the UNSODA database 

[Leij et al. 1996]. A restriction was put on the soil database, where only soils with a sand content 

of < 40 % were selected, such that the MLPs were only trained with soil profiles that could 

potentially be found in the southern Ontario/ north-eastern United States region, resulting in 554 

soil profiles. For simplicity, it was assumed that the amount of soil water uptake and interception 

would be governed only by LAI, which was randomly selected for each HYDRUS profile. Since 

the HYDRUS profiles were used as “random” samples, LAI was held constant throughout the 

simulation year of each profile. HYDRUS was forced on an hourly time step using 

meteorological data collected from the Kelso weather station between DOY 91-304 of 2009. The 

end of day soil moisture values were extracted from the 5, 10, 20 and 50 cm nodes of the 

HYDRUS soil profile to serve as daily soil moisture (‘targets’) for MLP training. Forcing data 

used as MLP input were sampled to daily values as either mean (i.e. air temperature) or total (i.e. 

ETo) as appropriate. Due to computational cost and practical limitations of computer memory, 

samples from 40 of the 554 soil profiles that had similar texture to other profiles, were assumed 

redundant profiles and were removed from the original training set. Finally, the actual total 

number of soil profiles was 514, from which samples were taken every other day. Therefore, the 

total training set consisted of 54 998 samples (input/target pairs) of which approximately 38 500 

(70%) were selected and ordered randomly for network training, 8 250 (15%) were reserved for 

cross-validation, and another 15% for the validation of each network. The 15% cross-validation 

data were used for early stopping of the network training to prevent over-fitting and enhance 

model generalization ability. This cross-validation data was part of the UNSODA profile data, 

and was different from the independent test data described in Section 3.4.7. 

In order to ensure the MLP did not over-represent days without rain and to provide some 

memory from the rainfall process, the Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) was used in lieu of 

observed rainfall. The API is given by: 

 { } t
nnn eNAPIAPI α

11 −− +=              (4-9) 
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where the value of the index before rain APIn at time n is the sum of the previous index value and 

the previous rainfall N subject to the decay factor αt, taken as 0.9 [Benkhaled et al., 2004].    

 Two approaches were used for the soil moisture input to the MLPs. The first assumed 

that surface observations provided sufficient information for the estimation of sub-surface soil 

moisture and is known as the ‘direct’ approach. Therefore, soil moisture observations at 5 cm 

were used as input for the MLPs at all depths. The second approach  removed this assumption by 

‘iterating’ the network soil moisture predictions to the subsequent depth, where the predicted 

value for depth z was used as input for the model predicting soil moisture at depth z+1. For MLP 

training this was accomplished using idealized data extracted from HYDRUS, whereas the 

model validation propagated MLP predictions to the subsequent model. The MLP output was 

volumetric soil moisture at a particular depth and the inputs for each MLP model are 

summarized in Table 3-2. The standard (baseline) input for the MLP’s consisted of soil moisture, 

temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation, wind speed, potential evapotranspiration, API, 

LAI, silt and clay content. The baseline input set (B) was used for most MLP architectures and 

deviations from this norm are listed in Table 3-2. 
Table 3-2: Neural Network Inputs and Architecture. 

MLP 
Number Network Inputs 

Number of 
Hidden 
Neurons 

Training 
Algorithm 

Reg 
Ratio 

 
Baseline B = θ, T, RH, SR, WS, 

ET, API, Silt, Clay, LAI 20 LM 0.0 

1 LM-MLP(B,20,α0) B 20 LM 0.0 
2 BFGS-MLP(B,20,α0.2) B 20 BFGS 0.2 
3 BR-MLP(B,20,αA) B 20 BR Auto 
4 LM-MLP(B,[15,15],α0) B [15 15] LM 0.0 
5 LM-MLP(B,20,α0.3) B 20 LM 0.3 
6 LM-MLP(B,20,α0.5) B 20 LM 0.5 
7 LM-MLP(B,20,α0.7) B 20 LM 0.7 
8 LM-MLP-T(B,20,α0) B 20 LM 0.0 
9 LM-MLP(M,15,α0) M = θ, SR, Silt 15 LM 0.0 

10 LM-MLP(S,15,α0) S = θ, Silt, Clay 15 LM 0.0 
Note: θ – soil moisture (vol.), T – temperature (°C), RH – relative humidity (%), SR – solar radiation (Wm-2), WS – 
windspeed (ms-1), ET – evapotranspiration (mm), API – antecedent precipitation index (-), LAI – leaf area index (-), LM 
– Levenberg-Marquardt Backpropagation, BFGS – BFGS quasi-Newton Backpropagation, BR – Bayesian Regularization 
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3.4.6 Independent Testing Data 

Since soil moisture data were 

not available at a depth of 5 cm 

at the McMaster Mesonet and 

many missing values were 

sometimes present in the 

SCAN data, synthetic soil 

moisture was generated by 

assimilating soil moisture from 

the 10 cm observations into 

HYDRUS using the EnKF 

[Moradkhani et al. 2005]. The 

purpose of the data 

assimilation step, as opposed 

to an open loop model, was 

primarily to force the 

HYDRUS data to be more 

representative of actual site 

conditions. The MLP soil 

moisture estimation method 

was tested against the 

HYDRUS-EnKF synthetic soil 

moisture for the McMaster 

Mesonet and the SCAN 

network sites. This method 

was selected to ensure 

common soil moisture 

climatology between models 

and datasets, as well as 

eliminating missing values. 

Also, by comparing MLP 
Figure 3-3: Evaluation of HYDRUS as an open loop model in comparison to in 
situ soil moisture observations from the McMaster Mesonet and SCAN sites. 
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results to HYDRUS-EnKF derived soil moisture, errors in soil moisture predictions are 

representative of errors associated with the MLP and are less likely to be compounded by errors 

associated with HYDRUS. The in situ observed soil moisture is used only to evaluate the 

HYDRUS-EnKF results (Fig. 3-3) and as a time-series plot for comparison. Soil hydraulic 

properties for the test sites were derived from the Rosetta PTF [Schaap et al. 2001] using the soil 

texture information [Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013b; USDA Website: 

http://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/scan/] and LAI for each vegetation cover type was estimated from 

literature values [Scurlock et al. 2001].  

For the McMaster Mesonet, hourly soil moisture data from nine stations were aggregated 

first spatially and then to daily soil moisture. This aggregation was done using a simple 

arithmetic mean to provide the equivalent of a point data source. This method was chosen since 

the spatial coverage of each McMaster Mesonet site is relatively small (~50 m × 50 m) 

[Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013b] and the MLP methodology presented does not account for 

spatial heterogeneity at this scale. The SCAN sites served as further independent test data as 

neither the soil moisture nor forcing data from these sites were used in the development of the 

ANN training set. SCAN data were downloaded at the daily time step and are only available for 

a single profile at each site.  

 

3.5 Results  

 

3.5.1 Evaluation of HYDRUS 

In order to justify the use of HYDRUS for the generation of the ANN training and validation 

datasets, HYDRUS was first evaluated at the McMaster Mesonet sites and the SCAN sites for 

comparison. HYDRUS was initialized by interpolating the observed soil moisture over the 101 

nodes of the soil profile and forcing the model with hourly forcing data from each site. Model 

parameters for each site were selected using a PTF [Schaap et al. 2001] and literature values 

[Scurlock et al. 2001]. HYDRUS was run with all of the assumptions used in the generation of 

the ANN training data and no attempt was made to calibrate the model. Figure 3-3 shows that 

HYDRUS has an acceptable level of performance, particularly in the upper soil layers. Many of 

the discrepancies between the simulated and observed soil moisture can be explained by the 

simplifying assumptions during model development. For example, at K2 at all depths HYDRUS 
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tends to have a dry bias which results from the assumption that ponded water is removed daily, 

where the field site itself typically experiences ponding throughout most of the spring and fall 

months. Similarly, the assumptions regarding LAI, root distribution and homogeneity of the soil 

profile result in degraded simulation of soil moisture at the 50 cm depth, a limitation also found 

in other studies [Lu et al. 2010]. The limited plots at GN-20 cm and SL-50 cm are the result of 

many missing values in the observations from these sites.  

 

3.5.2 Selection of Network Configuration and Sensitivity Analysis  

In order to define the best neural network architecture, inputs, and training algorithms for root-

zone soil moisture estimation, several network configurations were evaluated and a sensitivity 

analysis conducted using the training set. The best 

performing networks are presented in Table 3-2. The 

MLP notation F-MLP(x,h,α)  indicates the network 

type (MLP), the training function F, the selected 

input set x, the number of neurons h in the hidden 

layer(s) G and the regularization ratio α.   

 Several potential forcing variables are 

provided by the weather stations and the selected inputs for each network can be found in Table 

3-2. Some variables, such as saturation vapour pressure and wind direction, were excluded 

because the network was provided complimentary information (i.e. temperature and relative 

humidity) or the parameters were not considered to have a strong effect on soil moisture 

dynamics. An important aspect of the multilayer perceptron’s ability to estimate root-zone soil 

moisture from surface measurements is the ability of the network to generalize the soils 

hydraulic conductivity and soil water retention given the surface soil moisture state. Using the 

baseline inputs of the training set, as described in Table 3-2, separate MLPs were trained 

replacing percent silt and clay with all of van Genuchten’s soil water retention parameters 

( )lK ssr ,,,,, ηαθθ   [van Genuchten, 1980]. The results in Table 3-3 demonstrate the ability of the 

network to infer soil moisture dynamics given only the soil texture, where the added details of 

the van Genuchten parameter set provided no benefit to RMSE and decreased the network 

performance in terms of correlation at all depths. An advantage of this result is the increased 

 
 van Genuchten Texture 

Depth RMSE R RMSE R 

10 cm 0.02 0.92 0.02 0.92 

20 cm 0.03 0.82 0.03 0.86 

50 cm 0.03 0.81 0.03 0.86 

 

Table 3-3: van Genuchten Parameter & Soil 
Texture Comparison. 
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flexibility and lower data demand, as soil texture information is more widely available than soil 

water retention parameters.  

 To gain insight into the influence of the input variables on network performance, a 

sensitivity analysis was conducted by a simple clamping method [Wang et al. 2000] using the 

training data set. After the MLP ensembles were trained using the bagging approach, they were 

used to simulate the soil moisture to produce a standard control run. Each input was then 

individually held constant (clamped) at its mean value and the network was used to predict soil 

moisture with the remaining inputs. The impact ratio between the control run ( )( )xy  and the 

clamped run ( )( )ii xxy =|x   for each input gives an indication of the networks sensitivity to the 

various inputs using Eq. 3-10 as seen in Fig 3-4.  

( ) ( )
( )x

x
y

xxyx ii
i

=
−=

|1x                     (3-10) 

Since the sensitivity analysis is conducted on an ensemble of networks with the same 

architecture, the bars in Fig 3-4 provide an overall indication of the sensitivity of network 

architecture to a particular input, whereas the deviation bars (error bars) give an indication of the 

consistency of the network sensitivity. All network configurations were sensitive to the soil 

moisture input, with decreased sensitivity to surface soil moisture as depth increases. Of the 

meteorological inputs, evapotranspiration and solar radiation are the most important respectively. 

In some cases, ETo is of similar or greater importance than soil moisture, particularly for the two 

standard LM networks, LM-MLP(B,20,α0), which have moderate sensitivity to soil moisture. 

This resulted in relatively poor performance of these two networks resulting in their being 

removed from the MLP ensembles presented in Section 3.3. This reflects the importance of water 

vapour flux in determining the soil moisture state. In contrast, these networks display relatively 

little sensitivity to API, likely because the addition of moisture through precipitation is accounted 

for in the soil moisture measurement and because there are fewer days in the watershed where 

there was a net gain of soil water from precipitation. When applied to the 20 and 50 cm layers, 

the MLP models trained with only surface measurements tended to be more sensitive to 

meteorological variables with increasing depth, whereas the models using the iterative approach 

tended to be decreasingly sensitive to meteorological variables in favor of soil moisture 

measurements. This is particularly evident when comparing Fig 3-4. a) and b): LM-
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Figure 3-4: Sensitivity of select neural networks using the clamping method for (a) networks trained for direct soil 
moisture input and (b) networks trained with iterative soil moisture input. The absolute value of the impact ratio is 
presented, where each bar represents the ensemble mean output and the error bars are one standard deviation of the 
ensemble mean.          
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MLP(B,[15,15],α0). The –T in MLP number 8 (Fig 3-4a) indicates the output layer activation 

function has been changed from the standard linear function to a ‘tansig’ function. This 

modification resulted in slightly better accuracy for 20 and 50 cm predictions than the equivalent 

MLP with the linear output activation function. Neural networks trained with the BFGS 

algorithm had the most consistent sensitivities amongst the ensemble member networks.  

  The sensitivity analysis reveals that the most important variables for the prediction of soil 

moisture in the root-zone are upper layer soil moisture, soil clay content, ETo and solar radiation. 

The sensitivity to ETo likely results from the fact that it is calculated from the other forcing 

observations and therefore integrates information from the temperature, relative humidity, wind 

speed and solar radiation.  

Since the principle of parsimony indicates preference should be given to simple models, 

networks were trained using only soil moisture measurements with soil texture or soil moisture 

measurements with solar radiation and silt content, LM-MLP(M,15,α0) and LM-MLP(S,15,α0) 

respectively. The skill of these simple networks in estimating subsurface soil moisture was often 

only slightly worse than networks with the 

entire baseline input set. This result suggests 

that the MLPs derive the majority of their 

estimate from the information provided by 

the soil moisture measurement and soil 

texture, with meteorological inputs 

providing a subtle influence to the soil 

moisture state. The impact of this was a 

greater constraint on the neural network 

prediction, which is evident in the time-

series of Fig 3-5, where the use of only soil 

information tends to result in a network 

prediction with a slight positive bias and greater stochastic behaviour.  

 

3.5.3 Independent Testing of Neural Network Model   

Tables 3-4 and 3-5 summarize the performance metrics of the best performing bagged MLP 

architectures for the estimation of synthetic subsurface soil moisture from both the McMaster 

Figure 3-5: Prediction of soil moisture at 20cm from a random 
training data subset using neural networks with soil and baseline 
network inputs. 
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Table 3-4: Testing Results of the Direct MLP Approach. 

MLP Kelso 2 Governor Rd Orchard 
# 10 20 50 10 20 50 10 20 50 

 RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R 
3 0.02 0.95 0.07 0.82 0.05 0.68 0.03 0.95 0.05 0.73 0.06 0.71 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.82 0.05 0.67 
4 0.03 0.93 0.07 0.75 0.06 0.52 0.08 0.69 0.05 0.79 0.09 0.35 0.07 0.67 0.04 0.81 0.07 0.37 
5 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.86 0.05 0.76 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.86 0.05 0.77 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.85 0.04 0.73 
6 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.85 0.06 0.70 0.03 0.96 0.05 0.85 0.05 0.78 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.85 0.04 0.74 
7 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.87 0.06 0.75 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.85 0.06 0.73 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.84 0.04 0.73 
8 0.02 0.96 0.05 0.85 0.05 0.71 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.79 0.05 0.72 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.83 0.05 0.67 
9 0.02 0.95 0.04 0.82 0.06 0.68 0.02 0.96 0.05 0.82 0.07 0.71 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.80 0.05 0.65 
10 0.03 0.95 0.05 0.81 0.06 0.65 0.02 0.96 0.05 0.82 0.07 0.68 0.02 0.95 0.04 0.79 0.06 0.60 

AVG 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.86 0.05 0.77 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.86 0.05 0.78 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.84 0.04 0.73 

 Geneva Rock Springs Sunleaf Nursery 
3 0.02 0.98 0.08 0.80 0.05 0.62 0.02 0.88 0.03 0.73 0.03 0.62 0.05 0.95 0.20 0.60 0.33 0.61 
4 0.07 0.76 0.08 0.79 0.05 0.40 0.04 0.78 0.04 0.49 0.04 0.45 0.11 0.73 0.14 0.59 0.89 -0.32 
5 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.90 0.05 0.67 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.90 0.04 0.54 0.01 0.97 0.04 0.88 0.06 0.67 

6 0.02 0.98 0.03 0.91 0.04 0.63 0.01 0.98 0.02 0.87 0.04 0.38 0.02 0.98 0.03 0.90 0.05 0.62 

7 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.90 0.05 0.67 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.89 0.04 0.40 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.88 0.07 0.65 
8 0.02 0.98 0.06 0.82 0.05 0.61 0.01 0.97 0.03 0.80 0.03 0.58 0.04 0.93 0.10 0.63 0.08 0.48 
9 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.93 0.04 0.70 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.92 0.02 0.78 0.01 0.98 0.02 0.92 0.03 0.70 
10 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.90 0.04 0.65 0.01 0.99 0.01 0.94 0.02 0.85 0.01 0.98 0.02 0.92 0.10 0.76 

AVG 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.91 0.04 0.75 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.92 0.03 0.68 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.90 0.07 0.76 
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Table 3-5: Testing Results of the Iterative MLP Approach 

MLP Kelso 2 Governor Rd Orchard 
# 10 20 50 10 20 50 10 20 50 

 RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R RMSE R 
3 0.02 0.95 0.05 0.72 0.07 0.28 0.03 0.95 0.06 0.68 0.06 0.61 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.79 0.05 0.64 
4 0.03 0.92 0.06 0.64 0.07 0.46 0.08 0.70 0.09 0.45 0.08 0.41 0.06 0.72 0.07 0.49 0.07 0.41 
5 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.87 0.06 0.70 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.86 0.06 0.64 0.02 0.96 0.03 0.85 0.04 0.71 
6 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.87 0.06 0.66 0.03 0.96 0.05 0.87 0.06 0.51 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.85 0.05 0.70 
7 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.87 0.06 0.72 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.86 0.06 0.71 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.85 0.04 0.72 
8 0.03 0.96 0.05 0.81 0.07 0.51 0.02 0.95 0.05 0.69 0.06 0.56 0.02 0.95 0.04 0.81 0.05 0.67 
9 0.02 0.96 0.05 0.82 0.05 0.71 0.02 0.96 0.05 0.82 0.07 0.70 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.80 0.05 0.64 
10 0.03 0.95 0.05 0.81 0.05 0.69 0.02 0.96 0.05 0.81 0.07 0.68 0.02 0.95 0.04 0.78 0.06 0.60 

AVG 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.83 0.06 0.73 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.83 0.05 0.75 0.02 0.95 0.04 0.82 0.05 0.70 

 
Geneva Rock Springs Sunleaf Nursery 

3 0.02 0.98 0.06 0.71 0.05 0.46 0.02 0.91 0.04 0.49 0.04 0.61 0.05 0.96 0.08 0.42 1.29 0.37 
4 0.06 0.81 0.06 0.66 0.05 0.42 0.06 0.35 0.03 0.81 0.04 0.65 0.12 0.76 0.19 -0.13 0.49 -0.31 
5 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.92 0.04 0.69 0.01 0.98 0.02 0.95 0.03 0.67 0.01 0.97 0.04 0.91 0.06 0.69 
6 0.02 0.98 0.03 0.92 0.03 0.66 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.94 0.03 0.70 0.02 0.98 0.02 0.92 0.04 0.64 
7 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.92 0.04 0.71 0.01 0.98 0.02 0.94 0.03 0.73 0.02 0.96 0.04 0.90 0.06 0.72 
8 0.02 0.97 0.05 0.79 0.05 0.54 0.01 0.97 0.02 0.87 0.04 0.66 0.04 0.92 0.07 0.64 0.11 0.14 
9 0.01 0.99 0.02 0.92 0.04 0.67 0.01 0.99 0.01 0.95 0.02 0.88 0.01 0.98 0.02 0.93 0.03 0.74 
10 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.91 0.04 0.58 0.01 0.99 0.01 0.96 0.02 0.90 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.93 0.07 0.67 

AVG 0.01 0.98 0.03 0.90 0.03 0.65 0.02 0.97 0.02 0.93 0.03 0.79 0.01 0.96 0.04 0.82 0.20 0.65 
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Mesonet and SCAN profiles. Table 3-6 additionally provides the relative bias (RB) of the 

ensemble mean MLP prediction. Since, the MLP was trained using HYDRUS derived soil 

profiles, the statistics presented in Tables 3-6 are computed using HYDRUS-EnKF as the “truth 

value” rather than actual soil moisture observations. This procedure results in the statistical 

summary representing the MLP’s ability to fit soil moisture and ignores potential errors in 

HYDRUS and the assumptions made in generating the training data. A qualitative comparison to 

in situ observations is made in Fig 3-6.  
Table 3-6: Relative Bias of the Ensemble MLP Mean Soil Moisture 

  Direct MLP Approach Iterative MLP Approach 

Depth 10cm 20 cm 50 cm 10 cm 20 cm 50 cm 
K2 -0.02 0.02 0.05 -0.02 0.01 0.03 
GR -0.02 -0.02 -0.04 -0.02 -0.004 -0.06 
OR -0.02 -0.02 -0.004 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 
GN -0.02 0.08 0.05 -0.02 0.08 0.05 
RS -0.02 0.01 0.05 -0.03 0.01 0.04 
SL -0.01 0.15 0.45 0.02 0.23 -19.25 

 

With few exceptions, as the prediction depth increased so did the RMSE and there was an 

associated decrease in the Pearson correlation coefficient, particularly at the 50 cm depth. 

Similarly, the relative bias of the ensemble mean in Table 3-6 shows the largest and least 

consistent bias at the 50 cm depth, whereas the 10 cm depth had a small and relatively consistent 

bias across all sites. This may be the result of several significant assumptions in the model 

formulation including the assumption that surface soil moisture observations provide sufficient 

information for the estimation of soil moisture in deeper soil layers. The latter assumption was 

lessened by modeling the root-zone soil moisture using an iterative approach. When the iterative 

approach was applied with the HYDRUS-EnKF soil moisture data and no sub-surface 

measurement was assumed, the compounding model errors resulted in less predictive skill than 

was found when only using surface measurements as model input. Therefore, only the results of 

ANN prediction using surface soil moisture as an input will be presented in further detail. 

Figure 3-6 gives a time series representation of the mean neural network output at a) 

Governor Rd and b) Geneva at each depth considered. These two sites were selected as they have 

different soils and landscapes (see Table 3-1), therefore highlighting the flexibility of the data-

driven approach. At the 10 and 20 cm depths the neural network estimate of soil moisture was 
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comparable to that of the 

HYDRUS-EnKF derived 

‘truth’ value. At a depth of 

50 cm, the MLP estimate 

tended toward values 

centered about the mean 

value and did not fully 

capture the muted 

seasonality of the soil 

moisture at this depth. The 

ensemble representation in 

Fig 3-6 was derived from an 

ensemble of the bagged 

network outputs from Table 

3-4. Most MLP 

configurations capture the 

soil moisture dynamics in a 

similar manner, although 

some configurations were 

prone to producing 

erroneous values. Therefore, 

care must be taken not to 

rely on a single network 

configuration as an ensemble of complimentary neural network architectures gives higher skill to 

the overall model and mitigates the impact of erroneous behaviour in some neural networks. The 

MLP derived root-zone soil moisture is a good fit to HYDRUS data, but is subject to the error of 

the HYDRUS training set and has similar errors with respect to observed in situ soil moisture. 

Comparison between the plot of observed soil moisture and the MLP simulation at GR shows the 

MLP has a dry bias similar to HYDRUS during the early part of the study period, but does 

capture many of the relative temporal dynamics in terms of wetting and drying periods. A 

possible explanation for this poor model fit in the early study period, with a better fit at the end 

Figure 3-6: Time series of ensemble MLP predictions of soil moisture at (a) GR 
and (b) GN using MLP with direct surface soil moisture input set. 
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may be the assumption that LAI is constant, where an over-estimated LAI in the early growing 

season would result in greater evapotranspiration and an erroneously dry simulation. The 

importance of a variable LAI value should be evaluated in future studies. At GN where the 

HYDRUS simulation corresponded more closely to observed soil moisture, the MLP also had 

better performance. Errors in HYDRUS, and therefore the MLP training set, may derive from 

assumptions of profile homogeneity [Lu et al. 2011], the presumed root-zone distribution, the 

root-water uptake model, not accounting for air pores preventing saturation in HYDRUS [Ma et 

al. 2010], the presence of mulch [Calvet and Noilhan 2000] which was ignored in HYDRUS.  

 

3.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

 

Ensemble MLP models were used to estimate root-zone soil moisture at a depth of 10, 20 and 50 

cm using observations of soil moisture at a depth of 5 cm. It was shown that the MLP models 

were able to account for non-linear soil moisture dynamics and interactions with surface 

meteorological forcing. Several MLP configurations were trained with a bagging approach using 

data derived from HYDRUS-1D. The ANN models were independently tested against synthetic 

soil moisture profiles generated by assimilating in situ soil moisture observations from three 

McMaster Mesonet and three USDA SCAN sites in HYDRUS-1D. The model test results were 

also evaluated against actual soil moisture observations.  The proposed ensemble ANN models  

were effective at modeling soil moisture at the 10 and 20 cm depths at all sites, and the spatial 

distribution of the validation sites indicates the potential of the ANN based models for soil 

moisture estimation within a geographic region. These results suggest that ANNs may be a 

suitable alternative to data assimilation for estimating root-zone soil moisture, with the benefit of 

requiring significantly less computational resources once trained. The test results also suggest the 

feasibility of developing a more general ANN based root-zone soil moisture estimation model. 

However, this does require further research.Elshorbagy and Parasuraman [2008] demonstrated 

that without the benefit of soil moisture information the ability of a neural network to predict soil 

moisture in the root-zone is limited. Therefore, it was expected that much of the information 

used by the MLPs to predict root-zone soil moisture was derived from the surface soil moisture 

observation and the soil texture as seen in Figs 3-4 and 3-5. The sensitivity to potential 

evapotranspiration as an input can also be understood due to both its integration of other forcing 
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variables and the physical importance of evapotranspiration in removing moisture from the soil. 

This may also indicate why the MLP model performance decreased with depth, where the 

potential influence of water table interactions, reduced sensitivity to surface forcing and an 

oversimplified assumption about soil profile characteristics hampered MLP performance. These 

findings suggest that the ANN methods as presented are most effective for predicting soil 

moisture in shallow depths (up to 20 cm), whereas methods such as that presented by Wagner et 

al. [1999] may be more suitable at greater depths.  

Previous studies found the use of higher order neural networks produced better results for 

soil moisture estimation than simple neural networks [Elshorbagy and Parasuraman 2008]. In 

this application, the LM-MLP(B,[15,15],α0) produced poorer estimates of root-zone soil 

moisture than simple single layer MLPs. The smaller weight matrices of a single layer network 

also benefit from less computational cost for training. In terms of network architecture and 

training, the greatest improvement in performance resulted from regularization of the training 

cost function either manually or using Bayesian Regularization [MacKay 1992]. Manual 

selection of the regularization parameter requires a trial and error approach as only certain ratios 

were found to provide improvements in the network output, while others did not and therefore 

were not presented. Since individual networks are randomly initialized and are trained 

independently, the bagged ensemble approach [Brieman 1996], applied herein, provided greater 

stability in the final model output and minimized erroneous behaviour which was present with 

some individual networks. To improve the stability and performance of the final model output, 

the use of an ensemble of MLPs with different architectures and training algorithms is 

recommended [Abrahart et al. 2012] in addition to the bagging ensemble. The benefits, such as 

the stability of BFGS training, the optimization of BR and added non-linearity of a tangent 

sigmoid (‘tansig’) output transfer function, were considered important in this study for achieving 

the desired level of performance.  

Following Das and Mohanty [2006], the soil profile being modeled was considered 

vertically homogenous and should only be considered valid if the point (grid cell) being modeled 

is also considered spatially (horizontally) homogenous. Applications of the proposed ensemble 

ANN method, such as satellite root-zone soil moisture retrieval, additionally require the 

consideration of the impact of scale and heterogeneity which are not addressed herein.  
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Since data-driven methods integrate the inter-relationships of training data, they also have 

the advantage of creating a model which makes few simplifying assumptions about underlying 

processes. The ANN model generated was based solely on interactions which were extracted 

from the data set to produce a statistical model of a process. Therefore, the validity of an ANN 

model is limited to the conditions for which the model is generated. A novel aspect to this 

research is the demonstration that a simple MLP model can be considered valid over a relatively 

broad range of physical conditions. In contrast, a physical model with data assimilation is 

potentially more flexible when conditions change, but subject to the correct mathematical 

description and selection of processes and parameters involved.  

In this research, the limitations of process representation of the physical model, 

HYDRUS, was also applied to the MLP, since HYDRUS simulations were used as training data. 

Since many areas of the world do not have extensive soil moisture networks to provide a suitable 

training set, HYDRUS was evaluated in lieu of observations in an attempt to generate a 

physically realistic training set. Due to the simplifying assumptions used when generating the 

generalized HYDRUS training data for ANN training, the soil moisture dynamics at some sites 

such as K2 and GR were not well captured when compared to the in situ observations. Also, the 

model was tested in a limited geographic region and future analysis will seek to determine the 

geographic extent of a similar MLP approach.  

As was shown by Koster et al. [2009], soil moisture is a model dependent quantity, where 

the transfer of soil moisture values between models is problematic. This research has 

demonstrated that deriving ANN training data from HYDRUS is effective for the simulation of 

soil moisture with characteristics similar to that of HYDRUS, but this data was not always 

representative of in situ observations. It is therefore important, that the network training set be 

composed of data which is representative of the application for which the networks are proposed 

to be used, or that a scaling function is used for mapping soil moisture between different 

applications [Koster et al. 2009]. Further research will be required to determine if this limitation 

can be overcome in the MLP approach. Potential solutions could involve training the MLP to 

predict an index such as the soil water index [Wagner et al. 1999] or saturation ratio rather than 

volumetric soil moisture. To apply the MLP technique to in situ soil moisture, training could be 

carried out using a large set of in situ observations such as the SCAN network [Schaefer et al. 

2007] or data from the International Soil Moisture Network [Dorigo et al. 2011]. 
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Summary of Paper 3: Kornelsen, K.C., Cosh, M.H. and Coulibaly, P. (submitted) Potential of 
Bias Correction for Downscaling Satellite Observations, Journal of Geophysical Research: 
Atmosphere, Manuscript Number: 2014JD022683 

Summary: 

This research evaluated a novel application of existing bias correction techniques for 

downscaling watershed average soil moisture and brightness temperature (TB). Using data from 

two well instrumented USDA watersheds and the Community Microwave Emission Model 

(CMEM), the watershed was studied for temporal persistence of soil moisture and TB. The mean 

squared difference (MSD) between the watershed average soil moisture or TB and that of 

individual sites was decomposed to partition the role of bias, variance and conditional bias on the 

MSD. Using a linear rescaling bias correction technique, the soil moisture and TB at both 

polarizations and multiple incidence angles were downscaled from the watershed scale to the 

point scale. 

 

The key findings of this research were: 

• Both soil moisture and TB are temporally stable with increasing (decreasing) variability 

with incidence angle for H (V) polarization. 

• Bias was the primary contributor to the MSD between the watershed average values and 

those at the local scale. Differences that resulted from timing, variance and conditional 

bias were relatively consistent at all incidence angles for TB, whereas bias was incidence 

angle dependent. 

• The correction of bias had little impact on correlation, but resulted in significant 

improvement in RMSD between the watershed scale soil moisture or TB and that of the 

local sites. 

• The correction of biases can be considered a reliable method for downscaling watershed 

scale soil moisture and TB for hydrological applications. 
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4.1 Abstract 

 

Passive microwave satellites such as SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) or SMAP (Soil 

Moisture Active Passive) observe brightness temperature (TB) and retrieve soil moisture at a 

spatial resolution greater than most hydrological processes. Bias correction is proposed as a 

simple method to disaggregate soil moisture to a scale more appropriate for hydrological 

applications. Temporal stability of soil moisture and TB was demonstrated at the Little Washita 

and Little River Experimental Watersheds using in situ observations and the Community 

Microwave Emissions Model. Decomposition of the mean squared difference (MSD) between 

the watershed average soil moisture and TB showed bias was a major contributor to differences 

between watershed average and local scale soil moisture and TB, particularly at sites with high 

MSD. The mean RMSD between watershed average and local soil moisture was 0.04 m3m-3 and 

0.06 m3m-3 at Little River and Little Washita respectively. Following a simple bias correction the 

RMSD was reduced to 0.03 m3m-3 at both sites. Considering multiple incidence angles at both 

horizontal and vertical polarization, bias correction of watershed average TBV reduced the 

RMSD by approximately 75% and 45% and TBH RMSD by 68% and 36% for Little River and 

Little Washita respectively at all incidence angles. Therefore, at sub-satellite grid scale, bias 

correction can be considered a viable technique for downscaling passive microwave observations 

and soil moisture retrievals. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

 

Soil moisture is an important geophysical state variable that influences hydro-climatic processes 

at the Earth’s surface [Seneviratne et al., 2010]. The assimilation of soil moisture information 

has been demonstrated to improve numerical weather prediction [Drusch, 2007], hydrological 

forecasting [Bronstert et al., 2012] and climate modelling [Seneviratne et al., 2013] amongst 

other applications. Monitoring of soil moisture for geophysical applications is best conducted 

with remote sensing observations due to the high spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture; typically 

at microwave wavelengths using either active microwave remote sensing [Baghdadi et al., 2007; 

Wagner et al., 1999] or passive radiometers [Bolton et al., 2010; Kerr et al., 2010; Entekhabi et 

al., 2010]. Observations from passive microwave systems such as the Soil Moisture and Ocean 
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Salinity (SMOS) [Kerr et al., 2010] or the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) [Entekhabi et 

al., 2010] missions have the advantage of shorter revisit times and higher radiometric accuracy, 

whereas higher resolution soil moisture retrievals from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) typically 

have long revisit periods making their use for operational applications impractical [Kornelsen 

and Coulibaly, 2013a]. A further consideration for operational data assimilation systems is the 

type of information to be assimilated. The relatively high latency in delivering a soil moisture 

retrieval product to end-users necessitates the assimilation of observations, such as brightness 

temperature (TB), and the use of observation operators such as the Community Microwave 

Emission Model (CMEM) [Drusch et al., 2009] for operational applications. For global climate 

modeling and numerical weather prediction, computational limits result in the spatial scale of 

passive satellite observations being commensurate with model grid resolution. However, 

applications such as flood forecasting and numerical weather prediction, particularly for 

convective storms, are expected to benefit when a model is run at a spatial scale that is higher 

than the soil moisture information that can be produced in short revisit times by SMOS, the 

SMAP radiometer or the MetOp Active Scatterometer (ASCAT) [Wagner et al., 1999; Bartalis et 

al., 2008]. Dumedah et al. [2013] demonstrated that the uncertainty involved in oversampling 

SMOS TB from its native 43 km resolution to the 15 km discrete global grid the data are 

distributed on, was comparable to the 2 K uncertainty of the instrument itself. However, even 

this spatial resolution is coarser than many hydrological processes which occur at scales of less 

than 1 km.       

The discrepancy in scale between some applications and satellite observations requires 

that the satellite product be scaled down to a resolution appropriate for hydrological applications. 

Several different approaches to downscale soil moisture information have been presented. These 

methods can be categorized as those based on the relationship between soil moisture and land 

surface temperature/evaporation using optical and thermal remote sensing; those based on 

microwave remote sensing; and those based on statistical relationships which we consider to 

include data assimilation. 

The method of Merlin et al. [2010; 2012] is based on the principal that there is a physical 

relationship between soil temperature and soil moisture which is described by a semi-empirical 

soil evaporative efficiency model [Merlin et al., 2012]. A similar approach is the triangle-based 

methods first developed by Chauhan et al. [2003], which are based on the triangular or 
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trapezoidal shaped relationship between land surface temperature, vegetation content and soil 

moisture [Chauhan et al., 2003; Kim and Hogue, 2012]. These methods rely on concurrent 

optical and thermal observations to downscale soil moisture and suffer from limitations of 

optical remote sensing, such as the impact of cloud cover. They have an advantage in that they 

do not require any ground or model based information.  

The downscaling approach of the SMAP mission is to couple active and passive 

microwave observations [Entekhabi et al., 2010]. SMAP is unique in that the satellite platform 

carries both active and passive microwave instruments which share the same antenna and make 

concurrent observations. This allows higher resolution SAR backscatter to be used to downscale 

radiometer TB [Das et al., 2014]. Complimenting passive observations with other currently 

available SAR observations is impractical since the long revisit period results in limited 

sampling [Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013a]. 

Statistical downscaling methods represent a broad spectrum of approaches, which 

typically involve the calibration of a statistical relationship with high resolution proxies or soil 

moisture information. Mascaro et al. [2011] and Parada and Liang [2003] downscaled soil 

moisture by describing the multi-fractal relationship between soil moisture at different 

resolutions. Parada and Liang [2003] used ARMA models and wavelet techniques to downscale 

soil moisture to progressively finer scales. Mascaro et al. [2011] calibrate a downscaling model 

that uses predictors such as topography and soil texture to create a multi-fractal downscaling 

cascade to predict soil moisture. Wilson et al. [2005] applied a simpler approach where 

topographic indices and topographic information are used to spatially distribute soil moisture. It 

was found that the use of surface information provided some skill in distributing soil moisture, 

whereas further skill was achieved by including the mean residual pattern [Wilson et al., 2005]. 

This result is indicative of the soil moisture property of temporal persistence [Vachaud et al., 

1985], which states that the relative difference of soil moisture at a particular location in a 

watershed is stable with respect to the mean watershed state. Temporal persistence has been 

demonstrated at the field, watershed and regional scale in different environments all over the 

globe for soil moisture [i.e. Cosh et al., 2006; Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013b; Brocca et al., 

2010; Cosh et al., 2004; Vanderlinden et al., 2012]. Parada and Liang [2008] compared soil 

moisture assimilation using the multi-scale Kalman filter and the assimilation of coarse 

resolution soil moisture with temporal ratios and determined that the addition of temporal 
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persistence recovered much of the information lost by the coarse resolution soil moisture. Loew 

and Mauser [2008] demonstrated that when a priori information was available, the property of 

temporal persistence allowed soil moisture to be effectively downscaled using a simple linear 

relationship.  

The primary purpose of many of the previous studies was to provide state updates to a 

data assimilation system to improve hydro-climatic forecasts. Most variants of land surface data 

assimilation schemes use derivations of the Kalman Filter for sequential data assimilation, which 

requires that both the model and satellite observations share the same state space. Therefore, it is 

common practice that a bias correction be included as part of the observation operator for data 

assimilation [Drusch et al., 2009; Reichle and Koster, 2004], and is necessary for both direct 

assimilation of soil moisture [Reichle and Koster, 2004] and indirect assimilation of TB [Drusch 

et al., 2009]. This paper aims to demonstrate that, for the purposes of data assimilation; bias 

correction techniques can effectively ‘disaggregate’ both microwave TB and soil moisture. The 

methodology will be demonstrated using two well instrumented watersheds operated by the US 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) [Cosh et al., 2006; Bosch et al., 2007]. Temporal persistence 

of soil moisture has already been demonstrated at these watersheds [Cosh et al., 2008; Cosh et 

al., 2006; Bosch et al., 2006; Heathman et al., 2009] and will be extended in this research by 

determining if temporal stability is also demonstrated by TB. Brightness temperature can also be 

expected to display temporal persistence since it is strongly influenced by soil moisture 

particularly at L-Band [Drusch et al., 2009] and variations due to changes in vegetation density 

occur slowly compared to soil moisture. To the authors knowledge this is the first attempt to 

analyze TB for temporal persistence.  

Since high resolution TB measurements from field campaigns have finite temporal 

sampling, CMEM is used to simulate TB rather than using temporally limited observations. The 

efficacy of the proposed approach will also be demonstrated through the decomposition of the 

mean squared difference (MSD) into its principal components [Murphy, 1988] and downscaling 

watershed average soil moisture and TB using a simple bias correction method. 
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4.3 Study Areas and Data 

 

This study will examine two dense soil moisture networks from experimental watersheds 

operated by the USDA Agricultural Research Service; Little Washita (LW), OK and Little River 

(LR), GA shown in Fig. 4-1. 

Both watersheds are of similar 

order of magnitude to a SMOS 

DGG or ASCAT grid cell. These 

networks are located in 

agricultural areas and have 

previously been used for the 

validation of AMSR-E soil 

moisture [Jackson et al., 2010] 

and SMOS soil moisture 

[Jackson et al., 2012]. Previous 

studies have demonstrated the 

representativeness and accuracy 

of these sites and analyzed the 

soil moisture scaling properties [Cosh et al., 2008]. Following Jackson et al. [2010; 2012] the 

watershed average was calculated based on a weighted mean of reliable stations using Thiessen 

polygons. It was assumed that the soil moisture measured at each station was representative of 

the entire Thiessen polygon, and was considered adequate for the purposes of demonstrating bias 

correction as a downscaling technique.  All data were analyzed for the period of 1 April 2010 – 

31 September 2010. This time period approximately coincides with the spring/summer seasons 

in the study areas and decreases the likelihood of errors induced by frost conditions. 

 Little Washita is located in southwestern Oklahoma, where the monitored study area 

covers 610 km2 [Cosh et al., 2006]. The topography is gently rolling and its dominant land uses 

are range, pasture and cropland. High vegetation is sparse and spread across a few woody 

savannas. The soil textures range from sands to clays, although at most study sites the soils were 

sandy loam to silt loam. Soil moisture observations are available at 20 sites in LW of which 15 

Figure 4-1: The Little Washita and Little River soil moisture networks. The 
filled boxes show only the stations considered in this study. The lower right 
image shows a typical station located at Little Washita. 
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are used in this study, and 5 sites are considered to be less reliable [Jackson et al., 2010]. More 

information on the LW watershed can be found in Cosh et al. [2006], Jackson et al. [2010], 

Heathman et al. [2009] and references therein.  

 The Little River Experimental Watershed is a 334 km2 agricultural watershed in southern 

Georgia [Bosch et al., 2007]. Land cover in the watershed is dominated by agricultural land uses 

and mixed agriculture with natural vegetation [Broxton et al., 2014]. Agriculture consists 

primarily of row crops and natural vegetation throughout the watershed is mainly upland forests 

[Sullivan et al., 2007].  The soil texture was sampled during the SMEX03 field campaign and 

was found to be loamy sand at each study site [Cosh and Birch, 2008]. Of the 19 soil moisture 

profiles available at LR during the study period, only 8 were considered to be reliable enough for 

inclusion in this analysis [Jackson et al., 2010].  

 Besides soil moisture, ancillary data at the USDA experimental watersheds was required 

as input to CMEM. Leaf area index (LAI) values were retrieved from the MODIS MOD15A3 1 

km product which was extracted at each sampling location and smoothed following Fang et al. 

[2008]. Land cover was derived from a MODIS land cover climatology (2001-2010) produced 

by Broxton et al. [2014]. The fraction of each land cover type was extracted for every Thiessen 

polygon and converted to the ECOCLIMAP land categories required by CMEM. Soil texture for 

the LW and LR watersheds were collected during the SMEX03 field experiments [Cosh and 

Birch, 2008]. A single 2 m air temperature observation from a Soil Climate Analysis Network 

(SCAN) [Schaefer et al., 2007] station in each watershed was considered to be representative of 

the entire watershed. Given the limited size of each study area this assumption was not 

considered limiting. Using these data as input to CMEM, TB was simulated for each individual 

station. Watershed average TB was calculated as a weighted mean using the Thiessen polygon 

method.    

 

4.4 Methods 

 

4.4.1 Community Microwave Emissions Modeling Platform  

The Community Microwave Emissions Modeling platform (CMEM) was introduced by Drusch 

et al. [2009] and de Rosnay et al. [2009] as the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasting (ECMWF) contribution to the SMOS mission. In this study, CMEM was used to 
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model microwave emissions in L-Band (1.4 GHz) using the Microwave Emission of the 

Biosphere (LMEB) model [Wigneron et al., 2007]. Smooth surface emissivity was determined 

using the Fresnel law and rough surface emissivity was calculated following Wigneron et al. 

[2007]. The atmospheric opacity model of Pellarin et al. [2003] was chosen and effective 

temperature was determined with the parameterization of Holmes et al. [2006] following the 

recommendation of de Rosnay and Wigneron [2006]. To convert the dielectric constant to soil 

moisture, the model of Mironov et al. [2004] was chosen. CMEM was used to simulated 

brightness temperature at incidence angles of 20°, 30°, 40°, 50° and 60° for both polarizations to 

cover the range of incidence angles available from SMOS [Kerr et al., 2010] and the SMAP 

nominal 40° incidence angle [Entekhabi et al., 2010]. 

 

4.4.2 Analysis Methods 

The concept of temporal persistence [Vachaud et al., 1985] is closely related to that of bias, 

suggesting there is a time invariant relationship, or bias, between the soil moisture at a particular 

location and that of the watershed mean value. Most applications of temporal persistence [i.e. 

Jacobs et al., 2004; Cosh et al., 2008; Brocca et al., 2010] propose finding a site or small set of 

sites that are representative of mean watershed conditions by identifying sites whose mean 

relative difference ( )ji,δ  is close to zero and for which there is small variance in the relative 

difference ( )( )2
, jiδσ . The relative difference is defined as the difference between the soil 

moisture at point i in watershed j at time t and that of the mean value of all the points in j at t 
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where tj ,θ  is the watershed mean soil moisture/TB at t, and n is the number of temporal 

observations. Jacobs et al., [2004] propose that sites best representing the mean are those with 

the lowest root mean squared error of mean relative difference, which is a joint metric that 

incorporates the mean relative difference as an indication of bias and the variance of the relative 

difference as an indication of stability. It is defined as: 
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 The impact of bias when comparing a point location to the watershed average can also be 

determined by decomposing the mean squared difference into its constituent components 

[Murphy, 1988; Weglarczyk, 1998] as: 
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where σ is the standard deviation, the sole subscript j indicates the watershed average timeseries, 

R is the linear correlation coefficient and B is the bias between the observed values at i and the 

watershed mean values. This decomposition of MSD contains three additive non-dimensional 

terms. 21 RIA −=  is a measure of differences in the covariability between the observations at 

location i  and the watershed mean value. The second term,  
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is a nondimensional measure of the conditional bias, which is the covariability between the 

differences between the two datasets and the average watershed observations [Weglarczyk, 

1998]. In model calibration problems, ideal conditions would result in the elimination of this 

term as model error would should not covary with model output. Applied to MSD, the 

covariance of the watershed average and observed values are expected and cannot be eliminated. 

The final term,  

 2
,
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provides a measure of the impact of bias on the mean squared difference.  

 A simple bias correction method was chosen to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed 

approach. Following Draper et al. [2009], the watershed mean values will be matched to the local 

grid/site climatology using: 
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where the notation ( )ijθ
~  is the estimate created by bias correcting the averaged watershed values 

to match those of location i, and μ is the temporal mean. This bias correction method rescales the 

mean and standard deviation of the average watershed soil moisture/TB to that of the individual 

sites/grid cells. The performance of this method for bias correction was found to be comparable 

to more advanced methods, but is subject to appropriate estimates of the parameters (μ, σ) to be 

effective [Kornelsen and Coulibaly, manuscript in preparation, 2014]. Under conditions where a 

bias correction is appropriately applied, that is the bias is eliminated and standard deviations are 

matched, term IB of Eq. (4-4) is simplified to ( )21 R−   and term IC is eliminated. Therefore, 

simplifying and rearranging Eq. (4-4) produces an a priori estimate of the MSD following bias 

correction: 

( )RMSD ji 222
, −≈ σ                 (4-6) 

Under conditions where the variability of local observations and watershed mean values are 

similar, Eq. 4-6 provides an accurate estimate of MSD as the magnitude of values from their 

mean remains unaltered. If the variances of the two datasets are highly dissimilar, the process of 

bias correction will alter the correlation between the two datasets and Eq. 4-6 can be considered 

a naïve a priori estimate of the MSD.  

 

4.5 Results 

 

4.5.1 Temporal Stability 

Temporal stability of soil moisture at LR has previously been analyzed for the study period of 

June 2003 [Bosch et al., 2006] during the SMEX03 campaign. The temporal stability of soil 

moisture presented here covers a longer time period (Apr-Sep 2010) and was restricted to those 

sites which are considered more reliable in terms of the accuracy of soil moisture measurements 

[Jackson et al., 2010]. Sites that are wetter than the watershed mean value were found to have 

greater variability of relative difference than dry sites and were located in areas of natural 

vegetation [Bosch et al., 2006]. The anomalously wet soil moisture at RG16 is believed to result 

from micro-topography storing water near the surface resulting low correlation with watershed 

average soil moisture (R = 0.68). At depths of 20 cm and 50 cm the correlation and RMSD of 

soil moisture at RG16 to the watershed average was comparable to that of other the sites, 
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supporting the conclusion that micro-topography was the cause of the wetness. Temporal 

persistence of soil moisture at LW was consistent with previous findings that the watershed was 

temporally stable and the correlation between individual sites and the watershed mean typically 

greater than 0.75 [Cosh et al., 2006]. 

Figure 4-2: Temporal stability of soil moisture and TB. The box is the mean relative difference and the 
error bars are one standard deviation of the relative difference. The dashed lines are RMSE (Eq. 5-3) 
where low RMSE indicates a local site is representative of the watershed average. 
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 Brightness temperature was also found to display properties of temporal stability, where 

the spatial pattern was opposite that of soil moisture. As expected wet sites had lower than 

average TB and dry sites had higher than average TB; since wet soils have lower L-band 

emissions than dry soils [Kerr et al., 2010]. While the mean relative difference of all three sites 

was influenced by soil moisture, L band emissions are also influenced by vegetation, dielectric 

roughness and effective temperature [Wigneron et al., 2007] all of which contribute to the order 

of the sites in Fig 4-2. These influences resulted in the ranks of the stations being different for 

TB than they were for soil moisture, particularly amongst sites with similar soil moisture 

conditions but different surface characteristics. The impact on site rank was more noted at LR 

than LW since there was greater variability in land cover at these sites. 

The angle of incidence also had a strong impact on the strength of the temporal 

persistence and only a minor impact on the ranks of the stations. For horizontally polarized 

emissions, increased incidence angles resulted in greater relative difference of each site from the 

mean value. Also, higher incidence angles resulted in greater variability in the relative difference 

at each site. The opposite was found for vertically polarized TB, where high incidence angles 

resulted in relatively small differences from the basin mean TBV and low variability. A 

sensitivity analysis to determine the relative impact of influential variables/parameters on the 

relative difference of TB with differing incidence angles is beyond the scope of this study; 

however, theoretical considerations from the literature suggest two factors which likely resulted 

in the observed patterns. The effect of dielectric roughness has been found to increase(decrease) 

H(V) polarized emissions with increasing incidence angle and is partially related to roughness 

induced by soil moisture [Wigneron et al., 2001; Shi et al., 2002; Wigneron et al., 2007]. The 

second factor; optical depth ( )Pt , is modeled in L-MEB as constant for H polarization, but 

increases with incidence angle for V polarization [Wigneron et al., 2007]. The combined 

decrease in observed soil emissions due to dielectric roughness and attenuation, combined with 

the increased vegetation emission contribution at V polarization with increasing incidence angle 

could explain the lower relative difference and standard deviation found in Fig 4-2.      

 

4.5.2 MSD Decomposition 

Figure 4-3 shows the decomposition of the mean squared difference at LR and LW. For both TB 

and soil moisture the contribution of errors in variance/timing (IA) to the total MSD was 
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consistent across all sites in 

each study area. The 

contribution of the 

conditional bias (IB) was 

found to vary between 

sites, but was consistent 

between TBH and TBV and 

multiple incidence angles 

within each site. The 

greatest variation in the 

relative contribution to 

MSD was the contribution 

from the unconditional bias 

(IC). Figure 4-3 

demonstrates that high 

MSD at sites which were 

markedly different from the 

mean watershed conditions 

were dominated by the 

impact of bias. There was a 

slight positive relationship 

between the bias 

contribution to MSD, LAI 

and the fraction of high 

vegetation, which resulted 

in high unconditional bias 

at RG16 and RG40 at LR. 

As incidence angle 

increased, sites with 

relatively high LAI and 

Figure 4-3: Decomposition of the mean squared difference between watershed 
average TB and soil moisture and that of the local sites at LR (top) and LW 
(bottom). 
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greater fractions of high vegetation also had small increases in MSD associated to increased bias. 

This resulted in a large increase in bias at LW 152 with increasing incidence angle. As expected 

based on Fig. 4-2, at V polarization the MSD decreased with incidence angle, however, the 

relative decomposition of MSD between sites was similar at each incidence angle. This is best 

exemplified looking at the magnitude of the scale of the TBV MSD in Fig. 4-3.  

 

4.5.3 Bias Correction 

For each site the watershed average soil moisture/TB was compared against the local site 

observations and the watershed average bias was corrected using Eq. 4-5 to match that of the 

local measurements at each site. The performance in terms of RMSD and correlation for each 

site prior to and following bias correction can be seen in Fig. 4-4. At LW and LR, the variance of 

the watershed averaged values and the local measurements were similar and resulted in no 

significant change in correlation at any site following bias correction. At LR prior to bias 

correction, the RMSD between the watershed average and the local site soil moisture was below 

the 0.04 m3m-3 target at all sites except RG16 and RG34. These sites had the lowest correlation 

with the watershed average soil moisture and were wetter and more variable than the other sites. 

Bias correction resulted in lower RMSE at all sites and only RG16 was above the target with an 

RMSD of 0.05 m3m-3. At LW the RMSD at 13 of 15 sites was above the 0.04 m3m-3 target prior 

to bias correction, with a mean RMSD of 0.055 m3m-3. After the bias of the watershed mean soil 

moisture was corrected to match each site, the resulting RMSD at all sites was below the target, 

with a mean RMSD of 0.028 m3m-3.  

 In terms of TB the correction of bias between the watershed mean TB and that of the 

local site resulted in improved site representativeness as was expected from Fig. 4-3. Figure 4-3 

also demonstrates that prior to bias correction the watershed average TBH(V) was less(more) 

representative of local site conditions as incidence angle increased. Correction of the bias in 

watershed average TB resulted in negligible (<1 K) dependence between TB and incidence angle 

at H polarization, while some incidence angle dependence remained at V polarization. The 

RMSD of TBH was approximately 7 K and 9 K for LW and LR respectively. This was 

considerably above the radiometric accuracy of both SMAP (1.5 K) [Das et al., 2014] and SMOS 

(2 K) [Kerr et al., 2010]. The discrepancy was attributed to differences in the temporal 

characteristics between the watershed average TB and that of the local sites. The vegetation 
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contribution to and 

attenuation of TB could 

explain the higher RMSD at 

LR which had a greater 

vegetation content than LW. 

Prior to bias correction the 

standard deviation of the 

RMSD was 6 K at 20° 

incidence angle for H 

polarization and increased to 

11 K at 60°.  Following bias 

correction the standard 

deviation of RMSD between 

the sites was ~3 K. For V 

polarization the standard 

deviation of RMSD ranged 

from 6 K at low incidence 

angles to 3 K at high angles. 

Following bias correction the 

standard deviation was 

approximately 3 K and 1 K 

for low and high incidence 

angles respectively. These 

results demonstrate that bias correcting the watershed average TB at each incidence angle not 

only increased the representativeness of the average watershed TB for each site, but also resulted 

in consistent performance between sites at both H and V polarizations.   

 

4.6 Discussion and Conclusions  

 

Soil moisture and brightness temperature at two USDA ARS watersheds were shown to display 

properties of temporal stability. Through the decomposition of the mean squared difference 

Figure 4-4: Performance of watershed average soil moisture/TB for predicting 
local site conditions prior to (asterisk) and after (triangle) bias correction. 
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between the watershed average TB/soil moisture and that at local sites, it was determined that 

when the MSD was large; a major contribution to MSD was the unconditional bias.  

 A limitation of this study was the assumption that a single air temperature measurement 

was representative of the small watersheds and ground temperature could be used as a proxy for 

vegetation canopy temperature. This assumption may lead to a TB error of approximately 3 K 

[Wigneron et al., 2007], but is expected to be consistent across the study domain. In this study, 

both watersheds are considered as nominal targets for soil moisture retrievals. Future research 

should also determine if TB is temporally stable under non-nominal conditions such as higher 

fractional vegetation cover, mixed soil types and mixed topography. The bias correction 

approach to downscaling assumes that precipitation and evapotranspiration are major drivers of 

the spatial distribution of soil moisture. The influence of other drivers, such as micro-topography 

at RG16, can be expected to deteriorate the effectiveness of the technique by decreasing the 

correlation between a site and the watershed average soil moisture. The assumption was also 

made that precipitation was uniform at the scale of the watershed and did not homogenize the 

soil moisture pattern. The limitations of this assumption were not explicitly assessed herein, 

although it is less likely to be limiting at smaller scales. It has also been demonstrated that 

following large rainfalls temporally persistent spatial patterns return quickly [Kornelsen and 

Coulibaly, 2013b]. 

 The mean relative difference of TB at each site from the average TB was impacted by the 

incidence angle of the observation. At H(V) polarization the surface was more homogenous at 

low(high) incidence angles. The associated MSD between the mean state and that of local sites 

increased with incidence angle at H polarization and decreased with incidence angle at V 

polarization.  The incidence angle dependence of MSD was mainly the result of unconditional 

bias which was easily corrected. 

The results demonstrate that when a priori information is available about the surface 

state, such as the model state in a land data assimilation approach, standard bias correction 

methods can be effectively used to apply satellite observations at sub-grid scales. This ensues 

because much of the spatial difference between sites can be attributed to temporally persistent 

biases in both soil moisture and brightness temperature. The bias correction applied herein was a 

simple mean-variance matching approach, although better results could be expected with 

advanced bias correction techniques [i.e. Drusch et al., 2005; Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 
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manuscript in preparation, 2014]. Similar to other downscaling methods, the proposed approach 

cannot be assumed to identify the ‘true’ soil moisture state at high resolution, but rather a higher 

resolution state that contains the biases of the reference dataset, in this case the point scale 

measurements. This contrasts with downscaling methods based on satellite observations which 

maintain the biases of the remotely sensed measurements [Merlin et al., 2012]. 
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Chapter 5: Downscaling Satellite Soil Moisture and Brightness 

Temperature for a Land-Surface Model using Bias Correction 
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Summary of Paper 4: Kornelsen, K.C., Davison, B., and Coulibaly, P. (submitted) 
Downscaling Satellite Soil Moisture and Brightness Temperature for a Land-Surface Model 
using Bias Correction, IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observation and 
Remote Sensing. 

Summary: 

This research expands on that presented in Chapter 5 by relaxing assumptions about spatial 

homogeneity of LAI and evaluating the technique on a fully distributed dataset derived from the 

MESH hydrological land surface scheme. MESH was set up and calibrated on the Hamilton-

Halton Watershed domain and represents both the highest resolution and most detailed 

application of MESH to date in terms of accounting for sub-grid heterogeneity. MESH was 

coupled to CMEM to produce online distributed TB simulations at both polarizations and 

multiple incidence angles. MESH was validated using data from the McMaster Mesonet and 

MESH-CMEM was validated using multi-angular TB observations and soil moisture retrievals 

from SMOS. Both simulated and observed soil moisture and TB at the SMOS grid cell scale was 

downscaled to the scale of individual grid cells (~800 m) using CDF matching. 

 

The primary results of this research were: 

• In comparison to SMOS observations, MESH-CMEM simulated TB at all incidence 

angles that were consistent with theoretical considerations and skill comparable to other 

CMEM applications. 

• MESH-CMEM TB was more consistent with SMOS observations than MESH soil 

moisture was with SMOS soil moisture retrievals. This results from the use of unrelated 

ancillary data in the SMOS retrieval algorithm and supports other considerations that data 

assimilation should use observed TB and not retrieved soil moisture. 

• Downscaling SMOS TB and soil moisture using CDF matching to MESH-CMEM grid 

cell scale resulted in improved performance at nearly all grid cells. The performance of 

the downscaled variables at individual grid cells was comparable to the global (SMOS 

scale) performance, demonstrating information recovery through downscaling.  
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5.1 Abstract 

The assimilation of soil moisture and brightness temperature (TB) are expected to improve the 

modelling of land surface processes, but are only available at a resolution that is far coarser than 

the scale of many hydrological processes. Due to systematic differences between model states 

and satellite observations, bias correction is a necessary step in land data assimilation schemes 

and was evaluated as a method to downscale coarse scale satellite observations to fine scale 

model grid cells (~800 m). This was done by coupling the Modélisation Environmentale 

Communautaire–Sufrace Hydrolgy (MESH) Hydrological Land-Surface Scheme to the 

Community Microwave Emissions Model (CMEM) to simulate soil moisture and TB. MESH-

CMEM was validated and found to be in good agreement with observations from the Soil 

Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite at the scale of SMOS data products (R ≈ 0.55), 

with simulated TB being better correlated than soil moisture retrievals. Following downscaling, 

TB and soil moisture retrievals had comparable performance to coarse resolution SMOS data. 

Bias correction of TB was more reliable than soil moisture. These findings indicate that both TB 

and soil moisture retrievals can be assimilated in a land surface model at moderate to high 

resolution with a simple observation operator.  

 

5.2 Introduction 

 

Soil moisture is an important geophysical state variable which influences runoff, 

evapotranspiration and energy fluxes. The assimilation of soil moisture information can benefit 

hydrological predications of floods and drought [1]-[3], agricultural applications [4], [5] and 

numerical weather prediction [6], [7]. An important source of soil moisture information for 

watershed to continental scale applications is remote sensing from microwave satellites such as 

the Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) [8], the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) 

satellite [9] or the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission [10]. Validation studies have 

demonstrated that observations from these satellites can capture the temporal variability of soil 

moisture [11]-[14]; however, their use in hydrological and agricultural predictions is limited 

because of the discrepancy in scale between the satellite products (> 25 km) and that of 

hydrological processes (< 1 km) [15].  
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 The discrepancy in scale between applications and soil moisture products has resulted in 

several methods to disaggregate soil moisture retrievals to a higher spatial resolution. In the 

context of the SMOS mission, [15], [16], [17] have developed a method to disaggregate SMOS 

soil moisture in semi-arid environments taking advantage of the relationship between surface soil 

moisture and evaporative efficiency using optical remote sensing data. There have also been 

many empirical approaches to downscale soil moisture using model information, land surface 

databases and multi-scale statistical relationships and data-driven approaches [18]- [20]. In many 

cases, despite the disaggregation of soil moisture, biases of the sensor(s) used to create the 

products remain and must be corrected prior to data assimilation [15]. Similar to soil moisture 

retrievals, brightness temperature (TB) observations from remote sensing sources are biased 

compared to modelled TB and require correction prior to assimilation [21], [22]. 

 Using data from two U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) experimental watersheds 

[23] and the Community Microwave Emission Model (CMEM) [21], [24] demonstrated that the 

temporal variability of both soil moisture and TB at the watershed scale was representative of the 

temporal variability at local sites. It was also shown that much of the spatial differences at these 

sites could be attributed to a temporally persistent bias, which could be easily removed with a 

simple bias correction method [24].  

The prior analysis of [24] made several assumptions about the spatial representativeness 

of in situ observations and some ancillary data required by CMEM. This study will expand upon 

the work of Kornelsen et al. [24] by coupling CMEM with the Modélisation Environmentale 

Communautaire – Surface Hydrology (MESH) Hydrological Land-Surface Scheme (HLSS) [25], 

[26]. The lateral overland and subsurface flow that distinguishes MESH from the CLASS LSS 

has been found to be effective for predicting streamflow in many parts in Canada [25]-[32]. The 

use of a distributed HLSS removes assumptions made about the spatial representativeness of 

point scale soil moisture and air temperature and allows for verification of the results of [24] 

using a dataset with greater spatial diversity than is available with in situ measurements. Further, 

TB observations and soil moisture retrievals from SMOS will be downscaled to model grid cell 

resolution (~800 m) for comparison. The study domain is mid-latitude temperate watershed in 

Southern Ontario, Canada with primarily agricultural land use mixed with forests and urban 

areas and uneven terrain. This landscape allows for the evaluation of bias correction for 

downscaling satellite observations in differing types of environments.   
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5.3 Study Area and Data 

 

5.3.1 Study Area 

The selected study area was in the Hamilton-Halton (HH) watersheds on the north-western shore 

of Lake Ontario. The model domain was located in a temperate region of the mid-latitudes and 

has imperfectly drained loam soils. The land cover is dominated by agricultural land uses, where 

wheat, corn and soy are major crops. The study domain also contains many areas of mixed forest 

cover and some urban areas as seen in Fig. 6-1. Regions with these characteristics are rarely 

studied for soil moisture research and calibration/validation activities, largely due to the lack of 

dense networks. The 

MESH model domain 

extends over several large 

watersheds; however, for 

consistency a subset of 

the model domain 

indicated in Fig. 6-1 was 

used for this study. The 

study domain covers an 

area approximately 20 km 

× 20 km and was chosen 

to cover mainly 

agricultural areas with 

some forest stands, while 

minimizing the impact of urban areas. The Niagara Escarpment provides a topographic barrier 

between the west and east of the study domain. Wetlands and small bodies of open water were 

most prevalent in the western part of the study area atop the escarpment. The escarpment also 

divides soil types, where loam soils dominate to the west and clay loam soils are found in the 

lower plains to the east. Silt-loam soils are found in between and are associated with forested 

areas along the escarpment and in river flood plains.  

Figure 5-1: The Hamilton-Halton Watershed MESH-CMEM model domain, with the 
subset-study area indicated. 
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The HH study domain was larger than the discrete global grid (DGG) that SMOS 

products are distributed on but smaller than the 43 km SMOS ground resolution. The 

discrepancy in scale between the HH study domain and the SMOS ground resolution is not 

considered a hindrance for two reasons. First, [33] assessed the uncertainty of airborne 

radiometer measurements aggregated to SMOS scale and concluded that SMOS data could be 

used directly on the DGG scale because the uncertainty of oversampling was lower than the 

instrument radiometric uncertainty. Second, [11] explained that 80% of the signal at the centre of 

a grid node is associated to a circular area of 20 km around the node centre.    

A long continuous record of hourly soil moisture observations was available for these 

watersheds [34], which were used to calibrate and validate the MESH model. The McMaster 

Mesonet consists of three sites located in different land-cover/soil conditions, each with 

Campbell Scientific CS616 time domain reflectometry (TDR) probes arranged in a square array 

with nine soil profile stations at six depths from 10 cm to 100 cm. Soil moisture has been 

recorded hourly with minor gaps since 2007 [34]. Stream flow observations for model calibration 

were retrieved from the Environment Canada HYDAT database (https://www.ec.gc.ca/rhc-wsc/).     

 

5.3.2 SMOS Data 

SMOS was launched by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2009 and began normal 

operations in 2010. The sole instrument on SMOS is a 1.4 GHz (L-band) 2-D interferometric 

radiometer that has a constant Earth fixed forward tilt angle of 32.5° providing an angular 

coverage of -10° to +60° [9]. By acquiring multiple images of the same area on the Earth’s 

surface during each overpass, SMOS provides multi-angular data for each DGG at both 

horizontal and vertical polarizations. The SMOS orbit crosses the equator each day at 6 A.M. 

(ascending) and 6 P.M. (descending) and images the globe once every three days [9]. In this 

study, reprocessed (Version 5.05) multi-angular TB observations from the Level-1C (L1C) 

products are used for analysis with MESH and CMEM simulations. All SMOS L1C data are 

filtered using the SMOS flags for RFI, border field of view, and sun points.    

 The multi-angular TB information from SMOS were used to retrieve soil moisture in the 

SMOS level 2 (L2) data products by iterative minimization of a cost function between observed 

and modelled TB which accounts for soil and vegetation characteristics [35]. The primary 

forward model used for soil moisture retrieval is the L-Band Microwave Emission of the 
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Biosphere model (L-MEB) [36]. Data in this study were from a reprocessing campaign using 

version 5.51 of the operational soil moisture processor. A major update of the ver. 5.51 processor 

over previous versions was the switch to the dielectric model of [37] which is expected to 

provide better results particularly under dry conditions. All SMOS L2 data products were filtered 

to remove retrievals with a probability of RFI greater than 0.1, and data quality index (DQX) 

greater than 0.1. 

 Both L1C and L2 SMOS data products are oversampled from the ~43 km SMOS 

sampling resolution to the 15 km DGG. To mitigate the potential impacts of this oversampling, 

the mean TB and soil moisture of the three DGG nodes located within the study area were 

considered to be representative of the ‘true’ observations of SMOS. For SMOS TB observations, 

all data were binned to the nearest integer incidence angle using a bin size of ±0.5°. 

 

5.4 Models and Methods 

 

5.4.1 CMEM 

The Community Microwave Emissions Modelling platform (CMEM) [21], [22] was developed 

at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) as a forward 

operator for passive microwave TB. CMEM is modular software and integrates many of the 

models/procedures used in the SMOS L2 soil moisture processor. CMEM was used to model 

microwave emissions in L-Band using L-MEB [36] to model the soil and vegetation contribution 

to top of the atmosphere TB. Smooth surface emissivity was modelled using the Fresnel law and 

rough surface emissivity was modelled following [36]. The atmospheric opacity was determined 

as in [38]. The parameterization of [39] was used to calculate effective temperature following the 

recommendation of [40]. Similar to ver. 5.51of the SMOS L2 processor the model of [37] was 

selected to convert the dielectric constant to soil moisture. CMEM was used to simulated 

brightness temperature at incidence angles of 20°, 30°, 40°, 50° and 60° for both polarizations to 

cover the range of incidence angles available from SMOS [9] and the SMAP nominal 40° 

incidence angle [10].  
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5.4.2 MESH 

The Modélisation Environmentale Communautaire (MEC) Surface and Hydrology (MESH) is a 

semi-distributed Hydrologic Land-Surface Scheme first introduced by [26] with continued 

development at Environment Canada [25]. The current version of MESH was developed by 

implementing lateral surface and sub-surface hydrological processes into version 3.6 of the 

Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) [41] and applying the hydrological routing schemes 

used by WATFLOOD [39]. In comparison to 1D soil-vegetation atmosphere transfer schemes 

such as CLASS, each grid cell in MESH is sloped to better simulate surface runoff using 

Manning’s equation and interflow in the shallow surface layer is generated by a parameterization 

of Richard’s equation [26]. A tile approach is used to account for heterogeneity within each grid 

cell, where the spatial coverage of each hydrologically important landscape type is tracked 

within each grid. MESH was calibrated using the grouped-response unit (GRU) approach [42], 

where the landscape was categorized into representative groups (.i.e. by soil, land use, etc.) and 

the group model parameters calibrated simultaneously across the entire domain. This study used 

seven GRUs: agriculture on clay loam soils, agriculture on loam soils, agriculture on silt loam 

soils, mixed forest, wetlands, open water and impervious surfaces. The sub-grid movement of 

water and energy are calculated for each tile/GRU by CLASS routines and are aggregated by 

spatial weighting for each grid cell. Water is then routed between grid cells by the WATFLOOD 

routing scheme using Manning’s equation combined with a simplified continuity equation [27].  

MESH was run as an offline model and was forced with output from the Global Environmental 

Multiscale model (GEM) [43], [44] and the Canadian Precipitation Analysis (CaPA) [45]. The 

representativeness of GEM and CaPA data for the HH watershed were verified using weather 

stations of the McMaster Mesonet. The model was spun-up for six months prior to calibration or 

the model run from which data were analysed.  

 To facilitate the modelling of TB, MESH was coupled to CMEM to produce TB for both 

H and V polarization at multiple incidence angles at each time-step of MESH. All input variables 

required for CMEM, except ECOCLIMAP land cover types, are extracted from MESH at run-

time and TB was simulated for each tile within a MESH grid cell. For analysis the tiles were 

aggregated using a spatially weighted mean based on tile coverage to grid cell resolution. Urban 

areas in MESH were treated as bare surfaces in CMEM and represent a potential source of error 

when TB values are aggregated to a large area. 
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5.4.3 MESH Calibration 

In this study MESH was setup to operate with a grid size of 0.00826° (~800 m) over the study 

domain. The model was calibrated using a two-step approach following [30], where first 

vegetation parameters for 1D CLASS were calibrated and these parameters were then applied in 

MESH for the calibration of parameters that impacted the 2D hydrology.  
Table 5-1: CLASS vegetation parameters for each land-cover type from the first calibration step. 

Parameter Description Calibrated value 

  Needle-

leaf 

Broad-

leaf 
Crops Grass 

PAMX Annual max plant area index [ ] 2.0 2.9 4.0 5.0 

PAMN Annual min plant area index [ ] 1.9 0.2 0.0 1.3 

LNZ0 Natural Log of max roughness length [ ] -5.5 0.1 -4.6 -2.0 

ALVC Average visible albedo fully-leafed [ ] 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.03 

ALI Average near-IR albedo fully-leafed [ ] 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 

ROOT Annual max rooting depth [m] 1.1 1.5 1.2 0.5 

CMAS Annual max canopy mass [kg m-2] 28.5 30.0 3.8 1.9 

RSMN Min stomatal resistance [s m-1] 193 116 85 76 

QA50 Reference shortwave radiation [Wm-2] 30 25 30 21 

VPDA Vapour pressure deficit coefficient [ ] 0.94 0.66 0.50 0.98 

VPDB Vapour pressure deficit coefficient [ ] 1.27 0.46 1.00 0.62 

PSGA Soil moisture suction coefficient [ ] 122 121 100 76 

PSGB Soil moisture suction coefficient [ ] 5 5 5 3 

First, representative stations of the McMaster Mesonet [34] were identified for each 

vegetation type; needle leaf, broad leaf, crops and grass. The parameters which impact vegetation 

and evapotranspiration in CLASS were calibrated using a semi-supervised approach using the 

Dynamically Dimensioned Search algorithm (DDS) [46] in the OSTRICH software package [47] 

to find a set of parameters that minimized the mean squared error of root-zone soil moisture for 

all sites in a vegetation category. The CLASS parameters are given in Table 5-1. Parameters 

were manually checked for consistency with published CLASS parameters [41] and were 

rejected and automatic calibration conducted again if the parameters were beyond the tolerance 

specified in Table 5-1. If multiple sites for a land cover type were available, this process 

continued until the parameter set resulted in good performance at all sites. This allowed for the 
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identification of parameters representing the needle leaf, broad leaf and grass vegetation 

categories to be applied to each GRU. For crops and urban land covers, where no information 

was available, literature CLASS parameters were used [41]. In the second calibration step, DDS 

was used to calibrate the parameters that govern overland flow, interflow, baseflow and routing 

using DDS to maximize the mean Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency from five stream gauges in the 

watershed seen in Fig. 5-1. These parameters are identified in Table 5-2. The model was 

calibrated on a 3.07 GHz Intel Xeon workstation running Windows 7 with 24 GB of memory. 

Each model run took approximately 2.1 hours and the calibration was conducted using 1650 

model runs which required approximately 3 500 hours of computer time. This process was 

repeated four times using random initial conditions and the best parameter set selected herein.   
Table 5-2: Calibrated MESH hydrology parameters for each GRU from the second calibration step. 

Parameter Description GRU 1 GRU 2 GRU 3 GRU 4 GRU 5 GRU 6 GRU 7 

DRN Drainage Index [ ] 0.29 0.005 0.05 0.95 6.0E-4 0.5 0.07 

DD Drainage density [km 

km-2] 
47.4 60.4 8.5 21.7 68.8 40.3 22.2 

XLSP Average overland 

slope [ ] 
0.06 0.004 0.03 0.5 6.0E-4 0.7 0.6 

GRKF K*/Ks [ ] 0.2 0.3 0.01 0.01 0.8 0.2 0.02 

MANN Manning’s n 1.4 1.3 0.6 1.2 0.07 1.9 0.53 

WFCI Ks* [ms-1] 0.67 0.33 0.39 0.42 1.0E-5 0.03 0.01 

*K is the horizontal hydraulic conductivity at depth and Ks is the horizontal saturated hydraulic conductivity at the 
surface 

5.4.4 Analysis Methods  

A decomposition of the mean squared difference was used to determine the structure of the 

differences between SMOS and fine scale soil moisture or TB [24]. The mean squared 

difference: 

( )∑
=

−=
n

i
j yx

n 1

21MSD                (5-1) 

was decomposed following [48] and [49] as: 

( )ICIBIAx ++= 2MSD σ                 (5-2) 
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where 2
xσ  is the variance of the grid cell values and IA, IB and IC are three additive non-

dimensional components which describe the MSD. The variable y denotes the satellite scale 

value of the variable x at the jth fine scale grid cell. IA is expressed as: 
21 RIA −=                  (5-3) 

where R is the correlation coefficient. IA is a measure of the differences in covariability or timing 

and variance differences between the fine and satellite resolution values. The second term, 
2









−= RIB

x

y

σ
σ

                (6-4) 

is a non-dimensional measure of the covariability between the two data sets termed the 

conditional bias [49]. It is an indication of the multiplicative bias between the satellite and fine 

scale values. The final term, 

2

2

x

BIC
σ

=                  (5-5) 

quantifies the impact of the unconditional bias, commonly referred to simply as bias, where B is 

the bias. 

The correction of biases between the SMOS scale and MESH-CMEM grid scale was 

carried out using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching technique of [50]. The 

data were sorted and the differences fit with a third order polynomial model which is applied to 

the satellite resolution data. The advantage of this method is that it matches high order statistical 

moments as opposed to only the first two moments which are matched with simpler techniques 

[51].  

 Besides the MSD, the following comparative metrics were used to quantify the global 

differences between SMOS and MESH-CMEM at both scales. The root mean squared difference 

(RMSD) is the square root of the MSD and is a global measure of the misfit between two sets of 

data scaled to data units. As demonstrated by Eq. (5-2), the MSD and its root are influenced by 

(unconditional) bias, the impact of which can be mitigated using the unbiased RMSD. 

( ) 2/122RMSDubRMSD B−=               (5-6) 

The final metric, is the well-known correlation coefficient: 

( )( )
yx

j yyxx
R

σσ
−−Ε

=                 (5-7) 
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where E is the expectation operator and the over bar denotes the temporal mean value.  

 

5.5 Results 

 

5.5.1 MESH Calibration and Validation 

To limit the number of free parameters being calibrated in MESH at any given time, a two-step 

approach was adopted. Individual sites of the McMaster Mesonet were selected based on their 

representativeness of the land cover types represented by CLASS; which is the core of the 

MESH model. Following the GRU concept, model parameters were calibrated to find a single set 

of parameters for each generic land cover type which produced the lowest RMSE of rootzone 

soil moisture at each site, using forcing data from 2010. Figure 5-2 shows the point scale 

validation of rootzone soil moisture during the year 2011 for each CLASS/MESH land cover 

type. The RMSE of rootzone soil moisture were approximately 0.02 m3m-3 and 0.04 m3m-3 

during the calibration and validation periods respectively using the CLASS model.  

 In step-two, the parameters from step-one were held 

constant and MESH was calibrated by maximizing the Nash-

Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) at five stream gauges. The resulting 

NSE values were 0.62, 0.12, 0.40, 0.20 and 0.43 for the 

calibration period. This was lower than previous studies [27]; 

however, the sub-basins of the stream gauges are also 

considerably smaller and have less flow than prior MESH 

applications and the Niagara Escarpment prominant in the model 

domain. This makes direct comparison difficult.  

Since the soil moisture calibration in step-one was a point 

calibration procedure, MESH can also be spatially validated by 

comparing the grid cell soil moisture with the mean soil moisture 

from all McMaster Mesonet sites found within a particular grid 

cell as shown in Fig. 5-3. There was a slight depth discrepancy 

where model output from the first layer representing 0-10 cm 

whereas the McMaster Mesonet observations are at a depth of 10 cm. The expected result from 

this discrepancy is a slight dry bias in the model output, which was found with the CLASS 

Figure 5-2: Scatter plots of point 
scale rootzone soil moisture for 
CLASS calibration of the needle 
leaf, broad leaf and grass GRUs. 
When soil moisture observations 
were available for multiple sites 
within a GRU the same parameter 
set was applied at both sites. 
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output. It was noted that MESH soil moisture in the upper soil layer had a large dry bias at each 

of the sites. In order to diagnose the source of this bias, the lateral flow of soil moisture in MESH 

was switched off; resulting in the model being representative of CLASS with hydrologic routing 

[25]. The result was a significant reduction in the bias and decrease in RMSE when comparing 

grid cell soil moisture to the average soil moisture of all McMaster Mesonet sites within a 

particular grid cell. As a consequence, the loss of 

lateral soil water movement decreased the quality 

of streamflow simulation, similar to [25]. These  

findings were believed to result from the two 

step calibration procedure and demonstrate the 

importance of multi-objective optimization for 

calibration of HLSS’s for proper water cycle 

partitioning. The cost/benefits of such an approach 

are reserved for future research and are beyond the 

scope of this paper. 

 

Site RMSE R Bias 

GovRdMESH 0.07 0.80 -0.06 

GovRdCLASS 0.03 0.86 0.01 

OrchardMESH 0.12 0.80 -0.11 

OrchardCLASS 0.05 0.88 -0.05 

KelsoMESH 0.10 0.60 -0.07 

KelsoCLASS 0.06 0.67 -0.01 

Figure 5-3: Grid cell soil moisture validation of the 0-10cm MESH layer and the 10cm observations at the 
three McMaster Mesonet sites. The McMaster Mesonet observations consist of the mean of the nine 
individual stations within each grid cell. MESH was validated using sloped grid cells and 2D interflow in 
the surface layer (MESH) and flat grid cells without interflow (CLASS Hydrology). 

Table 5-3: Comparison of performance of MESH 
and CLASS-like operation of MESH, using model 
grid cell 0-10cm soil moisture and spatial mean 
10cm observations form the McMaster Mesonet. 
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 Since the primary purpose of this research was the simulation of soil moisture and TB, 

results were used from the CLASS-like operation of MESH, which will hereafter be referred to 

as MESH, since this was found to produce better soil moisture simulations for the study period 

as seen in Table 5-3.  

 

5.5.2 MESH-CMEM Validation 

To validate the MESH-CMEM coupling, simulations from MESH-CMEM in the study area were 

spatially aggregated using an arithmetic mean for each time step for comparison with SMOS TB 

observations. The time-series representation of TB in Fig. 5-4, demonstrates that there is good 

agreement between the temporal pattern and relative magnitude of TB between MESH-CMEM 

and 

SMOS. Observations from SMOS ascending orbits had greater consistency with MESH-CMEM 

simulations for both polarizations and were less biased. There was a discrepancy between 

modelled TB and SMOS observations during April and October of the study period, where 

modelled TB was consistently lower than SMOS observations. The difference may result from a 

spring/autumn discrepancy in soil moisture simulated by MESH on clay-loam soils and observed 

soil moisture, represented by the Kelso site in Fig. 5-3. Similarly, MESH determines vegetation 

growth using periods with temperatures above a vegetation growth threshold [41], resulting in 

the late leaf budding when compared to leaf area-index observations from MODIS Fig. 5-5. 

Figure 5-4: Temporal validation of MESH-CMEM TB at 40° incidence angle averaged over the entire 
study area using SMOS L1C observations. 
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These factors combined would result 

in the under-estimation of TB by 

MESH-CMEM by under-estimating 

the soil moisture contribution to TB 

and the direct vegetation contribution 

to TB.  

 The scatterplots in Fig. 5-6 

reveal that there was good agreement 

between MESH-CMEM and SMOS 

observations, particularly for the ascending overpasses (R≈0.54) which is consistent with the 

findings of [21] and [52] prior to calibration of radiative transfer model parameters. The 

regression lines in Fig. 6-6 show that both overpasses are relatively consistent for TBH, whereas 

TBV observations from the ascending overpass were more consistent with modelled TBV (R≈0.5) 

than TBV observations from the descending overpass (R≈0.3). Rowlandson et al. [53] compared 

SMOS morning and evening overpasses and suggest a number of reasons for differences seen, 

including polarization dependent directional RFI, the presence of dew on the canopy in the 

morning, differences in soil moisture and diurnal changes in vegetation optical depth based on 

 
Figure 5-6: Scatter plots with best fit lines of concurrent MESH-CMEM TB simulations and SMOS L1C observations. 
For comparison SMOS data were divided between ascending and descending overpasses. 

Figure 5-5: MESH LAI, which increases based on growing degree days, 
compared to MODIS LAI retrieved from Aqua and Terra (MOD15A3). 
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plant water loss during the daytime. It was noted that the relation between plant tissue water 

content and TB emission is understood theoretically, but has not been well quantified [53]. Given 

that the discrepancy between ascending and descending overpasses is greater at V polarization 

than H polarization and previous findings that TBV is more influenced by vegetation than TBH 

[36]; the impact of diurnal vegetation water content may be a likely candidate for the 

discrepancy. While canopy water content is modelled by MESH, it is not represented explicitly 

in CMEM but would be observed by SMOS. Regardless of the cause of this discrepancy, which 

cannot be confidently determined with available data, it is clear that for the purposes of bias 

correction; ascending and descending overpasses must be separately considered as each have 

different biases [12], [13], [53]. 

MESH-CMEM was used to simulate TB at incidence angles from 20° to 60° in 

increments of 10° for comparison with angular signatures observed by SMOS. TB from both 

SMOS and MESH-CMEM were fit by quadratic function and a comparison made anytime 

greater than 15 incidence angles were available from the SMOS observations. A subset of these 

comparisons can be seen in Fig. 5-7 for ascending and descending overpasses that were close in 

time. For all SMOS angular signatures compared to MESH-CMEM see the supplementary 

material. MESH-CMEM produced multi-angular TB simulations which were consistent with 

Figure 5-7: Angular TB profiles on selected dates showing mean MESH-CMEM TB with 1σ error bars and SMOS 
observations. For a comparison of all concurrent MESH-CMEM and SMOS angular profiles see the supplementary 
material. 
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theoretical considerations. TBH and TBV shifted vertically with soil moisture and the angle 

between TBH and TBV increased with vegetation biomass [36]. The multi-angular TB profile was 

also found to be in good agreement with SMOS observations, particularly for ascending 

overpasses. For many descending overpasses, the angle between TBH and TBV was smaller for 

SMOS observations than MESH-CMEM simulations, and in some instances SMOS TBH(V) had 

little angular dependence for descending overpasses (See supplementary material). This was 

presumed to result from shortcomings in SMOS observations from influences such as RFI.   

 

5.5.3 Mean Squared Difference Decomposition 

The mean squared difference between the grid 

cell mean soil moisture / TB and that of 

individual grid cells is decomposed using Eq. (5-

2) in Fig. 5-8. For both soil moisture and TBH(V), 

those grid cells with the largest RMSD had high 

sub-grid impervious surfaces, open water or 

wetlands fractions. The impervious surface 

fraction particularly contributed to the presence 

of timing and random errors components of the 

MSD for TB. CMEM does not consider urban 

areas in the model, which resulted in the MESH-

CMEM coupling treating urban areas as bare 

soils for which evaporation occurs quickly and 

which hold little water. The result was that soil 

moisture in these regions during periods without 

rain was continually near the wilting point. This 

approach was slightly different than the SMOS 

L2 retrieval algorithm approach to dealing with 

urban areas, which assigns a default contribution 

of TB for urban areas [35]. With either 

approach, the result can be expected to be 
Figure 5-8: RMSD and decomposition of the MSD of 
MESH-CMEM study area mean and grid cell soil 
moisture and TB. 
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similar, where urban areas have little temporal correlation with DGG-scale values and are 

strongly biased. RMSD and IC were also found to be high in forested areas. Since the vegetation 

optical depth at nadir for H polarization for low vegetation and both polarizations for forests are 

modelled as constant [36] differences in IC likely results from the impact of greater vegetation 

biomass removing water from the soil. The result was a positive relationship between 

unconditional bias and sub-grid forest cover fractions for cells that had greater than 25% forest 

coverage at TBH at all angles and TBV at 20°-40° (R ≈ 0.6, p < 0.01).      

 The decomposed MSD demonstrates that a large proportion of the error was attributed to 

unconditional bias at all incidence angles [24]. An underlying assumption of using bias 

correction for disaggregating soil moisture and TB, is that the satellite-scale temporal 

observations are representative of biased grid-scale dynamics. Kornelsen et al. [24] demonstrated 

this assumption was valid for relatively homogenous low vegetation semi-arid regions. In this 

study, with the exception of urban and wetland areas, the random/timing errors and conditional 

biases are small and were distributed randomly across the study domain. Therefore, even in a 

heterogeneous environment, the assumption that spatial differences are driven largely by biases 

was valid.  

 

5.5.4 Bias Correction 

Given that observations from SMOS ascending overpasses were found to be more consistent 

with modelled TB (Fig. 5-6, 5-7) only the ascending overpasses were considered for further 

analysis. Also, to avoid unfairly skewing statistical analysis, grid cells that had a fraction of 

urban areas or open water that was greater than 0.5 were removed from the analysis. The filtering 

removed 45 grid cells out of a potential 660 grid cells. The density-scatter plots in Fig. 5-9 show 

the relationship between individual MESH grid cells and the mean modelled state, raw SMOS 

observations and the mean MESH state and SMOS observations whose CDF’s were matched to 

the climatology of individual grid cells. Since all of the grid cells in the model domain were 

considered in Fig. 5-9, this and the resulting performance statistics in Table 5-4 provide an 

indication of the global performance of the bias correction technique.  
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Figure 5-9: Density-scatter plots of satellite scale and MESH-CMEM grid scale data for all 615 grid cells (urban areas 
and open water removed) for the study period of Apr 1 – Oct 31 2010. High density indicates more individual points in 
the scatter plot at a particular XY co-ordinate. 

Table 5-4: Validation of MESH-CMEM using SMOS observations. 

Variable R 
RMSD 

(m3m-3; K) 
N 

ubRMSD 

(m3m-3; K) 

 ASC DSC ASC DSC ASC DSC ASC DSC 

Soil Moisture 0.19 0.12 0.11 0.11 109 82 0.08 0.1 

TBH(20) 0.42 0.69 28.7 19.3 50 42 18.6 13.2 

TBH(30) 0.56 0.57 22.2 24.1 80 69 17.3 16.8 

TBH(40) 0.57 0.54 22.5 28.5 114 101 17.3 15.8 

TBH(50) 0.64 0.45 22.9 41.7 68 58 19.6 21.9 

TBH(60) 0.59 0.67 28.2 37.6 69 58 24.6 22.7 

TBV(20) 0.31 0.45 23.3 21.3 50 43 17.0 16.6 

TBV(30) 0.69 0.20 13.9 22.3 81 67 12.9 20.2 

TBV(40) 0.58 0.17 14.2 23.3 115 98 14.1 20.5 

TBV(50) 0.55 0.16 14.8 19.1 68 56 13.3 15.9 

TBV(60) 0.51 0.44 16.2 12.2 68 54 11.2 11.5 
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Table 5-5: Comparison of MESH-CMEM average and SMOS ascending overpass TB/soil 
moisture with MESH-CMEM grid scale simulations prior to and following CDF matching 
bias correction. 

Variable R 
ubRMSD 

(m3m-3; K) 

 
MESH 

MESH

CDF 
SMOS 

SMOS

CDF 
MESH 

MESH

CDF 
SMOS 

SMOS

CDF 

Soil Moisture 0.90 0.98 0.14 0.31 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.07 

TBH(20) 0.91 0.99 0.42 0.58 7.7 2.7 19.9 17.5 

TBH(30) 0.93 0.99 0.50 0.62 8.3 2.7 20.2 19.3 

TBH(40) 0.93 0.99 0.57 0.72 8.7 2.8 19.4 17.7 

TBH(50) 0.94 0.99 0.62 0.71 9.6 2.8 22.2 21.0 

TBH(60) 0.94 0.99 0.56 0.72 11.0 2.7 27.8 24.6 

TBV(20) 0.92 0.99 0.34 0.45 6.9 2.5 18.2 18.9 

TBV(30) 0.35 0.99 0.65 0.73 6.5 2.3 15.1 14.7 

TBV(40) 0.95 0.99 0.55 0.63 5.7 2.1 15.7 16.0 

TBV(50) 0.69 0.99 0.56 0.63 4.8 1.7 14.2 14.4 

TBV(60) 0.95 0.99 0.50 0.66 3.9 1.1 12.0 10.7 

 

 The horizontal banding in Fig. 5-9 subplots that compared MESH grid cells to the mean 

model state or raw SMOS observations was the result of multiple grid cells being represented by 

a single coarse resolution value. If a particular grid cell was well correlated with the coarse 

resolution value, but biased the result would be a series of points which were parallel the ideal 

1:1 line and horizontally displaced. Matching the CDF of the mean MESH model state and 

SMOS observations to that of individual grid cells resulted in a global correlation greater than 

0.99 for MESH and an improvement in SMOS correlation by approximately 0.17 for soil 

moisture and 0.12 for TB as seen in Table 5-5. The improvement in correlation with bias 

correction was a result of the two datasets sharing the same range, thereby matching the variance 

in the denominator of Eq. (5-7) and reducing the differences in the numerator. This was 

particularly true of the noisy SMOS observations. Comparing the global performance measures 

in Table 5-5 to that of the SMOS product-scale performance in Table 5-4, shows that the high 

resolution bias corrected SMOS observations globally had similar performance to comparisons at 

coarse resolution. The variability of performance between SMOS observations after bias 

correction and individual model grid cells is shown in Fig. 5-10. For intermediate incidence 

angles, bias correction resulted in a significant improvement in both correlation and RMSE. The 
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large decrease in RMSE between the 

SMOS observations before and after 

bias correction was largely attributed to 

the reduction in bias, although there was 

a slight reduction in unbiased RMSE for 

most incidence angles.  

   

5.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

 

This study presented the coupling and 

validation of a land-surface 

hydrological model (MESH) [25], [26] 

with the Community Microwave 

Emission Model [21], [22]. Comparison 

with SMOS TB observations 

demonstrated the MESH-CMEM was 

able to well represent the temporal 

pattern and angular profile of top of the 

atmosphere TB for SMOS ascending 

overpasses, although differences were 

noted for descending overpasses, particularly for vertically polarized TB (Fig. 5-6).   

A surprising result was the difference in performance, particularly in terms of correlation, 

between SMOS L2 soil moisture and SMOS L1C TB. It was initially expected that soil moisture 

retrievals would have similar performance to TB observations, particularly after bias correction, 

since the CMEM model is similar in formulation to the SMOS retrieval algorithm [21], [35], [36] 

and MESH soil moisture was similar to in situ observations (Fig. 5-2 & 5-3). It is possible that 

the lower performance of the SMOS retrieval algorithm compared to MESH was the result of 

errors in the MESH model itself. Modelled soil moisture may have been representative at the 

individual sites of Fig. 5-3, but due to calibration or structural model errors was considerably 

different at other grid cells. Since soil moisture away from these sites is unknown, it is possible 

Figure 5-10: Performance of SMOS soil moisture retrievals and TB 
observations compared to individual MESH-CMEM grid cells prior to 
(white) and following (grey) bias correction. To fit the range of the 
figure, the soil moisture values were multiplied by 100. Therefore, soil 
moisture RMSE of 10m3m-3 in the figure is actually 0.1m3m-3. The 
centre of the box is the median and the edges are the 25th and 75th 
percentiles. The whiskers extend 2.7σ and the crosses are considered 
outliers. 
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that SMOS is more representative of the true soil moisture state than the model. However, this 

cause is unlikely given the similarity in MESH-CMEM TB to SMOS observations.  

A more plausible explanation is that the difference was induced by the method of soil 

moisture retrieval. The SMOS L2 processor searches for a set of parameters that minimizes the 

difference between the observed TB, via a fitted curve, and the simulated TB, similar to Fig. 5-7. 

During many of the overpasses in this study, SMOS TBV was less sensitive to incidence angle 

(flat fitted curve) than MESH-CMEM and TB at both polarizations was often biased. Since the 

retrieved soil moisture is influenced by TB at all incidence angles and both polarizations [35] 

systematic differences in TB during a particular overpass could result in less consistency in the 

soil moisture retrievals. In contrast, TB at a given incidence angle and polarization are not 

impacted by inter-dependencies and differences could be more reliably corrected. Since the 

differences in angular profiles of TB between MESH-CMEM and SMOS were not consistent, 

that is biases and slope changed frequently, it is difficult to specify an underlying cause. These 

differences may be the result of external noise, such as RFI, structural deficits in L-MEB which 

are yet to be described [53], lower soil moisture signal due to dense vegetation during the peak 

growing season [14], [54], [55] or scaling issues [56]. Underlying causes will be more easily 

identified with data that have higher radiometric accuracy [57] or greater agreement with 

theoretical expectations [58]. 

Since the correction of TB has been demonstrated herein to be more reliable than soil 

moisture, this study supports other evidence and theoretical/practical considerations that suggest 

modelling approaches that integrate information from satellites such as SMOS are recommended 

to use TB observations rather than soil moisture retrievals (i.e. [7], [59]-[61]). The other 

considerations include latency of soil moisture retrievals and the inconsistency between auxilary 

data sources in retrieval products and the current model application [59]-[61]. The latter reason is 

the likely cause of higher correlation and lower relative error of TB compared to retrieved soil 

moisture in this study.        

 This study also expanded on the previous research of [24] by demonstrating the validity 

of the bias correction approach for downscaling satellite observations of TB and retrieved soil 

moisture. Particularly, [24] demonstrated the concept in relatively homogenous and semi-arid 

watersheds with relatively few point scale measurements. In contrast, the method was examined 

herein, using a distributed model, in a mid-latitude watershed with imperfectly drained soil and 
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mixed land-use, soil types and topography as the sub-SMOS grid scale. Using the theoretical 

basis of the temporal stability concept [62], results further demonstrate that spatial soil moisture 

variability can be generally explained by differences in temporal mean and variance, between 

watershed (SMOS) scale and fine scale soil moisture. Correcting the bias between SMOS L1C 

TB observations and individual grid cells with a resolution of approximately 800 m resulted in 

comparable performance to correcting SMOS TB to modelled TB at scales similar to SMOS data 

products.  

The primary motivation for the use of bias correction to disaggregate passive microwave 

observations and soil moisture retrievals is the relative simplicity of the method and the existing 

requirement for bias correction in data assimilation applications [24]. It should be noted that 

while the disaggregation method is easy to implement, in contrast to other disaggregation 

methods, the requirement of pre-determined land surface conditions (i.e. from a land surface 

model) is complex and potentially time consuming. This requirement also provides the largest 

theoretical obstacle to the implementation of the method, in that it must be assumed that the 

HLSS in use is actually representative of the spatial distribution of soil moisture and errors in 

modelled soil moisture primarily result from shortcomings in precipitation, temperature, etc. that 

are used to drive the model. Given a well calibrated model, the assumption that spatial 

differences can be accounted for by bias is well justified by the abundance of literature 

supporting the concept of temporal stability at multiple scales and with different data types [34], 

[62]-[64]. This assumption was also well supported by the implementation of the distributed 

HLSS herein where the correlation between soil moisture and TB at all grid cells were biased by 

highly correlated (Fig. 5-9).  

Nevertheless, some studies have demonstrated that certain basins do not demonstrate 

temporal stability [65] and the use of remote sensing only techniques [15], [19], [66], [67] may 

uncover structural deficiencies in the model which cannot be determined with bias correction. It 

is expected that the approach demonstrated herein, will be complimentary to remote sensing 

based disaggregation approaches, since remote sensing approaches are independent of model 

errors, but are biased by satellite states and errors [15] and the bias correction technique is 

dependent on model state space but is subject to less noise (Fig. 5-9).  
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Holding the assumptions of temporal persistence to be true, the results of this study 

indicate that scale poses less of a barrier to soil moisture or TB assimilation than the uncertainty 

inherent in satellite observations or our current operational modelling of microwave emissions. 
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Summary of Paper 5: Kornelsen, K.C. and Coulibaly, P. (Submitted) Improved Bias Correction 
Methods for Satllite Soil Moisture Retrieval, Remote Sensing of Environment, Manuscript 
Number: RSE-D-14-01088. 

Summary: 

The work of this final research paper focuses on the method of bias correction itself. SMOS soil 

moisture was compared to previously examined SCAN sites that are distributed throughout the 

United States for the years 2010 and 2011. A new approach was proposed for enhancing 

currently existing bias correction methods by bootstrap resampling the soil moisture data. The 

resampled data displays similar statistical properties (i.e. mean and variance) to the original 

datasets, but the temporal dependency between the SMOS and SCAN data is removed. The 

resampled data sets were used to find the parameters for the bias correction and the robustness of 

the bias correction was evaluated. It is expected that the results from this study will improve the 

error characterization in future data assimilation applications. 

 

The key finds of this research were: 

• Bias correction techniques, particularly CDF matching, could induce multiplicative bias 

in the residuals of the bias corrected data. The result was that bias correction induced 

systematic underestimation of values above the mean and systematic overestimation of 

values below the mean. This cause was the sorting and ranking used in CDF matching. 

• Resampling the data sets removed the temporal dependency but had similar mean and 

variance. The resulting bias correction parameters could eliminate the bias in the mean 

and match the variance of the two datasets while significantly reducing the multiplicative 

bias. Data that were bias corrected with the new method had higher correlation at the cost 

of slightly higher RMSE. 

• Differences in SCAN observations due, to differing hydrological conditions, or 

differences in SMOS retrievals between years resulted in bias correction parameters that 

were not applicable during different time periods for the same site.  

• The results show that care must be taken in the selection of bias correction parameters to 

avoid erroneous data errors. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is recommended to ensure 

appropriate parameter selection and successful correction of biases.   
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6.1 Abstract 

 

Soil moisture is a principle component of the Earth’s climate and hydrological systems that is 

difficult to monitor and model due to high variability, uncertainty in land surface characterization 

and uncertainty in soil moisture forcing. Satellite soil moisture retrievals and brightness 

temperature observations, such those available from the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity 

(SMOS) mission, can be a valuable source of information for data assimilation and merging with 

other satellite retrieval datasets. To correct for biases in these data sets, bias correction methods 

such as cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching and linear rescaling are used to map 

satellite soil moisture climatology to that of in situ or model values. This study compared SMOS 

retrievals to soil moisture observations from the SCAN network for a calibration year 2010 and 

validation year 2011 before and after bias correction. Additive bias between SMOS retrievals 

and SCAN observations was removed by standard bias correction techniques and a new 

resampling approach was found to reduce multiplicative biases. The improved bias correction 

technique is promising for applications in data assimilation. 

 

6.2 Introduction 

 

Soil moisture is a principal component of the Earth’s climate and hydrological systems. The state 

of moisture in the soil controls the hydrological and energy interactions between the atmosphere, 

vegetation and soil at the Earth’s surface, which drives the balances of water and energy. For this 

reason the state of soil moisture is important for both scientific and operational applications such 

as numerical weather prediction (Drusch, 2007), flood forecasting (Bronstert et al. 2012; Berthet 

et al. 2009), and climate modelling (Seneviratne et al. 2013).  

 Monitoring and predicting soil moisture for scientific and operational purposes is a 

difficult task since in situ networks have poor spatial coverage and models suffer from errors in 

meteorological forcing, land surface characterization and simplifications of process descriptions. 

Recently, indirect measurements of soil moisture have become available through the use of 

active and passive microwave remote sensing on various platforms. Wagner et al. (1999) 

presented a change detection algorithm for the active microwave Advanced SCATterometer 

(ASCAT) on-board the MetOp (Meteorological Operational) satellite and several soil moisture 
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retrieval algorithms have been implemented for the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 

for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) on-board the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration’s (NASA) Aqua satellite (Owe et al. 2001; Owe et al. 2008; Njoku et al. 2003). 

On the 5th of November 2009, the European Space Agency (ESA) launched the Soil Moisture 

and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission (Kerr et al. 2010), the first dedicated soil moisture satellite, 

and in November 2014, NASA has scheduled the launch of the Soil Moisture Active Passive 

(SMAP) satellite (Entekhabi et al. 2010). Both SMOS and SMAP have L-band radiometers 

which are considered ideal for the monitoring of soil moisture as they penetrate both the 

atmosphere and thin vegetation and operate in a protected wavelength which should have 

minimal radio frequency interference (RFI) (Kerr et al. 2010; Entekhabi et al. 2010).  

Validation of satellite soil moisture retrievals is an important step in understanding the 

quality of retrieval results and characterizing errors that may be present. With respect to SMOS 

validation, the quality of SMOS soil moisture retrievals have been evaluated using in situ 

networks in Spain (Sánchez et al. 2012), Germany (Dall’ Amico et al. 2012), Denmark (Bircher 

et al. 2012), Italy and Luxembourg (Lacava et al. 2012), Canada (Gherboudj et al. 2012), the 

United States (Al Bitar et al. 2012; Collow et al. 2012; Jackson et al. 2012), and Australia (Su et 

al. 2013). Large scale evaluation of SMOS data has also been conducted by comparing SMOS 

soil moisture retrievals to soil moisture products from ASCAT and AMSR-E as well as land 

surface data assimilation system (LDAS) outputs (Leroux et al. 2013; Al-Yaari et al. 2014) and 

by determining the impact of SMOS retrieved soil moisture in a simple data assimilation system 

(Pan et al. 2012). Similar efforts have been made for soil moisture products from ASCAT (i.e. 

Brocca et al. 2011; Bartalis et al. 2007) and AMSR-E (i.e. Jackson et al. 2012; Brocca et al. 

2011; Pan et al. 2012). Synthesis of these various results reveals that SMOS soil moisture 

products have good temporal correlation to observed or modelled soil moisture (Al Bitar et al. 

2012; Jackson et al. 2012; Su et al. 2013; Lacava et al. 2012) and particularly outperform other 

soil moisture retrievals as vegetation density increases (Pan et al. 2012; Al-Yaari et al. 2014). 

Under nominal conditions, SMOS retrievals are close to meeting the target root mean squared 

error (RMSE) of 0.04m3m-3 (Jackson et al. 2012; Al Bitar et al. 2012; Sánchez et al. 2012) 

although a persistent bias in SMOS, and other, soil moisture retrievals is a consistent issue that 

remains to be addressed (Sánchez et al. 2012; Jackson et al. 2012; Al Bitar et al. 2012; Su et al. 

2013) and in some cases may be informative of algorithm performance (Jackson et al. 2012).   
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Biases and systematic differences between satellite retrieved soil moisture and the 

reference soil moisture are problematic for many applications such as LDAS and the blending of 

soil moisture products. For LDAS applications, several studies have shown that the assimilation 

of satellite data can improve the characterization of the surface states (Das et al. 2008; Draper et 

al. 2012; de Rosnay et al. 2013; Reichle and Koster, 2005; Albergel et al. 2010; Reichle et al. 

2008), however, a fundamental assumption of the Kalman filter, and many of its derivatives, is 

that observation noise is mean zero Gaussian with a given covariance Rk. There is a similar 

requirement when blending several satellite soil moisture products to generate products 

representative of soil moisture climatology (Liu et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Yilmaz et al. 2012). 

To correct for the presence of bias and variance errors Reichle and Koster (2004) and Drusch et 

al. (2005) proposed matching the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of observed satellite 

data to the model climatology as observation operators for the direct assimilation of satellite soil 

moisture. This technique has been adopted in many studies for comparison of soil moisture 

retrieval performances (Lacava et al. 2012; Su et al. 2013; Brocca et al. 2010 ), data assimilation 

(Crow and van den Berg, 2010; Draper et al. 2011) and for blending AMSR-E, ASCAT and 

other soil moisture products (Liu et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012). Linear rescaling has also been used 

to correct the climatology of satellite soil moisture data where the mean and standard deviation 

of the satellite soil moisture are rescaled to match that of the in situ reference dataset (Draper et 

al. 2009; Brocca et al. 2010; Su et al. 2013). Both bias correction techniques assume that the 

reference dataset does not contain noise and errors in the retrieved soil moisture can be ignored 

in the bias correction technique. Not accounting for the possibility of errors in the data will be 

shown to result in undesirable conditions such as multiplicative bias in the corrected dataset. A 

property often neglected in cal/val campaigns.  

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the presence of, and propose a correction for 

multiplicative bias in satellite retrieved and renormalized soil moisture. While the analysis will 

be presented using SMOS retrieved soil moisture over Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN) 

(Schaefer et al. 2007) sites in the continental U.S., it is expected the results are indicative of 

errors which may be present in other applications and with other sensors (Su et al. 2013). The 

SCAN sites chosen have been previously selected and validated in a node-site comparison by Al 

Bitar et al. (2012). To expand upon the previous validation and identify the types of error 

present, this study will renormalize the SMOS soil moisture to that of the concurrent SCAN 
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observations. An analysis of the residuals will be used to demonstrate the presence of 

multiplicative bias before and after the climatology of the SMOS data have been matched to that 

of in situ observations. An assessment of the robustness of bias correction methods will also be 

made by temporal cross-validation, where the correction parameters will be calibrated for 

retrievals made during calendar year 2010 and validated during 2011.  

 

6.3 Study Areas and Soil Moisture Measurements 

 

The SCAN network was designed by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) to 

support natural resources assessments, 

conservation and water resources management 

within the U.S. In contrast to many networks 

which cover a limited spatial extent, SCAN 

sites have been placed at selected sites 

distributed around the United States to collect 

hourly atmospheric, soil moisture and soil 

temperature data in different climate, 

physiographic and soil regions (Schaefer et al. 

2007). Soil moisture at each SCAN site is 

collected by Stevens Hydra Probes at depths of 

approximately 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 cm 

(Schaefer et al. 2007), of which 

the ~5 cm depth is analyzed 

herein. After filtering for SCAN 

sites that had sensors at the 5 cm 

depth and were not located in 

areas of strong topography or 

dense vegetation Al Bitar et al. 

(2012) focused their attention on 

13 SCAN sites and 4 SNOwpack TELemetry (SNOTEL) sites for SMOS validation and analysis, 

of which data from the SCAN sites are re-visited herein. The use of the same study sites allows 

 
DGG 

Number 
SCAN 

ID State Land 
Cover 

172276 2160 UT Grassland 
186675 2018 WY Grass 
187758 2002 MN Crop 
203609 2093 KS Crop 
203626 2001 NE Crop 
218480 2092 KS Crop 
219434 2168 NM Grassland 
231355 2079 KY Grassland 
235420 2030 AR Crop 
237475 2084 MS Crop 
240043 2024 MS Grassland 
241088 2053 AR Crop 

5023541 2051 FL Wetland 
 

Table 6-1: Site Information 

Figure 6-1: SCAN Site Locations 
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for insights gained from the previous work to be applied in this study. The distribution of the 

selected sites and some basic information about the sites can be found in Fig. 6-1, Table 6-1 and 

in Al Bitar et al. (2012).  

 All SCAN data were downloaded from the International Soil Moisture Network (ISMN; 

Dorigo et al. 2010) which is a data hosting facility for soil moisture data from various networks 

around the globe. In addition to quality control by the contributing network the ISMN performs 

basic quality control and homogenization of all its soil moisture datasets (Dorigo et al. 2010). 

 

6.3.1 SMOS Soil Moisture Products 

The SMOS Level 2 (L2) User Data Product (SML2UDP) provided by ESA from the second data 

reprocessing campaign was used in this study (ver. 5.51). Soil moisture, optical thickness and 

other geophysical variables are retrieved based on the inversion of the LMEB radiative transfer 

model (Kerr et al. 2012; Wigneron et al. 2007) by minimizing a cost function from multi-angular 

brightness temperature (TB) observations from the microwave imaging radiometer with aperture 

synthesis (MIRAS) (Kerr et al. 2012). SMOS soil moisture are provided on the (Icosahedral 

Snyder Equal Area Earth) ISEA 4H9 fixed grid with nodes equally spaced at 14.989 km (Kerr et 

al. 2010), although each SMOS grid is actually the weighted mean of an area with a radius of 

approximately 42 km around the node center (Al Bitar et al. 2012). The SMOS ascending and 

descending half-orbits coincide with approximately 0600 h and 1800 h local solar time (Kerr et 

al. 2010) where differences in the redistribution of water, heterogeneity of surface temperature 

caused by daytime heating and sensor orientation during the overpass all contribute to 

differences in accuracy of the retrieval between ascending and descending overpasses 

(Rowlandson et al. 2012; Collow et al. 2012; Jackson et al. 2012). Since the goal of this study is 

to assess the errors associated with bias correction and many researchers have reported a greater 

accuracy and stability of SMOS ascending overpasses (Jackson et al. 2012; Rowlandson et al. 

2012), the SMOS data are separated and only ascending half-orbits are considered. Several 

indicators of quality are provided with SML2UDP including the data quality index, (DQX) 

which is a measure of the retrieved standard deviation reflecting radiometric uncertainty and 

information on the presence of radio frequency interference (RFI). Individual soil moisture 

retrievals were only considered for analysis if the soil moisture was successfully retrieved had a 
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DQX less than 0.1 m3m-3 and the probability of radio frequency interference (RFI) in an 

individual retrieval was below 0.075.  

 A major difficulty with the validation of satellite soil moisture products is the significant 

mismatch between point scale in situ observations and areal averaged soil moisture retrievals. In 

previous studies this issue has been addressed using multiple in situ sensors within a grid 

footprint (Jackson et al. 2012; Collow et al. 2012; Su et al. 2013; Bircher et al. 2013), by 

renormalization of the climatology (Parrens et al. 2014; Brocca et al. 2011; Lacava et al. 2012; 

Su et al. 2012; Draper et al. 2009) or by selecting representative nodes for a point-node 

comparison (Al Bitar et al. 2012). This study will use the representative nodes selected by Al 

Bitar et al. (2012) as an initial baseline and will match the climatology of the SMOS footprint 

soil moisture to that of the in situ measurement by CDF matching (Drusch et al. 2005) and 

Linear Rescaling (Draper et al. 2009). 

 

6.4 Analysis and Methods 

 

6.4.1 Bias Correction and Error Characterization 

Consider two independent datasets of the same geophysical variable sampled at concurrent 

instances in time. The reference dataset R is assumed to be related to the observed or bias 

corrected dataset θ by the linear function: 

( ) ( ) εθ ++= tbctR                         (6-1) 

where c is a constant that results in additive bias to θ with respect to R, the parameter b is the 

function slope resulting in multiplicative bias and ε is random error N(0,σ). Renormalization of 

the dataset θꞌ is accomplished with a function f and parameters Θ 

 ( )Θ= ,,' Rf θθ                              (6-2) 

designed to map the values of θ to those of R. Under ideal circumstances, that is without the 

random error component, the renormalized dataset would exactly match the reference dataset. 

However, under the constraints of imperfect conditions bias correction methods seek to transfer 

the statistical properties of the reference set to θꞌ, and to reduce the terms c and b as near as 

possible to zero. The tolerance for remaining additive or multiplicative bias following bias 

correction depends on the application.  
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The two presented bias correction methods, CDF matching and linear rescaling, both 

reduce the additive bias to near zero and constrain the variance of the observations to that of the 

reference dataset. The fundamental difference between both methods is that CDF matching, 

under ideal circumstances, will exactly reproduce the reference CDF thereby matching all 

statistical moments. Linear rescaling will only match the first two statistical moments to the 

reference dataset, but with a shape that is reminiscent of the observed data, particularly in the 

tails of the distribution. The specification of terms is therefore important, where both methods 

are referred to as bias correction, and CDF matching is reserved for techniques that preserve 

higher order moments as well. This has not always been the case in practice. 

There are various performance evaluation statistics available for the 

validation/comparison of retrieved soil moisture. The three most commonly used measures are 

the RMSE (6-3), the correlation coefficient (6-4) and the bias (6-5): 
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θµµ −= RB                                                 (6-5) 

where N is the sample size and cov is the covariance. The RMSE is a measure of global fit 

between two datasets; the correlation coefficient r is a measure of the linear dependence between 

two variables and is not affected by changes in bias or the slope of the linear fit; and bias 

measures the consistent difference between two datasets at the mean values μ. In addition to the 

use of statistical measures, an analysis of residuals will be presented to demonstrate the presence 

of systematic errors with respect to the SCAN observations. Since the focus of this research is 

the correction of biases, the spatial mismatch between SMOS and SCAN observations will be 

neglected. 

 

6.4.2 CDF Matching 

Cumulative Distribution Function matching (CDFM) techniques have been used to reduce the 

bias between satellite observed soil moisture and that of reference values from land surface 

models or in situ measurements (Reichle and Koster, 2004; Draper et al. 2011; Crow and van den 
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Berg, 2010). Various implementations are available to match the CDFs to two datasets such as 

piecewise linear interpolation (Liu et al. 2011) and the use of fitted polynomials (Drusch et al. 

2005). CDF matching in this study was carried out by fitting a third order polynomial to the 

ranked satellite soil moisture and the differences between ranked observed and ranked satellite 

soil moisture (Drusch et al. 2005).  

Figure 6-2 a) demonstrates the general principal of CDF matching where the SMOS soil 

moisture representative of a particular cumulative probability was scaled to match that of the 

SCAN soil moisture. A perfect match would result in the two datasets sharing the same statistical 

moments, eliminate the bias, decrease RMSE and increase linear correlation between the two 

Figure 6-2: a) The concept of CDF matching a SMOS retrieval for DGG 218480 (red)-SCAN 
2092(black) where the CDF matched (blue) and linear rescaled(turquoise) soil moisture are shown. b) 
DGG-SCAN rank correlation. c) Mean residual slope ±1σ and d) Mean residual correlation ±1σ from 
1000 repetitions of adding mean zero Gaussian noise. 
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datasets. A shortcoming of the process comes from the necessity to rank (sort) the two datasets. 

When the two datasets are temporally consistent it can be expected that CDF matching will be 

more effective, however, since the satellite soil moisture product is known to be contaminated 

with errors due at least to the sensors radiometric uncertainty (~2 K for SMOS; Kerr et al.2010), 

and possibly systematic errors, the quality of the CDF match can be expected to suffer. This can 

be seen in Fig. 6-2 b) which is a scatter plot of the soil moisture ranks for SCAN 2092 and DGG 

218480. It is clear from Fig. 6-2 b) that the ranks are correlated although a large degree of 

variability is also evident. The result is that the cumulative probability of any individual satellite 

retrieval at a particular time t may have a considerably different cumulative probability from the 

in situ measurement at t. This can be seen in Fig. 6-2 a) where the retrieved (0.24m3m-3 (P = 

0.69)) and observed (0.14m3m-3 (P = 0.48)) soil moisture of 17 Apr 2010 are shown. To 

demonstrate the impact of differing rank values on CDF matching a numerical simulation is 

conducted. The soil moisture values from SCAN 2092 that match the SMOS retrieval times 

(n=130) for the year 2010 were taken as a reference dataset. The dataset was corrupted with 

additive Gaussian noise and the CDF of the noisy dataset was matched to that of the original 

dataset. This experiment was repeated 1000 times for each σ = [0, …, 0.1m3m-3]. Fig. 6-2 c) and 

d) shows that as the amount of noise in the dataset increased, the process of CDF matching 

resulted in higher residual slope (multiplicative bias) and higher correlation between the 

residuals and the reference soil moisture dataset. Note that in this experiment, the initial 

conditions were such the c and b of Eq. (6-1) were zero such that any linear trend or correlation 

in the residuals could only have been induced by matching the CDFs of noisy data.     

 

6.4.3 Linear Rescaling 

Linear rescaling (LR) is a second approach that will be analyzed for matching the climatology of 

retrieved and observed soil moisture. Linear rescaling matches the mean and standard deviation 

of the retrieved soil moisture to the reference dataset following Draper et al. (2009): 

( )θ
θ

µθ
σ
σ

µθ −+= R
R'                           (7-6) 

where θ’ is the rescaled retrieved soil moisture θ that is matched to the mean μ and standard 

deviation σ of the reference dataset R. For reference, the CDF of the linear rescaled soil moisture 

for SCAN 2092 was presented in Fig. 6-2 a). It is clear that linear rescaling matches the mean 
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and variance of the in situ soil moisture, but that the shape of the CDF of the linear rescaled soil 

moisture better resembles that of the SMOS retrieved soil moisture, particularly at the tails. This 

represents a fundamental difference of the two methods.  

 

6.4.4 Correction of Multiplicative Bias 

Figure 6-2 shows that multiplicative bias can be induced by the temporal mismatch between in 

situ and retrieved soil moisture when matching CDFs. A similar issue arises with linear rescaling 

since the SMOS retrievals are known to be corrupted, thereby inflating the observed variance. 

Bootstrap resampling of the SMOS retrievals and in situ data was tested as a method to 

overcome these shortcomings. By resampling with replacement for 1000 replicates, an ensemble 

of datasets with similar statistical properties, but no temporal dependence was generated. Both 

bias correction methods were applied to each observed (SMOS) and reference (SCAN) replicate. 

The parameters for the final bias correction are taken as mean parameters from the bootstrap 

ensemble (BT) or the single realization that produced the lowest residual slope (multiplicative 

bias) (LS). The resampling therefore results in four additional bias correction methods: CDFM-

BT, CDFM-LS, LR-BT and LR-LS.   

 

6.5 Results 

 

6.5.1 SMOS Validation 

Several updates have been made 

to the SMOS L1 processor and 

SMOS L2 soil moisture 

processor since the original 

analysis of Al Bitar et al. (2012) 

using version 4.00 of the SMOS 

L2 operational processor. The 

main updates to version 5.51 

presented in this study were an 

improvement in RFI detection 

and the change in the dielectric 

DGG 
Number 

SCAN 
ID Bias R RMSE N 

172276 2160 0.063 0.451 0.080 63 
186675 2018 0.048 0.755 0.063 88 
187758 2002 -0.006 0.664 0.050 26 
203609 2093 -0.006 0.723 0.049 120 
203626 2001 0.004 0.685 0.070 68 
218480 2092 0.058 0.741 0.076 130 
219434 2168 0.062 0.614 0.072 113 
231355 2079 -0.007 0.737 0.065 109 
235420 2030 0.032 0.869 0.061 44 
237475 2084 -0.031 0.737 0.078 100 
240043 2024 -0.042 0.610 0.091 121 
241088 2053 -0.073 0.827 0.083 113 

5023541 2051 0.002 0.327 0.070 67 

Table 6-2: SMOS Validation for 2010 
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constant model from the model of Dobson Model (Dobson et al. 1985; Hallikainen et al. 1985) to 

that of Mironov et al. (Mironov et al. 2013). Considering the same study period of 2010, Table 6-

2 shows statistical performance of the SMOS soil moisture retrieval at the SCAN sites. Caution 

should be used in making a direct comparison to the results of Al Bitar et al. (2012) as there are 

several key differences between the two presented data sets, mainly the use of only ascending 

overpasses in this study and less potential retrievals due to better RFI flagging. Generally, the 

performance of the soil moisture retrievals has improved with the updated processor version with 

the largest improvements being a large reduction in bias at some SCAN sites. Comparing the 

retrieval performances found in Table 6-2 with the performance metrics of the same sites 

presented in Table 6-3 of Al Bitar et al. (2012) the mean absolute bias has decreased by 

0.02m3m-3, the mean correlation has increased by 0.08 and mean RMSE has decreased by 

0.01m3m-3. As previously mentioned, a direct comparison of results should be made with 

caution, however these differences for mean absolute bias and mean correlation are greater than 

the respective 0.01m3m-3 and 0.04 differences between 2010 and 2011 retrievals found when the 

same data processing was considered herein.  

 The performance of the ascending soil moisture retrievals for 2011 at the SCAN sites is 

presented in Table 6-3. The values of Table 6-3 are highlighted for those sites where the absolute 

differences in performance between 2010 and 2011 exceed a threshold of 0.02m3m-3, 0.1 and  

0.02m3m-3 for bias, correlation 

and RMSE respectively. 

Consideration of these 

differences is important 

when applying bias 

correction such as CDF 

matching or linear rescaling 

as larger differences in 

retrieval performance 

between years can result in 

matching parameters from a 

calibration time period that 

are not valid in later 

DGG 
Number 

SCAN 
ID Bias R RMSE N 

172276 2160 0.066 0.724 0.075 85 
186675 2018 0.040 0.715 0.061 122 
187758 2002 0.044 0.788 0.065 38 
203609 2093 0.009 0.645 0.053 139 
203626 2001 -0.022 0.588 0.070 100 
218480 2092 0.049 0.757 0.083 88 
219434 2168 0.052 0.507 0.063 132 
231355 2079 -0.022 0.720 0.067 109 
235420 2030 0.009 0.808 0.070 96 
237475 2084 -0.034 0.723 0.087 102 
240043 2024 -0.081 0.605 0.108 147 
241088 2053 -0.007 0.645 0.105 120 

5023541 2051 0.109 -0.043 0.146 22 

Table 6-3: SMOS Validation for 2011 
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periods. In most cases these large differences between 2010 and 2011 retrieval performances are 

in sites where there are fewer than 70 retrievals in at least one of the two years. Therefore, these 

differences may result from the smaller sample size or the influence of factors such as RFI, 

flooding or snow cover which have resulted in a lower number of successful retrievals. However, 

small sample size does not account for the differences in annual performance at SCAN 2168, 

SCAN 2024 or SCAN 2053. Inspection of temporal plots of these sites provides insights to the 

differences in the retrieval performance (See supplementary material). The soil moisture 

observed by SCAN 2168 was very dry during the winter of 2011 and is over-predicted by SMOS 

observations. The temporal discrepancy from 

SCAN 2024 arises from the larger number of 

winter observations in 2011 for which SMOS 

retrievals had a dry bias. The soil moisture at 

SCAN 2053 appears to be abnormally wet in 

2010 which was expected to be a combination 

of differences in meteorological conditions 

between the two years (T. Toldsdorf, personal 

communication, 25 July, 2014). In all three 

cases the SMOS retrievals appear consistent 

from year to year despite differences in 

observed soil moisture.        

 

6.5.2 Bias Correction Results 

The performance metrics for each site, bias 

correction technique and year can be seen in 

Fig. 6-3. Both CDF matching and linear 

rescaling reduce the bias to zero (<1.0 ×10-

16m3m-3) for all study sites during the 

calibration period and RMSE and correlation 

are comparable between the two methods. A 

similar result was found in Australia by Su et 

Figure 6-3: Performance of SMOS, CDF matched and 
linear rescaled soil moisture compared to SCAN sites for 
the calibration year 2010 and validation year 2011. The 
dashed line in the RMSE figure is the SMSO target of 
0.04m3m-3. 
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al. (2013). In all but two stations (SCAN 2092; 2168), CDF matching produced lower RMSE and 

higher correlation than linear rescaling. For the data sets where linear rescaling produced better 

results than CDF matching the difference in RMSE was approximately 0.001m3m-3 and the 

difference in correlation was less than 0.01, and therefore these differences are considered 

negligible. The mean RMSE improved from 0.07m3m-3 at all stations to 0.046m3m-3, which is 

slightly above the SMOS target of 0.04m3m-3 (Kerr et al. 2010), when the CDF of the SMOS 

data was matched to the in situ measurements. The multiplicative bias of the SMOS retrievals 

varies greatly between sites and sometimes years. CDFM constrains the multiplicative bias to 

slope of ~0.25 - 0.5 which was an improvement at most sites, but decreased performance in 

terms of multiplicative bias at SCAN 2002, 2092 and 2051. The residual slope of the LR bias 

correction technique is similar to that of the SMOS data, since the manipulation of data is less 

with the LR technique.   

 The purpose of bias correction is often to determine a set of parameters which will be 

valid for continued use. Therefore, the validation of the CDF matching and linear rescaling 

techniques is an important step which has often been neglected. Here, the fitted parameters for  

CDF matching and linear rescaling that were fitted to the 2010 datasets were applied to the 

SMOS and SCAN data for the year 2011. The results in Fig. 6-3 demonstrate that the 

performance of these methods decreases significantly if the distributions of the soil moisture or 

SMOS retrievals during the two years differ significantly. This is most evident when looking at 

the bias values. By definition the bias is related to the difference in means, so when the soil 

moisture climatology is different between two time periods, the result is both bias correction 

methods fail to adequately remove the bias. At 8 of 13 sites, the CDF matching technique 

performed better at removing the bias during the validation period, but was only superior to 

linear rescaling at 6 and 5 sites for RMSE and r respectively. The differences in terms of RMSE 

were found to be ~0.01m3m-3 between the two methods for the validation period and ~0.05 for 

correlation performance.      

 

6.5.3 Multiplicative Bias 

For the purposes of this study, multiplicative bias is defined as those errors (residuals) which are 

correlated to the in situ soil moisture. The presence of multiplicative bias has also been noted by 

Su et al. (2013) following renormalization of SMOS, ASCAT and AMSR-E data, where errors 
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were found to be negatively correlated to 

soil moisture. The presence of 

multiplicative bias in the SMOS retrieved 

and bias corrected soil moisture for selected 

sites can be seen in Fig. 6-4. At 4 of the 13 

sites that were studied, the error between 

SMOS retrieved soil moisture and SCAN 

soil moisture observations were negatively 

correlated to SCAN soil moisture. 

Following the correction of the SMOS data 

to that of the in situ soil moisture all sites 

were found to have errors which were 

positively correlated to in situ soil moisture.   

Correcting the bias of the SMOS 

data can be seen to provide some 

improvement in the magnitude (slope) of 

the systematic errors and causes a slight 

reduction in the correlation of the errors 

with respect to in situ soil moisture. The 

residual plots in Fig. 6-4, and those for sites 

not shown, revealed that the variance of the 

errors about the line of best fit was 

relatively constant, that is, the residuals had 

uniform variance about the line of best fit, 

not about the theoretical zero value. Since 

the variance is   and the mean value 

following matching will produce   there 

exists a condition where the variance of the residuals can become inflated if there magnitude 

(slope) of the multiplicative bias is high. As an example, the standard deviation of the residuals 

for SCAN 2053-DGG 241088 (Fig 6-4. (f)) was 0.041m3m-3 for the year 2010 prior to CDF 

matching and was 0.040m3m-3 following CDF matching. The standard deviation of the residuals 

Figure 6-4: Residual (SCAN-SMOS[blue], CDFM[yellow], 
LR[red] showing multiplicative bias represented as the slope of 
the line of best fit. 
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about the line of best fit was 0.030m3m-3 and 0.039m3m-3 prior and post CDF matching 

respectively. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 6-5 using the original data (prior to CDF 

matching) from Fig 6-4. (f). It is clear from Fig. 6-5 that the standard deviation of the residuals is 

overestimated for values below the mean soil moisture and underestimated for values above the 

mean soil moisture and that the standard deviation about the linear trend line is a better 

representation of the random component of the residuals.  

 

6.5.4 Correction of Multiplicative Bias 

Figure 6-6 shows the results of bootstrap 

resampling to reduce the presence of 

multiplicative bias. The performance of 

CDFM-BT for the calibration year was found 

to be similar to that of standard CDFM. A 

two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (α = 

0.05) determined that all distributions were 

the same between the CDFM and CDF-BT 

corrected SMOS retrievals. During the 

validation period, slight differences in the 

CDFM polynomial between the standard and 

BT method resulted in minor differences in 

performance at most sites with SCAN 2030 

and 2024 being notable exceptions. By 

selecting the replicate with the lowest multiplicative bias, the CDFM-LS bias correction 

produced a CDF that was the same (α = 0.05) as the in situ data at all sites except SCAN 2093 

and 2030. For further applications of the LS method, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test should be 

used to reject parameter sets that produce the lowest multiplicative bias, but do not correctly 

match the distribution. Neglecting the results from these two sites, the CDFM-LS method results 

in a trade-off where multiplicative bias is reduced at the cost of a slight increase in RMSE and 

absolute bias. The mean differences between CDFM and CDFM-LS were about 0.009m3m-3, 

0.008, 0.003m3m-3, and 0.2 for RMSE, correlation, bias, and residual slope respectively. This 

shift represents negligible differences in the traditional performance metrics, but a considerable 

Figure 6-5: Residual for SCAN 2053-DGG 241088 showing 
the impact of multiplicative bias on variance (standard 
deviation) estimation. There is a noticeable difference when 
standard deviation is calculated about the mean residual 
(blue) or the line of best fit (red). The mean soil moisture 
and mean residual are plotted for reference (grey dash). 
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improvement in multiplicative bias. During the validation year, the CDFM-BT and CDFM-LS 

bias corrections performed similarly or poorer than CDFM with the greatest discrepancies in 

performance existing during those periods where the statistical properties of the in situ soil 

moisture for 2010 were not representative of those for 2011. The results from the bootstrapping 

Figure 6-6: Performance of CDFM and LR bias correction methods in combination with the BT and LS resampling 
methods for the calibration year 2010 and validation year 2011. The black dotted line in the RMSE plot is the SMOS 
target of 0.04m3m-3. 
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treatments of LR were similar to those of CDFM. Due to the nature of the LR method, the 

differences in correlation between each version of the LR method was approximately zero with 

differences in performance being seen in the other metrics. LR-BT during the calibration period 

was similar to that of LR (α = 0.05). With the exception of only one site, SCAN 2160, the LR-LS 

had the same CDF (α = 0.05) as the standard 

LR method. As with CDFM-LS, LR-LS had 

lower multiplicative bias than standard LR 

at a slight cost to the other performance 

metrics. The mean differences between the 

performance of LR-LS and LR were 

0.01m3m-3, 0.00, 0.006m3m-3 and 0.23 for 

RMSE, correlation, bias and residual slope 

respectively. Application of the LS method 

to the LR bias correction resulted in lower 

residual slope than CDFM-LS, although the 

RMSE and bias were also slightly higher. 

Considering the validation period, LR-BT 

performance was similar to LR and LR-LS 

was found to be similar or poorer than LR.  

 Figure 6-7 demonstrates the impact 

of the bias correction methods on the CDFs 

of the data at three selected sites. CDFM and 

CDFM-BT provide the most accurate match 

of the distribution functions, where the 

mismatch of the CDF of the CDFM-LS bias 

corrected data at SCAN 2093 is evident. All 

methods had difficulty capturing the shape 

of the CDF at SCAN 2001, although none of 

the bias corrected data were significantly 

different from the SCAN observations (α = 

Figure 6-7: Impact of bias correction on the cumulative 
distribution functiosn for three select sites during the 2010 
calibration year. 
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0.05). From a visual comparison of the shapes of the CDFs from CDFM and LR methods reveals 

how the shape of the CDF from the CDFM correction methods more closely resemble that of the 

SCAN data, whereas the shape of the LR CDF resembles that of the SMOS observations. Since 

the overall performance of the methods was similar in terms of performance metrics, preference 

of one method over the other should be based on the needs of the application.  

 

6.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

 

There are many applications of retrieved satellite soil moisture for which the use of raw 

retrievals is undesirable due to the mismatch of statistical properties with in situ observations or 

model output. With respect to in situ measurements from the USDA SCAN network, SMOS soil 

moisture was found to contain not only bias and random errors, but also multiplicative bias 

resulting in the under or over-estimation of soil moisture values. The multiplicative bias may 

result from errors in the SMOS retrieval algorithm, the spatial mismatch between the retrieval 

node and the point scale in situ measurement (Al Bitar et al. 2012; Juglea et al. 2010; 

Gebremichael and Vivoni, 2008) or differences in the representation of the land surface and soil 

properties (Grant et al. 2010; Mialon et al. 2012). If not properly accounted for, the 

multiplicative bias may result in the misrepresentation of statistical properties as shown in Fig. 6-

5. Since most synthetic LDAS simulations assume mean zero Gaussian noise (i.e. Kumar et al. 

2008; Reichle et al. 2008), the impact of multiplicative errors on soil moisture applications 

requires further research to determine the degree of correction required.   

To extract information about the temporal properties of the satellite observations, bias 

correction techniques are used (Draper et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2012; Su et al. 2013). This study 

demonstrates that these temporal properties may be skewed by the presence of multiplicative 

biases which are either inherent in the observations themselves, or are induced by the bias 

correction techniques. In either case, the presence of multiplicative bias is undesirable for many 

applications of satellite observations. It was demonstrated that the multiplicative bias could be 

significantly reduced by resampling both the satellite observations and the reference data to 

create new datasets with similar statistical properties to bias correct. The resampling technique 

resulted in a slight increase in RMSE and bias, which was considered negligible compared to the 

reduction in multiplicative biases. The benefit of this new bias correction method to reduce 
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multiplicative bias in LDAS applications will be the subject of future research, as it is presently 

unclear if the added computational cost of resampling results in a realized benefit for 

applications.  

The methods of CDF matching (Drusch et al. 2005) and linear rescaling (Draper et al. 

2009) were evaluated at each SCAN site and were found to produce comparable results during 

the calibration period. During the validation year, linear rescaling produced more consistent 

results and slightly better performance than the CDFM technique. The significant decrease in 

performance, particularly in terms of bias, at some sites demonstrates the need for the 

development of temporally changing bias correction methods (Drusch et al. 2005). In this study 

the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to evaluate the distributions of the bias 

corrected data. This test could serve as a filter to determine when the reference dataset is no 

longer represented by the parameters of the bias correction method and new parameters should 

be determined.   

To ensure the representativeness of the reference dataset, Reichle and Koster (2004) 

recommended spatial sampling within a spatial window to increase the length of soil moisture 

records. Similarly, Drusch et al. (2005) apply CDFM to regions in the US presumed to exhibit 

similar soil moisture properties and found that in the western US temporal sampling was more 

reliable than spatial sampling and the opposite was true for the eastern US. The findings herein 

were similar, where the transferability of both bias correction methods from one year to the next 

was not necessarily dependent on the number of observations, but their representativeness. Since 

geophysical variables are well known to vary temporally (Seneviratne et al. 2013; Peel and 

Bloschl, 2011; Coulibaly, 2006) and surface heterogeneity can cause considerable spatial 

variability in satellite observations, even in relatively small regions (Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 

submitted; Rosenbaum et al. 2012; Kornelsen and Coulibaly, 2013), statistical methods, such as 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, should be used in bias correction to ensure that the established 

parameters for the bias correction are applicable to the current spatial and temporal conditions.    
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7.1 Conclusions 

 

The research presented in this Ph.D. thesis focuses on a practical method for deriving high 

resolution soil moisture information that can be assimilated into land surface and hydrological 

models. Research using high resolution airborne or in situ observations of soil moisture has 

demonstrated that the assimilation of soil moisture can improve model skill, particularly for 

generating forecasts (Pauwels et al. 2002; Crow and Wood, 2003). Similar results have been 

obtained for coarse resolution soil moisture information that had been disaggregated (Merlin et 

al. 2006). The chapters of this thesis demonstrated the necessity of high resolution soil moisture 

and its potential sources, the efficacy of the bias correction approach based on the concept of 

temporal persistence, the demonstration of the proposed method using in situ data and a 

distributed hydrological land surface scheme, improvements in the bias correction method and a 

computationally tractable approach to determine root-zone soil moisture from surface soil 

moisture measurements. It is expected that the findings in this research will benefit future land 

data assimilation applications, numerical weather prediction and flood and drought forecasting.  

 The main conclusions of the thesis are summarized as follows: 

 

7.1.1 Requirement for High Resolution Soil Moisture and its Potential Sources  

• High resolution soil moisture will be beneficial to many applications, however, the 

current capacity of synthetic aperture radar to deliver this data with the consistency and 

quality that is required for operational applications is currently limited. 

• The launch of future SAR constellations should improve the potential of SAR for soil 

moisture retrieval because the same geographic area will be able to be observed from 

multiple satellites at different incidence angles. This will provide a more reliable retrieval 

of soil moisture and limit the influence of an under-determined retrieval problem. 

• The dissagreggation of radiometer TB with SAR, which is proposed for SMAP, may be a 

viable method for generating high resolutions soil moisture data but is limited by the 

number of incidence angles viewed. 

• Methods which dissagregate soil moisture based on ancillary satellite observations such 

as MODIS suffer from long revisit periods and cloud cover. Methods which use surface 

information such as topography are of limited quality. Methods requiring model data are 
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accurate but have high data requirements. This is alleviated by data assimilation since the 

model is already in use. 

 

7.1.2 The Generation of Root-Zone Soil Moisture from Surface Observations 

• Root-zone soil moisture is of greater importance for flood and drought prediction than 

surface observations but is based on simple index approaches (Wagner et al. 1999) or 

data assimilation (Reichle et al. 2014). There is therefore a need for a root-zone soil 

moisture product that is reliable, accounts for non-linear soil moisture dynamics but is 

computationally tractable.  

• Artifical neural networks could reliably predict soil moisture at depths that were ≤ 30 cm 

if they were trained using adequate data. The trained neural network could be applied at 

many locations within a given region, such as the Great Lakes Basin.  

• The use of an ensemble of neural networks increased the quality and robustness of the 

root-zone soil moisture product. 

 

7.1.3 Theoretical Considerations of Bias Correction for Downscaling 

• Temporal persistence, or the concept that the relative difference between soil moisture at 

a particular point and that of the watershed average was stable in time, was demonstrated 

in the humid-continental Hamilton-Halton watershed using models and in situ data, the 

humid subtropical Little Washita and Little River watersheds using in situ data.  

• The concept of temporal persistence was extended to brightness temperature, which is a 

function of soil moisture, soil roughness, vegetation thickness, vegetation water content 

and other influences.  

• Decomposition of the mean squared difference (MSD) into the bias, conditional bias and 

variance/timing errors demonstrated that bias and variance errors were major contributors 

to the difference between coarse (watershed/satellite) scale observations and those at 

higher resolution.  

• Using data from the McMaster Mesonet, it was demonstrated that moderate to large 

rainfalls rarely impacted the relative spatial distribution of soil moisture. Under wet 

conditons or following large rainstorms that did homogenize the relative spatial 
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distribution of soil moisture, the temporally persistent rank pattern re-emerged within 18-

24 hours even at poorly drained sites. 

 

7.1.4 MESH-CMEM Coupling 

• MESH was able to simulate soil moisture in the Hamilton-Halton watershed with a high 

degree of skill. 

• The coupling of MESH and CMEM was used to simulate TB at multiple incidence angles 

that was of comparable quality to other CMEM validation experiments. 

• Ascending overpasses of SMOS were more consistent with MESH-CMEM simulations in 

the Hamilton-Halton watershed. Possible reasons for the differences between orbits may 

be RFI, heterogeneity of the land surface temperature during the evening overpass, dew 

and yet to be modelled influences of vegetation water content. 

• SMOS TB observations were more consistent with MESH-CMEM than SMOS soil 

moisture retrievals. This finding likely results from unrelated ancillary data used in the 

SMOS L2 soil moisture retrieval algorithm and provides practical support for theoretical 

considerations that assimilation systems should use TB rather than soil moisture 

retrievals (Lahoz and De Lannoy, 2014). 

 

7.1.5 Practical Results from Bias Correction Downscaling Experiments 

• In both bias correction downscaling experiments with in situ data from the USDA 

watersheds and MESH-CMEM it was found that coarse scale data could be corrected to 

match local scale observations with high skill (R ≈ 0.9 USDA; R > 0.95 MESH-CMEM). 

• Bias correction was capable of correcting SMOS scale data to MESH-CMEM grid scale 

(~800 m) despite heterogeneity of soil texture, vegetation cover and topography. The 

main limitation to the approach was grid cells that had high fractions of impervious 

surfaces, open water or wetlands. 

• Statistical analysis demonstrated that the skill of downscaled SMOS observations 

compared to individual MESH-CMEM grid cells was consistent with SMOS observations 

compared to MESH-CMEM simulations that were scaled to SMOS resolution. This 

indicates very little information was lost during the downscaling process. 
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7.1.6 Enhancement of Bias Correction Methods 

• Following both linear rescaling and CDF matching, systematic multiplicative biases were 

found in the bias corrected data. In the case of CDF matching, this could be directly 

attributed to the bias correction technique. 

• Bias correction parameters derived by resampling of the orginal satellite and in situ soil 

moisture data resulted in a bias corrected dataset that had slightly improved correlation 

(RDiff ≈ 0.01) and a significant decrease in residual correlation (RεDiff ≈ 0.2) at a cost of a 

negligible increase in RMSE (RMSEDiff < 0.01m3m-3). 

• The selection of parameters for bias correction was identified as an important topic as 

differences in retrieval performance, climatological conditions, etc. could result in 

inappropriate bias correction parameters. The naïve application of these parameters could 

produce worse soil moisture data than uncorrected data. 

 

7.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

 

The research presented in this thesis represents the first steps towards establishing the proposed 

method as a viable approach to data assimilation. The work presented herein demonstrated in a 

few watersheds that bias correction was a valid method and more work is required in differing 

watersheds with different climate and surface conditions to determine the limitations of the 

proposed method. Similarly, bias correction was evaluated herein using CMEM simulations of 

brightness temperature. It was decided to use CMEM because high resolution airborne 

obervations of brightness temperature typically only exist for a few days during any given study 

(i.e. dall’ Amico et al. 2013; Magagi et al. 2013) and it is therefore difficult to reliably establish 

statistical parameters for the bias correction methods.  

 In contrast to the benefits of natively high resolution soil moisture data, which has been 

well established (Pauwels et al. 2009; Koren et al. 2008; Parada and Liang, 2008); to date little 

research has been done on the assimilation of downscaled soil moisture data (i.e. Merlin et al. 

2006). While many theoretical and practical considerations were addressed herein, the method 

has yet to be applied in an actual data assimilation system. In doing so, it is also necessary that 

the bias correction downscaling approach be tested against other accepted downscaling methods 

such as the dissagregation of soil moisture using MODIS data (Merlin et al. 2006; 2012) or the 
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downscaling of satellite observations in the data assimilation system itself using the Kalman 

Gain to account for the differences in scale (De Lannoy et al. 2010). Unlike Merlin et al. (2012), 

the method proposed herein can provide a downscaled data product for every satellite 

observation. Also, it is expected that the bias correction technique will be more computationally 

efficient than the Jacobian calculation required to determine the Kalman Gain in De Lannoy et 

al. (2010). This method is currently being investigated for inclusion in the Canadian Land Data 

Assimilation System (CaLDAS; Carrera et al. 2014). 

 Similarly, the findings in Chapter 6 need to be evaluated within an actual data 

assimilation system. Figure 6-5 highlights the potential problem of selecting error covariances in 

a data assimilation system with residual multiplicative bias’ present. Future research should 

focus on automatic error parameter calibration (Crow and van den Berg, 2010) to determine if 

the LDAS is selecting the biased or un-biased error covariance and if the computation cost of 

resampling will result in tangible benefits to the assimilation analysis. 

Another topic of considerable interest and requiring ongoing research is when and how 

often bias correction parameters should be determined. Such a decision has yet to be made for 

CaLDAS (Carrera, M. Personal communication, July, 2014) and a moving window approach has 

been selected for the assimilation of the ASCAT soil moisture index (Bartalis et al. 2008) into 

the ECWMF weather prediction system (De Rosnay et al. 2013). The recommendation to use the 

Kalmogorov-Smirnov test in Chapter 6 is a potential alternative to a constantly moving window 

that could be evaluated less often. 

There will soon be an abundance of coarse resolution soil moisture and brightness 

temperature observations from experimental satellites such as SMOS (Kerr et al. 2010) and 

SMAP (Entekhabi et al. 2010) operational meteorological satellites such as the MetOp ASCAT 

(Bartalis et al. 2008) and the future operational version of SMOS in the planning stages (Zurita et 

al. 2013). Passive microwave observations are more consistent and accurate than active 

microwave alternatives (Appendix B) but at a resolution which is coarser than many 

hydrological processes. There is therefore an urgent need for practical approaches to downscale 

these satellite observations for applications in systems like CaLDAS, forthcoming high 

resolution numerical weather prediction systems, and operational drought and flood forecasting 

systems such as the Canadian Adaptive Flood Forecasting and Early Warning System 

(CAFFEWS, Coulibaly, P. personal communication, December 17, 2013). 
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A.1 Abstract 

 

Missing values in in-situ monitoring data is a problem often encountered in hydrologic research 

and applications. Values in a dataset may be missing due to sensor error or failure of data 

recording devices. While various imputation techniques have focused on hydro-meteorological 

data, very few studies have investigated gap filling methods for soil moisture data. This study 

aims to fill that gap by investigating well established statistical and data-driven methods for 

infilling missing values in high resolution soil moisture time series. Hourly soil moisture data 

have been collected in the Hamilton-Halton Watershed, Southern Ontario since 2006 at four 

research sites. Each site contains nine stations with TDR soil sensors at six soil depths. From 

these distributed datasets, values were randomly (~5%) and systematically (~20%) removed 

from the data in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the monthly average replacement (MAR), 

soil layer relative difference (SLRD), linear and cubic interpolation, artificial neural networks 

(ANN) and evolutionary polynomial regression (EPR) infilling methods. When values were 

randomly removed, interpolation, ANN and EPR were able to infill the missing values with 

similar efficiency, while MAR and SLRD were the least effective. Similarly, when large 

systematic gaps were present in the data, interpolation and ANN were the most effective 

methods of infilling, respectively. However, the effectiveness of both infilling methods is limited 

as serial gaps become larger than 72-100 hours.  

 

A.2 Introduction 

 

Soil moisture is an important variable that influences many processes in the hydrologic cycle. It 

is the driving factor in the partitioning of infiltration and runoff (Fernández-Gálvez et al. 2007; 

Rollenbeck and Anhuf 2007), and serves as long term water storage as well as operating as a 

feedback mechanism for atmospheric processes (Seneviratne et al. 2010; Entekhabi et al. 1996). 

While the benefits of understanding the role of soil moisture in the hydrologic cycle is now well 

documented, in practice, soil moisture data often suffer from missing values as a result of 

instrumentation failure or errors, data transmission errors, etc. The presence of missing values 

may compromise the integrity of a set of data and therefore limit the use of the data for various 
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applications and research work. It is therefore, necessary to impute (infill) missing values in 

order to obtain continuous time series needed for research and engineering applications. 

Infilling missing data is traditionally done with statistical or geostatistical methods. 

Methods such as inverse distance weighting and multiple regression, both linear and non-linear, 

have been used for infilling precipitation data (Mair and Fares, 2009), streamflow (Ng et al. 

2009) and suspended sediments (Ulke et al. 2011). These methods are recommended by ASCE 

(1996) and rely on the relationship of data between locations, but also suffer when influences 

such as topography or significant distance decrease the strength of the relationship between 

multiple stations (Mair and Fares, 2009). Multiple regression particularly has problems of 

multicollinearity, heteroscedasticity and data normality assumptions (Mair and Fares 2009). 

Dumedah and Coulibaly (2011) evaluated statistical infilling methods for soil moisture and 

found that simple methods such as monthly average replacement and rank stability methods 

outperformed regression-based techniques. Rank stability was introduced by Vachaud et al. 

(1985), and is based on the observation that, while the mean soil moisture state may change, the 

rank of a particular sampling location with respect to nearby sampling sites remained constant. 

Similarly, the organized influences on the soil moisture distribution result in spatial 

autocorrelation (see Western et al. 2002 for a review), although more samples than are available 

are required for accurate estimation of the variograms used in many geostatistical methods 

(Western et al. 1998). For this reason, many of the techniques presented herein will focus on 

infilling based on time series methods, which show particular promise due to the strong temporal 

autocorrelation in the hourly soil moisture data. 

Recent studies have shown the benefits of multivariate machine learning techniques such 

as artificial neural networks (ANN) and evolutionary polynomial regression (EPR) because they 

can better account for the stochastic components (Bermudez et al. 2009), higher order 

interactions (Gheyas and Smith 2010) and hysteresis in the data (Jain et al. 2004). The advantage 

of using data-driven techniques is that they are derived from the data and therefore make few a 

priori assumptions, yet they retain the ability to represent physical processes well (Murtagh et al. 

2000).  

ANN techniques have been applied to data infilling mostly in atmospheric sciences (e.g. 

Junninen et al. 2004; Hopke et al. 2001), although some studies have found that data-driven 

techniques are effective at infilling data relevant to the field of hydrology (Ng et al. 2009; 
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Coulibaly and Evora 2007; Khalil et al. 2001; Elshorbagy et al. 2000; Murtagh et al. 2000). 

Simple feed-forward networks such as Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) were demonstrated to be 

capable of reproducing missing values of daily precipitation and temperature (Coulibaly and 

Evora, 2007) and suspended sediments (Ulke et al. 2011) with a high degree of accuracy, 

although results can sometimes be improved through the use of more complex, higher order 

neural networks (Elshorbagy et al. 2008; Coulibaly and Evora, 2007) or through data pre-

processing (Wu et al. 2010). EPR has also proven to be effective in modeling and infilling 

hydrologic data (Elshorbagy et al. 2010a; Elshorbagy et al. 2010b; Liu et al. 2008; Giustolisi et 

al. 2007) and has successfully been applied to the characterization and modeling of soil moisture 

(Elshorbagy et al. 2010a; Elshorbagy et al. 2010b; Elshorbagy and El-Baroudy, 2009).  

This research evaluated the effectiveness of data-driven techniques (ANN and EPR) for 

the purpose of infilling missing values in hourly soil moisture data in Southern Ontario, Canada. 

Data-driven techniques were compared to standard interpolation techniques and to the statistical 

methods identified by Dumedah and Coulibaly (2011) as being the most effective methods for 

infilling random missing values in high resolution soil moisture data. Each method was evaluated 

using Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as measures 

of the effectiveness of the various techniques.  

 

A.3 Study Area and Data  

 

The four study sites of the McMaster MESONET soil moisture time domain reflectometry 

(TDR) array are located in the Hamilton-Halton Watershed in Southern Ontario (Fig. A-1). The 

watershed is approximately 75% rural-agricultural with the majority of urban development 

occurring along the Lake Ontario shoreline. Two TDR sites are located in the Dundas Valley 

Conservation Area, which are Orchard (a) and Governor Road (d). Both sites have silty loam 

soils with good drainage and moderate infiltration patterns. Orchard is reclaimed agricultural 

land which is on a gently north facing slope. It is predominantly meadow with sparse apple trees. 

Governor Road consists of mixed forest which is predominantly pine and has steep and gentle 

slopes. The two Kelso sites (b, c) have clay loam soils resulting in poor drainage and slow 

infiltration. The terrain is generally flat and ground cover consists of meadow grasses and some 

recently planted coniferous trees. 
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Throughout this paper, a site refers to a particular geographic area in which an entire soil 

moisture array exists. Each site has nine TDR stations, which are consecutively numbered and 

consist of six TDR probes (CS616) at approximate depths of 10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, 50 cm, 70 cm 

and 100 cm below the surface. All of the soil moisture data at a site are recorded onto a single 

data logger (CR10X) which is situated at station 1 (see Fig A-1). Such a network is cost 

effective; however given that all the site data are collected using a unique data-logger, a main 

drawback is a systemic gap that can occur when the data logger experiences a problem or a 

failure. Data can therefore be missing for the entire site for a given period. Here, soil moisture 

data have been collected at hourly intervals since the end of 2006. In this study, data from 2006 

to 2010 at 10-70 cm depths are used.  Each site has an associated meteorological station  

Figure A-1: The Hamilton-Halton Watershed, Ontario (Canada). Site a) is shown in three dimensions to highlight the 
architecture of the TDR array (depth not to scale); site (b-d) are represented as a top down plan view. 
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collecting temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, wind speed and incident solar radiation 

at half hourly intervals. Reference evapotranspiration ETo was calculated for each hour based on 

the Penman-Monteith method (Monteith, 1965).   

 

A.4 Methodology 

 

A.4.1 Data Pre-processing 

The soil moisture data were preprocessed to remove any actual missing values from the observed 

data. The resulting complete data set was non-continuous in time but contained no missing 

values. From the complete data set, two artificial missing value treatments were used. The first 

treatment involved randomly removing values from a site, station and depth. This resulted in 

many missing values, but it did not necessarily represent all conditions where values may be 

missing in actual field research conditions. To further test the various methods ability to infill 

missing values, which may result in long spans of systematic missing values for an entire site, a 

second experiment was used which removed data at increasing intervals (10-1200 serial values) 

as well as the randomly removed values. The systematically created gaps were persistent across 

all stations and depths for the given time periods. This treatment was used to simulate the 

temporary failure of the data recording device for various lengths of time. The relative amount of 

missing values from each study site is summarized in Table A-1. The systematic gap condition is 

somewhat unique to these high spatial resolution soil moisture arrays as all soil moisture stations 

at a particular site are connected to a common data logger, which is not the case in many other 

hydrological data sets as each monitoring station often has its own data logger. This pre-

condition limits the effectiveness of geostatistical techniques since intra-site comparison is not  
Table A-1: Relative Amount of Missing Values at Each Site 

Site Random Systematic Total Data Points (n) 
a) Orchard 5% 14% 19% 22127 
b) Kelso 02 6% 15% 21% 19475 
c) Kelso 01 5% 20% 26% 15138 
d) Governor Rd 6% 16% 21% 18700 
possible and inter-site comparison is difficult because of the complexity of the soil moisture 

relationship with the topography, meteorology and physiography at the different sites. 
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Each infilling method was trained using data from the respective missing value 

treatments or cases to ensure infilling methods were robust in the face of actual data gaps. A 

training set was established for each method, except interpolation, by removing or ignoring the 

artificial missing values in the data set. The remaining time periods with missing values provided 

an independent validation data set. This procedure maximized the size of the training set (i.e. all 

years could be considered) without compromising cross-validation.  

 

A.4.2 Monthly Average Replacement Method (MAR) 

The MAR method was recently selected by Dumedah and Coulibaly (2011) as being effective in 

infilling missing soil moisture values. Therefore, the method is retained as a benchmark for this 

investigation. Complete data were used to generate the monthly average and variance for each 

month at every depth for a given station. It is represented as  

∑
=

=
n

m
imm n 1

1 θθ                                                                                                (A-1) 

where θ is the soil moisture in cm3cm-3 during month m at station i. When there was a missing 

value the average soil moisture and its associated variance error for only that month, site, station 

and depth (i.e. January, Orchard, Stn 1, 10 cm) was used as a replacement. The method used the 

data set with missing values and calculated the mean for each month ignoring missing values, 

and stored the mean and variance in a lookup table. When data were missing the associated 

values were selected from the lookup table.  

 

A.4.3 Soil Layer Relative Difference (SLRD) 

SLRD was the other selected statistical method identified by Dumedah and Coulibaly (2011) as 

being highly effective for infilling missing soil moisture values. It relies on the stability of rank 

(Vachaud et al. 1985) of the soil moisture stations at each site with respect to one another and 

assumes a degree of homogeneity within a given layer. The site mean was calculated similar to 

equation (A-1). The rank relative difference, δij, is determined in equation (A-2) by taking the 

difference between soil moisture θij at station i for time j and the mean value  of the total layer, 

jθ  . 
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jij
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θθ
δ

−
=                                                                        (A-2) 

The missing value was estimated θest as the sum of the layer mean θi and the mean relative 

difference jδ   between the station and the layer mean. The soil moisture and its variance error 

for the given time period were therefore calculated according to equations A-3 and A-4. 

jiiest δθθθ +=                                                                       (A-3) 

2
)(

22

111

ji δσσσ
+=                                                                                                                   (A-4)                                                             

The SLRD method was also applied to the data sets with missing values present. Ignoring 

missing values, the mean relative difference between the station mean and the layer mean was 

calculated and stored in a lookup table. When a value was missing at a discrete point in time the 

layer mean was calculated and the mean relative difference from the lookup table was multiplied 

by the layer mean soil moisture. This produced a unique value at each time step. Unfortunately, 

for this method to be effective there must be some values present in a given layer at the time step 

being considered. If no data are present, as is the case with the systematic gap treatment, then 

SLRD cannot be applied. 

 

A.4.4 Interpolation 

Linear interpolation was conducted using piecewise polynomial functions (Kahaner et al. 1989). 

The linear piecewise polynomial θ(j) is solved by: 

kk
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1)( θθθ                                                       (A-5) 

if 1+≤≤ kk jjj  where the soil moisture at time j  was interpolated for the length of the  gap to be 

interpolated  k=1,2,…,n-1. This allowed missing values at each time j to be interpolated by 

solving for the unique value of θ(j) in equation A-5. 

Cubic Interpolation was conducted using the Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating 

Polynomial (PCHIP) (Kahaner et al. 1989; Fritsch and Carlson, 1980). PCHIP produces a 

polynomial similar to linear interpolation, however, PCHIP also accounts for an extra data point 
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on either side of the missing data so that the derivative of the cubic polynomial function is 

continuous. This creates smooth interpolants θ(j) on the subinterval jk ≤  j ≤ jk+1.  

Both Linear and Cubic Interpolation were conducted with missing values present. The 

respective polynomials were calculated for every gap in the data and used to interpolate missing 

values. It is important to note that there was no periodicity of the polynomial equations; rather a 

separate polynomial was used for every gap regardless of its size. Linear interpolation filled the 

data gap with a linear function, whereas PCHIP produces a similar non-linear (smoothed) 

function that does not overshoot the points to be interpolated (Kahaner et al. 1989).   

 

A.4.5 Artificial Neural Networks 

The Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) was the neural network selected for investigating the infilling 

of missing data and is the standard feed-forward neural network used in many applications (Ulke 

et al. 2011; Coulibaly and Evora 2007, Jain et al. 2004; Elshorbagy et al. 2000). It is represented 

by equation A-6, which consists of an input vector, a hidden layer and an output layer. The input 

layer is connected to the hidden layer via the weight matrix which connects all of the input 

variables to each neuron in the hidden layer. The data is processed through a sum function and 

transferred to the output layer neuron (Haykin 1999). In this case, a single output neuron was 

used. The output of the network is given by:  









+= ∑

=

h

j
kijk bfy

1
)(sGw                                                                       (A-6) 

where f(.) is the linear activation function of the output neuron k, wj is the weight matrix 

connecting the hidden and output units, bk is the output neurons bias, and si is the weighted sum 

of the input data of the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function G(.) used as the activation function 

in the hidden neurons. The advantages of the MLP network is that it is simple in design and has 

proven to be both robust and capable of being applied in a variety of applications in both 

hydrology and data infilling (Coulibaly and Evora 2007; Junninen et al. 2004; Hopke et al. 2001; 

Murtagh et al. 2000). The ANNs were trained with the Bayesian Regularization Algorithm 

(MacKay 1992). Bayesian Regularization was chosen because it incorporates the training of the 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm while optimizing the generalization capabilities and providing 

consistent training results.  
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Five meteorological variables were selected from amongst the measured variables using a 

combination of sensitivity analysis and correlation analysis as well as selection to remove 

redundancy from the data. Sensitivity analysis was conducted using the NeuroSolutions software 

where an ensemble of ANN’s were trained with the same architecture, shifting each input by 2σ 

to determine the sensitivity of the output to a particular input. Correlation analysis was used to 

remove inputs that were highly correlated, for example, relative humidity (RH) and ETo were 

selected over various measures of vapour pressure. This procedure resulted in the selection of 

inputs which were uncorrelated and for which the network was highly sensitive. Coulibaly and 

Evora (2007) suggested that simple MLP networks are more effective than various forms of time 

lag and recurrent neural networks for infilling daily precipitation and temperature data and also 

offers the advantage of parsimony. Therefore, the MLP network was trained and simulated as a 

static network with static meteorological variables and antecedent soil moisture data lagged in 

the training data as an input prior to being presented to the network.  
Table A-2: MLP-BR Model Structure and Parameters along with Inputs. 

Variable 
infilled Inputs 

Number of 
hidden 
units 

Hidden 
layer 

transfer 
function 

Training method 
Output layer 

transfer 
function 

θ10cm 
θ10,j-1, 

T,RH,SR,ET,API 40 Tansig Bayesian Regularization Linear 

θ20cm θ20,j-1, θ10, 
T,RH,SR,ET,API 40 Tansig Bayesian Regularization Linear 

θ30cm θ30,j-1, θ20 40 Tansig Bayesian Regularization Linear 
θ50cm θ50,j-1, θ30 40 Tansig Bayesian Regularization Linear 
θ70cm θ70,j-1, θ50 40 Tansig Bayesian Regularization Linear 

Note: API is antecedent precipitation index; ET is evapotranspiration (mm); RH is relative humidity (%); SR is incoming 
solar radiation (Wm-2); T is temperature (°C); and Tansig is the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function 

The number of hidden neurons was selected by trial-and-error approach. The hidden 

neurons were incrementally increased and the MSE of the model calculated at each increment. 

The number of hidden neurons was selected by the determination of the point at which 

increasing the number of hidden neurons did not produce significant improvement in the 

ensemble MSE. The MLP applied at all sites had the same architecture and gave similar results, 

and 40 neurons were selected as the optimal number of hidden units. The MLP-BR model 

parameters are shown in Table A-2.    

The MLP networks were trained for every site, station and depth using data from 2009. 

The random missing value treatment was used for each site to train the network, where periods 
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with artificial missing values were removed from the training set. The partial autocorrelation 

function applied to the soil moisture data determined that highly significant autocorrelation was 

present between lag five and lag ten, therefore removing random values (with a maximum of 

three sequential values ), did not negatively impact the training of the MLP. This also ensured 

that the method may be applicable if a complete training set is not available.  

 

A.4.6 Evolutionary Polynomial Regression (EPR)  

Evolutionary Polynomial Regression was first proposed by Giustolisi and Savic (2003) and is 

based on a hybrid evolutionary paradigm. The general symbolic expression is 

( ) 0
1

),(,ˆ aafFy
m

j
j += ∑

=

XX                                                            (A-7) 

where ŷ  is the model output, aj is the constant in the polynomial expression, F is the constructed 

function, X is the input matrix, f is the user defined function and m is the number of terms in the 

polynomial equation. 

EPR uses a genetic algorithm to determine which inputs to include in the polynomial 

equation, f(X), as well as their exponents and a least squares regression method to determine the 

adjustable parameters, aj, which is fitted to the data against a user defined cost function. The 

number of generations is determined by the number of terms in the function and the number of 

input variables. EPR starts by searching through the space of exponent values determined by the 

user, and then determining the value of the adjustable parameter (Guistolisi et al. 2004a). EPR 

often returns a result which is parsimonious and symbolic (Guistolisi et al. 2004a; Giustolisi and 

Savic 2003).  

A separate EPR model was generated for each sensor. From the ensemble of candidate 

models, the most common structures were selected and the mean of the coefficients used. This 

method resulted in one EPR model per depth which was both parsimonious and mitigated the 

potential of EPR to overfit the training data (Savic et al. 2009). The models applied are shown in 

Table A-3. All of the resulting models were heavily dependent on antecedent soil moisture as can 

be seen by the high value of coefficient b.  
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Table A-3: Soil Moisture EPR Equations 

Note: the value of j is the depth at time k. 

A.5 Inputs for Data-driven Methods 

 

Soil moisture is heavily dependent on the presence of precipitation to increase the amount of 

moisture in the soil. However, this became a significant problem with the data-driven techniques 

when implemented at an hourly time interval. In 93% of hourly measurements, precipitation was 

0 mm. Since there was no precipitation in most instances, the data mining techniques did not 

become properly trained to account for those instances where precipitation was present. As a 

result, vast overestimations occurred whenever precipitation was present. To overcome this 

problem, a modified version of the Antecedent Precipitation Index (API) (Casenave 1982) was 

used. The API represents soil water storage in equation A-8 as: 

01,1 )( ETNIKIK jhjj −+= −−                                                         (A-8) 

where the value of the index IK at time j in mm before rain is the sum of the previous index 

value  IKj-1 and the height of the previous rainfall Nh,n-1  in mm, less soil water loss. Because of 

the presence of known ETo, this value was substituted for the static soil drying factor (eαt) used 

by Casenave (1982).  

Values of the API were constrained to the highest and lowest soil moisture values for 

each station which was assumed to be the saturation point and permanent wilting point, 

respectively. The result was an index which could account for both precipitation and 

evapotranspiration and would provide continuous values representing the rate of precipitation 

and evapotranspiration to train the data-driven methods. 

For each station, simulations were run incrementally moving to a deeper depth. For the 

10 and 20 cm depth the MLP-BR and EPR were trained for each site, station and depth using 

Temperature (°C), RH (%), incident solar radiation (Wm-2), ETo (mmhr-1), API and antecedent 

Model Structure a b c 

cbAPIRHaT jkkkkjkcm ++== −1
22

10 θθθ  7.41e-008 0.998 0.0001 

cbAPIRHaT jkkjkkkjkcm ++== −− 1
2

1
22

20 θθθθ  4.54e-007 0.997 0.0005 

cba jkjkjkcm ++== −− 1
2

130 θθθθ  0.024 0.975 0.006 

cba jkkjjkcm ++== −− 1150 θθθθ  0.060 0.926 0.006 

cba jkkjjkcm ++== −− 1
2

170 θθθθ  0.130 0.929 0.135 
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soil moisture (cm3cm-3) at a one hour lag. The 20 cm depth additionally had soil moisture from 

the 10 cm layer as input. It was assumed that the significant serial correlation at multiple lags 

would result in the over-reliance of antecedent conditions by the data-driven methods. By 

limiting these methods to soil moisture at lag 1 only, it was hoped to minimize the sensitivity to 

antecedent soil moisture from multiple lags and maximizes the influence of meteorological data. 

It has been demonstrated that the effects of meteorological variables on soil moisture are 

most pronounced in the upper soil layers (Markewitz et al. 2010; Schwarzel et al. 2010). 

Therefore, the networks for the 30-70 cm depths were trained using antecedent soil moisture and 

soil moisture from the layer immediately above the layer being modeled. In this way, soil 

moisture from the layer above contributed to increases or decreases in soil moisture as 

precipitation and ET affect the upper soil layers.  

 

A.6 Results and Discussion 

 

The following section presents the results of the various statistical and data-driven methods that 

were used to fill in the missing soil moisture values at each of the four sites. The modeled soil 

moisture values were compared to the validation data. Tables A-4 and A-5 will be used to 

compare the various methods, where the data at each site have been amalgamated by layer. A 

more rigorous analysis will be presented for the two methods which demonstrated the highest 

level of performance. 

The MAR method had the poorest performance of any method for the random gap 

treatment. MAR poorly represented wet and dry conditions and adequately represented moderate 

soil moisture conditions, due to the central tendency nature of the method. As the number of 

serial missing values increased in the systematic gap treatment, the accuracy of MAR did not 

decrease to the same proportion as many of the other methods. The advantage of MAR over 

SLRD lies in the fact that it does not require data from within the same layer. In an instance 

where no values were present during a given time period, MAR was still capable of infilling 

missing values, whereas SLRD did not provide a value. Despite this drawback, SLRD 
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Table A-4: Infilling Methods Accuracy When Values are Randomly Missing 

Orchard 

a) Depth 
MAR SLRD Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.326 0.099 0.855 0.044 0.999 0.002 1.000 0.003 0.999 0.003 0.999 0.004 

 
20 cm 0.404 0.053 0.910 0.023 0.999 0.002 0.999 0.002 0.996 0.005 0.993 0.007 

 
30 cm 0.447 0.038 0.917 0.017 0.994 0.004 0.995 0.004 0.937 0.016 0.939 0.016 

 
50 cm 0.497 0.041 0.867 0.023 0.990 0.006 0.990 0.007 0.982 0.009 0.982 0.017 

 
70 cm 0.549 0.036 0.913 0.017 0.998 0.002 0.998 0.002 0.936 0.015 0.996 0.006 

 
            Kelso 02              

b) Depth MAR SLRD Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.775 0.085 0.961 0.036 0.997 0.009 0.997 0.009 0.996 0.010 0.991 0.017 

 
20 cm 0.752 0.086 0.945 0.034 0.989 0.015 0.988 0.016 0.985 0.019 0.981 0.020 

 
30 cm 0.721 0.057 0.904 0.032 0.957 0.021 0.957 0.022 0.953 0.024 0.935 0.028 

 
50 cm 0.671 0.053 0.855 0.034 0.929 0.024 0.927 0.024 0.889 0.030 0.883 0.031 

 
70 cm 0.606 0.050 0.872 0.027 0.966 0.014 0.968 0.014 0.941 0.019 0.924 0.023 

 
            Kelso 01              

c) Depth MAR SLRD Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.550 0.086 0.896 0.046 0.977 0.021 0.976 0.022 0.978 0.021 0.967 0.026 

 
20 cm 0.604 0.058 0.918 0.030 0.954 0.022 0.961 0.020 0.955 0.022 0.926 0.029 

 
30 cm 0.587 0.052 0.884 0.030 0.921 0.024 0.916 0.025 0.934 0.022 0.893 0.029 

 
50 cm 0.568 0.050 0.906 0.025 0.957 0.017 0.950 0.018 0.931 0.022 0.936 0.025 

 
70 cm 0.473 0.048 0.825 0.031 0.912 0.023 0.905 0.024 0.895 0.025 0.882 0.027 

 
            Governor Road            

d) Depth MAR SLRD Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.316 0.071 0.847 0.040 0.996 0.005 0.997 0.005 0.994 0.006 0.945 0.024 

 
20 cm 0.159 0.058 0.877 0.026 0.994 0.006 0.994 0.006 0.996 0.005 0.984 0.010 

 
30 cm 0.264 0.050 0.907 0.022 0.984 0.009 0.986 0.009 0.983 0.009 0.979 0.011 

 
50 cm 0.429 0.043 0.855 0.025 0.992 0.006 0.990 0.007 0.991 0.007 0.980 0.100 

 
70 cm 0.348 0.063 0.858 0.024 0.979 0.009 0.981 0.009 0.971 0.011 0.973 0.011 
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Table A-5 Infilling Methods Accuracy When Values are Randomly and Systematically Missing 

Orchard 

a) Depth 
MAR Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.394 0.089 0.760 0.053 0.747 0.056 0.749 0.053 0.631 0.065 

 
20 cm 0.294 0.057 0.682 0.040 0.650 0.042 0.815 0.027 0.190 0.364 

 
30 cm 0.323 0.035 0.723 0.031 0.691 0.042 0.761 0.025 0.133 0.355 

 
50 cm 0.318 0.039 0.793 0.028 0.744 0.032 0.426 0.059 0.113 0.284 

 
70 cm 0.391 0.035 0.864 0.021 0.838 0.024 0.768 0.024 0.164 0.333 

      
Kelso 2 

     b) Depth MAR Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.429 0.135 0.926 0.053 0.923 0.054 0.671 0.103 0.535 0.124 

 
20 cm 0.414 0.121 0.919 0.046 0.903 0.051 0.466 0.117 -0.207 0.281 

 
30 cm 0.512 0.080 0.868 0.040 0.868 0.040 0.483 0.082 -0.239 0.253 

 
50 cm 0.428 0.065 0.913 0.026 0.891 0.029 0.104 0.112 -0.151 0.216 

 
70 cm 0.299 0.053 0.954 0.016 0.913 0.024 0.363 0.070 -0.151 0.229 

      
Kelso 1 

     c) Depth 
MAR Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.452 0.090 0.882 0.050 0.871 0.051 0.699 0.072 0.412 0.116 

 
20 cm 0.452 0.074 0.893 0.040 0.870 0.042 0.685 0.060 0.235 0.395 

 
30 cm 0.440 0.062 0.893 0.034 0.848 0.038 0.667 0.052 0.218 0.392 

 
50 cm 0.360 0.061 0.906 0.030 0.870 0.033 0.489 0.058 0.216 0.302 

 
70 cm 0.171 0.063 0.882 0.030 0.859 0.033 0.407 0.060 0.224 0.379 

      
Governor Road 

    d) Depth MAR Linear Interp Cubic Interp MLP-BR EPR 

 
PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE PCC RMSE 

 
10 cm 0.234 0.065 0.801 0.050 0.791 0.051 0.853 0.032 0.500 0.063 

 
20 cm 0.285 0.055 0.812 0.040 0.801 0.041 0.820 0.034 0.023 0.397 

 
30 cm 0.387 0.047 0.875 0.032 0.856 0.035 0.839 0.030 -0.011 0.393 

 
50 cm 0.501 0.044 0.869 0.031 0.845 0.033 0.791 0.033 -0.126 0.312 

 
70 cm 0.426 0.057 0.918 0.021 0.911 0.022 0.895 0.022 -0.101 0.369 
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outperformed MAR in most instances for the random gap treatment, which is consistent 

with findings reported by Dumedah and Coulibaly (2011). Overall, both MAR and SLRD were 

less efficient than the interpolation, EPR and ANN based methods.  

Both linear and cubic interpolation were among the best methods for infilling missing 

values. This was particularly true when values were randomly missing. The main reason for the 

high level of performance of both interpolation methods when gaps were random is the high 

serial correlation in the hourly soil moisture data. Since the vast majority of gaps in the data were 

less than the size of the significant autocorrelation lags, simply connecting the gaps with either a 

linear or cubic polynomial allowed for accurate representation of the soil drying characteristics. 

This is similar to the EPR polynomials, where in most cases the resulting EPR equation 

represented a standard drying curve for hourly soil moisture (See Table A-3). In the same way 

interpolation represented a unique rate of moisture loss/retention under given atmospheric and 

soil conditions.  

When the amount of serial missing values was extended beyond that of significant 

autocorrelation lags the accuracy of interpolation methods greatly decreased. Despite this, 

interpolation remained one of the best methods for infilling data as the length of the systematic 

gaps increased. In most instances linear interpolation showed slightly better performance than 

cubic interpolation. 

Overall the data-driven methods were able to infill data with a higher degree of accuracy 

than the statistical methods (ΔRMSE ~ 0.001-0.4), although often less accurately than 

interpolation (ΔRMSE ~ 0.001-0.01). When gaps were random both MLP-BR and EPR were 

able to infill the data with similar accuracy and were comparable to interpolation. RMSE for both 

methods was often less than ~0.01 when only random gaps were considered. When systematic 

gaps were considered the EPR equations resulted in the poorest infilling performance. This was 

the result of the inability of the EPR method to properly account for the increase in soil moisture 

following rainfall events. This may also suggest that the ability of EPR to model long term soil 

moisture at hourly resolution in a single equation is limited. If EPR is considered as a knowledge 

discovery tool (Giustolisi et al. 2004b), the rate at which moisture is lost from the soil per hour 

can be inferred from the 10 cm and 20 cm equations in Table A-3.  

b−≈∆ 1θ                                                                              (A-8) 
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The rate of loss of soil moisture is approximately 0.002 cm3cm-3 and the value of b could be 

substituted into equation A-7 for ETo to produce a linear hourly API if local data is unavailable.   

The MLP-BR method, while also performing worse when missing values were systematic 

as opposed to random, was able to better represent soil moisture and the variability in soil 

moisture brought on by changes in meteorological conditions. This was particularly true of the 

Governor Rd and Orchard sites where the PCC is consistently above 0.7 during the systematic 

missing value treatment.  

In order to isolate the impact of surface conditions on the different infilling methods, the 

skill of SLRD in Table A-4 and MAR, interpolation and MLP-BR in Table A-5 are compared 

among sites. The second missing value treatment (Table A-5) was selected because the increased 

length of data gaps caused higher variability in the skill of the infilling methods. SLRD is unique 

in this research, as it estimates soil moisture based on a spatial comparison of soil moisture 

within the site making it sensitive to intra-site variability. The Kelso and Orchard sites are 

relatively flat and homogeneous compared to Governor Rd, which has more steeply sloped 

topography and greater spatial variability. The result is higher correlation between SLRD 

modeled data and observed values at Kelso and Orchard as compared to Governor Rd, as the 

spatial homogeneity of the prior sites caused SLRD to be more effective. An inter-site 

comparison of the individual infilling methods presented in Table A-5 reveals that both 

interpolation methods and MAR show the lowest infilling efficiency at Orchard and Governor 

Rd where the better drainage and sloping terrain results in a more dynamic soil moisture state. 

Conversely, an inter-site comparison of MLP-BR displays the highest skill at Governor Rd 

followed by Orchard and Kelso, in decreasing order.   

In order to contrast the infilling methods with similar surface conditions an intra-site 

comparison is conducted with focus on data from Table A-5 and SLRD data from Table A-4. At 

the Kelso sites linear interpolation slightly outperforms cubic interpolation and both methods 

have significantly greater accuracy than MLP-BR, SLRD and MAR, in decreasing order. 

Particularly evident is the gap in skill between interpolation and MLP-BR for systematic missing 

values, where the moderated response of soil moisture to meteorological forcing was particularly 

detrimental to MLP-BR. At Orchard and Governor Rd the performance of MAR was weak 

compared to the other methods and SLRD performance is good but not as strong as interpolation 

and MLP-BR. At both Orchard and Governor Rd, the MLP-BR and interpolation techniques are 
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comparable. The greater drainage and slight to steep slopes increase the temporal heterogeneity 

of soil moisture, which slightly hampers the infilling ability of interpolation. Similarly, the 

coarser texture increases the soils responsiveness to meteorological forcing resulting in greater 

suitability of MLP-BR. Therefore, in conditions of moderate complexity interpolation and MLP-

BR have similar performance.   

These results indicate that the aptitude of simple infilling methods, such as MAR and 

interpolation, was highest when the soil moisture state was stable and homogeneous. Similarly, 

the dynamic MLP-BR infilled soil moisture best when the soil was responsive to external 

forcing, whereas the high clay content at Kelso resulted in slow soil moisture response to varying 

meteorological conditions, diminishing the ANN infilling skill. EPR is not considered in these 

comparisons as the results in Table A-5 are poor and inconsistent for the systematic missing 

value treatment making interpretation of EPR’s skill with respect to surface conditions difficult. 

When missing values were random only, EPR, MLP-BR and interpolation were all competitive 

and performed better than SLRD and MAR.  

Closer scrutiny was given to both linear interpolation and MLP-BR as the chosen best 

methods for infilling missing data. Figures A2-A5 show scatter and data plots for the 10 cm and 

30 cm depths at each site for the random missing value treatment. These depths represent the 

most hydrologically active soil layer considered (10 cm) and the transition to those layers in the 

soil system which tend to be more hydrologically stable (30 cm). 

For both depths, when missing values were random the correlation between observed and 

predicted values was high. Both interpolation and MLP-BR performed equally well with PCC 

and RMSE values being within ±0.01 of the other method. The scatter plots show more data 

points further from the unity line at the Kelso sites. Greater variability is particularly noticeable 

in the scatter plot for Kelso 01 as a result of a large number of outliers generated by the data 

recording device, which slightly compromised the infilling procedure. The compromise only 

occurred when outliers or periods of drastic changes in soil conditions were presented to the 

infilling algorithms. 

Interestingly, interpolation and MLP-BR both performed better at the 10 cm than at the 

30 cm depth. This result was contrary to what would be expected as soil moisture should be more 

stable and therefore easier to predict at the 30 cm depth. This lower accuracy can be easily 

explained for MLP-BR, because soil moisture was sequentially infilled. Since the MLP-BR 
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requires soil moisture from the layer above it as input, errors in infilling were propagated to 

lower depths. Since the missing values are assumed to be randomly distributed in this treatment, 

the error was minimized as missing values for the same station at multiple depths rarely 

occurred. MLP-BR also has a tendency to slightly overestimate missing values at 30 cm which 

was not present at the 10 cm depth. For linear interpolation, the decrease of infilling accuracy 

with depth was predominantly the result of outliers in the data, which again proved to 

compromise the accuracy of the infilling results. 

  Figures A6-A9 show the scatter and data plots when linear interpolation and MLP-BR 

were used to infill missing values at 10 cm and 30 cm when missing values were both random 

and systematic. Greater variability can be seen in the results when values were systematically 

removed. Systematic errors were sometimes evidenced by distinct lines in the scatter plots. In 

general, linear interpolation resulted in the data cloud being more closely grouped around unity 

than MLP-BR, although it also showed a greater tendency towards banding patterns in the scatter 

plots. The data plots reveal that linear interpolation tended to produce centrist biased values, 

especially at the 30 cm depth. In contrast, MLP-BR values more closely represent the variance of 

soil moisture and tend to follow wetting and drying trends in the soil moisture values, however 

this is not always the case (see Kelso-02 10 cm). Of the 36 TDR sensors considered at the 10 cm 

depth, linear interpolation produced significant mean and variance (α = 0.05) at 5 and 6 sites 

respectively when systematic missing values were introduced. In comparison MLP-BR only had 

a significant mean and variance at 5 and 4 sites respectively. At the 30 cm depth, these statistics 

decreased to 5 and 2 sites for linear interpolation and 5 and 0 sites for MLP-BR (α = 0.05). The 

P-value for those stations where the mean and variance of infilled data were similar to the 

observed soil moisture based on the Wilcoxon-Rank Sum and Levene’s tests are reported in 

Table A-6.  

Figures A-7 and A-9 show data plots of the first 1000 missing values in the systematic 

treatment, where the length of the gap in the values was progressively increased, seen as 

progressively larger gaps towards the right of the sub-figures. This methodology was selected in 

order to estimate the maximum size of the gap for which it was appropriate to infill missing 

values, and as such visual interpretation of these plots is of far greater importance than the 

measures of fitness, which may be misleading. The figures show that as the length of the gap 

increased, both of the considered infilling methods became progressively worse at infilling. 
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Figure A-2: Scatter plot of observed versus predicted values at 10 cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; (d) 
Governor Rd when values are randomly missing. 
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Figure A-3: Data plot of observed and predicted values at 10-cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; (d) 
Governor Rd when values are randomly missing. 
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Figure A-4: Scatter plot of observed versus predicted values at 30 cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; (d) 
Governor Rd when values are randomly missing. 
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Figure A-5: Data plot of observed and predicted values at 30 cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; (d) 
Governor Rd when values were randomly missing. 
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Figure A-6: Scatter plot of observed versus predicted values at 10 cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; (d) 
Governor Rd when values wre randomly and systematically missing. 
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Figure A-7: Data plot of observed and predicted values at 10 cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; and (d) 
Governor Rd when values are randomly and systematically missing. 
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Figure A-8: Scatter plot of observed versus predicted values at 30 cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; (d) 
Governor Rd when values are randomly and systematically missing. 
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Figure A-9: Data plot of observed and predicted values at 30 cm depth at (a) Orchard; (b) Kelso 02; (c) Kelso 01; (d) 
Governor Rd when values are randomly and systematically missing. 
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For the purposes of this study, it can be 

shown that as more than approximately 72-100 

hours are missing, neither of the selected best 

methods will accurately infill data. The 

approximate length that should be infilled 

without compromising data applicability also 

changes as the dynamics of the soil changes. 

When considering linear interpolation, it can be 

seen that a less dynamic 30 cm soil layer was 

more accurately represented for longer gaps than 

the more dynamic 10 cm layer. Similarly, linear 

interpolation at 10 cm was more appropriate for 

the less dynamic Kelso sites than for Orchard or 

Governor Rd. This trend was, however, not 

applicable when considering MLP-BR, which 

did not necessarily represent trends in the data as 

the length of gaps increased. 

Generally, as the number of serial 

missing values increased the various methods 

infilling ability decreased proportionately, 

especially with respect to data variance. While 

API proved to be a suitable alternative to 

precipitation, the errors caused when the data 

mining techniques were trained with 

precipitation is believed to be acute because of 

the hourly timescale of the data, and would likely 

not be as prevalent at a daily timescale 

(Elshorbagy et al. 2010b; Elshorbagy and El-

Baroudy 2009; Liu et al. 2008). This demonstrates a difficulty of data mining with too fine a 

temporal resolution, particularly when considering meteorological variables. At fine temporal 

Site Station Mean 
P-Value 

Variance 
P-Value 

MLP-BR 10 cm 
Orchard 1 - 0.72 

 4 - 0.24 
 9 0.86 - 

Kelso 1 1 0.13 - 
Kelso 2 3 - 0.30 

 4 0.08 - 
 5 - 0.30 

Gov Rd 5 0.15 - 
 8 0.59 - 

Linear Interpolation 10 cm 
Orchard 2 - 0.35 

 3 - 0.56 
Kelso 1 4 0.13 - 

 7 0.38 - 
Kelso 2 1 - 0.39 

 3 0.12 - 
 4 0.96 - 
 5 - 0.20 
 6 0.66 - 
 8 - 0.47 

Gov Rd 5 - 0.86 
MLP-BR 30 cm 

Orchard 3 0.07 - 
 7 0.10 - 

Kelso 1 8 0.13 - 
 9 0.15 - 

Kelso 2 3 0.30 - 
Linear Interpolation 30 cm 

Kelso 1 3 0.19 - 
 4 0.46 - 
 7 0.39 - 

Kelso 2 3 - 0.30 
 4 0.08 - 
 5 - 0.30 

Gov Rd 1 0.25 - 

Table A-6: P-values of stations where the mean and/or 
variance of the infilled soil moisture from MLP-BR 
and Linear Interpolation were similar (α = 0.05) to that 
of the observed soil moisture using the Wilcoxon-Rank 
Sum and Levene’s tests. 
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resolutions, both ANN and EPR show heavy reliance on antecedent soil moisture and a low 

ability to capture the influence of precipitation (API). These results suggest that both the MLP 

and EPR may not be appropriate for modeling  high resolution soil moisture data over long time 

periods if the modeling interval is short (hours).  

 

A.7 Conclusions 

 

Data-driven methods such as artificial neural networks and evolutionary polynomial regression 

were tested against conventional infilling methods such as statistical and interpolation infilling 

methods. Data-driven methods offer the advantage of being derived from the data, and therefore 

have the potential to better represent underlying physical processes than either statistical methods 

or interpolation. 

Results suggest that data-driven methods may be a suitable alternative to conventional 

methods of data infilling. Both data-driven and interpolation methods produced similar results 

(PCC ~0.98, RMSE ~0.01) in terms of infilling randomly missing values and both methods were 

capable of infilling random missing values with a higher degree of accuracy than statistical 

methods (MAR PCC ~0.50, SLRD PCC ~0.90). Because of the high serial correlation in hourly 

soil moisture data, both can be considered to adequately represent physical processes if large 

serial missing values are not present, although interpolation offers the benefit of parsimony. For 

the systematic gap treatment, interpolation and ANN proved the best methods for infilling 

missing soil moisture data. In this study interpolation was always comparable or better than 

MLP-BR, and displayed the highest skill when the soil was poorly drained with simple 

topography. The ANN methods skill was greatest when the topography was complex and had 

good drainage, indicating future work should assess the advantage of ANN with well drained and 

sandy soils. EPR was an effective method when the length of gaps in the data was short, but 

provided poor and inconsistent results as the length of gaps increased. The use of the API 

became necessary when using both data-driven methods in order to produce continuous values 

for a precipitation related variable. The separation of soil moisture data into those time periods 

with and without precipitation may improve data-driven model results as it could remove the 

necessity of API and the influence of a large number of zero values in the training datasets. 

Overall, the comparative model results showed that for both random and systematic gaps, 
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classical interpolation techniques and simple MLP models were the most effective infilling 

techniques for hourly soil moisture data. However, both methods are limited when the serial gaps 

exceed 72-100 hours.  

The McMaster MESONET was designed to fill a knowledge gap between periodic very 

high spatial resolution soil moisture monitoring (i.e. Famiglietti et al. 2008; Cosh et al. 2004; 

Western & Grayson, 1998) and long term sparsely distributed monitoring as found in Dorigo et 

al. (2011). The infilling methods presented herein would be most applicable to the latter, as there 

is a stronger focus on time-series methods. A particular advantage of interpolation and ANN, as 

presented, is that given appropriate temporal sampling, missing data can be infilled when there is 

little spatial connection between monitoring sites. However, these methods require relatively 

high temporal auto-correlation and may not be effective for very steep slopes, sandy soils, or 

where influences such as macro-pores result in inconsistent drainage. Similarly, when data are 

temporally inconsistent, geospatial techniques such as SLRD are more appropriate, but will 

likely suffer if the soil moisture pattern is highly heterogeneous, as is the case for Governor Rd, 

or poorly organized. 
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Aperture Radar and Hydrological Applications 
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Summary of Appendix B: Kornelsen, K.C. and Coulibaly, P. (2013) Advances in Soil Moisture 
Retrieval from Synthetic Aperture Radar and Hydrological Applications, Journal of Hydrology, 
476, 460-489, doi: 10.1016/j.jhydrol.2012.10.044. 

Summary: 

This paper is a comprehensive review of the state of the art of high resolution soil moisture 

retrievals from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellites with a particular emphasis on the 

operational potential of SAR retrieved soil moisture. The review consists of two parts. The first 

surveys the technical aspects of soil moisture retrieval, including the classification of surface 

roughness, radiative transfer modelling of soil and vegetation, quantification of uncertainty and 

the use of multi-configuration SAR data. The second part focused on the hydrological 

applications of high resolution soil moisture information, particularly with respect to data quality 

from SAR, retrieval errors, issues surrounding the scaling properties of soil moisture and the use 

of multiple sources of data. 

 

 The key findings were: 

• Retrieval of soil moisture from SAR is a difficult task because more parameters/variables 

are required to characterize the surface conditions than information available from a 

single observation. 

• This difficulty may be overcome by forthcoming SAR constellations, although long 

revisit times may still limit SAR retrieved soil moisture in terms of operational 

applications. 

• The noise inherent in SAR images requires filtering which reduces the spatial resolution 

to a similar order of magnitude as passive microwave observations. 

• High resolution soil moisture is an important hydrological variable and will benefit 

hydrological applications more than coarse resolution soil moisture. 

• The skill of the soil moisture retrieval is less limiting to hydrological applications, 

particularly data assimilation, than the spatial / temporal availability of the retrievals. 

• The best application of SAR is the determination of the distribution of soil moisture 

inside a radiometer footprint as will be done with SMAP. 
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B.1 Abstract 

 

The sensitivity of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) to soil moisture is well established, however, 

the retrieval of soil moisture from SAR is confounded by the effects of surface roughness and 

vegetation. This difficulty has resulted in limited applications of SAR as an operational source of 

soil moisture in hydrology despite the demonstrated benefits of high-resolution distributed soil 

moisture. Technical and methodological advances such as multi-configuration radar and 

forthcoming SAR constellations are increasingly mitigating the shortcomings of SAR with 

respect to soil moisture estimation at the field and catchment scale. At the same time, progress in 

data assimilation and a better understanding of the impact of phenomena, such as climate change, 

are revealing the hydrological importance of soil moisture spatial distribution. Thus, despite the 

currently modest retrieval accuracy, SAR is an important source of soil moisture state 

information for the hydrological community.  Towards the end of increasing the hydrological 

utilization of SAR soil moisture, a comprehensive literature review was conducted to provide the 

state-of-the-art of SAR soil moisture retrieval methodology, its limitations and potential. 

Following the methodology review, a discussion of the benefits and limitations of soil moisture 

data retrieved from SAR is used to outline the scope of SAR derived soil moisture for 

hydrological applications.  

 

B.2 Introduction 

 

The spatial and temporal distribution of soil moisture is a key state variable in various 

hydrological and meteorological applications. From the perspective of climate science, soil 

moisture and the associated flux between the soil and the atmosphere play an important part in 

the Earth’s climate regimes.  The coupling that takes place between soil moisture and the 

atmosphere can have profound impacts on the planet’s climate systems, especially when the role 

of vegetation is considered (see Seneviratne et al. 2010 for a review). In hydrologic studies, soil 

moisture is a critical component as it controls the partitioning between infiltration and runoff, 

where infiltration determines the amount of water available for vegetation growth and runoff has 

a strong impact on the rate of surface erosion and river processes. Combined, the hydrological 

and climatological processes influenced by soil moisture can impact many environmental 
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phenomena from extreme events like droughts and flooding to state patterns such as the 

ecological distribution of homogenous vegetation zones. In each of these cases knowledge of the 

distribution and amount of water in the soil can aid developing better modelling and decision 

support tools.  

Despite the many advantages that can be derived from the knowledge of soil moisture 

distribution, measurement of soil moisture at the field or watershed scale remains difficult. This 

is largely due to the difficulty and cost associated with obtaining spatially representative in situ 

soil moisture measurements by point scale sampling. Such methods are labour intensive and 

impractical to be carried out in more than a few watersheds worldwide.  

Remote sensing offers a potential alternative for characterizing the distribution and 

quantity of soil moisture at a variety of scales, without expensive in situ monitoring networks. 

Specifically, microwave remote sensing, both active and passive, is influenced by the dielectric 

properties of the soil, and therefore soil moisture. The relationship between the radar signal and 

soil moisture must be separated from that of other influences that affect radar signals. 

The recent launch of the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite has made 

possible operational monitoring of soil moisture using passive remote sensing (Kerr et al. 2010). 

The emission behaviour of the surface is such that the typical resolution of a passive satellite 

sensor is on the order of tens of kilometers and even modern sensors such as SMOS have a 

spatial resolution of 40 km (Kerr et al. 2010). This coarse spatial resolution limits applicability of 

passive radar sensors at the watershed scale and does not account for the spatial dynamics of soil 

moisture. 

In contrast Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) uses a self-contained source of microwave 

radiation to illuminate the surface and measures the amount of radiation returned to the sensor 

(Fung, 1994; Ulaby et al. 1982). This allows SAR to monitor surface characteristics, including 

soil moisture, at a spatial resolution of meters to tens of meters under almost all weather 

conditions (Ulaby et al. 1982). Despite providing remote sensing capability at high spatial 

resolutions, retrieval of soil moisture from SAR sensors is a challenging problem due to the 

inherent complexity of radar backscattered signal and the inverse problem of backscattering 

models (Loew and Mauser, 2006; Mattia et al. 2006; Shi et al. 1997), and therefore has been the 

topic of much research over the past twenty years. This difficulty, combined with the prevalence 
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of passive soil moisture products, has restricted research activities to identify the potential 

benefits of high resolution surface soil moisture using actual SAR data. 

This review analyzes the potential for retrieval of soil moisture from SAR satellites to 

enhance research and operational hydrology. It is broken down into two parts. The first 

highlights the influence of soil and radar properties on radar backscattering and discusses the 

most commonly used backscatter models, their advancements and limitations, followed by an 

overview of techniques used to invert those models for separating soil moisture from other 

influences. This will provide important background for the hydrologist to identify appropriate 

methodologies for incorporation of SAR as a data source. The second section focuses on the 

impact of soil moisture for hydrological applications. It discusses the variability of soil moisture 

and its distribution at the spatial resolution of SAR sensors, the potential benefits of high 

resolution distributed soil moisture in hydrological modelling and makes practical 

recommendations to overcome some of the shortcomings associated with SAR soil moisture 

retrieval.  

 

B.3 Soil Moisture Retrieval Methods 

 

B.3.1 Background of Soil and Radar Properties 

The radio portion of the electromagnetic spectrum are well suited for remote sensing purposes, 

as longer wavelengths are known to penetrate clouds and light rain, making radar an ideal choice 

for all-weather sensing (Fung, 1994; Ulaby et al. 1981). The microwave spectrum extends from 

0.3 GHz or 100 cm to 100 GHz or 0.3 cm. For remote sensing applications, the most common 

bands are the longer wavelength L band (0.39-1.55 GHz), the compromise C band (3.9-5.75 

GHz) and the short wavelength X band (5.75-10.9 GHz) (Ulaby et al. 1981).  
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Upon contact with the surface, the incident energy may be absorbed (attenuated), 

scattered, reflected or penetrate into the medium and be further absorbed or scattered as in Figure 

B-1. The amount of scattering which returns to the sensor (backscatter) are collected for 

interpretation as an image. The incident radar signal is polarized in either horizontal (H) or 

vertical (V) fashion and is observed as backscatter in the same way. The result is either co-

polarized (HH or VV) or cross-polarized (HV or VH) backscatter. The amount of energy 

backscattered from a natural surface is dependent on the radar configuration, soil characteristics 

and vegetation characteristics. The backscattering coefficient σ0 at incoming and outgoing 

polarization p is function of the radar incidence angle θ, polarization and wavelength λ as well as 

the surface root mean square height σ (also denoted as s, RMS and RMS height), the surface 

correlation length l (also denoted as L), the dielectric properties of the soil εr and vegetation εv, as 

well as the shape, structure and angle of vegetation as a scatterer and reflector θveg. Since surface 

roughness parameters are sensitive to the wavelength at which they are perceived, they are often 

normalized by the wave number k. It is the influence and interaction of these various 

components, combined with the ability to penetrate the vegetation and surface, which makes 

interpretation of radar remote sensing difficult. Despite the difficulties, with proper treatment the 

dielectric constant εr can be isolated and soil moisture determined from the radar signal (Fung, 

1994; Ulaby et al. 1986). Table B-1 provides a list of past, present and proposed spaceborne 

SAR sensors as well as their specific attributes for reference, and Table B-2 provides a summary 

Figure B-1: Conceptual scatting of an incident radar signal by a rough and vegetated surface. The Fresnet reflection 
shown is important in the formulation of the AIEM. 
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of selected advances in soil moisture retrieval. The authors acknowledge that Table B-2 is by no 

means exhaustive, but hope it will serve to direct readers to appropriate references. 
Table B-1: Spaceborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) platforms and their respective attributes. 

Platform/Sensor Operational Dates Radar Configuration 
SEASAT Launch: June 1978 

Completion: October 1978 
Band: L 
Resolution: 25m 
Incidence Angle: 20-26° 
Polarization: HH 

SIR-A 
(Shuttle Imaging Radar) 

Launch: November 1981 
Completion: November 1981 

Band: L 
Resolution: 40m 
Incidence Angle: 50° 
Polarization: HH 

SIR-B  
(Shuttle Imaging Radar) 

Launch: October 1984 
Completion: October 1984 

Band: L 
Resolution: 20-30m 
Incidence Angle: 15-65° 
Polarization: HH 

ERS-1  
(European Resource Satellite 
-1) 

Launch: July 1991 
Completion: March 2000 

Band: C 
Resolution: 30m 
Incidence Angle:23° 
Polarization: VV 

JERS-1 
(Japanese Earth Resources 
Satellite) 

Launch: February 1992 
Completion: October 1998 

Band: L 
Resolution:18m 
Incidence Angle: 
Polarization: HH 

SIR-C/X-SAR 
Space Shuttle 
(Shuttle Imaging Radar) 

Launch: April/October 1994 
Completion: April/October 1994 

Band: L, C, X 
Resolution:30m 
Incidence Angle:17 to 63° 
Polarization: HH,  VV, HV, VH  

ERS-2 SAR 
(European Resource Satellite 
-2) 

Launch: April 1995 
Completion: July 2011  

Band: C 
Resolution: 30m 
Incidence Angle:23° 
Polarization: VV 

RADARSAT 1 Launch: November 1995 Band: C 
Resolution 8-100m 
Incidence Angle: 10-59° 
Polarization: HH 

ENVISAT ASAR 
(Advanced Synthetic 
Aperture Radar) 

Launch: March 2002 
Completion: April 2012 

Band: C 
Resolution:30-1000m 
Incidence Angle:14-45° 
Polarization: HH,VV,HV,VH 
Two per acquisition 

ALOS –PALSAR 
(Phased Array L-band 
Synthetic Aperture Radar) 

Launch: January  2006 
Completion: May 2011 

Band: L 
Resolution:7-100m 
Incidence Angle: 8-60° 
Polarization:VV,HH,VH,HV  

Terra SAR-X Launch: 2007 Band: X 
Resolution: 1-16m 
Incidence Angle: 20-60° 
Polarization: VV, HH, VH, HV 

RADARSAT 2 Launch: December 2007 Band: C 
Resolution: 3-100m 
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Incidence Angle: 20-50° 
Polarization: HH,VV,HV,VH Simultaneously 

COSMO-SkyMed 
(4 Satellites) 
(Constellation of Small 
Satellites for Mediterranean 
basin Observation) 

Launch: 2007-2010 Band: X 
Resolution: 1-100m 
Incidence Angle: 20-50° 
Polarization: HH,VV,HV,VH 

Huan Jing (HJ) Constellation 
(4 Satellites) 

Launch: 2008-2012 Band: S 
Resolution: 20m 
Incidence Angle: 25-47° 
Polarization: VV 

Sentinel-1 
(2 Satellites) 

Launch: 2013-2015 Band: C 
Resolution: 4 x 5m – 25 x 80m 
Incidence Angle: 20-45° 
Polarization: VV,HH,HV,VH 

ALOS 2- PALSAR-2 Launch: 2013 Band: L 
Resolution: ~1m – 100m 
Incidence Angle:8-70° 
Polarization: VV,HH,HV,VH 

SMAP 
(Soil Moisture Active Passive) 

Launch:2014-2015 Band: L 
Resolution: 3-10km 
Incidence Angle: 35-50° Constant 
Polarization: VV,HH,HV,VH 

RADARSAT Constellation 
(3-6 Satellites) 

Launch: 2014-2015 Band: C 
Resolution: 3-100m 
Incidence Angle:  
Polarization: HH,VV,HV,VH Simultaneously 

SAOCOM 
(4 Satellites) 
Satélite Argentino de 
Observación Con Microondas 

Launch: 2014-2017 Band: L 
Resolution: 10 – 100m 
Incidence Angle: 15-50° 
Polarization: HH,VV or HH/VV,HH/HV,VV/VH 

COSMO-SkyMed (2nd Gen) 
(2 Satellites) 

Launch: 2015-2016 Band: X 
Resolution: 1-35m 
Incidence Angle: 20-50° 
Polarization: HH,VV,HV,VH 
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Table B-2: Summary of select advances in soil moisture retrieval. 

Reference Study Area Data Methods Major Findings 

Davidson et 

al. 2000 

Marestaing, France; 

Basilicata, Italy 

CESBIO- ESA 

Laser Profiler 

- Determined ACF’s based on 
long profiles 

- Gaussian ACF represents rough soils at short 
intervals 

- Exponential ACF represents rough soils at long 
intervals 

- Fractal processes are introduced at longer profile 
lengths 

Moran et al. 

2000 

Upper San Pedro 

Basin, AZ, USA 

ERS 2 

- C Band 
- 23° 

incidence 
- VV 

polarization 

- Registered SAR image to a dry 
date to remove the effects of 
roughness 

- Retrieved soil moisture with 
least squares fitting 

- Registering to a dry date removed the effects of 
roughness allowing for a simple linear model to be 
effective 

- The relationship between backscatter and soil 
moisture was weak 

- The relationship between dry registered 
backscatter and soil moisture was strong 

Zribi et al. 

2000 

Orgeval, France ERASME 

SIR-C 

- C  band 
- 25-50° 

incidence  
- Multiple 

polarization
s 

- Defined empirical fractal 
correlation function 

- Compared IEM and Moment 
Method simulations using 
fractal ACF to observed 
backscatter 

- Introduced fractal dimension to ACF 
- Fractal ACF can represent Gaussian and 

exponential ACF 
- Retrieval improved with fractal ACF 

Bindlish and 

Barros, 2001 

Washita 94 

Experiment, 

Little Washita, USA 

SIR-C and X-SAR 

- C and X Band 
- Multiple 

configurations 

- Combined watercloud model 
and IEM 

- Watercloud parameterized with 
NDVI 
 

- Cross polarizations increase the relationship 
between NDVI and backscatter 

- Separating watercloud model by vegetation type 
improves soil moisture retrieval 

Baghdadi et 

al. 2002c 

Pays de Caux, France ERS &  

RADARSAT 1 

- C Band 
- 23-47° incidence 
- HH polarization 

- Inverted IEM with least 
squares fitting 

- At high incidence angles surface roughness 
dominates  

- Row direction influence stronger at high angles 
- Proposed optimal correlation length 

Zribi and Orgeval, France; SIR-C - Introduced new parameter to 
invert surface roughness 

- Introduced Zs parameter 
- Defined an empirical relationship between Zs and 
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Deschambre, 

2002 

Pays de Caux, France; 

Alpilles-Reseda, 

France 

RADARSAT 

ERASME 

- C Band 
- Multiple 

incidence  
- Multiple 

polarization 

the change in backscatter between high and low 
incidence angles 
 

Srivastava et 

al. 2003 

Agra, Mathura and 

Bharatpur, India 

RADARSAT-1 

- C Band 
- 10-23° and 

41-46° 
incidence 

- HH 
polarization 

- Retrieved soil moisture with an 
empirical model 

- Used low and high incidence to 
correct for surface roughness 

- Combination of low and high incidence angles 
removes the effect of surface roughness 

- Empirical model correlation increased 
significantly when roughness term used 

- The effect of soil moisture at different angles is 
negligible compared to surface roughness 

Baghdadi et 

al. 2004 

Pays de Caux, France; 

Rhone Valley, 

France; 

Orgeval, France; 

Chateauguay, Canada; 

Riviere aux Brochets, 

Canada 

 

ERS 

RADARSAT-1 

SIR-C 

X-SAR,ERASME 

- Multiple 
configurations 

- Performed a semi-empirical 
calibration of IEM  

- Replaced measured correlation 
length with calibration function 

- With the calibration method the surface roughness 
can be characterized with only the RMS height 

- Fractal ACF provided best results 

Manninen et 

al. 2005 

Suonenjoki, Finland ENVISAT ASAR 

- C Band 
- Multiple 

incidence 
-  Multiple 

polarization 

- Compared SPOT NDVI and 
Depolarization ratio for 
estimating LAI 

 

 

- LAI from ASAR better than LAI from SPOT 
- HH/VV polarization ratio is sensitive to LAI  

Alvarez-

Mozos et al. 

2006 

La Tejeria 

Watershed, Navarre, 

Spain 

RADARSAT 1 

- C Band 
- Low incidence  
- HH polarization 

- Watercloud model 
parameterized with NDVI from 
Landsat-7 

- Coupled watercloud and IEM 
- IEM inverted through Newton-

- There is great dispersion between IEM simulations 
and observations at the field scale, owing to the 
spatial variability of surface roughness 

- At the catchment scale IEM/watercloud model 
agreed with observations 
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Raphson iterative method 

Baghdadi et 

al. 2006 

Villamblain, France; 

Toulouse, France; 

ENVISAT ASAR 

- C Band 
- Multiple 

incidence 
- HH, HV, VV 

polarization 

- Inverted IEM with a least 
squares fitting 

- Use multi-polarization, multi-
angle data for inversion 

- Used calibrated correlation 
length 

- Multi-polarization does not result in significant 
improvement in soil moisture retrieval 

- Using high and low incidence angles does result in 
improved soil moisture retrieval 

- Combined high and low angles mitigates the 
effects of roughness 

Callens et al. 

2006 

Ghent University 

Experimental Farm, 

Melle, Belgium 

CESBIO- ESA 

Laser Profiler 

- Decomposed 25m transects 
into 4m transects 

- Detrended profile to remove 
topographic effects 

- Change in surface roughness from precipitation 
only significant if recently tilled 

- For long profiles RMS height is stable while 
correlation length varies 

- Correct correlation length can be determined from 
short profiles if fitted to a exponential relationship 

Lakhankar et 

al. 2006 

SGP97 

Oklahoma, USA 

RADARSAT-1 

- C Band 
- HH 

polarization 

- Compare Neural Networks and 
Fuzzy Logic for IEM inversion 

- NDVI to parameterize 
vegetation 

- Neural Networks provide better results, but 
required multiple training 

- Fuzzy Logic produced less accurate but more 
consistent results 

Mattia et al. 

2006 

Matera, Italy ENVISAT ASAR 

- C Band 
- 15-31° 

incidence 
- HH and 

VV 
polarization 

- Soil moisture was retrieved 
using a Variational assimilation 
method with IEM and GO 
model 

- A Thornthwaite-type model is 
used for a priori information 

- Low quality a priori information can reduce 
retrieval error by approx 4% whereas high quality 
a priori information can reduce error by 8% 

- A priori guess of surface roughness also improved 
retrieval  

Notarnicola et 

al. 2006 

SMEX 02 

Walnut Gulch, USA 

AirSAR 

- C and L 
Bands 

- 40° 
incidence  

- HH and 
VV 
polarization 

- Invert IEM with a Bayesian 
method 

- Remove vegetation effect with 
NDVI and NDWI 

- Vegetation removal is more effective at C rather 
than L band 

- Double bounce is more pronounced at L band 
decreasing retrieval capacity 

- NDWI removes the vegetation effect better than 
NDVI 

Rahman et al. 

2007 

Walnut Gulch, USA RADARSAT-1 

- C Band 
- 47° 

incidence 

- Determine the relationship 
between surface roughness and 
correlation length by using dry 
images 

- Inverted IEM with look-up 

- Correlation length varies with surface roughness 
- Correlation length can be accurately inverted with 

only RMS height if the surface is dry 
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- HH 
polarization 

table 

Srivastava et 

al. 2006 

Agra, Mathura and 

Bharatpur, India 

RADARSAT-1 

- C Band 
- 10-23° 

incidence 
- HH 

polarization 

- Retrieve soil moisture with a 
least squares empirical model 

- Retrieved soil moisture had the lowest correlation 
with gravimetric and volumetric water content and 
the highest correlation with free water 

Verhoest et al. 

2007 

Randomly generated 

synthetic data 

ERS 

Configuration 

adopted 

- C Band 
- 15-30° 

incidence 
- VV 

polarization 

- Trained Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy 
Model using the possibility 
distributions to retrieve soil 
moisture 

- Fuzzy approach was comparable to possibilistic 
approach results 

- Fuzzy approach is computationally efficient 
- Soil moisture could be retrieved with uncertainty 

bounds 

Notarnicola et 

al. 2008 

 U of Bern Truck-

mounted 

scatterometer 

- Multiple 
configurati
ons to 
simulate 
ERS and 
ASAR data 

- Compared Bayesian and 
Artificial Neural Networks 
from retrieving soil moisture 

- The ANN inversion approach is slightly better 
than the Bayesian approach 

- Errors are reduced when multiple angles are used 
- Increasing the number of parameters increases the 

ANN retrieval accuracy while decreasing the 
Bayesian retrieval accuracy 

Rahman et al. 

2008 

Walnut Gulch, USA ENVISAT ASAR 

- C Band 
- 24-41° 

incidence 
- VV 

polarization 

- Use low/high incidence images 
to invert surface roughness 
when the surface is dry 

- RMS height and correlation length can be derived 
separately from Zs 

- Produced map of surface roughness and 
correlation length  

- Soil moisture could be retrieved with good 
accuracy at the watershed scale, but results were 
poor at the field scale 

Said et al. 

2008 

Roorkee, India ERS-2 

- C Band 
- VV 

- Used artificial neural networks 
and multiple inputs to invert 
soil moisture 

- Neural network inversion was better than 
conventional or multiple linear regression 

- LAI better represents vegetation effects than 
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polarization vegetation water content and crop height 
- Combining data from multiple seasons limited the 

effectiveness of soil moisture retrieval 

Thoma et al. 

2008 

Walnut Gulch, AZ; 

Little Washita, OK; 

Little River, GA, 

USA 

RADARSAT-1 

- C Band 
- 46° 

incidence 
- HH 

polarization 

- To reduce speckle in soil 
moisture retrieval using median 
filtering and spatial averaging 
prior to retrieval 

- Spatial filtering increased the accuracy of retrieval 
at the cost of precision 

- Optimum ground area is 25 to 160 times the SAR 
spatial resolution 

- Smallest effective ground resolution was 162m to 
1131m depending on variability and roughness 

Lievens et al. 

2009 

Synthetic soil profiles Simulated 

ENVISAT 

ASAR and 

ALOS PALSAR 

- C and L 
Band 

- Multiple 
incidence 

- Multiple 
polarization 

- Simulated surface data to test 
the influence of various surface 
conditions on soil moisture 
retrieval 

- Error in RMS height has a greater impact than 
error in correlation length 

- C band retrieval is less sensitive to inaccuracy than 
L band retrieval 

- Impact of surface roughness errors increase with 
soil moisture content 

- Polynomial removal of roughness trends is best 
solution 

Pathe et al. 

2009 

Oklahoma, USA ENVISAT ASAR 

- GM Mode 
- C Band 
- HH 

polarization 

- Validate application of ERS 
Radiometer change detection 
algorithm to ASAR Global 
Mode (GM) 

- Correlation with soil moisture is weaker than with 
radiometer because of noise in the data 

- Spatial averaging improves correlation results 

Huang et al. 

2010 

Agricultural Fields 

Ypsilanti, Michigan 

Michigan 

POLAR-

SCATTER 

- Used Numerical Maxwell 
Model in 3D (NMM3D) which 
is a MoM model to create a 
LUT for soil moisture 
inversion 

- Inversion of the MoM produced soil moisture 
retrieval results that were comparable or better 
than AIEM inversion 

- With new algorithms MoM can be used as a 
forward model 

Joseph et al. 

2010 

OPE3 Experiment 

Beltsville, MA, USA 

NASA/GWU 

Truck mounted 

Scatterometer 

- C and L 
Band 

- Compare ratio method and 
watercloud model  

- Invert IEM for soil moisture 

- Soil moisture retrieval with ratio method was more 
accurate than with watercloud model 

- As vegetation water content increases beyond 0.2 
kgm-1 measured backscatter exceeds IEM 
simulation 

- There is a greater difference in backscatter from 
vegetation for VV than HH polarization 
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- Multiple 
incidence  

-  HH, VV, 
HV, VH 
polarization 
 

Lawrence et 

al. 2011 

Synthetic Data  - Test a FEM Model against 
MoM model for rough surface 
scattering and emission 

- FEM is not a accurate as MoM but offers but 
alternative for multi-layered structures 

- More research on numerical models is needed 
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B.3.1.1Soil Dielectric Properties 

If other factors are ignored, the backscattering coefficient increases with an increase in soil 

moisture until the moisture content reaches ~35 % vol. when the radar signal becomes 

insensitive to soil moisture (Dobson and Ulaby, 1981; Ulaby et al. 1986). The dielectric 

behaviour of the soil is also influenced by the distribution of the grain sizes through the amount 

of free water as shown in Figure B-2 (Hallikainen et al. 1985; Mironov et al. 2004; Srivastava et 

al. 2006). Sandy soils have a higher amount of free water than clay soils which results in the 

correlation between backscatter and soil moisture being higher in sandy soils (Blumberg et al. 

2000; Kong and Dorling, 2008; Srivastava et al. 2006; Walker et al. 2004). This occurs because, 

in clay soils the water molecules are adsorbed onto the soil particles effectively immobilizing 

their dipoles, disallowing bound water to interact with the radar signal (Jackson and Schmugge, 

1989). With this consideration in mind, Srivastava et al. (2006) found that soil moisture retrieval 

had a correlation of 0.96 when soil moisture was converted to free water, but was only 0.88 when 

gravimetric water content was considered.  

 
Figure B-2: Comparing the behaviour of the real (er') and imaginary (er'') part of the dielectric constant as a result of soil 
moisture using the empirical model of Hallikainen et al. (1985) and the MBSDM of Mironov et al. (2009). 
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The most common methods found in the literature to relate the soil moisture and the 

dielectric constant are the empirical curves of Hallikainen et al. (1985), Dobson et al. (1985) and 

Peplinski et al. (1995). While these models are simple to use, they do not account for the changes 

in dielectric properties with bound and free water (Mironov et al. 2004). In order to address this 

shortcoming the Generalized Refractive Mixing Dielectric Model (GRMDM) was developed, 

which models the soil complex dielectric constant as a function of frequency and both free and 

bound soil water (Mironov et al. 2002; Mironov et al. 2004). To improve model convenience, the 

GRMDM was numerically fitted using clay content as the sole soil parameter, resulting in the 

Mineralogically Based Spectroscopic Dielectric Model (MBSDM), which was found to be more 

accurate and have a greater validity range than comparable models (Mironov et al. 2009).    

Radar signal is also known to penetrate the soil surface based on its wavelength and the 

amount of soil moisture. Long wavelengths penetrate further into the soil than short wavelengths, 

and the amount of penetration increases as the soil dries. To account for this, sampling should be 

done at the penetration depth, which is usually assumed to be represented by the mean to fixed 

depth of 5cm for a vertically homogenous profile (Boisvert et al. 1997). However, if a vertical 

soil moisture gradient is present mean sampling may result in backscatter overestimation 

(Boisvert et al. 1997). The assumption of vertically homogeneous soil moisture distribution may 

be a factor limiting the development of operational SAR soil moisture retrieval (Rabus et al. 

2010), as vegetation and poor thermal conductivity cause evapotranspiration from the surface to 

be greater than at the subsurface, leading to profile gradients and decoupling of surface soil 

moisture from that of lower depths (Calvet and Noilhan, 2000).  

 

B.3.2 Characterization of Surface Roughness 

When a radar wave impinges on a smooth surface at a specific incident angle, some energy is 

scattered in all directions, some of which returns to the sensor as backscatter, and the rest is 

reflected in the specular direction. As the roughness of the surface increases, the specular 

reflection decreases and the surface-scattering increases, which increases the amount of 

backscatter returned to the sensor as conceptualized in Figure B-1 (Ulaby et al. 1982).  The 

relationship between SAR backscatter and surface roughness has an exponential dependence 

(Baghdadi et al, 2008; Zribi and Deschambre, 2002), which tends to be stronger at higher angles 

of incidence when the soil surface is relatively smooth (Altese et al. 1996; Baghdadi et al. 2002c; 
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Fung, 1994; Zribi and Deschambre, 2002).This effect is so strong that Bourgeau-Chavez et al. 

(2007) suggest the variability in surface roughness may cause a more dynamic range of 

backscatter values than the variability of moisture in the soil, which has led to its accurate 

characterization being a primary area of interest in soil moisture retrieval (See Verhoest et al. 

2008 for a topical review).  

Most models are known to perform well when tested against measured backscatter values 

from a surface with known roughness properties in laboratory settings (Davidson et al. 2001; 

Fung, 1994). It is this good agreement that gives credence to the use of backscatter models for 

soil moisture retrieval. Despite this good agreement with theoretical surfaces, application and 

inversion of surface scattering models under natural conditions has proven to be a difficult task 

(Altese et al. 1996; Baghdadi et al. 2002b). The underlying difficulty in inverting soil moisture 

from a natural surface using backscatter models is the inability to accurately characterize the 

roughness of natural surfaces which results in a dispersion between the modeled and observed 

backscattering coefficient (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2006; Davidson et al. 2000; Mattia et al. 2003a; 

Merzouki et al. 2011; Satalino et al. 2002; Singh and Dubey, 2007; Wagner et al. 2007). Even 

with extensive in situ sampling of surface roughness it remains difficult to characterize surface 

roughness at the field scale or larger due to the natural variability of the soil (Srivastava et al. 

2008). It is the inherent heterogeneity in field scale surface roughness that makes the accuracy of 

its measurement the limiting factor in the accuracy of satellite based soil moisture retrieval 

(Bryant et al. 2007).  

Surface roughness is typically assumed to be a single scale stationary process (Altese et 

al. 1996; Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2006; Baghdadi et al. 2004), where roughness is measured once 

within a field campaign and is often considered to not have changed for subsequent SAR 

acquisitions, which does not properly account for the variability in natural soils (Wagner et al. 

2007). In an attempt to analyze the impact of the spatial and temporal dynamics of surface 

roughness, particularly with respect to precipitation smoothing, in a real world setting Álvarez-

Mozos et al. (2009) found that when roughness was assumed constant, actual changes in surface 

roughness resulted in a more specular behaving surface. The smoothing noted in agricultural 

fields largely results from splash erosion caused by rainfall (Jackson et al. 1997); where surface 

roughness decreases as the cumulative rainfall increases (Callens et al. 2006).  The resulting 

change in backscatter is between 1-2 dB and 2-6 dB, in C and L bands respectively over five 
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months (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2009). Thus, the assumption of surface roughness being a 

stationary process may be invalid under conditions where there is a high potential for erosion, 

such as recently tilled fields. 

For natural surface conditions, as spatial scale increases multi-scale processes are 

introduced to surface roughness amalgamating the effects of topography, tillage and local single 

scale surface roughness (Davidson, 2003; Mattia et al. 2003a; Mattia and LeToan 1999). These 

are represented by the fractal dimension, which is a measure of the degree of self-similarity 

between small and large scale surface roughness (Mandelbrot, 1983). At small scales single scale 

processes occur, but as the sampling length of the profile increases multi-scale processes become 

dominant (Mattia et al. 2003a). The consideration of the surface as a fractal surface requires the 

use of another variable D to describe surface roughness, representing the fractal dimension.  

The increased complexity with respect to modelling the surface roughness of the soil is 

furthered by the effects of volume scattering. It is well known, that radar may increasingly 

penetrate the surface as wavelength increases and the dielectric constant in the soil decreases 

(Fung, 1994; Ulaby, 1974; Ulaby et al. 1986). This effect makes it important to consider radar 

perceived surface roughness which may include roughness due to volume scattering of the 

penetrating radar waves (Rahman et al. 2008) and dielectric roughness caused by heterogeneity 

of water particles (Ulaby et al. 1986). In an attempt to grapple with the complexities of surface 

roughness and maintain model simplicity, Lievens et al. (2011) recommend the consideration of 

surface roughness parameters not as physically representative processes but as tuning 

parameters. 

 

B.3.2.1 Surface Roughness Statistics 

Because of its strong influence on radar scattering, the proper parameterization of surface 

roughness is important for modelling a radar signal.  Rather than physically representing the 

surface, these parameters describe the statistical properties of a randomly rough surface. The 

characterization of surface roughness will be presented prior to discussion of popular models, 

despite reference to these models, as it provides helpful background. Both the Oh model (Oh et 

al. 1992) and the Semi-empirical model (Dubois et al., 1995a; b) use root mean square height as 

a model parameter, whereas the Integral Equation Model (IEM) (Fung et al. 1992) additionally 

requires the surface correlation length and autocorrelation function (ACF). The correlation length 
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and autocorrelation function are the parameters which are the most variable and consequently the 

most difficult to apply in a backscatter model.  

Root mean square height is a measure of the vertical distribution of surface height and the 

correlation length is a measure of the horizontal distance where the surface profile is 

autocorrelated at a lag at least equal to 1/e (Ulaby et al. 1982).  

( )
e

l 1
≥ρ               (B-1) 

The autocorrelation function or correlation function is the third descriptor of surface roughness 

and is generally characterized as either Gaussian, exponential or 1.5 Power as given in equations 

B-2 to B-4. Selection of an appropriate ACF is important, as the backscattering coefficient 

changes as a result of the shape of the ACF which can be seen in Figure B-3 (Altese et al. 1996; 

Fung, 1994). 

( ) 22 / lxex −=ρ   Gaussian                      (B-2) 

( ) lxex /−=ρ            Exponential                     (B-3) 

( ) ( ) 5.122 /1 −
+= lxxρ   1.5 Power                              (B-4) 

Generally, the exponential ACF is 

applicable to smooth surfaces and is the 

most widely used, whereas the Gaussian 

ACF is recommended for rough soils 

(Fung, 1994). However, the shape of the 

ACF is dependent on the length of 

sampling. For very rough soils, the 

Gaussian ACF matches the roughness 

when sampling intervals are short, whereas 

the exponential ACF better represents the 

roughness at long sampling intervals 

(Davidson et al. 2000). As profile lengths 

increase, neither Gaussian nor exponential ACF are appropriate due to multi-scale features 

(Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2009; Davidson et al. 2000).  A Brownian random fractional ACF was 

introduced by Zribi et al. (1998) to incorporate multi-scale processes into the IEM (Mattia and 

Figure B-3: The shape of three conventional and two fractal 
ACFs with respect to the ground correlation length. 
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LeToan, 1999; Zribi et al., 2000). The empirical form of the fractal ACF for all horizontal 

positions x > 0 is given by: 

 ( ) ( )tρ lxex /−=         Fractal                                 (B-5) 

where, and D is the fractal dimension for all two dimensional profiles x (Zribi et al. 2000). The 

fractal ACF has an interesting property, in that it can also approximate the Gaussian and 

exponential ACFs (Zribi et al. 2000). Since surface roughness at long intervals is better 

represented by a fractal ACF (Davidson et al. 2000), the incorporation of the fractal dimension in 

the IEM greatly improves its agreement with observed backscatter values (Baghdadi et al. 2004; 

Mattia et al. 2000; Zribi et al. 2000). Despite this, some disagreement remains as to whether the 

added complexity of a fractal dimension provides significant improvement with respect to soil 

moisture retrieval (Satalino et al. 2002). 

 

B.3.2.2 In situ Surface Roughness Measurements 

At the field scale it is possible to parameterize surface roughness using in situ sampling devices 

such as a meshboard profiler, pin profiler, laser profiler or through 3D photogrammetry. The two 

former techniques are criticized for causing surface disruption (Mattia et al. 2003a; Verhoest et 

al. 2008) and may not be accurate enough for soil moisture retrieval using the IEM (Su et al. 

1997). While lasers and photogrammetry do not cause this disturbance, they are still greatly 

limited by sampling schemes which may not properly represent the surface as viewed by the 

SAR as well as suffering from light interference and reflection from vegetation. Photogrammetry 

allows for the retrieval of 3D roughness profiles as opposed to 2D profiles, but can also be 

limited in terms of sample size (Marzahn and Ludwig, 2009).  

 Since errors in the retrieval of soil moisture are often attributed to errors in measuring 

surface roughness (e.g. Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2006; Bryant et al. 2007; Davidson et al. 2000; 

Mattia et al. 2003a; Merzouki et al. 2011; Satalino et al. 2002; Singh and Dubey, 2007; Wagner 

et al. 2007), it is important that measurements of roughness be both as accurate and 

representative as possible. To that end several studies have been conducted in order to suggest 

requirements for sampling of roughness so that representative values can be found. Oh and Kay 

(1998) suggest a minimum sample length in order to estimate correlation length and a minimum 

length for RMS height, whereas others have proposed the ensemble mean of several profiles may 

give adequate representation without the burden of excessive sampling (Bryant et al. 2007; 
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Callens et al. 2006; Mattia et al. 2003a). In order to remove multi-scale effects, detrending of 

long profiles is often employed (Byrant et al. 2007; Callens et al. 2006; Lievens et al. 2009).  

 While errors in measuring RMS height propagate into larger retrieval errors than 

correlation length (Lievens et al. 2009), RMS height can be estimated from in situ sampling with 

a relatively high degree of accuracy. Estimation of correlation length is considerably more 

difficult owing to the parameter’s inherent variability (Baghdadi et al. 2002b; Baghdadi et al. 

2002c; Baghdadi et al. 2006; Davidson et al. 2003). To alleviate some uncertainty coinciding 

with the l parameter it can be corrected using ‘effective roughness’ parameters (Su et al. 1997). 

The effective roughness proposes to represent l by empirically fitting models using known values 

of RMS height (Baghdadi et al. 2006; Davidson et al. 2003) and without any in situ 

measurements by using the VH-VV depolarization ratio (Srivastava et al. 2008).  Baghdadi et al 

(2002b; c) proposed a semi-empirical calibration technique of the IEM correlation length, 

referred to as lopt or optimal correlation length, which incorporated the true correlation length and 

imperfections in the IEM. It was found that this calibration technique could extend the validity of 

the IEM from kσ=3 to kσ≈5.3 (Baghdadi et al. 2004) and produces soil moisture inversion results 

which have lower and more consistent error values than non-calibrated retrievals (Álvarez-

Mozos et al. 2008; Baghdadi et al. 2004; Baghdadi et al. 2011).   

The approach of Baghdadi et al. (2004) requires extensive in situ measurements which is 

often impractical, but can be overcome by deriving surface roughness from SAR imagery using 

the Z-index or polarimetric decomposition (Iodice et al. 2011). Zribi and Deschambre (2002) 

noted that RMS height was poorly correlated with backscatter and proposed a new parameter Zs: 

 
l

Zs
2σ

=                                                           (B-6) 

where Zs is the dot product of the RMS height and the slope. They found that the difference in 

backscatter Δσ0 between two acquisitions of different angles had a correlation coefficient of 

0.995 with Zs. The strong correlation allows the Z-index to be used to derive soil roughness only 

from satellite SAR images (Rahman et al. 2008).  

When the soil surface is dry the effect of soil moisture can be considered negligible; thus 

under periods of prolonged dry conditions (drought or dry season) the distributed soil moisture 

will be relatively homogenous at the permanent wilting point. From this simplification the 

correlation length of the surface can be determined through a relationship between RMS height 
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and l derived from the IEM for the moisture conditions, radar configuration and the sampled 

RMS height (Rahman et al. 2007). Rahman et al. (2008) were able to fit a polynomial function 

based on IEM simulations to approximate Zs as a function of the change in backscatter between 

two incidence angles (Δσ0) and to approximate 0
dryσ .  

 

B.3.3 Backscattering Models Over Bare Soils  

 

B.3.3.1 Semi-Empirical Models 

Many authors have presented empirical relationships to relate the radar backscattering coefficient 

to soil moisture (Le Hégarat-Mascle et al. 2002; Quesney et al. 2000; Oh et al. 1992; Wang et al. 

1997; Zribi et al. 2005; Zribi and Deschambre, 2002). While the derived linear relationships can 

adequately determine soil moisture from radar backscatter, these empirical models are not 

generally transferrable (Dubois et al. 1995a; b; Le Hégarat-Mascle et al. 2002; Moran et al. 2000; 

Oh et al. 1992). Semi-empirical models combine the simplicity of widely sourced empirical 

models with a theoretical foundation providing a compromise between theoretical and physical 

representation of processes and simplicity. They are relatively widely applicable, as they are 

derived from multiple ground scatterometer measurements representing various radar 

configurations and surface conditions. The most commonly used semi-empirical models are the 

ones derived by Oh et al. (1992) and Dubois et al. (1995a; b). 

  The Oh model was developed following an investigation of the nature of radar 

backscatter using polarization ratios. It was found that both the cross ( 00 / vvhvq σσ≡ ) and co-

polarized ratios ( 00 / vvhhp σσ≡ ) followed a function whose slope initially was increasingly steep 

and then formed an asymptote as a function of normalized surface roughness (kσ). The Oh model 

was updated to account for the effects of surface autocorrelation (Oh et al. 1994) and incidence 

angle (Oh et al, 1994; Oh et al. 2002). It was again modified to remove the effects of correlation 

length as well as inherently accounting for the conversion to volumetric soil moisture Mv (Oh, 

2004).Correlation length was removed because the cross-polarized ratio was insensitive to the 

surface slope σ/l and because of the difficulties in measuring field correlation length.  The 

resulting model has a validity range of 0.04 < Mv < 0.291 m3m-3, 0.13 < kσ < 6.98 at 10° ≤ θ ≥ 
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70°. The simplicity of the Oh model has the advantage over theoretical models of allowing for a 

relatively simple numerical inversion outlined by Oh (2004). 

The Oh model has been applied over a variety of soil and moisture conditions with 

varying results. For high incidence angles and rough surfaces, the Oh model accurately estimated 

backscatter for the co-polarization ratio (Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006) and for all polarizations at C 

band using RADARSAT data (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2007). In contrast, some studies have found 

that the Oh model tends to overestimate radar backscatter for the cross-polarization (Baghdadi 

and Zribi, 2006) or all polarizations (Merzouki et al. 2010; van Oevelen and Hoekman, 1999), 

whereas many others have found it tends to underestimate observed backscatter (Boisvert et al. 

1997; Gherboudj et al. 2009; Gherboudj et al. 2011; Merzouki et al. 2011; Sahebi and Angles, 

2010). It was noted by several authors that the bias in the Oh model for a specific study area 

could be accounted for by applying a correction factor (Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006; De Roo et al. 

2001; D’Urso and Minacapilli, 2006; Merzouki et al. 2010), although more work is required to 

develop correction factors to operationally implement the Oh model for soil moisture retrieval 

(Merzouki et al. 2010).  

The Oh model has also been calibrated to not require a priori knowledge of surface 

roughness (D’Urso and Minacapilli, 2006) and has been integrated into scattering models to 

account for the combined effects of vegetation and soil moisture on backscatter (De Roo et al. 

2001; Gherboudj et al. 2009; Gherboudj et al. 2011).  

Despite the models use for a variety of applications with airborne scatterometer data, 

until recently, the applicability of the Oh model has been limited by the availability of sufficient 

spaceborne radar technology. While ground based and airborne SAR systems have long been 

able to acquire multi-polarized data, only recently have satellite based SAR sensors (i.e. 

RADARSAT-2, ASAR, TerraSAR-X, PALSAR) been able to simultaneously acquire the multi-

polarized data necessary to derive the polarization ratios. 

 The Dubois model was designed to be capable of modelling a variety of surface 

conditions and radar configurations because it was derived from a wide variety of scatterometer 

data (Dubois et al. 1995a, b). The model expresses the co-polarized backscattering coefficients as 

a linear function of the angle of incidence, RMS height, dielectric constant and wavelength and 

has a validity region of kσ ≤ 2.5, Mv ≤ 35% and angle of incidence is ≥ 30° (Dubois et al. 1995a). 

While the model was designed to be applicable to lightly vegetated surfaces, the presence of 
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vegetation will result in an overestimation of surface roughness and an underestimation of soil 

moisture. This tendency of the model resulted in the recommendation that a further constraint be 

placed on the validity where it is only applicable to surfaces where the normalized difference 

vegetation index (NDVI) < 0.4 or  00 / vvhv σσ  < -11dB at L band (Dubois et al. 1995a). The model 

can be analytically inverted to derive RMS height and the dielectric constant from the HH/VV 

ratio without a priori knowledge of the surface roughness. 

Using radar backscattering coefficients in C band, Baghdadi and Zribi (2006) found the 

Dubois model had a bias of 1.7dB in HH polarization and no appreciable bias in VV 

polarization. The model tended to underestimate backscatter for smooth surfaces and 

overestimate backscatter for very rough surfaces, whereas it produced reasonable backscatter 

coefficients for surfaces with intermediate roughness and soil moisture. A similar comparison by 

Álvarez-Mozos et al. (2007) produced comparable results, where the Dubois model often 

underestimated the backscattering coefficient particularly in moist conditions. It was also found 

that the Dubois model contradicted a known relationship between backscatter and soil moisture, 

where backscatter is known to be insensitive to high soil moisture content (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 

2007). In contrast, Wang et al. (1997) found the Dubois model to be in relatively good agreement 

with observations, but noted a large number of pixels failed to reach a soil moisture retrieval 

solution because of model errors and its validity range. This resulted in the removal of 

approximately 25-50% of the measured pixels, especially under dry conditions (Wang et al. 

1997). In an attempt to improve the accuracy of the Dubois model, Sahebi and Angles (2010) 

calculated new coefficients for the model following the same procedure as in Dubois et al. 

(1995a, b), resulting in a site dependent model which was more accurate than competitive 

models. 

 

B.3.3.2 Theoretical Backscattering Models 

Theoretical backscattering models simulate the backscatter derived from a particular radar 

configuration and geometry based on the apparent surface conditions at the wavelength and 

resolution of the radar. While being more mathematically complicated, theoretical models can be 

used in a wide variety of conditions while making few a priori assumptions about the 

characteristics of the surface as compared to empirically derived models. Theoretical models are 
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derived from either an analytical or numerical solution to Maxwell’s equations for the interaction 

of electric and magnetic fields in a conducting medium.   

 

B.3.3.3 Numerical Backscattering Models 

 Numerical models solve Maxwell’s equations through discretization of a conducting surface as a 

combination of basis functions in a mesh framework. The mesh is superimposed on a 

representation of the surface to be modeled and the numerical algorithms satisfy Maxwell’s 

equations at each point on the mesh, which is then amalgamated to produce the backscattering 

value. While physically representative, numerical methods require costly computational 

resources, which, until recently were only available through supercomputing. Thus, while 

offering great potential for soil moisture retrieval, the advancement of numerical methods has 

been inhibited by the need for faster algorithms and more computational resources (Huang et al. 

2010; Lawrence et al. 2011, Onier et al. 2011; Rabus et al. 2010).     

 The Method of Moments (MoM) is the most commonly applied numerical model as it 

requires fewer computational resources than other models because the electric and magnetic 

equations are solved across a surface mesh (Warnick and Chew, 2001). The use of a single dense 

surface mesh allows MoM to be efficient but also limits its capability to properly represent 

volume scattering and heterogeneous media (Huang et al. 2010; Lawrence et al. 2011). 

Historically, the MoM has been used as a tool to independently test the theoretical validity of 

analytical backscattering models (Huang et al. 2010; Fung, 1992; Fung 1994; Ulaby et al. 1986). 

The restriction of the MoM to this task was largely due to the fact that it could only be used to 

model small homogeneous surfaces. However, recent computational and algorithmic advances 

have allowed for the development of a 3D MoM algorithm proposed for a lookup table inversion 

scheme for missions such as SMAP (Huang et al. 2010). 

 The Finite Element Method (FEM) (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 2000) and Finite Difference 

Time Domain method (FDTD) (Yee, 1966) discretize the media to be modeled using volume 

meshing or cells (Lawrence et al. 2011; Onier et al. 2011; Rabus et al. 2010). This allows for 

FEM and FDTD methods to be implemented across heterogeneous surface as well as having 

potential to model multi-layered media such as forests (Lawrence et al. 2011). Using an FDTD 

algorithm, Rabus et al. (2010) were able to assess the impacts of soil moisture gradients on 

backscatter, while Onier et al. (2011) and Lawrence et al. (2011) have used FEM to model the 
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impact of volume scattering related to clods and litter cover with various soil moisture 

conditions. 

 Numerical models offer a comprehensive and physically representative method of 

modelling backscatter and have high potential as forward models in an inversion scheme. 

However, despite recent advances in computing technology and algorithms, numerical models 

are still constrained to simplified examples often being limited to two dimensions (Lawrence et 

al. 2011; Onier et al. 2011; Rabus et al. 2011) or to an area no more than 8 to 10 times the 

wavelength (Huang et al. 2010). While a promising option, the development of faster algorithms, 

better computational facilities and further research is required before numerical models can be 

regularly used for soil moisture retrieval. 

 

B.3.3.4 Analytical Backscattering Models 

 While several analytical backscattering models exist, the focus of this review will be the 

discussion and evolution of the Integral Equation Model (IEM) which was introduced in 1992 

and has been subsequently revised to improve the representativeness and validity range of the 

model (Fung, 1992, Fung, 1994, Mattia and LeToan, 1999, Hsieh et al. 1997, Chen et al. 2000, 

Wu et al. 2001, Chen et al. 2003, Liu et al. 2003, Fung and Chen, 2004). Focus is placed on the 

IEM because other analytical models such as the Geometric Optics Model (GOM) (Ulaby et al. 

1982) and Small Perturbation Method (SPM) (Ulaby et al. 1982) are approximated by the IEM at 

high and low frequencies respectively, leading to the conclusion that these are special cases of 

the IEM (Fung, 1992; Fung, 1994), and because it is by far the most widely used theoretical 

model found in the literature over the last decades. 

When applied to the problem of soil moisture retrieval, it considers how an incident wave 

will be scattered from a bare soil surface as a result of SAR configuration and surface properties. 

The IEM can simulate co-polarized as well as cross-polarized radar for a given incidence angle 

and frequency. The surface parameters represented by the IEM are the RMS height, correlation 

length the ACF and the dielectric constant of the soil (εr). Surface parameters are often treated as 

unknowns or are determined by field sampling of sensitive targets. The problem of inversion of 

soil moisture from the IEM is compounded by the difficulty that has been found in applying the 

model to natural surface conditions (Altese et al. 1996; Baghdadi et al. 2002b; Baghdadi et al. 

2002c; Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006; Zribi and Deschambre, 2002), which is not considered to be a 
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deficiency in the model itself but rather results from the poor characterization of the soil surface 

(Altese et al. 1996; Baghdadi et al. 2002a; Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006). 

Most variants of the IEM commonly found in the literature with respect to soil moisture 

retrieval are the result of trying to better describe the surface roughness or to calibrate the IEM 

(Baghdadi et al. 2006; Mattia and LeToan, 1999; Zribi et al., 2000). Besides better representation 

of the surface roughness, several studies have focused on better representation of physical 

processes in the IEM by removing assumptions or including formulations which were not 

available during the original publication. Subsequent model updates include a revised Green’s 

function, the inclusion of multiple scattering and the incorporation of a transition function for the 

Fresnel coefficients (Chen et al. 2000; Hsieh et al. 1997; Wu et al. 2001). These advances allow 

the IEM to better account for the spatial correlation of the surface (Hsieh et al. 1997), upwards 

and downwards multiple scattering (Chen et al. 2000; Fresnel reflection in Figure B-1) and the 

transition between the use of the incident and specular angle as surface roughness increases (Wu 

et al. 2001). The resulting model is termed the Advanced Integral Equation Model (AIEM) (Fung 

and Chen, 2004; Liu et al. 2003; Wu and Chen, 2004). A summary of the diverse versions of the 

IEM with various complexities and a focus on model users can be found in Fung and Chen 

(2010) and a summary of the above advances for the IEM and other models can be found in 

Table 2-3. 

Comparison of the advantages and shortcomings of each version of the IEM shows that, 

at VV polarization, for soils that are relatively smooth when normalized by wavelength, the 

original IEM offers accurate representation of backscatter and is computationally efficient. The 

AIEM is more appropriate at high incidence angles with HH polarization, especially as 

roughness increases, because multiple scattering becomes important. While more mathematically 

complicated this model offers better representation of radar backscatter due to the effect of 

multiple scattering and the movement into the transition region between the incident and 

specular region of the Fresnel reflection coefficient.  

As has been previously mentioned, inversion of soil moisture from the IEM is difficult 

because measured SAR backscatter in a natural environment does not necessarily behave in the 

same manner as the model predicts. In studying soil moisture in bare or near bare agricultural 

fields, the IEM has often been found to consistently overestimate the measured radar backscatter 

in some instances (Baghdadi et al, 2004; Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006; Mattia et al, 2003b;  
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Table B-3: Summary of backscatter model advances. 

Integral Equation Model (IEM) 

Reference Contribution 

Fung, 1992 - Initial derivation of IEM theoretical backscattering model 

Fung, 1994 - Separated IEM into simple and complex forms for single and multiple 
scattering 

Hsieh et al. 1997 - Removed simplification of Green’s function  

Mattia and LeToan, 1999 

& Zribi, 2000 

- Introduced fractal ACF 

Chen et al. 2000 
- Derived upward and downward scattering complimentary field 

coefficients 
- Improved multiple scattering 

Wu et al. 2001 - Derived transition function between Fresnel and specular angles 

Liu et al. 2003 - Incorporated transition function and updated Green’s function to derive 
AIEM 

Fung and Chen, 2004 - Incorporated transition function into original IEM 

Wu and Chen, 2004 - Incorporated transition function and updated Green’s function to derive 
AIEM 

 

Oh Model (OM) 

Reference Contribution 

Oh et al. 1992 - Initial development of semi-empirical Oh model 

Oh et al. 1994 - Incidence angle function added 
- Surface autocorrelation function added 

Oh et al. 2002 - Incidence angle function updated 

Oh, 2004 - Correlation length removed due to insensitivity of model to surface 
slope 

 

Dubois Model (SEM) 

Reference Contribution 

Dubois et al. 1995a; b - Initial development of Dubois semi-empirical model 

Sahebi and Angles, 2010 - Updated coefficients to increase site specific model accuracy 

Merzouki et al., 2010), while underestimating it in others (Kim and van Zyl, 2009). Often 

such errors are suggested to be the result of inappropriate characterization of the soil roughness 

(Altese et al. 1996; Baghdadi et al. 2002a; Merzouki et al. 2011). However, little attention has 

been paid in the literature to the role of volume scattering in radar return, at least in terms of its 

impact on the IEM. Volume scattering partially accounts for the reason why the IEM is expected 

to be more valid at higher dielectric values as penetration decreases (Fung, 1992). In contrast, for 

a dry soil surface, the dielectric constant is low and radar penetration is relatively high, in which 
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case the IEM may overestimate surface backscatter (Boisvert et al. 1997). Since the IEM and its 

derivatives do not inherently account for volume scattering, more study and potential model 

updates are required before definitive conclusions can be made about the applicability of the 

IEM when volume scattering may impact soil moisture retrieval.  

 

B.3.4 Modelling Vegetation for Soil Moisture Retrieval 

 

B.3.4.1 Impact of Vegetation on Radar Backscatter 

A fundamental shortcoming of the IEM, the Oh and Dubois models in terms of soil moisture 

retrieval is that they are valid only for bare or sparsely vegetated soil surfaces. Many real soil 

surfaces are covered to some extent by vegetation, and almost all soil surfaces studied from the 

perspective of soil moisture retrieval are agricultural fields. Vegetation affects SAR backscatter 

in a fashion similar to soil surfaces. The scattering or attenuation of radar signals will vary based 

on the dielectric properties of the vegetation (i.e. water content of the leaves and trunk) as well as 

by the physical structure of vegetation (Ulaby et al. 1982). The vegetation canopy typically 

results in volume scattering, with the amount of penetration (optical depth τ) being determined 

by the radar frequency and the vegetation water content (VWC). Stalks, branches and trunks 

contribute to direct backscattering, trunk-ground double scattering and volume scattering, as seen 

in Figure B-1, as well as depolarization depending on their orientation relative to the incoming 

radar signal (Ulaby et al. 1982). When biomass is very low, vegetation is often neglected 

(Dubois et al. 1995a; Glenn and Carr, 2004; Lakhankar et al. 2006; McNairn and Brisco, 2004, 

Moran et al. 2000; and others), however as biomass increases the backscatter will become 

decreasingly sensitive to soil properties (Romshoo et al. 2002; Wigneron et al. 2004), until under 

forested environments the contribution of soil moisture to backscatter is indistinguishable. 

Fortunately, when biomass is high in agricultural fields, the backscattered signal is the sum of 

the vegetation and soil contributions, and has soil moisture information incorporated into it 

making retrieval of soil moisture possible (Joseph et al, 2010; Mattia et al. 2003b).   

In order to separate the influence of vegetation and soil on radar signal, it is necessary to 

determine vegetation parameters for inclusion into models. Unfortunately, these parameters are 

difficult to set because they change with angle, wavelength and phenology (Wigneron et al, 

2004). Currently, most research in soil moisture retrieval from vegetated surfaces occurs in an 
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agricultural context, leaving much work to be done to determine vegetation influences from 

natural vegetation and forests. As a result of this, the focus of the following sections is primarily 

derived from parameterization of crops.  

In early stages, crops develop slowly, moderating their influence on SAR signal (Mattia 

et al. 2003b). Backscatter increases as the crop grows, until the radar saturation point is reached, 

after which very little signal from the soil surface will be distinguishable depending on crop type 

and water content. During this phase, vegetation scattering will increase in an approximately 

linear fashion in relation to VWC (Dobson and Ulaby, 1986) and plant density (Patel et al. 2006) 

where a wet canopy may increase the C band scattering by as much as 3 dB (Brown et al. 2003). 

For broad leaf crops, backscatter increases with VWC which eventually results in signal 

saturation at both C and L bands, whereas small leaf and grain crops have a dynamic backscatter 

relationship throughout their growth cycle allowing for differentiation of a soil signal (Paloscia 

et al. 2002; Soria-Ruiz et al. 2009). In contrast to grain crops, tree canopies tend to backscatter 

the majority of the radar signal from the crown (Dobson et al. 1992). The amount and impact of 

canopy penetration is difficult to determine in retrieval studies as models tend to underestimate 

the depth of penetration (Brown et al. 2003; Martinez et al. 2000).   

 

B.3.4.2 Crop Parameterization 

As discussed in the previous sub-section the backscattering response of vegetation changes with 

water content, phenology, biomass, and other factors. This makes it necessary to separately 

delineate between dominant land cover types prior to training a model inversion. Accurate 

classification of surface types is usually derived from optical remote sensing data (i.e. SPOT or 

Landsat satellites), although combinations of SAR data have also been successfully used 

(Kellndorfer et al, 1998).  

The two most used vegetation parameters are VWC and LAI. VWC is related to the depth 

of the radar penetration, where the optical depth will decrease linearly with increasing VWC, 

therefore impacting the quality of soil moisture return. Thus, in order to derive VWC for an area, 

it must be empirically regressed requiring possibly extensive in situ data collection, often using 

the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2006; Jackson et al. 

2004) or Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) (Jackson et al. 2004; Notarnicola et al. 

2006). LAI is a measure of the leaf surface area per unit of ground surface, and has been used as 
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an indicator of vegetation health and density for soil moisture retrieval by some authors (Moran 

et al. 2000; Said et al. 2008). Similar to the derivation of VWC, the LAI is typically regressed 

based on a series of ground truth measurements. Using neural network inversion Said et al. 

(2008) found that LAI alone was comparable to using LAI in combination with VWC and crop 

height and better than the other vegetation indicators for soil moisture retrieval. Traditionally, 

LAI is empirically related to NDVI values (Manninen et al. 2005; Moran et al. 2000) requiring 

the addition of valid optical data at the time of SAR acquisition. However, LAI can also be 

empirically related to the HH/VV ratio as LAI has been found to have a stronger relationship to 

the HH/VV ratio than SPOT derived NDVI (Manninen et al. 2005). Other important crop 

parameters include crop height, total biomass, wet biomass and vegetation structure and 

geometry. Crop height and biomass can be derived from the depolarization ratio (Gherboudj et 

al. 2011), and used in empirical and semi-empirical models in a fashion similar to VWC and 

LAI. Vegetation structure and geometry parameters are used to create physically representative 

radiative transfer (RT) models of vegetation, where stalks, branches and leaves are modeled as a 

collection of dielectric discs and rods, with a representative geometry and density (Bracaglia et 

al. 1995; Moghaddam et al. 2000). These types of models are used when ground-trunk and multi-

bounce scattering are important (Balenzano et al. 2011; Della Vecchia et al. 2008; Quesney et al. 

2000). 

 

B.3.4.3 Modelling of Vegetation Backscattering 

Coupling a vegetation model with a soil surface model allows for the differentiation of the soil 

signal from the vegetation signal. Models are of variable complexity and accuracy and 

application is based on the availability of in situ data requirements for complex models.  

The coupling of a RT model with a soil scattering model allows for the retrieval of soil 

moisture under vegetated canopies and has been widely applied to a variety of crop and 

vegetation types (Balenzano et al. 2011; Della Vecchia et al. 2008; De Roo et al. 2001; Dobson 

et al. 1992; Le Hégarat-Mascle et al. 2002; Lin et al. 2009; Quesney et al. 2000; Shi et al. 2004). 

There are several RT models such as Michigan Microwave Canopy Scattering Model (MIMICS) 

(Ulaby et al. 1990) and that of Bracaglia et al. (1995) which can model a variety of species 

within a vegetation type. While more complex crop models exist (i.e. Stiles and Sarabandi, 2000; 

Stiles et al. 2000), which model a single crop type in a highly physically representative manner, 
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these models are not often used for soil moisture retrieval, likely due to the added complexity. 

The advantage of RT models for soil moisture retrieval is their accuracy in modelling 

backscattered signal for a specific vegetation type. Conversely, the disadvantage is that they are 

often difficult to generalize, requiring the parameterization of many RT models for a given 

scene, requiring sometimes extensive parameterization of the vegetation (Dobson et al. 1992; Lin 

et al. 2009). Simplified RT models require less parameterization than MIMICS, but still require 

many vegetation parameters representing crop height, leaf and stalk shape, angle and dielectric 

properties (Belanzano et al. 2011; Della Vecchia et al. 2008; Quesney et al. 2000). 

A significantly less complicated model which is frequently coupled with surface models 

is the water-cloud model (WCM) (Attema and Ulaby, 1978). A WCM represents the canopy, in a 

RT framework, as a uniform cloud of spherical dielectric droplets, all of which are held in place 

by dry solid matter which does not affect radar signal. The relative simplicity of the WCM 

makes it a good candidate for soil moisture retrieval (Bindlish and Barros, 2001). Conceptually 

the WCM makes the assumptions that multiple scattering between the canopy and the soil can be 

neglected and the only significant variables are the density of the cloud and the height of the 

cloud. The general WCM is represented by:    
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where the parameters V1 and V2 are canopy descriptors, and A-D are fitted parameters. The 

parameters A and B are typically vegetation parameters which determine the contribution from 

the vegetation canopy and C and D are considered soil parameters. In the general WCM 

formulation of Equation B-7 the first term represents the vegetation contribution to backscatter 

and the second term the soil contribution, although other forms of the WCM have been used (see 

Graham and Harris, 2003 for a review).  The WCM has been widely used because its simplicity 

allows for its application in a variety of vegetation and climate regimes (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 

2006; Bindlish and Barros, 2000; Bindlish and Barros, 2001; Crow et al. 2010; Gherboudj et al. 

2009; Gherboudj et al. 2011; Lievens and Verhoest, 2011; Wang et al. 2011; Zribi et al. 2007), 

and it can be coupled with a surface model and multi-parameter radar data in order to retrieve 

soil moisture solely from remote sensing data (Wang et al. 2011). However, since the model 

assumes only single scattering is present, it may misrepresent backscatter under dense 

vegetation, which has a strong contribution from vegetation-surface multiple scattering, limiting 
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its applicability in some instances (Joseph et al. 2008; Pierdicca et al. 2010). Also, similar to 

complex RT models, the WCM may require separate parameterization for each vegetation class 

being studied (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2006; Bindlish and Barros, 2001; Lievens and Verhoest, 

2011). 

 

B.3.5 Selection of Radar Parameters for Soil and Vegetation 

Selection of the appropriate incidence angle, polarization and wavelength has the potential to 

either enhance or detract from the capability of retrieving soil moisture from a radar scene. Low 

incidence angles are preferred because they result in a shorter travel distance, less perceived 

vegetation biomass, a decrease in shadowing and minimization of multiple scattering, thereby 

lessening the effect of surface roughness (Aubert et al. 2011; Balenzano et al. 2011; Baghdadi et 

al. 2002c; Ulaby and Batlivala, 1976). This occurs because, as the incidence angle of the radar 

increases, the radar beam effectively has more vegetation through which to penetrate, and the 

high angle exaggerates the surface roughness (Dobson and Ulaby, 1986; Joseph et al. 2010; 

Paloscia et al. 2002). While increased perceived roughness will result in increased backscatter, 

the effect of the increased vegetation thickness may either result in greater attenuation of the 

signal or greater backscatter, depending on the dominating radar vegetation interactions.  

In terms of polarization of radar signal, HH polarization is most often recommended as it 

allows for the highest amount of vegetation penetration by minimizing the impact of vertical 

stalks and trunks (Balenzano et al. 2011; Della Vecchia et al. 2008; Romshoo et al. 2002; Ulaby 

and Batlivala, 1976). Recently, the sensitivity of cross-polarization (HV or VH) and the 

depolarization ratio (HV/VV) to vegetation has resulted in some focus being placed on this 

configuration for removing the impact of vegetation. The degree of depolarization is determined 

by structure and density of the vegetation (Patel et al. 2006) and is proportional to the volume 

scattering (Shi et al. 2004). The high sensitivity to crop height and low sensitivity to VWC 

suggests the depolarization ratio may be predominantly controlled by dry biomass which can be 

used to determine crop parameters to be substituted into retrieval methods (Della Vecchia et al. 

2008; Gherboudj et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2009).   

Longer wavelengths are recommended as they will penetrate vegetation (Blumberg et al. 

2000; Ulaby et al. 1986) and the perceived roughness will be less at long wavelengths (Blumberg 

et al. 2000; Lievens et al. 2011). Despite the lower penetration, some authors claim C band SAR 
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still shows appreciable sensitivity to soil moisture at high biomass (Romshoo et al. 2002), and its 

sensitivity to vegetation makes removal of the vegetation effect more reliable (Notarnicola et al. 

2006). In L band, the higher penetration means the longer wavelength is total plant sensitive as 

opposed to canopy sensitive (Patel et al. 2006) however, the double bounce, trunk-ground 

scattering is dominant at L band (Moghaddam et al. 2000). In cereal crops, with HH polarization, 

the penetration of L band signals minimize the vegetation sensitivity increasing the strength of 

the relationship to soil moisture (Della Vecchia et al. 2008; Mattia et al. 2009). Unfortunately, 

the true value of L band and longer SAR wavelengths for soil moisture monitoring from space is 

difficult to assess since the majority of operational SAR sensors operate in the shorter C band. 

While there are a few examples of studies based on the L band PALSAR which display the 

aptitude of this wavelength for soil moisture retrieval (Kasischke et al. 2011; Lievens and 

Verhoest, 2011; Lucas et al. 2010), more work is required to better understand the capabilities 

and limitations of such data from spaceborne platforms.  

Therefore, with single configuration radar the conventional wisdom introduced by Ulaby 

and Batlivala (1976) stated that for soil moisture retrieval the ideal radar parameters are a low 

frequency, low incidence angle and co-polarized configuration, and is largely maintained in the 

literature (Anguela et al. 2010; Aubert et al. 2011; Balenzano et al. 2011; Baghdadi et al. 2002a; 

Baghdadi et al. 2002c; Baup et al. 2007; Jackson et al. 1997).  

 

B.3.6 Soil Moisture Inversion Methods 

In the context of SAR soil moisture retrieval, model inversion is the process of reversing a 

selected backscatter model, where potentially unknown surface parameters can be determined 

from known backscatter. The problem of inversion can be under-defined where, at the pixel 

scale, a single backscatter value is decomposed into potentially multiple surface parameters 

(Loew and Mauser, 2006; Mattia et al. 2006; Shi et al. 1997). To mitigate the under-determined 

problem, many retrieval studies included a component of in situ data, where surface roughness 

was measured to reduce the number of unknowns to one (Baghdadi et al. 2002a; Jackson et al. 

1999; Le Hégarat-Mascle et al. 2002; Quesney et al, 2000; Romshoo et al, 2002; Shi et al. 1997; 

and others). Besides being ill-posed, soil moisture inversion encounters a problem of 

equifinality, where different combinations of surface roughness and dielectric constant may 

result in the same backscattering coefficient (Hoeben et al. 1997). This means the primary 
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limitation of conventional soil moisture inversion is in regards to the necessity of characterizing 

the soil surface (Davidson et al. 2003; Mattia et al. 2003b; Singh and Dubey, 2007). It is 

sometimes suggested that this is largely an issue of scale, where a large homogenous unit should 

be considered (Glenn and Carr, 2004; Le Hégarat-Mascle et al. 2002; Sahebi and Angles, 2010; 

Thoma et al. 2006; Thoma et al. 2008). It follows that at large scale, the effects of surface 

roughness may be operationally ignored because pixels are averaged at a scale beyond which 

small scale roughness differences affect radar backscattering, although hydrologically this leads 

to problems with respect to soil moisture heterogeneity.  

Because of the complicated nature of many backscattering models analytic inversion is 

impossible. Therefore, numerical, regression and other relational methods are often employed in 

order to establish a relationship between modeled and observed radar backscattering coefficient. 

Often a model is used to establish a theoretical relationship between a set of surface parameters, 

the soil dielectric properties and backscatter, which is validated against observed backscatter to 

determine the accuracy of the inversion. Unfortunately, the spatial variability of surface 

roughness and soil moisture often leads to disparity between simulations and measurements 

which may reach several decibels, making inversion results inaccurate (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 

2006; Baghdadi et al. 2008a). The following section will discuss many different methods of 

inversion which have been commonly applied for soil moisture retrieval. The majority of the 

discussed methods are based on application with the IEM, although many are applicable with 

other scattering models. 

 

B.3.6.1 Change Detection 

The difficulty often encountered in using semi-empirical models and the IEM is the 

parameterization of surface roughness and vegetation (Baghdadi et al. 2006; Dubois et al. 1995a; 

b; Merzouki et al. 2010), making simple techniques to derive soil moisture where other surface 

variables can be inherently accounted for attractive. Change detection techniques are employed 

to remove the effect of surface roughness variables, which are assumed constant in time, while 

making no a priori assumption about the scale and homogenous distribution of surface 

roughness. The removal of these assumed constant effects in the radar images allows for an 

empirical relationship to be established with soil moisture (Kim and van Zyl, 2009; Kurucu et al. 

2009; Moran et al., 2000; Pathe et al. 2009; Quesney et al. 2000; Zribi et al. 2007). It is often 
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assumed that vegetation growth does not change between acquisitions or that the time interval 

between acquisitions is inherently too short for change (Joseph et al. 2008), otherwise vegetation 

is explicitly accounted for in the model (Wickel et al. 2001). 

An initial acquisition is made for a dry date, where the effect of the dielectric constant on 

radar backscatter can be negated. If the effect of the dielectric constant is eliminated then 

measured backscatter will be solely a function of surface roughness (Wagner et al. 1999). The 

backscatter coefficient is then subtracted from subsequent wet images to remove the influence of 

roughness. This simple technique for acquiring the dry backscatter coefficient is applicable in 

regions with distinct dry seasons, otherwise, soil moisture observations or model predictions are 

required to establish the relationship. The general equation is given by: 

 βασ += vsoil M               (B-8) 

where β is a function of soil roughness which is eliminated from the equation by assuming it 

does not change between radar observations. Therefore, 

 ( )0vvdrysoil MM −=− ασσ                  (B-9) 

where Mv0 is the moisture content of the dry image which is assumed to be approximately zero 

resulting in  

vdrysoil Mασσ ≈−             (B-10) 

The resulting retrieval method is much simpler than the use of models (Zribi et al. 2007) 

and can often allow for a simple linear relationship between backscatter and soil moisture 

(Moran et al. 2000). Moran et al. (2000) noted that in semi-arid regions with little change in 

vegetation cover, the derived empirical relationship produced accurate results when soil moisture 

was above 20% but when soil was relatively dry the change detection method produced results 

which had a difference of less than 1 dB. 

Other research has applied the change detection technique to non-homogenous areas by 

incorporating multiple empirical models. For example, Quesney et al. (2000) used unsupervised 

classification to determine crop classes, allowing for the isolation of wheat fields. Le Hégarat-

Mascle et al. (2002) and Zribi et al. (2007) used a similar procedure where Le Hégarat-Mascle et 

al. extended the procedure to include multiple crop types and accounted for the crop growth 

through use of a RT model (Karam et al. 1992), whereas Zribi et al. (2007) used a WCM to 

account for vegetation at a regional scale, resulting in a more parsimonious retrieval model.  
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Kurucu et al. (2009) attempted to account for vegetation using a change detection methodology 

by incorporating a near infrared (NIR) optical image through an image fusion technique of 

RADARSAT-1 and SPOT data, which provided a better soil moisture return than either data type 

alone. In a similar attempt, Kim and van Zyl (2009) combined radiometer data with SAR to 

improve the retrieval response. The application of polarization ratios in a time series context can 

also be an effective way of decoupling the influence of vegetation (Balenzano, et al. 2011). 

Currently, there are two primary limiting factors of the change detection technique. The main 

limitation is the availability of data with a short time lag and similar viewing geometry. The 

other, is with respect to the constant surface roughness condition when applied at the field scale 

as in Lievens and Verhoest (2012). Change detection techniques may only be valid over short 

time periods since tillage, erosion and other processes may alter surface roughness, which is 

especially influential at smaller scales.  

 

B.3.6.2 Optimization of a Cost Function 

For the optimization problem, a cost function is established which is a measure of error in the 

system. Once acceptable error criteria have been established, an iterative procedure is employed 

to search for the parameters that provide the minimum error. Pauwels et al. (2002) minimized the 

difference between the IEM and Oh model finding the solution that optimally fit both models. 

Joseph et al. (2010) employed an optimization algorithm to find the RMS height and correlation 

length characteristics, which minimized the difference between model predictions generated with 

observed soil moisture and a series of backscatter measurements. Wang et al. (2011) and van der 

Velde et al. (2012) used a minimization algorithm to optimize soil moisture from the IEM by 

using multi-angular data to determine surface roughness. The most common approach found in 

the literature uses the Bayesian MAP framework to determine the parameters which minimize 

the cost function using the posterior probability distribution (Pierdicca et al. 2010; Mattia et al. 

2009; Mattia et al. 2006).  

Considering the known uncertainty in soil moisture retrieval resulting from the inherent 

variability of surface roughness and soil moisture over the field to watershed scale, optimization 

techniques represent an opportunity to better parameterize retrieval models in an operational 

algorithm especially when field sampling at a representative scale is not feasible.  
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B.3.6.3 Linear and Non-Linear Interpolation 

Linear inversion is based on a simple least squares fitting of the desired parameter and model 

simulations of the backscattering coefficient, and is often applied at larger spatial scales (i.e. 

Anguela et al. 2010; Baghdadi et al. 2006; Baghdadi et al. 2007; Baup et al. 2007; Bourgeau-

Chavez et al. 2007). Direct linear inversion models are site specific and require classification of a 

radar scene prior to inversion. For example, Bourgeau-Chavez et al. (2007) grouped areas with 

different burn severity before retrieving surface soil moisture in the Boreal forest, and in 

agricultural settings many authors have classified fields based on the crop type, tillage practices 

or soil texture (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2006; Baghdadi et al. 2007; Balenzano et al. 2011; Quesney 

et al. 2000; and others). While the accepted relationship between backscatter and soil moisture is 

non-linear, Quesney et al. (2000) found that if the scale is sufficiently large, the relationship 

between radar backscattering signal and surface soil moisture could be approximated by a linear 

function. If the relationship is assumed non-linear, the form of the non-linear model used in 

inversion varies from exponential (Baghdadi et al. 2006) to polynomial (De Roo et al. 2001; Shi 

et al. 1997; Su et al. 1997; Altese et al. 1996) depending on the nature of the relationship 

between backscatter and surface conditions. Both linear and non-linear least squares inversions, 

are only applicable when one soil parameter (i.e. soil moisture) is considered unknown. Since the 

surface roughness parameters must be known in order to derive soil moisture, multiple inversion 

models are required to determine distributed soil moisture, where surface roughness parameters 

are required for each area under examination. 

 

B.3.6.4 Look Up Table Inversion 

Inversion by look up table (LUT) is similar in process to inversion by least squares interpolation 

and has been successfully applied in a number of studies (i.e. Bryant et al. 2007; Merzouki et al. 

2011; Rabus et al. 2010; Rahman et al. 2007; Rahman et al. 2008). A forward model is run for a 

diverse range of variables for a given radar configuration. The soil parameters which resulted in 

a specific backscattering coefficient are stored in tabular format to be retrieved when a similar 

backscattering coefficient occurs. This method of inversion is relatively simple, computationally 

efficient and can be used to find an inversion solution for more than one parameter (Rahman et 

al. 2007). Interpolation can also be used when an observed value is between table values (Huang 

et al. 2010; Rabus et al. 2010). 
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B.3.6.5 Statistical Probability Inversion 

Statistical inversion is used to create a probability distribution function (PDF) from which the 

statistical likelihood of particular soil moisture value can be determined from the surface 

properties of the soil and the backscattered signal. A Bayesian approach is employed where a 

forward model is used to establish a PDF  to determine the probability of finding a 

backscattering coefficient   given a set or subset of soil parameters   (Notarnicola et al. 2008), 

which have been assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution (Notarnicola et al. 2008; Zhan et al. 

2006; Notarnicola et al. 2006).  

The standard Bayesian approach seeks an optimal estimator as the mean value of the PDF 

(Notarnicola et al. 2006; Pierdicca et al. 2008). This approach is extended to derive a joint 

Gaussian PDF accounting for noise as well as surface roughness parameters (Notarnicola et al. 

2008). Pierdicca et al. (2008, 2010) compared the minimum variance (MV) Bayesian technique 

to the maximum posterior probability estimator (MAP) and found that if no correlation between 

RMS height and l were assumed that MAP would retrieve soil moisture with a slightly higher 

accuracy than MV, and would retrieve roughness parameters slightly worse than MV. If RMS 

height and l were assumed correlated MV retrieval produced higher accuracy than MAP for both 

soil moisture and surface roughness (Pierdicca et al. 2008). For both methods, the quality of the 

a priori information used to establish the PDF is important, as poor data can lead to a wide 

distribution and poor retrieval results (Pierdicca et al. 2008).  

In a time series approach Pierdicca et al. (2010) used the MAP method to incorporate a 

time series of SAR acquisitions, where the conditional probability of the current surface 

parameter (i.e. soil moisture) was determined given the current backscattering signal and the 

parameter’s previous state, if the two observations were assumed close enough to be related. In 

order to invert soil moisture from a model without a priori knowledge of surface roughness, 

Verhoest et al. (2007b) related surface roughness to tillage and agricultural calendars through 

possibility distributions. A possibility distribution represents a fuzzy subset of a known variable 

and provides a weaker association than a probability distribution because it accounts for inherent 

uncertainty in large scale measurements (Verhoest et al. 2007b). Since the possibility 

distributions were wide, leading to uncertain soil moisture retrieval, a following study proposed 

the use of a joint possibility distribution to account for interactions between RMS height and l 
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(Vernieuwe et al. 2011). Unfortunately, different agricultural practices (i.e. speed, tiller depth, 

etc.) lead to different roughness characteristics, making identification of accurate possibility 

distributions difficult, especially at the core of the distribution, which hindered retrieval accuracy 

(Vernieuwe et al. 2011). 

 

B.3.6.6 Artificial Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) link a defined set of training inputs through a weight matrix 

with a hidden layer composed of artificial neurons. A feedforward ANN is considered to be a 

universal approximator of any non-linear function and has been used with success for inverting 

soil moisture models (i.e. Baghdadi et al. 2002a; Fung, 1994; Lakhankar et al. 2006; Notarnicola 

et al. 2008; Pierdicca et al. 2008; Said et al. 2008; Satalino et al. 2002). Once the architecture of 

the network is determined, a dataset is created using a surface scattering model in forward mode 

to train the ANN, which can subsequently simulate a response for a given input value. In 

comparison studies, ANNs have been found to be able to retrieve soil moisture with greater 

accuracy than conventional or multiple regression (Said et al. 2008), fuzzy logic (Lakhankar et 

al. 2006) and Bayesian inversion approaches (Notarnicola et al. 2008; Pierdicca et al. 2008). 

Also, in comparison to a Bayesian approach, Notarnicola et al. (2008) found that increasing the 

number of parameters used in the inversion decreased the accuracy of the Bayesian method, 

while increasing the accuracy of the ANN retrieval. Ancillary data, such as NDVI, LAI, optical 

depth and land-cover, are used to supplement backscatter and surface roughness to improve the 

inversion results (Lakhankar et al. 2006; Notarnicola et al. 2008; Said et al. 2008). When a 

separate ANN was trained for each season, it was found that soil moisture retrieval performance 

increased (Said et al. 2008), suggesting that an ANN trained for specific rather than general 

conditions may be a more capable tool for retrieving soil moisture. Baghdadi et al. (2002a) used 

multiple backscattering coefficients from different configurations (i.e. VV23°, HH39°, etc.) as 

input to the ANN and was able to simultaneously invert soil moisture and RMS height. This 

demonstrates one of the inherent advantages of the ANN over least squares regression methods, 

in that a single network, if provided adequate input, is better at simultaneously retrieving 

multiple surface parameters, even when the surface is slightly vegetated (Notarnicola et al. 2008; 

Said et al. 2008).  
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The use of fuzzy logic in soil moisture retrieval has been proposed by a few authors 

(Lakhankar et al. 2006; Verhoest et al. 2007a) as a method for soil moisture retrieval comparable 

to PDFs and also allowed for the computation of confidence intervals. A fuzzy set is designed to 

allow partial membership into a Boolean set based on the amount of correlation to observations. 

Lakhankar et al. (2006) found that in a classification algorithm fuzzy logic models were able to 

retrieve soil moisture slightly less accurately, but with more consistency than artificial neural 

networks. 

 

B.3.7 Soil Moisture Retrieval Uncertainty 

In light of the hydrological applications of soil moisture retrieval, it is important that some 

consideration be given to the quantification of uncertainty in retrieval results, an aspect which 

has been little explored. Sources of uncertainty arise from speckle, surface roughness 

characterization, forward models and inversion techniques. Even the choice of dielectric model 

can introduce uncertainty as high as 4% (Fernández-Gálvez 2008). The uncertainty caused by 

speckle is mitigated by averaging and filtering, but cannot actually be known since it is 

impossible to retrieve backscatter without speckle (De Keyser et al. 2012). To account for the 

contribution of speckle to uncertainty, Barber et al. (2012) use a polarimetric mutli-look 

technique to infer speckle statistical properties, which can be accounted for as a source of error 

in Bayesian retrieval. Lakhankar et al. (2012) found that uncertainty, represented as the variation 

in backscatter, was positively related to land-cover heterogeneity, which poses a theoretical 

obstacle to large scale filtering. When retrieving soil moisture from grasslands and wetlands 

using ASAR wide swath data, van der Velde et al. (2012) found that the parameterization of 

surface roughness was a larger source of uncertainty than soil moisture variability, vegetation 

heterogeneity or models errors. If the assumption can be made that surface roughness is the 

primary source of uncertainty, Monte Carlo methods are a potential mechanism to quantify 

uncertainty (De Keyser et al. 2012; Salama et al. 2012). Inverting soil moisture using Bayesian 

methods (Notarnicola et al. 2006; Pierdicca et al. 2010), possibility distributions (Verhoest et al. 

2007b) or fuzzy logic (Lakhankar et al. 2006; Verhoest et al. 2007a) all have the advantage of 

inherently deriving soil moisture retrievals with uncertainty. Unfortunately, the support of the 

retrieval distributions may be unacceptably large and require refinement before they can be 

considered for operational use (Vernieuwe et al. 2011). From an operational perspective, 
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accounting for uncertainty is a critically important topic, which requires a focused research 

effort, especially as a consensus begins to emerge towards accepted soil moisture retrieval 

techniques. 

  

B.3.8 Improvement of Retrieval through an Initial Guess and Ancillary Data 

The spatial and temporal variability of soil moisture combined with the multiple influences and 

speckle inherent in SAR elicits a situation where accurate retrieval of soil moisture from a 

backscattered radar signal is difficult. In these circumstances, the incorporation of a priori 

information in the retrieval algorithm to either constrain the range of potential soil moisture 

outcomes or supplement retrieved data to improve the retrieval result may be beneficial. One 

method of constraining the retrieval algorithm to a likely outcome is the use of possibility and 

probability distributions to determine the most probable value of soil moisture from observed 

backscatter and the probable state of the surface roughness (Notarnicola et al. 2008; Pierdicca et 

al. 2008; Pierdicca et al. 2010; Verhoest et al. 2007b; Vernieuwe et al. 2011). Baghdadi et al. 

(2002a) improved retrieval from an ANN by introducing a constraint through weather forecasts 

and field knowledge. The analogous data was used to classify the soil condition as either moist 

or very moist prior to input into the ANN. 

Passive remote sensing offers a source of commensurate information which can aid in the 

retrieval of soil moisture. Radar emissions are more strongly correlated to soil dielectric 

properties than active SAR, but can only be collected at coarser resolution (~30-40 km) 

(Anderson and Croft, 2009). Low resolution radiometer data has been combined with high 

resolution SAR data through a Bayesian framework (Zhan et al. 2006) and through time series 

analysis (Narayan et al. 2006). In the case of the latter, SAR was used to determine the relative 

amount of change in soil moisture within the footprint of a radiometer. This method is planned 

for SMAP where active and passive data will be simultaneously acquired and radiometer data 

will be disaggregated with SAR (Entekhabi et al. 2010). The result is the retrieval of soil 

moisture which is more accurate than with SAR alone, at the cost of a compromise in spatial 

resolution (Narayan et al. 2006; Zhan et al. 2006). 

Another potentially powerful source of a priori information comes from hydrological 

models. The hydrologic model is used to create an ‘initial guess’ of soil moisture conditions. 

Using a Bayesian approach, Mattia et al. (2006) combined a simplified Thornwaite lumped water 
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balance model on a monthly scale with an IEM inversion algorithm. The quality of the initial 

guess proved to be very important in reducing the error in the retrieval. It was found that a poor 

quality ‘initial guess’ decreased RMSE from 9.6 % to 5.9 %, whereas a high quality ‘initial 

guess’ reduced the error to 2.8 % (Mattia et al. 2006). Advanced hydrological models such as the 

TOPMODEL land-atmosphere transfer scheme (TOPLATS) (Famiglietti and Wood, 1994) and 

the Process Oriented Multiscale Evapotranspiration Model (PROMET) (Mauser and Schadlich, 

1998) have also been combined with SAR to improve the accuracy of soil moisture estimation 

(Mattia et al. 2009). The model data were combined with multi-temporal 25 km2 resolution L 

band SAR images to derive soil moisture at 0.01 km2 resolution (Mattia et al. 2009). In all cases, 

incorporation of a priori information improved the accuracy of the soil moisture retrieval.  

 

B.3.9 Advantages of Multi-configuration SAR 

With the increasing availability of SAR data, more emphasis is being placed on the retrieval of 

soil moisture from multi-configuration data. It has long been clear that a single radar 

configuration (i.e. C Band, 23°, HH) was not sufficient to accurately retrieve soil moisture from 

distributed surfaces (Altese et al. 1996). Modern satellites such as ENVISAT ASAR, 

RADARSAT 2 and ALOS PALSAR are capable of imaging the surface with multiple 

polarizations from multiple angles with a relatively short revisit time. These advances have 

allowed for the retrieval of soil moisture from solely remote sensing sources (i.e. Wang et al. 

2011).  

Multiple polarization radar allows for the simultaneous acquisition of two (ASAR, 

RADARSAT 1/2, PALSAR) or four (RADARSAT 2) polarizations (i.e. HH, VV, HV, VH). The 

availability of multi-polarized data has allowed for the application of the Oh model (Oh, 2004), 

which requires the co-polarization and depolarization ratios, as well as polarimetric 

decomposition. Perhaps the greatest operational advantage of multiple polarizations is the 

calculation of the co-polarization ratio (HH/VV) and the depolarization ratio (HV/VV), which 

can be used to quantify vegetation parameters (McNairn and Brisco, 2004). The depolarization 

ratio is useful for determining crop height and plant density (Gherboudj et al. 2011), while cross-

polarization is more closely related to NDVI than other forms of backscatter (Bindlish and 

Barros, 2001). Despite this advantage over vegetated soil, when soils were bare Baghdadi et al. 

(2006) found that using ASAR dual-polarization data only improved soil moisture retrieval 
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accuracy by ~1%, whereas Notarnicola et al. (2008) noted that multi-polarization configurations 

only improved retrieval results under dry soil moisture conditions. Despite this, polarimetric 

SAR offers great promise for soil moisture retrieval. Polarimetric methods model the amplitude 

and phase difference in the backscatter response of different polarizations. By decomposing the 

polarimetric response, the individual contributions of vegetation, surface roughness and soil 

moisture can be separated (Iodice et al, 2011; Hajnsek et al. 2009; Jagdhuber et al. 2009). 

Unfortunately, polarimetric decomposition is currently limited to simple models, and has only 

recently begun to be explored in terms of soil moisture research.  

Of greater importance in terms of soil moisture retrieval is the ability of satellites to 

collect data at multiple incidence angles (Baghdadi et al. 2006; McNairn and Brisco, 2004; 

Notarnicola et al. 2008; Sahebi et al. 2002; Srivastava et al. 2003; Zribi and Deschambre, 2002; 

Zribi et al. 2005). The greatest advantage of multiple incidence angle data with conventional 

inversion techniques is the ability to quantify surface roughness without the need for in situ 

measurements. Between two different incidence angles, the impact of soil moisture on the 

difference in backscatter is negligible compared to that of surface roughness (Srivastava et al. 

2003; Zribi and Deschambre, 2002; Zribi et al. 2005). This allows for the determination of 

surface roughness if both a high and low incidence angle SAR image is available over a time 

period in which soil moisture has not changed. Utilizing high and low incidence angle data 

allowed Wang et al. (2011) to fully parameterize surface roughness (with an assumed ACF) and 

soil moisture using the Zs index (Zribi and Deschambre, 2002) and the calibrated correlation 

length (Baghdadi et al. 2006). 

Currently, simultaneous acquisition of multi-incidence angle data is only possible with 

Terra SAR-X and TanDEM-X. Otherwise, collecting backscatter from an area is only possible at 

one incidence angle per orbit. This results in a necessary delay between the images at low and 

high incidence angles of typically 3 to 5 days during which time the soil moisture hydrology may 

change significantly. Most studies using satellite based SAR assume that the change in soil 

moisture between the two acquisitions is negligible and care must be taken to ensure that 

precipitation has not occurred between scenes. In order to improve the retrieval of soil moisture, 

Baghdadi et al. (2008) suggested that future satellites and the launch of more SAR satellites will 

decrease the temporal distribution between low and high incidence angle scenes. Planned 

satellite constellations such as Sentinel-1, RADARSAT Constellation and SAOCOM incorporate 
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multiple SAR satellites decreasing the revisit time (Attema et al. 2009; Flett et al. 2009; Torres et 

al. 2012). The decrease in revisit time of satellites with the same configurations will also enhance 

the possibilities of change detection techniques.  

 

B.4 Hydrological Applications: Advances and Key Issues 

 

B.4.1 Watershed Characteristics and Soil Moisture Variability 

Retrieval of soil moisture from SAR requires several necessary assumptions about the spatial 

characteristics of soil moisture at the SAR scale. It should be noted at this point that each of the 

backscatter models discussed so far (IEM, Oh, Dubois) all explicitly account for the soil 

structure variability, while soil moisture is assumed either homogenous or to represent the mean 

soil moisture state. This assumption is often accounted for in the retrieval process rather than the 

model, where soil moisture is inverted as a mean at the field scale or larger (Baghdadi and Zribi, 

2006; Lievens and Verhoest, 2011; Paloscia, 2002; Verhoest et al. 2007b; and others). The 

central limit theorem gives the basis for these assumptions, where small scale non-linear 

variability is expected to average out and behave in a linear fashion as scale increases (Quesnel 

et al. 2000; Sivapalan and Wood, 1986). However, the presence of non-random influences on 

soil moisture structure causes only some non-linearity to be averaged out with scale (Blöschl and 

Sivapalan, 1995). Therefore, an appropriate discussion of the hydrological value of SAR soil 

moisture begins with a discussion of the spatial structure and variability of soil moisture at the 

sub-catchment scale. 

 

B.4.1.1 Soil moisture spatial variation  

Soil moisture spatial variation is known to increase with observation scale (Das and Mohanty, 

2008; Famiglietti et al. 2008), where the variability is related to the mean soil moisture content 

for a given scale as a result of dominant surface processes at work. Some authors have found that 

soil moisture variability decreases with increasing soil moisture content (Brocca et al. 2010; Choi 

and Jacobs, 2007; Famiglietti et al. 1999; Hupet and Vanclooster, 2002; Western et al. 2004; and 

others), while others have found the opposite trend of increasing variability with mean soil 

moisture (Famiglietti et al. 1998; Vivoni et al. 2008; Western et al. 1998; Western et al. 2004; 

and others). Despite the literature showing some contention based on local conditions, a 
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consensus is beginning to emerge on the processes and relationships between surface soil 

moisture and its spatial variability. At sub-field scales (~50m-200m) spatial structure and 

dominant processes are difficult to establish.  Famiglietti et al. (2008) found that at scales of less 

than 100 m soil moisture mean and standard deviation were unrelated, but noted under-sampling 

as a problem. Famiglietti et al. (1998, 1999) found that the spatial distribution of soil moisture 

was influenced by landscape features on hillslopes, whereas Hupet and Vanclooster (2002) 

determined that soil spatial structure and topography were unimportant factors and LAI 

influenced soil moisture variability through evapotranspiration. At field scales, the spatial 

variability of soil moisture changes with its mean as a result of the transition between wet and 

dry conditions and the regional climate (Brocca et al. 2007). In a review of several soil moisture 

datasets Brocca et al. (2007) point out that across various scales, in semi-arid environments soil 

moisture variability increases as the soil becomes wetter, whereas humid environments tend to 

have greater variability during drydown. The controlling influence of this relationship is the 

pattern of precipitation. When the local climatology results in heterogeneous precipitation, the 

non-uniform wetting results in increased soil moisture variability (Brocca et al. 2007; Cosh et al. 

2004; Famiglietti et al. 2008; Vivoni et al. 2008), whereas when precipitation is homogeneous, 

and at smaller scales, precipitation results in a decrease in the variability of soil moisture (Brocca 

et al. 2007; Cosh et al. 2004; Das and Mohanty, 2008; Jacobs et al. 2004; Ryu and Famiglietti, 

2006; Wilson et al. 2003). For the purposes of further discussion, it will now be assumed that at 

the typical scale of SAR soil moisture retrievals (approx. < 1 km2) precipitation results in 

decreasing variability. Shortly following wetting, soil moisture variability is dominated by 

simple scaling processes resulting from differences in porosity, hydraulic conductivity and 

topography (Das and Mohanty, 2008; Famiglietti et al. 1999; Famiglietti et al. 2008; Heathman 

et al. 2009; Peters-Lidard et al. 2001). During drydown, soil moisture variability transitions to 

have a greater influence from multi-scale processes where vegetation type, soil moisture 

redistribution, drainage and texture dominate, thereby increasing the variability of soil moisture 

at moderate wetness conditions (Bosch et al. 2006; Das and Mohanty, 2008; Entin et al. 2000; 

Famiglietti et al. 2008; Peters-Lidard et al. 2001). Continued drying results in a decrease in soil 

moisture variability, where the preserved variation is a result of soil texture, particularly clay 

content, and the concavity of the landscape (Das and Mohanty, 2008; Famiglietti et al. 1998). 

The dominant processes determining the variation of soil moisture are the result of a change 
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from control of infiltration in wet conditions to control by drainage and evapotranspiration in dry 

conditions (Peters-Lidard et al. 2001). Therefore, the overall relationship between mean soil 

moisture and the coefficient of variation is concave down with the smallest amount of variability 

during wet and dry conditions (Ryu and Famiglietti, 2005). This soil moisture variation 

relationship has implications for when SAR soil moisture would have the most potential benefit 

for hydrological applications. Since watershed scale precipitation (if relatively uniform) and long 

dry periods tend to homogenize soil moisture, the benefit to be realized from the spatially 

distributed SAR retrieved soil moisture, as compared to less costly radiometer derived soil 

moisture, may not be significant. However, the spatial variability introduced at intermediate soil 

moisture states is a potential source of uncertainty which can be mitigated by spatially distributed 

soil moisture as derived from SAR.  

 

B.4.1.2 Soil moisture temporal variation 

The concept of temporal stability was introduced by Vachaud et al. (1985) and states that soil 

moisture at different locations, while variable in time, exhibit stability of rank when compared to 

the mean of other surrounding locations. That is, when several sites are ranked based on soil 

moisture, while the mean soil moisture may change, the ranking of any individual sites with 

respect to the others remains relatively constant in time. This concept has implications in terms 

of soil moisture retrieval from the perspective of sampling validation data and more importantly 

from the perspective of the retrieval model and hydrological applications. By sampling at a mid-

rank representative field site Brocca et al. (2010) were able to collect 10 samples from a field 

which represented the catchment (60 km2) soil moisture with an R2 of 0.96 and RMSE of 2.38%.  

Many authors have noted soil moisture measurements displayed temporal stability at both 

the field and catchment scale (Bosch et al. 2006; Cosh et al. 2004; Entin et al. 2000; Vivoni et al. 

2008). Despite the propensity for temporal persistence shown in various studies, the strength of 

the temporal stability remains difficult to predict by external indicators. Topography influences 

temporal stability, where topographically flat areas have been found to have poor stability of 

temporal variations (Mohanty and Skaggs, 2001), whereas on mountainous terrain time stable 

locations were located at mid elevations while high and low elevations were relatively less stable 

(Vivoni et al. 2008). Additional factors influencing temporal stability include soil characteristics 

(Jacobs et al. 2004), which change only slowly, and vegetation (Vivoni et al. 2008) which plays 
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only a minor role in temporal persistence (Cosh et al. 2004). Unfortunately, temporal persistence 

may be interrupted at different spatial and temporal scales due to disturbances such as rainfall or 

vegetation growth at large scales and overland flow or land management at small scales (Cosh, et 

al. 2004; Mohanty et al. 2000a; Mohanty et al. 2000b). This naturally leads to two primary 

questions, the first being how long does it take for the temporal pattern to re-emerge following a 

disturbance and second being about the reliability of temporal stability for hydrological 

applications. The answer to the first question is naturally dependent on watershed characteristics, 

while the second is related to the mean soil moisture state. For example, Parada and Liang (2008) 

were able to assimilate coarse soil moisture data disaggregated with temporal ratios and found 

recovery of information lost by coarse soil moisture data alone. However, this advantage was lost 

following precipitation which disturbed the rank stability relationship (Parada and Liang, 2008). 

Notwithstanding that limitation, the use of temporal stability has some hydrological merit but 

requires parameterization without in situ measurement to be useful at the watershed scale or 

larger. Since backscatter is related to soil moisture, temporal stability patterns in soil moisture 

are also detectable in SAR backscatter signals and can therefore be derived in the absence of 

ground measurements using change detection methods for sensors such as ASAR (Wagner et al. 

2008).   

 

B.4.1.3 Soil moisture distribution 

Remotely sensed soil moisture retrieves a spatially averaged value of soil moisture at the spatial 

resolution of the sensor, or the speckle filter applied. The spatial averaging neglects the sub-pixel 

variability inherent in surface soil moisture. Thus, it is important from the perspective of 

validation of soil moisture retrievals, particularly at the field scale, that the selected PDF of the 

soil moisture observations is consistent with that being observed by the sensor (Ryu and 

Famiglietti, 2005). Often soil moisture distribution is assumed normal, and that multiple point 

samples will represent the mean field scale soil moisture as determined from the remote sensing 

platform (Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006; Lievens and Verhoest, 2011, Paloscia, 2002; Verhoest et al. 

2007b; and others). While normality is generally assumed, the behaviour of soil moisture 

distributions during wetting and drying are difficult to predetermine. Under moderate to wet 

conditions Wilson et al. (2003) found that field sites in New Zealand were normally distributed.  

During the Southern Great Plains ’97 field experiment it was found that on approximately 36% 
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of sampling dates the soil moisture distribution was non-normal (Famiglietti et al. 1999) and 

similarly in central Italy when considering volumetric soil moisture nearly half of measured sites 

were non-normal (p = 0.05) (Brocca et al. 2007). At the field scale, soil moisture distribution was 

unimodal and skewed based on soil moisture conditions. Since the soil moisture distribution is 

bounded by the wilting point and saturation point, the distribution of soil moisture has been 

found to become increasingly skewed and non-normal as the mean soil moisture value 

approaches either boundary (Das et al. 2008; Famiglietti et al. 1999). Only when soil moisture 

was in an intermediary state was it normally distributed (Das et al. 2008; Famiglietti et al. 1999). 

At catchment to watershed scales soil moisture is less likely to be normally distributed as soil 

moisture distribution is no longer the result of random processes but is rather structured by 

vegetation, topography, precipitation and soil characteristics. The influence of structure on the 

soil moisture distribution causes a shift towards heavy-tailed distributions and multimodality. As 

a result of this, Ryu and Famiglietti (2005) suggest at larger scales that soil moisture distribution 

is best described by multiple normal distributions which are superimposed upon each other as 

soil moisture exceeds 18% and by the beta distribution below that threshold. Therefore, the use 

of spatially averaged soil moisture to validate remote sensing observations may produce a small 

bias at the field scale when conditions are wet or dry and uncertainty exists for coarse resolution 

or aggregated SAR data (i.e. Kong and Dorling, 2008; Le Hégarat-Mascle et al. 2002; Thoma et 

al. 2006). By extension, the above discussion also suggests the field scale as optimal for soil 

moisture retrieval that is coarse enough to reduce radiometric uncertainty while being fine 

enough to not introduce uncertainty as a result of hydrological processes.       

 

B.4.2 SAR Retrieval Error and Soil Moisture Scaling Issues in Hydrology 

The single major advantage of retrieving soil moisture from SAR sensors is the high spatial 

resolution, which comes at a significant cost of (currently) low temporal resolution and relatively 

poor radiometric resolution. This is the reason for the recent trend where platforms such as 

AMSR-E, SMOS and to some extent SMAP have received much greater attention, as side by 

side comparisons show radiometer retrievals to have significantly lower retrieval error than SAR 

(Bindlish et al. 2009; Bolton et al. 2003). With respect to retrievals, and in the absence of 

uncertainty in surface roughness and vegetation, errors largely result from the influence of 

speckle. Speckle emerges from random constructive and destructive wave interference as the 
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signal travels between the target and antenna (Mattia et al. 2003a; Thoma et al. 2008) resulting in 

fluctuations between adjacent pixels of up to 18 dB (Ulaby et al. 1982). In order to compensate 

for the effects of speckle, radar images are regularly filtered in order to determine the ‘true’ 

backscattering coefficient using one of many potential speckle reduction filters (See Lee et al. 

1994 for a review). The effect of filters is to capture the central tendencies of a group of pixels, 

thereby negating speckle. Also common, is the retrieval of soil moisture at the pixel scale and 

averaging soil moisture values across larger scales (Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006; Lievens and 

Verhoest, 2011; Paloscia, 2002; Verhoest et al. 2007b; and others). In essence, both methods 

result in a tradeoff, where spatial resolution and/or soil properties heterogeneity are sacrificed in 

order to compensate for poor radiometric resolution (Barber et al. 2012; Thoma et al. 2006, 

2008). As the spatial scale increases to catchment scale, the variability of surface characteristics 

is reduced and backscatter is more sensitive to changes in soil moisture (Alvarez-Mozos et al. 

2005). This becomes a difficult balance, as decreasing spatial scale decreases soil moisture 

variability making soil moisture retrieval more representative of the hydrological state. This must 

be balanced with increasing spatial scale through aggregation, which increases retrieved soil 

moisture accuracy (Alvarez-Mozos et al. 2005), at the cost of simultaneously increasing sub-grid 

soil moisture variability and uncertainty. In essence, the balance described is between 

hydrological and radiometric uncertainty. Famiglietti et al. (2008) characterize soil moisture 

variability as a function of spatial scale as 

 ( ) DSCSVar ⋅=                              (B-11) 

where S is the log of the spatial scale, C is a parameter and D is the fractal dimension determined 

to be 0.86. Since the variability increases exponentially with scale, the goal of soil moisture 

retrieval from SAR must be to balance the need for accurate soil moisture retrieval without 

compromising the benefit of higher resolution.  

Thoma et al. (2006, 2008) studied the impact of using a median filter to reduce the effect 

of speckle on soil moisture retrievals using change detection, theoretical and semi-empirical 

models. They found that a 7 X 7 median filter best represented the mean backscatter value, 

whereas a 15 X 15 median filter removed most of the variability induced by speckle (Thoma et 

al. 2006). Despite these findings, they opted to use a 5 X 5 filter as a balance to maintain the 

spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture. However, filtering alone was not adequate to reduce the 

errors in the soil moisture retrieval and spatial averaging was still required (Thoma et al. 2008). 
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The net result was that to have an acceptable level of accuracy in soil moisture retrieval (+/- 0.05 

m3m-3) a combination of median filtering and spatial averaging reduced the ground resolution to 

25 to 160 times that of the SAR pixel resolution (Thoma et al. 2008). The specific size of the 

effective resolution changes with surface characteristics of the field, where greater variability 

leads to coarser effective resolution. In order to maintain the fine scale soil moisture features it is 

necessary to use hyper-resolution sensors such as TerraSAR-X (1 m) (Anguela et al. 2010; 

Aubert et al. 2011) or to minimize the effects of speckle without compromising spatial 

resolution. Along this line, Doubkova et al. (2012) suggest that the upcoming launch of Sentinel-

1 with a radiometric resolution greater than ASAR (Torres et al. 2012) will have a positive 

impact on the potential for soil moisture retrieval.  

The above has implications for field sampling campaigns carried out to verify soil 

moisture retrievals. At the field scale, in order to estimate soil moisture to within 2% of the true 

mean, between 4 to 15 samples are required for dry conditions and 15-40 samples in intermediate 

conditions decreasing again to 4 to 15 samples in extremely wet conditions (Brocca et al. 2010; 

Famiglietti et al. 2008; Jacobs et al. 2004). The variability in the number of samples required to 

characterize soil moisture changes as the variability of soil moisture increases at intermediate 

states of wetness (Brocca et al. 2010; Brocca et al. 2007; Famiglietti et al. 2008; Jacobs et al. 

2004). Sampling depth is also an important consideration as the maximum variability of soil 

moisture occurs at the 5 cm depth (Choi and Jacobs, 2007), which is inconveniently the 

penetration depth of most SAR sensors in C and L band (Ulaby et al. 1986). The large range of 

variability experienced at the field/catchment scale brings into question the appropriateness of 

using a static goal for the acceptable error in soil moisture retrieval. Often a goal of 4-5% is 

considered an acceptable level of accuracy, as this is presumed to be representative of the 

variability at the watershed scale (Kerr et al. 2010). However, soil moisture variability is known 

to vary as a function of the mean value with the greatest variability, and presumably the largest 

potential for retrieval error, at intermediate values with less variability during dry and wet 

periods. Assuming that sub-pixel soil moisture variability is normally distributed, a variable error 

target can be established where the threshold of acceptable error ɛtarget is given by  

 ( )
( )( ) sat

sat
ett

xf ε
σε
σµε += −1

2

arg 2exp
,;              (B-12) 
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where the function f represents the standard normal distribution about the mean μ of watershed 

scale soil moisture for pixel value x normalized by the standard deviation σ and shifted by the 

radiometric sensitivity of the sensor to soil moisture εsat. The parameter εsat can be derived as the 

product of the slope of a regression analysis between soil moisture and backscatter and the 

radiometric accuracy of the sensor. Therefore in wet and dry conditions which experience less 

heterogeneity the target error is closely related to the radiometric accuracy of the sensor, and the 

allowable error increases at intermediate and highly heterogeneous soil moisture states. Figure 

B-4 shows the target error function for sub-watershed soil moisture retrieval applied to select 

measurements from the 1120 km2 Seine River watershed (Aubert et al. 2003). Using the 

proposed function, greater watershed variability results in less stringent accuracy requirements, 

with wet and dry extreme areas have the most strict retrieval targets as the sub-pixel variability is 

lowest.   

 
Figure B-4: Soil moisture retrieval target error accounting for variability. The target error assumes a normal soil 
moisture distribution, a sensor radiometric accuracy of 1dB and the slope of the soil moisture regression is 0.3%/dB using 
watershed characteristics from the Seine River Watershed, France (Aubert et al., 2003) 

 

 

B.4.3 Advances in Applications of SAR Soil Moisture in Hydrology 
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B.4.3.1 Requirement for High Resolution Soil Moisture 

Following the launch of SMOS (Kerr et al. 2010) and AMSR-E (Njoku et al. 2003), which both 

provide operational soil moisture retrieval algorithms, attention has arguably shifted away from 

active radar remote sensing for providing soil moisture products. This shift is natural, 

considering the higher temporal resolution (3 days for SMOS) and higher accuracy of soil 

moisture retrievals. However, the radiometer spatial resolution is inadequate for many 

hydrological purposes. Using a soil moisture product at a coarse resolution results in significant 

error as a result of not properly accounting for spatial variability (Crow and Wood, 2002). As 

was discussed previously soil moisture variability is a product of stochastic forces operating over 

an organized landscape, where the true variability of soil moisture can only be represented when 

both components are considered (Bronstert and Bardossy, 1999). Complicating the interaction 

between organized and stochastic influences on soil moisture patterns, is the strong non-linear 

relationship between soil moisture and hydrological processes (Brocca et al. 2009; James and 

Roulet, 2009; Merlin et al. 2006; Penna et al. 2011) where, the stronger the organized 

heterogeneity and non-linearity, the greater the requirement to account for fine scale 

heterogeneity to accurately represent hydrological processes (Bronstert and Bardossy, 1999; 

Merlin et al. 2006). Unfortunately, the variability of soil moisture within a watershed or 

catchment is often not considered and the assumption that the mean state is representative is 

applied in its stead (Ivanov et al. 2010), partially due to lack of available data and partially due to 

the lack of adequate high resolution models (Wood et al. 2011). 

  Integration of high resolution soil moisture into hydrological applications provides many 

potential benefits including correcting for weak model state interactions/variability (Alavi et al. 

2010; Bronstert and Bardossy, 1999; Merlin et al. 2006; Mohanty et al. 2000b; Mohr et al. 2000), 

quantifying sub-grid variability (Das et al. 2008; Crow and Wood, 2002), parameterization and 

calibration (Koren et al. 2008; Merz et al. 2011), reducing uncertainty (Loew et al. 2009; Zehe 

and Blöschl, 2004) and state initialization (Koster et al. 2010a; Koster et al. 2010b; Mahanama et 

al. 2008; Mohr et al. 2000). Despite these many potential benefits, the greatest impediment to the 

use of SAR as a source of high resolution soil moisture data for hydrological applications is the 

scarcity of data (Weisse et al. 2001). For this reason, many of the applications discussed in the 

following section show the benefits of high resolutions soil moisture, but are the result of 
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modelling exercises, ground/airborne remote sensing and in some instances coarse resolution 

spaceborne remote sensing.  

 

B.4.3.2 Assimilation of Soil Moisture 

Hydrological models are dependent on the availability and accuracy of a variety of input data for 

simulating surface water and energy fluxes. Uncertainty in meteorological data, soil moisture 

initial state, and land surface parameters causes divergence between simulation and reality 

sometimes leading to significant errors. The goal of data assimilation is to reduce the uncertainty 

which may exist in the model by integrating observations, as imperfect as they may be, of the 

state which the model represents, in this case soil moisture. The skill of the model assimilation 

product results from the synergetic relationship between the skill of the model and the quality of 

the soil moisture data/retrieval (Reichle et al. 2008). Within the context of this review, the 

potential for the assimilation of SAR retrieved soil moisture must be considered taking into 

account the advantage of high spatial resolution at the cost of lower accuracy and temporal 

resolution compared to available radiometer data. Many studies have shown that in general, 

assimilation of observed data, even poor or coarse data, provides at least a modest improvement 

over open loop models (Alavi et al. 2010; Loew et al. 2009; Pan and Wood, 2010; Parada and 

Liang, 2008; Reichle et al. 2008). As is expected, the natural result of higher skill soil moisture 

retrievals is greater improvement in the modeled product when compared to open loop 

simulations (Pan and Wood, 2010; Reichle et al. 2008). What may not be expected is that the 

performance of soil moisture assimilation is more dependent on spatial availability than retrieval 

accuracy (Pan and Wood, 2010). Pan and Wood (2010) found that at the watershed scale, in 

decreasing order, assimilation skill was most strong related to spatial availability, revisit time 

and retrieval accuracy, suggesting a significant benefit to high resolution soil moisture products. 

Unfortunately, few examples exist of assimilation of actual high resolution soil moisture data 

comparable to SAR (i.e. Das et al. 2008; Merlin et al. 2006; Parada and Liang, 2008; Pauwels et 

al. 2002). 

The accurate representation of surface energy fluxes is critically important in climate and 

weather prediction. At the continental scale, there are many examples of the assimilation of soil 

moisture data to improve global climate model outputs using data from SMOS, AMSR-E, etc. 

(Draper et al. 2011; Draper et al. 2012; Kumar et al. 2008; Reichle et al. 2008; Reichle and 
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Koster, 2005; Walker and Houser, 2001; and others). Assimilation of coarse soil moisture data 

lowers the error in soil moisture storage (Walker and Houser, 2001) increasing the correlation 

between modeled storage and observations by 10% (Draper et al. 2012). Despite the 

improvements found by assimilation of coarse soil moisture data, neglecting the fine scale 

heterogeneity of soil moisture limits the increase in assimilation skill that could otherwise be 

realized (Crow and Wood, 2002a; Crow and Wood, 2002b). This is because the error in latent 

energy flux at the regional scale increases proportionately to the variance of field-scale soil 

moisture within the region (Crow and Wood, 2002b). The impact of this is found in sub-regional 

differences in soil moisture control of surface energy flux.  For example, weak thermal 

conductivity in a model can hamper evapotranspiration causing the overestimation of soil 

moisture, leading to overestimation of convective precipitation (Mohr et al. 2000). Similarly, the 

variability of rainfall has an impact on boundary layer conditions at different locations resulting 

in heterogeneous surface fluxes and misrepresenting the genesis of convective storms (Mohr et 

al. 2003). In both cases, poor or under-representation of soil moisture and its spatial organization 

has a detrimental impact on the capacity of a numerical weather prediction model to predict near 

time weather events. After disaggregation of coarse soil moisture data, Merlin et al. (2006) were 

able to show that assimilation of 1 km soil moisture values represented in situ measured soil 

moisture conditions better than either microwave or model predicted soil moisture alone. The 

result to the model was the removal of some of the uncertainty inherent in coarse resolution 

weather data, particularly through the improvement of latent heat flux estimates (Merlin et al. 

2006). At even finer resolution Alavi et al. (2010) found that assimilating soil moisture into an 

LSM improved latent heat flux by 14% with greater gains made during the start of the growing 

season. The improvements over the model alone only occurred with the assimilation of spatially 

distributed soil moisture and not with assimilation of mean soil moisture (Alavi et al. 2010). 

Much of the error surrounding latent heat flux is a result of the poor characterization of rainfall 

distribution in poorly gauged basins (Loew et al. 2009). Even when using spatially distributed 

satellite observations of precipitation there is still a high degree of uncertainty in the 

precipitation. The assimilation of soil moisture modifies soil water storage, compensating for 

precipitation error and reducing overall model uncertainty (Bolton et al. 2010; Loew et al. 2009).  

Streamflow and runoff modelling also has the potential to benefit greatly from SAR retrieved 

soil moisture. Often hydrological models approximate the soil moisture state by a mean value, 
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which is representative for an entire catchment (Ivanov et al. 2010). At the field scale, the 

assumption of mean soil moisture as representative can underestimate peak runoff during a storm 

by greater than 50% (Minet et al. 2011). The discrepancy is significant at the field scale and 

represents an even greater uncertainty at the watershed scale when mean soil moisture conditions 

are assumed. Soil moisture patterns that accurately account for the structure of soil moisture 

provide more realistic runoff values (Minet et al. 2011). The importance of the spatial structure 

of soil moisture to runoff response is important at micro and catchment scales because different 

processes dominate the runoff response (Zehe and Blöschl, 2004). The result is that different 

spatial patterns of soil moisture within a watershed can produce different runoff responses (Zehe 

and Blöschl, 2004), even when the mean and statistical distribution of soil moisture is the same 

(Zehe et al. 2005). The greatest potential gain in terms of assimilation of soil moisture for runoff 

modelling occurs when the soil moisture state is at an intermediate level. When conditions are 

persistently dry or in arid regions the soil moisture distribution becomes more homogenous and 

skewed (Das et al. 2008; Famiglietti et al. 1999) and the low variability of soil moisture results in 

antecedent conditions lacking importance in the prediction of runoff (Zhang et al. 2011). 

Similarly, in wet conditions soil moisture becomes homogenous near saturation and the 

importance of soil moisture spatial distribution decreases (Zehe et al. 2005). Runoff is least 

predictable in the intermediate range of soil moisture as large spatial variations (Familietti et al. 

1999) and runoff threshold behaviour (Zehe et al. 2005) cause instability in the runoff response 

(Zehe and Blöschl, 2004). Using a lumped model, Aubert et al. (2003) were able to show that 

assimilation of soil moisture was effective for improving stream flow prediction and noted that 

soil moisture assimilation was particularly effective for flood forecasting. Using a distributed 

model, the assimilation of soil moisture was found to significantly improve forecasts for large 

floods decreasing the error from 25% to 12% for a 3 hour forecast and 25% to 19% for a 48 hour 

forecast (Komma et al. 2008). The benefit of assimilation is particularly noted when assimilation 

begins with low flow conditions (Komma et al. 2008). Pauwels et al. (2002) assimilated soil 

moisture retrieved from ERS using the IEM and Oh Model into TOPLATS to model runoff 

behavior in Belgium. Despite the relatively high RMSE (5.7%) of the retrieved soil moisture, 

assimilation significantly improved simulated discharge (20-60%) in three of five catchments 

while only slightly decreasing (5-10%) discharge accuracy in the remaining two catchments 

(Pauwels et al. 2002). These demonstrations show the potential of assimilation of SAR retrieved 
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soil moisture for hydrological forecasts, but the fundamental shortcoming remains the 

availability of data as the temporal resolution and operational capacity of current SAR sensors is 

limiting.     

 

B.4.3.3 Model Initialization 

Notwithstanding the limitation of current sensors for assimilation due to poor repeat coverage, 

non-temporal soil moisture data may be useful in the context of initializing models, or providing 

sparse updates to re-establish correct spatial heterogeneity. Realistic initialization of soil 

moisture has been shown to improve climate simulations (Koster et al. 2010), positively 

impacting model skill at lead times of over six months (Mahanama et al. 2012). The greatest 

benefit to the climate model from soil moisture initialization comes in terms of improvements in 

temperature simulation as a result of better constrained energy fluxes, while the improvement to 

precipitation modelling is generally minimal (Bisselink et al. 2011; Koster et al. 2010). However, 

in the absence of hyper-resolution models, many climate models operate at a resolution of 50 km 

or greater resulting in passive sensors such as AMSR-E (Bisselink et al. 2011) being more 

appropriate for climate simulation.  

Perhaps a more appropriate current application of SAR soil moisture is the initialization 

of flood forecasts. There is a strong link between flood formation and antecedent soil moisture 

(Aronica and Candela, 2004), where the spatial distribution of soil moisture is important for 

properly characterizing the flood hydrograph (Minet et al. 2011). Realistic initialization is 

particularly important when runoff genesis exhibits threshold behavior (Penna et al. 2011; Zehe 

et al. 2005), where standard model initializations may not adequately represent the difference 

between the state and the threshold at which runoff is induced and the state of antecedent 

wetness is therefore also strongly linked to catchment response time. Due to the influence of the 

runoff threshold and the representation of soil moisture heterogeneity it is important to properly 

account for the contribution from variable source areas (Penna et al. 2011).     

 

B.4.3.4 Parameterization and Calibration of Hydrological Models 

Prior to now the discussion has focused primarily on the potential of high resolution soil 

moisture data to improve hydrologic models through incorporation of the observed soil moisture 

during simulation and forecasting. Within this framework, soil moisture is used to artificially 
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force the model state to a better representation of the true state in order to compensate for model 

errors and input data limitations (Alavi et al. 2010; Loew et al. 2009; Merlin et al. 2006; Reichle 

et al. 2008; and others). However, as Reichle et al. (2008) point out, the skill of techniques such 

as data assimilation are also strongly dependent on the skill of the model, which may also 

potentially be improved by use of soil moisture data. This is done through incorporation of soil 

moisture into the calibration scheme of the model, in order to increase the confidence in model 

parameters and decrease the potential of equifinality (Koren et al. 2008). Typically, the 

calibration/parameterization of operational hydrological models is carried out by calibrating the 

model parameters based on a historically observed hydrograph. Koren et al. (2008) found that 

when the Sacremento (SAC) model was calibrated in several basins with only the hydrograph 

there were significant deficiencies in the model, whereas the inclusion of basin averaged soil 

moisture improved runoff simulation by 45%. The strongest benefit of this calibration procedure 

was found in dry watersheds, when the interconnection between runoff and soil moisture was 

weak (Koren et al. 2008; Wooldridge et al. 2003). The use of soil moisture as an additional 

calibration parameter is especially useful in ephemeral catchments where hydrograph calibration 

may be limited by sparse data, but the model can be calibrated to better represent 

evapotranspiration or other processes (Wooldridge et al. 2003). The temporal limitations in 

calibrating models to ephemeral streams is not as prevalent for soil moisture calibration as 

temporally discontinuous soil moisture measurements that represent a wide range of conditions, 

which better trains a model than long homogeneous records (Wooldridge et al. 2003). 

Calibration with spatially structured soil moisture is also important to account for variable source 

areas within the catchment. Zehe et al. (2005) point out that the spatial pattern of macroporosity 

is very important, as it is a controlling factor of threshold behavior; but unfortunately is typically 

parameterized using sparse field measurements supplemented by expert knowledge. More 

difficult to predict than the spatial heterogeneity of model parameters is the temporal 

heterogeneity of parameters. The use of historical flows for model calibration assumes 

stationarity in the catchment, whereas global climate change is known to be altering the 

hydrological cycle requiring compensation for this effect in hydrological model parameters 

(Merz et al. 2011). For example, the use of historical flows to calibrate a lumped model in 

Austria has been found to expose significant bias (15-35%) in recent simulations as the 

parameter controlling runoff doubled on average every thirty years (Merz et al. 2011). Since this 
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finding would suggest the calibration window is relatively short, alternate sources of information 

may be effective in supplementing the hydrograph, particularly for parameterization of 

evapotranspiration which Merz et al. (2011) discuss as being one of the factors which are most 

important for altering hydrological behavior and for which the inclusion of soil moisture in 

calibration is known to improve (Koren et al. 2008; Wooldridge et al. 2003).    

 

B.4.4 Contribution of Multiple Data Sources 

The use of a single radar data source to derive surface soil moisture, even at multiple incidence 

angles and polarizations, bears many inherent limitations. High revisit time, speckle induced 

error, surface roughness and vegetation effects all constrain the effectiveness of retrieving soil 

moisture from a single SAR satellite. In order to alleviate these constraints, a host of methods 

have been demonstrated in which one or more of the limitations of SAR are mitigated through 

the amalgamation of SAR soil moisture products with complimentary data products. The Soil 

Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission is one such example where the relatively noisy high 

resolution soil moisture will be retrieved with active radar to capture spatial dynamics and 

combined with more accurate passive radar (Entekhabi et al. 2010). In the SMAP example, SAR 

soil moisture is filtered to reduce speckle and used to determine the distribution of soil moisture 

within the footprint of the radiometer retrieval (Narayan et al. 2006; Piles et al. 2009).  The 

SMAP approach establishes a linear relationship between simultaneous active and passive soil 

moisture retrievals over the same site, which is used to disaggregate the radiometer soil moisture 

signal (Entekhabi et al. 2010; Narayan et al. 2006; Piles et al. 2009). Zhan et al. (2006) proposed 

the use of a Bayesian merging method, similar to the Kalman Filter, to combine radar and 

radiometer retrievals. The Bayesian method uses the error covariance of SAR and radiometer soil 

moisture to calculate optimized soil moisture. This procedure worked best when speckle was 

removed, thus compromising spatial resolution (Zhan et al. 2006). In both cases the final result 

was a soil moisture product with lower RMS error than inversion of either SAR or radiometer 

individually, with a slight compromise in spatial resolution compared to SAR (Entekhabi et al. 

2010; Zhan et al. 2006).  

In contrast to methods previously discussed which combine SAR and radiometer data at 

the soil moisture retrieval stage, Parada and Liang (2008) combine active and passive soil 

moisture retrievals at the application stage. The Multi-scale Kalman Filter (MKF) allows the 
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assimilation of data sources at different spatial resolution into a hydrological model (Parada and 

Liang, 2004). With the assimilation of both active and passive data, spatial features which were 

lost at the coarse 25 km resolution were recovered, improving model performance (Parada and 

Liang, 2008). Similarly, the assimilation of coarse soil moisture data with temporal ratios based 

on the rank stability of SAR return also lead to significant improvement and information 

recovery of about 40% (Parada and Liang, 2008).     

A major shortcoming of current SAR sensors is the issue of low temporal resolution, 

which limits the applicability of many simple retrieval methods such as change detection. The 

launch of upcoming SAR constellations will mitigate this issue somewhat, but in the meantime 

data from currently available sensors with similar configurations may also be able to be used 

together through distribution fitting. Demonstrated with 25 km data from the active ASCAT and 

passive AMSR-E, the distribution fitting techniques uses interpolation to match the cumulative 

distribution function (CDF) of the remotely sensed data sources to that of a common reference 

data set, usually a model (Liu et al. 2011). Distribution fitting requires complimentary data sets 

which have a correlation of greater than 0.65 and matches the range of the satellite data to that of 

the model while maintaining the relative dynamics of the satellite soil moisture (Liu et al. 2011). 

Despite the shift of absolute volumetric soil moisture as a result of the CDF fitting, assimilation 

of fitted soil moisture data can still increase model skill by R greater than 0.1 compared to open 

loop simulations (Draper et al. 2012) because the distribution of soil moisture is more important 

for the determination of surface processes than absolute values (Brocca et al. 2010).  

 

B.5 Hydrological Modelling Potential of SAR Soil Moisture 

 

B.5.1 Overview 

Soil moisture information derived from synthetic aperture radar has a high potential to benefit 

hydrological and meteorological applications. These benefits will be realized by implicitly 

accounting for heterogeneity at what is currently sub-pixel resolution for many LSM applications 

as future technological advances allow for hyper-resolution modelling (Wood et al. 2011). The 

assimilation of soil moisture can compensate for noisy model forcing data (Loew et al. 2009), the 

misrepresentation of model processes such as latent energy flux (Mohr et al. 2003) and for poor 

model parameterization. Also, the uncertainty introduced by global climate changes brings into 
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question the temporal stability of model parameters (Peel and Blöschl, 2011) which can be better 

calibrated by the incorporation of soil moisture data (Koren et al. 2008; Wooldridge et al. 2003). 

While not well established in the literature, the potential of the global coverage of SAR satellites 

also has prospective benefits for the parameterization of ungauged basins.  

The benefits of soil moisture data have already been proven for many of the above 

applications using in situ measurements with poor spatial representativeness (Aubert et al. 2003; 

Loew et al. 2009; Koren et al. 2008,) or with coarse spatial resolution (Bolten et al. 2010; Crow 

and van den Berg; 2010; Draper et al. 2012; Reichle et al. 2008; Walker and Houser, 2001), 

although some examples do exist as to the benefits of high resolution SAR soil moisture 

(Pauwels et al. 2002). Perhaps the two most compelling reasons for the lack of examples of SAR 

retrieved soil moisture use in operational hydrology are the lack of data availability and the 

relatively poor performance of most soil moisture retrievals. However, performance metrics in 

soil moisture retrieval studies are often based on retrieval error with respect to soil moisture 

measurements aggregated beyond the field scale, which is a natural comparison, but does not 

account for the spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture or the benefits at the application level. In 

many cases the volumetric accuracy of soil moisture are less important than the spatial 

heterogeneity (Bronstert and Bardossy, 1999; Pan and Wood, 2010) as the spatial patterns allow 

for the better identification of  important patterns such as runoff source areas. In this way, the 

benefit of SAR soil moisture lies less in the retrieval of soil moisture itself, but in the 

identification of spatial patterns across a catchment (Parada and Liang, 2008; Wagner et al. 

2008). Even so, noisy high resolution soil moisture data still provides noted benefits at 

application time (Reichle et al. 2008). With these considerations in mind, the following 

discussion will seek to identify the key issues and necessary compromises in soil moisture 

retrieval focusing primarily on the implications of soil moisture retrieval techniques discussed in 

the first section of this review to the applications discussed in the second section.     

 

B.5.2 Key Issues 

The separation of the influences of vegetation and surface roughness from that of soil moisture in 

backscatter signals remains a primary consideration. In terms of surface roughness, this has 

traditionally been accomplished through the use of under-representative in situ surface roughness 

measurements, which limits the established relationship to selected sampling areas. Fortunately, 
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recent studies have demonstrated that roughness can be effectively parameterized solely from 

SAR. Considering surface roughness as a model tuning parameter that is sensor and scene 

dependent (Lievens et al. 2011; Su et al. 1997) allows for inversion making few a priori 

assumptions about surface conditions. Since parameters may vary between SAR acquisitions, 

Lievens et al. (2011) have suggested a technique using normalized backscatter to derive effective 

roughness. The added benefit of such procedures that rely on few ground based data sets is the 

representation of the spatial distribution of surface roughness and soil moisture, which is of 

greater benefit to hydrological applications. Unfortunately, this process is based on the 

assumption that the soil moisture and its distribution do not vary between multi-angular 

acquisitions. In order to decouple the backscattered vegetation signal from that of soil moisture 

many recent publications have coupled the WCM with the IEM (or AIEM) (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 

2006; Joseph et al. 2008; Lievens and Verhoest, 2011; Lievens et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011; and 

others). The WCM approach offers the advantages of simplicity and relatively small computation 

requirements compared to more physically representative models. It is these advantages that 

currently make the WCM the best candidate in a potential hydrological application, especially 

when parameterizing vegetation from multi-polarized data (Gherboudj et al. 2011; Kasischke et 

al. 2011; Lin et al. 2009; Shi et al. 2004). The aforementioned modelling approach reduces the 

number of unknown parameters prior to inversion, alleviating some of the difficulty associated 

with the under-determined problem. 

The simplest method of removing the surface roughness (and some vegetation) influences 

is through the use of change detection techniques. The limiting factor for the use of change 

detection is the underlying assumption that neither roughness nor vegetation has significantly 

changed between acquisitions. While current sensors can use multi-angular data to make 

acquisitions of the same area in a relatively short times span through adjustable viewing 

geometry, both surface roughness and vegetation influences are known to increase with 

incidence angle changing the backscatter behaviour (Baghdadi et al. 2002a; Mattia et al. 2003b; 

Zribi & Deschambre, 2002). Therefore, this method can only be truly implemented in an 

operational sense when the same viewing geometry is used with short revisit times. The key 

shortcoming of the change detection approach is that the change in backscatter is often related to 

uniformly dry conditions [Eq B-10] (Moran et al. 2000; Pathe et al. 2009; Zribi et al. 2011) or to 

known surface soil moisture (Narayan et al. 2006; Wickel et al. 2001). These limitations can be 
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ignored by using the change detection method not for soil moisture retrieval but the 

establishment of temporal ratios using the assumption of rank stability (Parada and Liang, 2008; 

Wagner et al. 2008).  

In order to properly remove the vegetation and surface roughness effects using model 

inversion and change detection requires the acquisition of satellite data at a temporal resolution 

higher than is currently available with operational SAR satellites (35 days ASAR and 24 days 

RADARSAT-2). While the geographic location can be imaged more frequently because of 

variable imaging geometry, the change in incidence angle will impact the perceived roughness 

and optical depth (Aubert et al. 2011; Balenzano et al. 2011; Blumberg et al. 2000; Ulaby et al. 

1986; Ulaby and Batlivala, 1976). With this in mind, multiple agencies are planning the launch 

of SAR constellations to improve the scene revisit time (Attema et al. 2009; Du et al. 2010; Flett 

et al. 2009; Snoeij et al. 2010; Torres et al. 2012). Soil moisture retrieval may benefit the greatest 

from L band sensors such as ALOS-2 PALSAR-2 and the SAOCOM constellation. However, 

from a soil moisture retrieval perspective the C band multi-configuration constellations Sentinel 

1 (Torres et al. 2012) and RADARSAT Constellation (Flett et al. 2009) will significantly reduce 

the error in the assumption of no change in surface roughness or vegetation between acquisitions 

for change detection methods and may even permit near-simultaneous multi-angular acquisitions 

for deriving surface roughness and vegetation parameters. The validity of the zero change 

assumptions are important, as both surface roughness and vegetation change over time (Callens 

et al. 2006), albeit by different rates and magnitudes. This is particularly important when using 

multi-angular observations to determine surface roughness, as the difference in backscatter 

between the two angles is considered to be purely the result of surface roughness as soil moisture 

at different incidence angles will produce the same backscatter contribution (Zribi and 

Deschambre, 2002). By coordinating two satellites Sentinel-1 can achieve an exact revisit time 

of 6 days (Torres et al. 2012) and the use of three satellites will allow the RADARSAT 

Constellation an exact revisit time of 4 days (Flett et al. 2009). Thus, while not optimum in terms 

of wavelength, the proposed SAR constellations can be expected to reduce the uncertainty in 

current soil moisture retrieval model parameterizations, with greater benefits possible from the L 

Band SAOCOM Constellation. 

In terms of hydrological applications this sparse revisit time limits the availability of soil 

moisture data for techniques such as assimilation or the initialization of an operational flood 
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forecast model, where data may not be available when it is needed in emergency situations. 

Despite the findings that spatial data availability is more important than temporal availability 

(Pan and Wood, 2010), current sensors only allow retrieval of soil moisture at weekly to bi-

weekly resolution using multi-angular data which still may not be adequate for hydrological 

applications. Distribution matching (Liu et al. 2011) is a possible solution to this problem 

allowing complimentary data from ASAR and RADARSAT to be combined thereby increasing 

the temporal resolution and possibly producing soil moisture retrievals from the forthcoming 

constellations that allow for the assimilation of near daily soil moisture.   

 

B.5.3 Compromises in Soil Moisture Retrieval 

With regards to retrieval of soil moisture from SAR many conciliations are necessary, some of 

which are imposed and others at the discretion of the researcher. Issues such as the bandwidth of 

satellites, particularly the use of C instead of L band, radar design and the fact that many SAR 

satellites are primarily tasked to duties such as ship and sea ice monitoring (Flett et al. 2009; 

Torres et al. 2012) limits the usefulness of SAR for hydrological applications. These 

considerations combined with the low operational cycle (~30% per orbit) of most SAR limits the 

availability of data for hydrological purposes, increasing the importance of data sets such as 

WideSwath and ScanSAR for ASAR and RADARSAT respectively. The ASAR also had a 

Global Monitoring (GM) mode, which operated as a background state continually collecting 

data, with a resolution of 1000 m (Doubkova et al. 2012; Pathe et al. 2009). After filtering and 

spatial averaging ASAR GM data had a useful resolution of 3-10 km (Pathe et al. 2009), similar 

to SMAP, but adequate for many hydrological and particularly meteorological applications.  

Those compromises which researchers have control over are primarily related to the 

retrieval of soil moisture itself, and the models chosen for the retrieval. This largely results as a 

balance of model physical representativeness, computational effort and ancillary data for 

parameterization. The change detection approach is arguably the most parsimonious retrieval 

method with comparable results to more physically representative means, but is severely limited 

by the availability of data. Numerical methods make few assumptions and are highly 

representative, but the computational cost limits real world applicability (Lawrence et al. 2011; 

Onier et al. 2011; Rabus et al. 2010), whereas the IEM is both physically representative without 

requiring an arduous computation effort. Similarly, the removal of vegetation is important and 
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can be carried out through extensive parameterization of a physically representative model 

(Dobson et al. 1992) or as is often the case, is simplified to representation through the WCM 

(Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2006; Bindlish and Barros, 2001; Joseph et al. 2010; Zribi et al. 2007; 

Zribi et al. 2011; and others).   

The largest compromise in terms of soil moisture retrieval from SAR, and arguably the 

most important from a hydrological perspective, is the result of balancing the accuracy of the 

retrieval algorithm, with the representation of soil moisture heterogeneity. The filtering of 

speckle and averaging of retrieved soil moisture values results in a significant reduction in spatial 

resolution (Thoma et al. 2008), thereby increasing the variability of the soil moisture represented 

by the retrieval (Brocca et al. 2010; Famiglietti et al. 2008). The cost in spatial resolution may be 

acceptable from the standpoint of soil moisture retrieval, but quickly reduces the hydrological 

applicability of the derived data. This is especially true considering the importance of spatial 

heterogeneity as compared to accuracy (Pan and Wood, 2010). It appears that combined spatial 

filtering and averaging beyond the sub-catchment scale (< 10 km) would cease to be beneficial 

for hydrological applications as further filtering would produce a retrieval result with an order of 

magnitude similar to that of more accurate passive radar. Hopefully, future research will help to 

address this balance and provide guidelines to determine at what level of error are the benefits of 

spatial heterogeneity compromised as filtering decreases the spatial resolution.  

The compromise between accuracy and scale is also manifested when merging SAR soil 

moisture with radiometer soil moisture (Entekhabi et al. 2010; Narayan et al. 2006; Zhan et al. 

2006). This discussion of scale and accuracy then leads to the question which should be 

fundamental to soil moisture retrieval, “what kind of information is actually required from SAR 

to add value to the hydrological application in question?” Many suggest that relative spatial 

dynamics are potentially more important (Pan and Wood, 2010; Parada and Liang, 2008; Wagner 

et al. 2008) allowing the magnitude of the soil moisture state to be determined from radiometers 

or model state (Draper et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2011; Parada and Liang, 2008), which is itself a 

compromise to increase the temporal resolution (Draper et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012). In terms of 

SMAP using SAR to disaggregate the radiometer only represents a relatively small compromise 

where 3 km SAR is merged into a 10 km soil moisture data product (Entekhabi et al. 2010). The 

slightly greater than three times increase in scale with SMAP is far less of a spatial compromise 

than the 25-160 times increase suggested to directly use SAR by Thoma et al. (2008).  
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B.6 Conclusion 

  

In order to better understand the impacts of the hydrological cycle on climate, water resources, 

the spread of pollution and a host of other environmental phenomena, further information are 

required on the distribution and amount of soil moisture. Because the traditional methods of in 

situ measurement are too costly, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) from spaceborne platforms 

allows for the monitoring of this key state variable in a distributed manner at relatively high 

resolutions. Consideration of soil moisture dynamics at the sub-watershed scale is hydrologically 

important as it regulates runoff response (Minet et al. 2011; Zehe and Blöschl, 2004) and 

influences surface energy flux (Mohr et al. 2000; Mohr et al. 2003). Through assimilation, soil 

moisture data reduce the uncertainty associated with meteorological inputs (Bolten et al. 2010; 

Loew et al. 2009; Merlin et al. 2006) and compensate for under-representative model physics 

(Mohr et al. 2000), thereby increasing the skill of the final simulation or forecast product (Draper 

et al. 2012; Kumar et al. 2008; Pauwels et al. 2002; Reichle et al. 2008; Walker and Houser, 

2001). Soil moisture information can also aid in the parameterization and calibration of 

hydrological models, particularly in watersheds where flow is ephemeral or highly variable 

(Wooldridge et al. 2003) or are impacted by the effects of climate change (Merz et al. 2011; Peel 

and Blöschl, 2011).  

While the benefits of soil moisture data is evident, retrieval of surface soil moisture 

remains difficult, confounded by the competing influences of surface roughness, vegetation and 

speckle each of which introduce a unique set of influences. Change detection approaches can be 

effective and simple methods for estimating soil moisture by contrasting the changes in a dry 

image to that of subsequent acquisitions and assuming no other changes besides soil moisture 

have occurred. As an alternative, inversion of semi-empirical and theoretical models provides the 

ability to determine soil moisture considering a wide variety of conditions at the expense of 

simplicity. The Integral Equation Model (IEM) provides the most accurate representation of 

radar backscatter from a bare surface at a moderate computational cost, but requires multi-

angular data in order to adequately remove the influence of surface roughness across the entire 

scene (Wang et al. 2011). Unfortunately, the applicability of both of these retrieval methods for 

hydrological applications suffer from the poor temporal resolution of current sensors as well as 
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the need to reduce spatial resolution to increase retrieval accuracy (Baghdadi and Zribi, 2006; 

Lievens and Verhoest, 2011; Paloscia, 2002; Thoma et al. 2008; Verhoest et al. 2007b; and 

others).  

Unquestionably, lower error retrievals result in higher assimilation skill (Reichle et al. 

2008), yet the absolute skill of the retrieval is less important to hydrological applications than 

spatial or temporal availability of soil moisture information (Pan and Wood, 2010). The 

importance of the soil moisture spatial distribution indicates that, from the perspective of the end 

use of the data, the need to compromise in spatial resolution to attain an acceptable level of 

accuracy may not be as extensive as suggested (Thoma et al. 2008) and therefore requires more 

study. Indeed the sensitivity of SAR to soil moisture may be better exploited through the 

establishment of the spatial distribution pattern, allowing the soil moisture quantity to be 

determined by other methods (Parada and Liang, 2008). Regarding retrieval skill as being of 

secondary importance the major barrier remains the temporal availability of data. Distribution 

fitting (Liu et al. 2011) and the near future launch of SAR constellations will mitigate the 

problem of availability, leaving the hydrological community to study and realize the potential 

benefits offered by those advances to produce distributed surface soil moisture values. 
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